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P R E F A C E

I ustu t o  t e l l  f r ie n d s  that 1 wanted to write a book on the histori

cal Jesus, but that I would not know enough or be wise enough to do 

so until I was in my fifties. Well, I am still in my forties, and here is a book 

on Jesus. The reason is not that 1 have gained sufficient knowledge and 

wisdom but rather the opposite. The years have bestowed some humility 

and taught me that, partly because of an inability to make up my mind 

about so many things, I shall never be able to write the sort of thorough 

tome I once envisaged. I shall instead always be limited to seeing and 

wnring about only fleering glimpses of the past— and to making guesses 

about all too much. These three chapters, then, are fragments that have 

fallen from the ruins of a project that the builder has abandoned.

Chapter 1 sets out to discover how we might come to knowledge of 

the historical Jesus and ends up concluding that the tradition about him 

is best understood on the supposition that he was, among other things, 

what sociologists and anthropologists call a millenarian prophet. Chap

ter 2 considers what we can know about Jesus’ millenarian vision and 

how his cschatological language should be interpreted. Chapter 3 argues 

that Jesus was, despite so much written to the contrary, a sort of mil

lenarian ascetic whose words and behavior are illuminated through com

parative materials.

As a whole, this book functions as a belated prologue to my earlier 

contribution. The F.nd of the Ages Has Come: An F^rty Interpretation o f 

the Passion and Resurrection o f Jesus (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1985; Edin

burgh: T. & T. Clark, 1987). In that volume I sought an explanation for 

the so-called realized eschatology of rhe New Testament. During gradu

ate days the study of millenarian movements persuaded me that the early 

Christian interpretation of the death and vindication of Jesus in cschato-

IX
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logical categories was due in the first placc to a post-Easter reinterpreta- 

tion o! Jesus’ own eschatological prophecies. Of that I remain persuaded. 

But the book’s reception h3s disappointed. The problem is not that it has 

gone unnoticed bur that, when it has been referred to, the cause has been 

for almost everything except the main thesis and the comparative materi

als on which it is based. It is my hope that the present volume will be more 

persuasive than its predecessor and encourage other students of Jesus and 

early Christianity to pay more attention to worldwide millenarian move

ments and comparative messianism.

All three chapters appear here for the first time. The opening chapter, 

however, grows out of two panel discussions, both moderated by Amy- 

Jill Levine. Ihe first was held at the SECSOR meeting in Macon, Geor

gia, in March 1997, the second at the annual AAR/SBI meeting in San 

Francisco in November of the same year. On both occasions I enjoyed 

profitable encounters with John Dominic Crossan and Gcrd I.udcmann.

Quotations from the Bible are most often from the RSV and NRSV, 

bur 1 have sometimes offered my own translations.

I should like to thank John Barclay, John J. Collins, W. L). Davies, and 

Amy-Jill Irvine for commenting on portions of the manuscript. The 

whole was read by Joel Marcus, and to him I dedicate this book. His en

couragement first led me to think 1 should write it. His learned criticism 

much unproved the final product. And his good humor and friendship 

made life easier during a most difficult and confusing time.
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THE J6SU5 TRADITION 
AND THE JESUS OF HISTORY

H O W T O  FIND X  

M I L L 6N A F U A N  PROPHET

Introduction

Dozens of ancient sources tell us what Jesus supposedly said and did. Bur 

what did he really say and what did he really do? This question stalks all 

modern Jesus research, and, to understate the matter, it is not easy to an

swer. Hagiographies! traditions and sacred biographies written by the 

devotees of a founder or religious savior are notoriously unreliable. 

Tradents gather what they can and concoct what they cannot gather, 

often reaping where their founder did not sow. The result is that every

where history coalesces with myth.' Nothing is more common than the 

putting of words into the mouth of one’s religious authority.2 Thar this 

was true in Jesus’ native religion, Judaism, appears from both the Penta- 

teuchal legislation, which attributes itself in its entirety to Moses, as well 

av fmm rhr abundance of inr«»rresramf»nral pseudepigraphical writings

t. Instructive here arc The Biographical Pruccsx Studies in the History and Psychology 
o f  Religion, cd- Frank F_ Reynolds and Donald (^apps (The Ha^ue: Mouton. 1976), and 

Gcu Widengren, “Prolegomena: The Value of Source-Criocism as Illustrated by live Bio

graphical Dales of the Great Founders" in H tftoru  Rebginnum: Handbook for the History 
of Religions, ixAume I: Religions o f  the fa it , ed. C. Jouco Wccfcer and Geo Widengren 

t.Iflden: F- J. Brill, 1969), pp. 1-22.

2. Documentation seems almost needless; but lor two good example sof Ilya Gcrshc- 

viu’h, “Zoroaster's Own Contribution,” journal o f  S ea r Eastern Sludtes 23 (1964), 

pp. 12-33, and AniKinane Schimmcl, And Muhammad Is His Messenger: Ih c  Veneration 
o f  the Pruphet m Iflami, Puty (Chapd Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1985).

I
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still in existence. Once wc doubt, as all modern scholars do, that the Jesus 

tradition gives us invariably accurate information, unvarnished by exag

geration and legend, it is incumbent upon us to find some way of sorting 

through the diverse traditions to divine what really goes back to Jesus.

Contemporary scholarship has not backed down from this daunting 

assignment. Early in the twentieth century, after faith in the existence of 

Q  and belief in the priority of Mark cast oft' rival hypotheses, some imag

ined that source criticism would solve our problem. C. H. Dodd believed 

that “from the data attested by Mark and ‘Q’ in conjunction we can de

rive a clear and relatively full picture of the character of the ministry of 

Jesus.”1 The skepticism of the form critics, however, gradually abraded 

this sort of confidence, which now strikes so many as naive. Scholars have 

accordingly been moved to devise alternative means of fishing dominical 

items out of the sea of traditions. The result has been the invention of so- 

called criteria, that is, tests with which wc can assay the extant traditions 

and determine which inform us about the Jesus of history.4

These criteria appeal to common sense. For instance, that a tradition 

should not be thought authentic unless it coheres with other traditions 

already regarded as genuine— the criterion of consistency— seems self- 

evident. Again, that we may feel confident in assigning a unit to Jesus if it 

is “dissimilar to characteristic emphases both of ancient Judaism and of 

the early Church”5— the criterion variously known as dissimilarity or dis- 

tincrivcness or double discontinuity or dual irreducibilitv— has an initial 

plausibility. So too does the criterion of embarrassment, according to 

which a fact or saying is original if there is evidence that it embarrassed 

early Christians.

Reflection, however, creates more than a little unease. Coherence, for 

example, is a rather subjective thing. Two things that fit together accord

ing to one exegetc may seem irreconcilable according to another. If, for 

Hans Conzclmann, the “structure” of Jesus’ thinking would not “tolerate

3. C  H. Dodd, History and the Gospel (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1938), 

pp. 85-86.

4. For a survey and references to secondary literature see John P. Meier, A M arginal Jew: 

Rethinking the H istorical Jesus (New York: Douhleday. 1991), pp. 167-95. Also particu

larly helpful arc R. S. Barbour, Traditio-Historical Criticism o f the Gospels (London: SPCK, 

1972), and M . Eugene Boring, ‘ Criteria of Authenticity: The Lucan Bcarirudes as a Test 

Case," Forum 1/4 (1985), pp. 3-38. For an annotated bibliography on rhe subject see Craig 

A. F.vans, Life o f Jesus Research: An Annotated Bibliography linden: E. J. Brill, 1996), 

pp. 127-46.

5. The words are those of Norman Perrin, Rediscovering the Teaching o f Jesus (New 

York: Harper 6c Row, 1967), p. 39.



the synthesis of the Kingdom of God and Son of Man,”* other scholar* 

cannot see the point, which the authors of Q, Mark, Matthew, and Luke 

also apparently missed. Again, if for Stevan Davies the kingdom’s pres

ence and its futurity are two things that sit uncomfortably side by side,7 

others have had no difficulty imagining that Jesus spoke of both at the 

same time because his “eschatology (wasj in the process of realization.” B 

Perhaps the problem here is that one can always, as should be obvious in 

this age of deconstructionism, find tensions or contradictions between 

two texts. Long ago F. C. Burkirt made the point with the following 

illustration:

“The Kingdom of Heaven is like leaven,'' said Jesus once; very well, wc 

may say, the Kingdom of Heaven is therefore something essentially 
alive, working within that in whirh ir is plarrd, something immanent.

But Jesus also said, “The Kingdom of Heaven is like a treasure hidden 

in a field.” According to this it is something essentially external, acci

dental, transcending the ordinary features and contents of its surround

ings. Here is a patent contradiction, a contradiction as uncompromis

ing as could anywhere be found.’

The issue is not whether wre can find tensions but whether they mean 

much. Consistency and inconsistency are very much in the eye of the 

beholder.

Even though some espy contradiction where others see harmony, per

haps we can all concur that even the more reflective of us “are neither per

fectly rational nor perfectly irrational bur imperfectly both.’*10 Human 

beings are not Vulcans. Why have critics asked whether Paul’s views on

6. Haas Conzclmann, “Present and Future in the Synoptic Tradition,” ui God and 

Christ: Existence and Province, ed. Robert W. Funk and Gerhard libeling I New York: 

Harper i t  Row, 1968) = Journal for Theology and the Church  ̂(19f»9|, p. 30.

7. Stevan L. Davies, The Gospel <1 f  Thumas and Christian Wisdom (New York: Sea bury, 

1983), p. 48.
8 . T I ic  U m u i u  p l i i i s c  (“ i k l j  ( c a lu ic r c m ic  F s c K a to lo g ic ”  I is f r o m  J o a c h im  J c rc m w v , Tfor 

Parables of Jesus, 2d rev. cd. (New York: Charles Scribners 5ons, 1972), p. 230.

9. F. C- Burkin, “The Parables of the Kingdom of Heaven,” The Interpreter 7 

11910-1911). p. 1 32. He went on to add: “The contradiction docs not come from the Para 

bles, but from the use wc have made of them."

10. David Hackett Fischer, Historians' Fallacies: Toward a Lugtc o f H istorical Thought 

(New York: Harper &  Row, 1970), p. 214. This certainly includes New Icstaiucur wholarc. 

I remember my bewilderment when, at an undergraduate, I read p. 452 of Lloyd Gaston s 

No Stone on Another: Studies in  the Significance o f rise Fall of Jerusalem in  the Synoptic 

Gospels, NovTSup 23 (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1970), because while that page assigns the origi

nal saying behind Mk 9:1; 13:30; aud M l 10:23 to a Christian prophet, p. 38 credits Jesus 

as the author.

T h e  J e s u s  T r a d i t i o n  a n d  t h e  J e s u s  o k  H i s t o r y  ♦ j
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eschatology evolved with rime and whether Romans and Galatians say 

different things about the law? IT»e reason is that the apostle, who was 

surely a more orderly thinker than Jesus, said some things that do not ob

viously go together. Why should we believe that Jesus was any different? 

Do we have here a holdover from the old systematic theology? Surely if 

Jesus was, as so many have held, an esehatological prophet who lived in 

the imaginative world of the apocalypses, we should not expect much 

consistency from him, for the essential irrationality of apocalyptic is man

ifest from the history of messianic and millenarian movements.11 Who 

could turn the words and actions of the seventeenth-century Jewish Mes

siah, Sabbatai Sevi. into a coherent system of thought? One cannot dis

agree when Gerd Thcissen affirms that “we have to develop a historical 

sense for the degree of coherence and incoherence which we may expect 

in a given epoch and in the writings of an individual author or in his orally 

transmitted words." But such “historical sense” is an elusive thing that 

varies greatly from historian to historian.

The criterion of dissimilarity, whose implicit notion that the new is 

good may be the offspring of the modem idea of progress, is no less 

troublesome than the criterion of consistency. As others have often re

marked, it can at best tell us what was distinctive, not what was charac

teristic of Jesus. Because Jesus lived and moved and had his being within 

the Jewish tradition, the criterion is not a net that catches fish of ever)' 

kind; it can only find things that Jesus did nor take from elsewhere. All 

too often, however, dissimilarity has been misused as a means of separat

ing the authentic from the inauthentic, that is. a way of eliminating items 

from the corpus of authentic materials.13 Ihe result is a Jesus who “is 

necessarily a free-floating iconoclast, artificially isolated from his people 

and their Scripture, and artificially isolated from the movement that he 

founded.” u

11. Ir is useful to rccollccr contradictions that critics have found in w nx of the old Jew

ish jikJ Chn&taan apoculypso, contradiction* rlidl bare Ixnni the basis tor dubious COHipo 
sitioual theories (for example, G. 11. Rot's analysis at 4 Ezra aud R. H. Charles’s analysis of 

Revelation, in The Apocrypha and Pstudepigrapba o f tire O ld  Testament, 2 voli. [Oxford; 

Clarendon, 1913]). bee also Jack T. Sanders. “The Criterion of Coherence and the Ran

domness of Charisma: Poring through some Aporias in the Jesus Tradition,” NTS 44 

(1998). pp. 1-25.

12. G«rd Thetssen, "Historical Scepticism and the Criteria of Jesus Research," SJT 49 

(1996), p. 156, n. 10.

13. See further my critique of Norman Perrin’s method in “A Plea for Thorotighgoinj* 

Fschalok*yr" JB1 113 ( 1994), pp. 664-67.

14. Richard B. Havv. “The Corrected Jesus," First Things (May 1994), p. 45. Long ago 

Oscar Cullmann. Salvation in History (1 oiukm: SCM, 1967), p. 189. observed rhe obvious: 

“The Church probably did put some words m Jews’ mouth to tnaie clear its idea of Jesus,



Beyond this, the objection of Moma Hooker, first raised three decades 

ago, has never been successfully answered.1' Wc just do not know enough 

about Hrst-century Judaism16 or early Christianity r  to make rhe criterion 

very reliable. Why pretend to prove a negative? I remember W. IX Davies 

once advising me never to use rhe word unique in connection with Jesus. 

His reason was very simple: How can we claim anything to be without 

parallel when so little is known about antiquity? The recent publication 

of old Palestinian prayer texts which address God as “my Father" (4Q372 

and 4Q460) has vindicated the wisdom of his warning. Joachim Jere- 

mias's confident and influential conclusions about Jesus’ use at abba, con

clusions built upon a claim to distinctiveness, have been discredited.115

The criterion of embarrassment is more promising. Certainly histori

ans in other fields have often reasoned according to its logic, as when 

scholars of Islam have affirmed that the “Satanic verses” rest upon a 

historical episode, because Muslims did not invent a story in which 

Mohammed mentions the names of three goddesses.lv And yet there is 

a problem. Wc must face the surprising fact that all of the supposedly

T h e  J e s u s  T r a d i t i o n  a n d  t h e  J e s u s  o f  H i s t o r y  ♦ 5

but it ako used genuine sayings of Jesus for this purpose. It selected such genuine livings of 

Jesus as accorded w ith its own Tendencies, ones that specially emphasized what seemed to it 

10 be of central importance . .

15. Moma Hooker, “Chmtolug) and Methodology," NTS 1" 11971), pp. 480-87; 

idem, “On using the Wrong Tool,” Theology 75 (1972), pp. 5^0-81. For an attempted rr- 

hutral see R. I I . Fuller. “The Criterion of Dissimilarity: The Wrong Tool?” in Cfrristologi- 

col Perspectwes, ed. Robert F. Bcrkey and Sarah A. Edwards (New York: Pilgrim. 1982). 

pp. 42-48.

16. Certainly ll wc confine ourselves to Jewish sources known to hare been composed 

in the first century and before the Jewish War we have very little to work with. If, on the 

other hand, we enlarge the comparative materials by including, as is. often done, the Hebrew 

BiHc, all the Dead Sea Scrolls, and rabbinic texts, then there is hardly anything that doc® 

not have some sorr of parallel.

17. Here il is rewarding to read F. Gerald Downing, The Church and Jesui: A Study in 

History. Philosophy am i Theology. SB I 2/10 (London: SCM. 1968). This book argues that 

“we do not know enough about Jesus to allow us to construct a clear account of the prim

itive Church bccausc wr do not know enough about the primitive Church to allow us to con 

strncr a dear account of Jesus" (p. 51; iralics deletedi. No doubc we all sometimes forget 

that our knowledge of early Christianity is woefully incomplete. M.iyhe one can, with a 

holographic plate, reconstruct the whole unage from a pan; but it is otherwise with our 

fragmentary knowledge of the early church.

18. For further discussion of the criterion of dissimilarity and its problems see now rs 

pecially Gcrd Theissen and Dagmar Wmtcr, Die Knterienfrage in der Jesusforschung: \hm 

Dtfferenzkntertum zum Plausthilttatikrtlerium . NTOA 34 (Gottingen; Vandenhoeck & 

Ruprecht, 1997).

19. Compare rhe argument of Arriiur Jeffery, “The Quesr of rhe Hiuorical Mohammed," 

The Moslem World 16(1926), pp. 328-29, thar Ibn Ishaq's losr work on Mohammed must 

have contained valuable information because so many of the surviving quotations arc unfa

vorable to later ptety.
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embarrassing statements or words are found in the Jesus tradition itself. 

This means that they were noc sufficiently disconcerting to be expurgated. 

Perhaps this “reminds us that beside a creative thrust there was also a 

conservative force in the Gospel tradition.” M But docs it not also strongly 

hint at rhe pluralism of the early church21 and reveal that what may have 

flustered some may have left others unperturbed?

P. W. Schmiedel famously claimed that Mk 13:32, where Jesus says 

that neither the angels in heaven nor the Son knows rhe day of rhe con

summation, should be one of rhe “foundation pillars for a truly scientific 

life of Jesus,” because Christians would not have attributed ignorance ro 

their Lord.2̂  The argument is worth considering. Patristic writings vainly 

strive to evade the plain sense of the saying.M Textual authorities for both 

Mt 24:36 and Mk 13:32 omit “nor the Son." I.uke drops the saying al

together. Yet Mark and Matthew passed it on, the latter at least without 

making any significant modification. Moreover, Paul (in 1 Cor 15:28) 

and John (in 14:28) were able to subordinate “the Son” to the Father, 

and in like manner orhers may have had no difficulty with the thought 

that the Father knew things the Son did not. So what decision should one 

make?24

Whether or not one shares iny misgivings about dissimilarity, coher

ence, and embarrassment, it is certain that they and other criteria have not 

led us into the promised land of scholarly consensus. If our tools were de

signed to overcome subjectivity and bring order to our discipline, then 

they have failed.

ITiis state of affairs does not, however, mean that we should lay them 

aside. For in truth wc have nothing better in the scholarly toolshed; at 

least I have nor turned up anything better. Apparently we must reconcile

20. Mricr, M arginal Jew. voL 1, p. 170.

21. I he modern discovery of pluralism in rhe early church »  a lin  to the modem dis

covery erf pluralism among the Purirans or Among ancient Jew*. Everywhere, monoiirhic en

tities have been fractured. The rule is; the more that historical research progresses, rhe more 

complex things seem ro be.

22. See P. W. Schmiedel, “Gospels," in Encyclopaedia ftihhca, ed. T. K. Cheyne and 

J. Sutherland Black 'London: Adam and Charles Black. 1901), vol. U, coL 1881.

23. Ambrose, D r fid. 5:16; Athanasius. C. At. 1 —3:42 -50; Basil, Ep. 236; Chrysostom. 

Horn, on M l. 77:2; Cassiodorus, Exp. Ps. on 9:39, among others.

24. Robert J. Miller, "Can the I fictoncal JcSK Be Made Sale for Orthodoxy? A Critique 

o£ The Jesus Quest by Ben Wirhenngron III." 7he Journal o f Higher Criticism  4 (1997), 

p. 129, finds it “quite believable rhar early Christians might well have invented this saying 

as a way a* explaining why Jesus had nor been more precise in his predictions, or as a way 

of taking our insurance on his credibility, iu>t in case the End proved tardy."
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ourselves ro the unhappy fact that our methods arc defective and may of

ten mislead us. Probably, as will be explained later, our besr recourse is to 

figure out how to improve and use our existing indices, unwieldy as they 

arc, under the guidance of an interpretive model established indepen

dently ol those indices. Perhaps this will help us stay a little closer to the 

truth. Such, at any rare, is the main purpose of this chapte'.

But, however much we better our methods for authenticating rhe tra

ditions about Jesus, we are never going to produce results that can be 

confirmed or disconfirmcd. Jesus is long gone, and we can never set our 

pale reconstructions beside rhe flesh-and-blood original. We should nor 

deceive ourselves into dreaming that methodological sophistication will 

ever eventuate either in some sort of unimaginative scientific procedure or 

in academic concord- Rudolf Bultmann was right to assert that often we 

arc left with only a “subjective judgment.” Until we become literal rime 

travelers, all attempts to find the historical Jesus will be steered by instinct 

and intuition. Appeals to shared criteria may, we can pray, assist us in be

ing self-critical, but when all is said and done we look for the historical 

Jesus wirh our imaginations— and there too is where we find him, if we 

find him at all.

An Imaginary Case Study

I should like to explore further the hazards that accompany all attempts 

to authenticate Jesus traditions by considering a hypothetical scenario. 

Imagine with me that, in the year 35 C.F ., there lived in Jerusalem a Jew

ess named Faustina. A recent and enthusiastic convert to Peter’s preach

ing, she soon found she had the gift of prophecy, and in Christian services 

she began uttering oracles in the name of the risen l ord. Faustina was, 

moreover, a very charismatic figure, and her ecstatic speech was greatly 

esteemed over a wide area.

Because Faustinas listeners took her prophetic claims at face value, that 

is, because they believed that her words were truly those of the resurrected 

Jesus, some of her sentences were passed down with rhe preface, “Jesus 

said." Indeed, if truth be known, it was she who introduced the apoca

lyptic Son of man sayings into early Christianity. She was quite fond of 

rhe book of Daniel, and picking up on Jesus’ innocent use of an Aramaic

25. Rudoil Bultmann, History o f the Synoptic Tradition, rev. aL  (New York: I tarpcr & 

Row, 1963), p. 102.



locution (“son of man”), she authored all the nonredacrional sayings in 

which Jesus prophesies the future coming of the Son of man.

The fictional case of Faustina is not far-fetched. It rather gains its force 

from its resemblance ro nonfictional narratives some scholars have pro

duced. So it is appropriate to ask how we, two thousand years later, can 

play Sherlock Holmes and follow the lung cold trail of subtle clues to the 

place where we might see what Jesus said and what someone else said in 

his name. Are we clever enough to solve the case of the Faustina sayings?

What about the criterion of multiple attestation, which maintains that 

a saying attested in two or more independent sources has a better chance 

of being authentic than one attested only singly? Two facts about Faustina 

show us that in this matter it is a poor guide. First, our prophetess flour

ished very soon after Jesus’ ministry ended, an d , second, she was a person 

of far-flung influence, whose prophetic logia were widely distributed. The 

result of these two circumstances is that her savings entered the Jesus tra

dition very near its beginning, early enough in fact to have been in the 

main tributary before it split off into the Q tradition, the Markan tradi

tion, the Thomas tradition, and whatever other Jesus tradition one wishes 

to speak of. Thus many of Faustina’s sayings are attested more than once 

in our earliest sources. For this reason the criterion of multiple attestation 

will nor screen out her materials.

Does it help that, according ro the experts, some of her sayings show' 

signs of having been composed in Aramaic? No, because Faustina herself 

spoke rhe language of Jesus. Further, as she had grown up in Galilee and 

then later moved ro the environs of Jerusalem, some of her sayings, just 

like those of her Lord, naturally enough exhibit Palestinian touches. So 

rhe rule that a saying has higher odds of telling us about Jesus if it reflects 

religious or social or economic or political conditions within first-century 

Palestine does not aid us here. In addition, matters are all the more 

difficult for us because Faustina steeped herself in the primitive jesus tra

dition and liked to  imitare it. She loved, for instance, to use the prcfatory 

“amen" and to arrange her thoughts in poetic parallelism. In other words, 

like Luke imiraring the Scptuagint, she made Jesus' style her own style.26

Will the criterion of dissimilarity find Faustina’s fingerprints? l.et us 

consider her apocalypric Son of man sayings. They distinguish themselves

26. “If the early Church did. in fact, create tradmrvm about Jesus (and it surely did), it 

would no doubt have attempted, at least for the roost pan. to create such traditions as would 

fit •reasonably well’ into the general picture of Jesus which il had received through the prior 

traditions" So Wflfcam O. Walker, " Ihe Quest for the Histoncal Jesus: A Discussion of 

Methodology.- A IK  51 (1969), p. 50.
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from non-Christian Jewish traditions in two conspicuous ways. (1) They 

equate the Son of man with Jesus of Nazareth. (2) They (in contrast with 

the closest parallels in Daniel, I Enochs and 4 Ezra) use “the Son of man” 

in a titular fashion. So this group of sayings might be thought to satisfy 

half of the criterion of dissimilarity, even though Jesus w'as not the author. 

What about rhe other half? Faustina s Son of man sayings also differen

tiate themselves from early Christian tradition. For despite Faustina s 

popularity, titular usage of “the Son of man" never grew beyond the 

Jesus tradition. The peculiar phrase failed to establish itself as a chrisro- 

Iogical title. So Faustina’s apocalyptic .Son of man sayings are not quite 

like anything else in early Christian tradition (certainly there is no trace 

of them in rhe epistles) and so they appear to meet the other half of the 

criterion of dissimilarity.37

The lesson for us is that Faustina was just as capable as Jesus of com

posing sayings that seem to distinguish themselves from what we know of 

both Jewish and Christian tradition. This must have been true of all sorts 

of people in the early church. Certainly the apostle Paul produced, to use 

Perrin's phrase, quite a few sentences that are “dissimilar ro characteris

tic emphases both of ancient Judaism and of the early Church." So too the 

author or authors of the Gospel o f Thomas. Does nor rhe criterion of dis

similarity make the curious assumption that Jesus alone, but not any con

tributor to the Jesus tradition after him, said distinctive things?

Some scholars have mistakenly authenticated Faustina’s apocalyptic 

Son of man sayings by the criterion of embarrassment. Surely, they say, 

early Christians did not formulate for Jesus false prophecies. The 

promise, now found in Mr 10:23, that the persecuted disciples will not 

complete their missionary task in Israel before rhe Son of man comes— 

one of Faustina’s savings— has been proclaimed indubitably dominical 

because, in the event, it was falsified. ITie difficult)' with this argument, 

however— a difficulty so fundamental that one wonders how' anyone 

could ever have missed ir— is that F a u s t in a 's  comforting prediction of im

minent salvation became problematic only later, long after ir had estab

lished itself in rhe tradition as an authentic word of Jesus. There it re

mained, not forgotten (it was, after all, prefaced with “Jesus said’') but 

reinterpreted (compare Jn 21:23).

The criterion of consistency is perhaps no more helpful than any of our 

other tools, for, as already observed, Faustina was steeped in rhe Jesus

27. See further John (j. Gager. “ Ibe Gospels and Jesus: Sonic Doubts jhour 

JR  54 (1974), pp. 265-66.
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tradition. Not only had she made Jesus’ style her own, but she had medi

tated profoundly upon the content of his speech. Thus, much that she said 

was in continuity with what he had said. Ilie criterion of consistency will 

accordingly not catch her out. To illustrate: It is easy to imagine that 

Jesus < 1) never said anything about the coming of the Son of man and yet, 

at the same rime, (2) never said anything that would contradict or even 

stand in noticeable tension with such a belief; Jesus accordingly could 

have had an eschatological scenario that Faustina enlarged in a creative 

but fairly fairhfui fashion, with the result that we can no longer discern 

who said what. One thinks of our difficulty in seeing where, in the early 

Platonic dialogues, Socrates ends and Plato begins.

The Method of John Dominic Crossan

John Dominic Crossan has thought about the problem of finding the orig

inal Jesus as long and as hard as anyone. Examination of his creative and 

intriguing proposals is an instructive exercise.

Crossan opines that “historical Jesus research is becoming something 

of a bad joke."3* The diversity of reconstructions creates the “suspicion 

that historical Jesus research is a very safe place to do theology and call it 

history, to do autobiography and call it biography." 29 The remedy for this 

embarrassing situation, a situation which conveys “the impression of 

acute scholarly subjectivity,’' lies in reconsidering our methods.10 Ar

chaeologists no longer loot mounds at random but assign every item from 

a site to its proper chronological layer. Jesus researchers need to do some

thing similar. They need to employ a scientific stratigraphy.

Crossan declares that his procedure is triadic. First, he seeks to pur his 

reconstruction in context by way of cross-cultural anthropology and 

Greco-Roman history. Second, he offers a formal inventory of the Jesus 

tradition. This means (1) dating the relevant sources, (2) grouping them 

then into four chronological strata (30-60, 60-80, 80-120, and 120- 

150 C.t.), and (3) arranging the individual units into one of four cate

gories: those attested only once, those independently attested twice, those 

independently attested three rimes, and those independently attested more 

than three times. C.rossan's third step is ro determine what precisely goes 

back to Jesus. For this he believes that we should begin with his first stra

tum, and that even on that level it is methodologically wise to bracket

28. John rVtuunk Crossan, The Historical Jesus: The Life o f a Mediterranean Jewish 

Peasant (San Francisco: HarpcrCollins, 1991), p.xxvii.

29. n»»d.. p. xxviiL

30. Ibid.
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material arrested in one source alone. For “something found in at least 

two independent sources from rhe primary stratum cannot have been cre

ated by either of them. Something found there but only in single attesta

tion could have been created by that source itself.” M

Crossan’s method nonetheless “postulates that, at least for the first 

stratum, everything is original until it is argued otherwise."32 This seem

ingly includes even the materials attested in a single source. Fie also, how

ever, goes on to say that the greater the attestation, the more seriously we 

should reckon with an origin with Jesus. He illustrates his method with 

an example:

Kingdom and Children |l/4j

(1) Gos. Thom. 22:1-2

(2) Mk 10:13-16 *  Mr 19:13-15 =* Lk 18:15-17

(3) Mt 18:3

(4) Jn 3:1-10

Wc have here a “complex" constituted by six units (Gos. Thom. 22: 

1-22; Mk 10:13-16; Mt 19:13-15; Lk 18:15-17; Mt 18:3; Jn 3: 

1-10). These units come from four independent “sources" (Thomas, 

Mark, M. John). One of these sources (Thomas) belongs to Crossan’s first 

stratum. So “Kingdom and Children” is followed by |1/4J, I signifying 

that the complex is attested in the first stratum (30—60 c.e.), 4 indicating 

that there arc four independent witnesses to it. The upshor of this way of 

displaying things is that the lower the number on the left and the higher 

the number on the right, rhe greater the chance we are dealing with some

thing that originated with Jesus himself.

The results of Crossan’s method are on display throughout his engag

ing book The Historical Jesus. Jesus turns out to be a Cynic-like Jewish 

peasant who early on abandoned John the Baptist’s imminent apocalyp

tic expectation for an egalitarian social program. For our purposes the 

main interest is an appendix, “An Inventory of the Jesus Tradition by 

Chronological Stratification and Independent Attestation." This displays 

in comprehensive fashion the results of Crossan's method and includes his 

judgment on the origin of every complex catalogued. The + sign marks 

those that go back to Jesus, rhe — sign those that do not. Ihe ± sign is 

placed in front of complexes “whose metaphorical or metonymical con

tent rendered such posirivistk simplicities magnificently irrelevant.”33 

Although Crossan himself does nor offer the statistics, an examination of 

his inventory shows, among other things, that approximately 54% of rhe

31. Ibid.. pp. xxxn-tttxiii.
32. Ibid., p. xxxiL

33. Ibid., p. xxxiv.
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units in Q, 52% of the units in the Gospel o f Thomas, and 41% of the 

units in Mark are marked with the + sign.

There is much to admire in Crossan’s book, which has garnered so 

much attention, even outside the guild.34 The concern for method is com

mendable, as is the openness to noncanonicai sources. Further, rhe ap

plication of cross-cultural anthropology is stimulating and, we hope, will 

be taken up by others. My purpose here, however, is not to praise Crossan 

but to criticize him. For, despite the methodological finesse, one is left 

with many questions.

1. Scholarly diversity. I low troubled should we be by the different pic

tures of Jesus modem historians have developed? Ir is the rule rather than 

the exception that rhe sources for important historical figures do not al

low definitive reconstructions bur rather generate abiding; contention. 

This is simply the reality of the humanities, in which the interpretations 

of individuals and texts are always up for grabs. What in the book of Jer

emiah goes back to Jeremiah? Which fragments did Fleraclinis himself 

author? Wh3t was really in the mind of Alexander the Great or Claudius 

Caesar? Again, what did Paul believe about the law of Moses, and how 

much of ir did he practice? And what is the chief lesson of Hamlet? The 

failure of scholars ro answer these questions conclusively, and to create 

some sort of consensus is just the inevitable consequence of limited his

torical sources and limited human abilities: it is “the historicity of histor

ical work.” 35 Uniform interpretation is found nowhere, provisional and 

conflicting interpretation everywhere.

Of what figure of note do we not have contending representations? 

Was Shelley above all a Platonist or above all a political radical or above 

all a skeptical empiricist? The experts tell different stories. Who was the 

real Gandhi? Was he the brilliant saint of Louis Fischer’s popular biogra- 

ph> or the tyrannical and superstitious political opportunist depicted in 

Richard Grenier’s well-known Commentary piece?5'’ When there are even 

very disparate biographies of modem figures who have* left us their own 

written materials, how could it be any different with Jesus, who wrote 

nothing at all? Crossan himself says near the end of his book that “there

*4. Note Jesus and Faith: A Conversation on the Work o f John Dom inic Crossan, ed. 

Jeffrey Carkon and Robert A. Ludwig (Maryknoll: O rbo, 1994).

35. Leander F_ Kcck. A tuture for the H istorical Jesus'. The Place o f Jesus tn Preaching 

and Theology (Nashville; Abingdon. 1971), p. 24.

36. Louis Rschcr, Gandhi: His Life and Message for the World (New York: Mentor, 

19.S4). !*« ako Commentary, March. 1983; reprinted as Richard Grenier. The. Gandhi No

body Knou-s (Nashville: Thomas Nelson, 1983).



will always be divergent historical Jesuses.” •*" That, it seems, is the one 

sure fact- The quest for rhe historical Jesus will ever be a book without its 

final chapter. Perhaps, then, we should make die best of it by recalling the 

story of the blind men and the elephant: We can at least hope that most 

of the contributors have some piece of the truth to share with us.

2. Stratification. Crossan comes to the sources as a geologist who 

seeks to map the strata. This is understandable. Just as sedimentary rock 

forms in layers, surely the bedrock of the Jesus tradition was covered, as 

time went on, by layers of secondary- materials. So we need to expose rhe 

various deposits to get to the original. In trying to dig down to Jesus, how

ever, Crossan makes an exceedingly high number of controversial judg

ments. I Iis stratigraphic view looks like this:

Fourth stratu m , 120—150 c .e.

2d ed- of John, Acts, Apocryphon o f James, 1 and 2 Timothy, 2 Peter, 

Polycarp, Philifipians, 2 Clement, Gospel of the Nazoreans, Gospel o f the 

Ehionites, Didache 1:3b— 2 :1, Gospel o f Peter 

Third stratum, 80-120 C.L.

Matthew, I.uke, Revelation, / Clement. Barnabas, F.pistle, Didache 

1 :l-3a; 2:2— 16:2; Shepherd o f Hcrmas, James, 1st ed. of John, the let

ters of Ignatius, 1 Peter, Polycarp, Philippians 13-14, I John 

Second stratum, 60-80 C.F.

Gospel o f the Egyptians, Secret Gospel o f Mark, Mark, P. Oxy. 840, 

2d ed. of the Gospel o f Thomas, Dialogue o f the Savior 124.23-127.18; 

131.19-132.15; 137.3— 147.22, rhe Signs Gospel embedded in John 

First s t r a t u m ,  30-60 c . e .

the authentic Paulines, the 1st cd. of the Gospel of Thomas, the 

Egerton Gospel (= Pap. Eg. 2 + Pap. Koln 255 (Inv. 608)), the Favum 

Fragment (P. Vienna G. 2325), P. Oxy. 1224, Gospel o f the Hebrews, Q, 

a miracle collection that lies behind the Signs Gospel and Mark and

37. Crossan, Historical Jean, p. 423. Bur in "Jesus and the Kingdom: Itinerants and 

I leaseholders in Earliest Christianity,n in Jesus M 2000, cd. Marcus J. Borg (Boulder: West 

view, 1997), pp. 32-33, he writes: ‘ Without the strictest possible methodology, scholar* 

will disagree nor only on rhe interpretation of any given text but also ou whai texts arr 

W (he original historical Jesus layer of the tradition to be interpreted.' But will we uoC con- 

Unae to disagree about texts even if wc adopt a common and strict methodology? Contrast 

btcvan L- Davies, Jesus the Healer: Possession, Trance, and the Origins nf Christianity < New 

York: Continuum. 1995), who supports his novel thesis that Jesus was not primarily a 

teacher by referring tu the failure of scholars to agree about the content of Jesus’ proclama

tion. By the same son of reasoning one could argue that the prc-Socr.inc philosophers were 

noc teachers because the experts disagree so much about what they had to say— an obvious 

absurdity.
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Secret Mark, a sayings source used by Didache 16 and Matthew 24. the 

Cross Gospel (embedded in the Gospel of Peter)

The questions are manifold. Whar is the justification for sorting the 

sources into four periods? Why not three, or five, or six? And why are 

the lines drawn where they are? Why not a line at 50 or 70 C.F.. or one at 

100 C.E.? Crossan may have good reasons for his choices, but he does not, 

so far as I can see. let us know whar they are.5* N. T. Wright is correct to 

observe: “Crossan’s cut-off points for dating are of course arbitrary. The 

first two strata consist of twenty years each, the third forty, thus enabling 

him to imply, say, that a document written in 81 belongs with one writ

ten in 119 rather than with one written in 79.” 39

Problems also attend the individual documents themselves. A survey of 

the secondary lireraturc reveals no agreement at all among the specialists 

regarding the dates of, for example, rhe Apocryphon o f James*0 rhe 

Gospel of the Egyptians,41 the Secret Gospel o f Mark*2 the Egerton 

Gospel, °  the Gospel of Thomas,*4 or the Gospel o f the Hebrews.*5 And

38. At an earlier time C row n ottered a diftcrcnr stratigraphy: (1) 40s-50s, (2) 60s-70«, 

(3) 80s-90s, (4) 40s-90s. See “Materials ard Methods in Historical Jesus Research.” 

forum  4/4 (1988), pp. 9-10.

39. N. T. Wright, Jesus and the Victory o f God (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1996), p. 49, 

n. 102.

40. According to Helmut Kocster, Ancient Christian Gospels (Philadelphia: Trinity 

Press International, 1990), p. 200, ‘ It is still too carh to draw final conclusions concerning 

the character and date erf the Apocryphon of James.’

41. " llie  time at composition cannot be d'tvrimncd evacriy. The Gospel of the fcgyp- 

nans belongs in the second century, presumabh the first half.” So W. Schnccmdchex, “The 

Gospel of the Egyptians.” in Seu- Testament Apocrypha, Volume One: Gospels and Related 

Writings. voL 1 rev. ed.. ed. Wilhelm SchneemcJchcr and R. M cL Wilson < Louisville: West

minster/John Knox, 1992), p. 215. According *n Ron Cameron, The Other Gospels: Non- 

Canonical Gospel Texts (Philadelphia: Westmirsrcr, 1982), p. 50, “a date in the late first or 

carl)- second century is most likely.”

42. Great controversy has surrounded this document; some have suggested that it 

might be a modem forgers-. Sec M nnon Smith, “Clemenr and Secret Mark: The Score at 

the End at the First Decade,” HTR 75 11982). pp. 449-61 urjniing fnr authenticity) and 

H. Merkldo, in Neu• Testament Apocrypha. voL 1. pp. 106-109 (urging reservations); a ho 

Robert IL  c.undry, Mark: A Csmtmcnlary on bis Apology for the Cross (Grand Rapids: 

Eerdmans, 1993), pp. 603—23.

43. Although Crossan thinks this could be as carh- as the fifties, many (with some 

notification) have seen dependence upon both the Synopocs and John; see, C-g., Frans 

Neirvnck, ‘ Papyrus Fgcrtou 2 and the Healing of the leper,” ETL 61 (1985), pp. 153-60, 

and D. F. Wright, “Apocryphal Gospels: llie  ‘Unknown Gospel’ (Pap. Fgcrton 2) and the 

Gospel o f Peter." in Gospel Perspectives: The Jesus Tradition outside the Gospels, Volume 5, 

ed. David Wenham (Sheffield: JSOT. 1985), pp. 210-21

44. According to Crossan, Gospel o f Thomas I was composed (“possibly in Jerusalem, 

under the aegis of James’ authorin'") m the 50s, Gospel o f Thomas II (“under the aegis of 

the Thomas authority") in the 60s or 70s perhaps. The two layers “are identified, but
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Crossan’s early daring of many sourccs is idiosyncratic. Furthermore, rhe 

experts express widely divergent opinions regarding the evolution and 

sourccs of the Gospel o f Thomas. Can wc really reconstruct an early ver

sion of it? Did it draw upon the Synoptics? Much doubt likewise besets 

the very existence of both rhe Signs Gospel that may he behind John4* and 

the so-called Cross Gospel/'

What happens to those of us who cannot come to any firm judgment 

on the dating of a document or the existence of a hypothetical source? If, 

for instance, one cannor decide even to what century Thomas belongs, 

how do wc utilize Crossan’s method? Should we still not be able to use 

those complexes within Thomas that appear to us to be independent and 

primitive even when we are unable ro plug the document into a chrono

tcniarivcly and experimental!), as follows: the earlier James-layer is now discernible pri

marily in those units with independent attestation elsewhere . . .  the Thomas-layer is now

discernible primarily m that which is unique to this collection--- " {HistoricalJesus, p. 428).

Crc&san hunself admits that this stranfication is “crude." One may add, without discour

tesy, that it is also highly speculative. Whar is the justification for the previse dating? Huw 

does Crossan know that (Jospel o f Thomas I was nor composed in the 60s or 70s (and so 

belongs to his second stratum I, Gaspel o f Thomas II in the 70s or 80s? Others date Thomas 

to the second century 3nd see dependence upon the Synoptics; note especially C  M . Tuck- 

ett, “Thomas and rhe Synoptics,” NavT30 (1988), pp. 132 -57; idem, “Das lhoinaso'an- 

geiium und die synoprischcn Fvangchen," Berlin Theolngischc Z aisdm ft 12 (1995), 

pp. 186-200. In “The Historical Jesus in Earliest Christianity,” in Jesus and Faith, p. 5. 

Crossan writes: “Those Chnsuans whom I'aul is strongly opposing during the winter of 53 

to i4  c:t in writing 1 Corinthians make eminent sense as Thomas-type Christians." I Ic then 

refers ro others (T lelmut Koester and Stephen Patterson) who have made this suggestion. If 

this B one of Crossan’s reasons for putting Thomas in the 50s, it is not compelling. At best 

oae might be able ro show, through an examination ot 1 Corinthians, that a Ihomas-likc 

Christianity existed in the 50s, but surely not that the Gospel o f Thomas itself had already 

then been cumposcd. Scholars have also observed some interesting connccnons between Q 

and Pauls opponents. Do we then infer, on this basis, that Q  also mnsr have been circulat

ing in the 50s and that among Paul's opponents were both Q  Christians aad Thomas Chris

tians? Again, why not take the fascinating links between Thomas and John's Cos pci (see 

Gregory J. Riley. Resurrection Reconsidered: Thomas and John in  Cuntrwcrsy I Minneapo

lis: Fortress, 1995)), as evidence rhar Thomas was written at the end of the first century?

45. Crossan dates this to the 50s and says ir is independent of the Synoptics. But surely 

this is one point 3t which we simply have to confess ignorance. The date of the Gospel ac

cording to the Hebrews and all but seven short fragments of it are things lost to history. Any 

time between 50 and 150 C.E. is possible, and no decade more likely than any other.

46. For a survey of the history of this hypothesis followed by critical evaluation see 

Gilbert Van Belle. The .Signs Source at the Fourth Gospel: H istorical Survey and Critical 

F’.valuation o f the .Semeta Hypothesis, BETL 116 (Leuven: Leuven University Press. 19941.

47. Crossan has an ennrc book on this source: The Crass that Spoke: The Origins o f 

the Passion Narrative (San Francisco: Harper &  Row, 1988). For criticism see A. Kirk. “Ex 

a railing Priorities: Another look at the Gospel o f Peter\ Relationship :o the New Testa- 

tneat Gospels," NTS 40 (1994), pp. 572-95.
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logical sequence? And if this is rhe case, have we not admitted that what 

matters is not a document’s date bur our estimation of the traditions 

within it?

One must allow Crossan his judgments about dares, many of which he 

has argued for in various publications. But one wonders how he dares to 

be so confident about such uncertain things. Is it not ironic that he has 

chosen to erect his project upon assertions that arc no less controverted 

than his subsequent pronouncements about what traditions do or do not 

go back to Jesus? Far too much depends upon conjectures, not established 

conclusions. To illustrate: if one were to put Q in rhe 60s instead of 40s 

or 50s, then by my count almosr a third of the items in the first stratum 

would be moved to the second stratum. That is no small change. Similarly, 

even if we buy into rhe hypothesis of a primitive Thomas, dating it just a 

decade later would require serious revision, for then Thomas and so 

twenty-eight complexes would be moved out of the first stratum. Is it not 

strange that so much hinges upon putting Q and Thomas f in the 50s and 

not later? Obviously, those of us who disagree with significant aspects of 

his strarigraphical analysis, or arc just uncertain about it, will not agree 

thar he has reached bedrock. We will need ro build our houses upon some 

other foundation.

Crossan freely confesses thar his “methodology docs nor claim a spu

rious objectivity.” In line with this, he challenges others to accept his “for

mal moves or. . .to replace them with better ones. They are, of course, 

only formal moves, which then demand a material investment. Different 

scholars might invest those formal moves with widely divergent sourccs 

and texts, but historical Jesus research would at least have some common 

methodology instead of a rush to conclusion.. .  1 should like to take

up this challenge.

If we are going to insist upon sorting the sources into strata, then we 

might well locate the first break at rhe destruction of the second temple. 

For whether or nor the story of rhe flight to Pella (Eusebius, H.T.. 3:5:3) 

is apocryphal, a break in rhe sociological continuity of Jewish Christian

ity clearly occurred then; and from that point on the law-free version of 

Christianity seems to have gained the upper hand. So 70 c.F.. (unlike 

Crossan’s first suggested break, 60 c .i.) marks a major turning point in 

the history of the church.

What then would go into that first stratum, into the period 30-70 c .e .? 

T he authentic Paulines and Q would have to be included. So too also 

probably Mark, for those who now date it after the destruction of

48. Historical Jesus, p. xxxiv.



Jerusalem rhink it was composed very shortly thereafter, and so its tradi

tions go back at least to rhe 60s. Crossan would further include Thomas. 

the Egertan Gospel, the Fayum Fragment, P. Oxy. 1224, the Gospel o f the 

Hebrews, a sayings source common ro Didache 16 and Matthew 24, the 

Cross Gospel, the Gospel o f the Egyptians, and a miracle collection used 

by the Signs Gospel as well as by Mark and the Secret Gospel o f Mark. 

This, however, is to be both perilously exhaustive and unduly speculative. 

It is surely better to be circumspect in this matter and err on the side of 

caution. If a document can be plausibly dated later rather than earlier, is 

ir not safer, on methodological grounds, to prefer the later date? For this 

reawrn many of us would exclude all of Crossan’s noncanonical propos

als from the first stratum. Also, for many of us, too much doubt sur

rounds rhe reality of rhe Cross Gospel and a miradc collection allegedly 

used by the Signs Gospel, Mark, and The Secret Gospel o f Mark for them 

to be placed in any stratification. They are interesting hypotheses, but one 

is reluctant to do anything with them.

Whereas (with the exception of Paul’s epistles) the members of Cros

san’s first stratum are all noncanonical and/or hypothetical, my much 

shorter list of sources certainly composed before 70— Paul, Q, Mark— 

contains two canonical sourccs and one hypothetical source reconstructed 

from the Synoptics (Q). This is not the result of a personal bias in favor of 

rhe canon. For 1 do indeed find some independent traditions about Jesus 

outside the canonical Gospels, including Thomas. Ir is simply my honest 

conclusion that Paul, Mark, and Q arc probably our earliest sources, and 

that nothing noncanonical can be confidently placed before 70 c .f .

Whether or not this is the correct judgment, the recent fuss over the 

value of extracanonical sources has perhaps been, if not much ado about 

nothing, then much ado about not too much. Crossan is a champion of 

noncanonical sources. He docs not believe that the canonical Gospels 

should have pride of place in reconstructing the historical Jesus. He and 

others have even sometimes impugned the integrity of scholars who have 

not seen the extracanonical light.49 But if one carefully scrutinizes where 

he puts his + signs in his data base, it becomes apparent chat, when all 

is said and done, he has a mostly Synoptic Jesus.50 On pp. xiii-xxvi of 

The Historical Jesus, Crossan offers a reconstructed inventory of rhe

49. Sec. e.g_, “Materials and Methods" pp. 6-7, where he speaks of Jeremias’s ‘■preju

dice.- and "Responses and Reflections,” in Jesus and Faah, p. 13.

50. Compare Robin Scroggs. m his review of Oossnn's Historical Jesus, in Ira 47/.? 

(1993), p. 301: “I have rncd to pay especial artennon ro Crossan s appropriation of the 

apwrypbal materials be consider* authentic, and I am nor certain whether Mich appropria

tion significantly affects . . .  (the] picture."
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authentic sayings of Jesus. Of the one hundred and four sayings printed, 

only six or seven arc unattested in the canon. It is true that his rradition- 

histories often use noncanonical variants,51 and also true that he fre

quently finds the earliest version of a saying in Thomas. Still, ir is perhaps 

surprising that Crossan’s scouring of extracanonical sources has not, by 

his own accounting, added much thar is truly new.

The preceding discussion began with a conditional: tf one is going to 

insist upon sorting the sources into strata. . . . But should we so insist? 1 

am hard pressed to say for sure. Ir certainly makes sense to suppose that 

time dimmed and distorted memories and even crafted false ones. Still, 

there is not really much time between, say, Q and Mark or between Mark 

and L (all of which Crossan assigns to separate strata). Wc are talking 

here about years, not centuries. Further, as everyone recognizes, genuine 

sayings of Jesus appear in what are Crossan’s second and third strata,5* 

and in his words, “in abstract theory, a unit from the fourth stratum 

could be more original than one from the first stratum.”53 Many in fact 

have argued that in several places where Q  (from Crossan s first stratum) 

overlaps with Mark (from Crossan’s second stratum), the latter is some

times more primitive.'4

Moreover, is it not possible that, “in abstract theory,” our earliest 

source could have been 3 tendentious production that subsequent sources 

improved upon? Students of Buddhism hold that probably “the first items 

of the sacred biography to appear within the Buddhist tradition were rhe 

Jakata stories which recount events in the previous lives of the Founder. 

In fact, it is quite possible that such stories were told by rhe Buddha him

self to illustrate a point or to drive home a moral."55 Historians of 

Alexander rhe Great maintain that Arrian’s Anabasis, written in the sec

ond century c.t., is probably more reliable than the works of Oncsicrirus 

of Asrypalaea and Cleitarchus, which were written close to the lifetime of 

Alexander,56 and that, in general, Arrian’s prudent evaluation of his 

sources enabled him often to improve upon his predecessors.

51. One noteworthy example: on pp. 360-67 of The Historical fesui, Crossan uses the 

Didache to argue that the tradition of the last supper did uot originate with Jesus.

52. According to Crossan* inventory, stratnm 2 has 18 complexes with the + sign and 

stratum 3 has 18 with the -j- sign.

53. Ibid., p. xxxii.

54. See Rudolf laufen, Die Doppeluherltf/erungen der I.ogientfuelle und des Sljrkus- 

evaitgeliums, BBB 54 (Boon: Peter Hanstem, 1980(, and the interesting review of Charles E. 

Cartoon, CBQ 43 (1981). pp. 473-75.

55. Frank E. Reynolds, "The Many Lives o i Buddha: A Study of Sacred Biography and 

Theravaila Tradition," in Reynolds 3nd Capps, The Bingrjphu+il Process, p. 42 (see n. 1).

56. Lionel Pearson, I he Lost Histories o f Alexander th< Great (Sew  York: American 

Philological Association, 1960), pp. 83-1! 1,212-42.



Crossan’s strangraphical method, on the contrary, might mislead one 

into supposing thar there is a correlation between the date when a docu

ment appeared and the age of the traditions preserved in that document. 

But it someone were to establish beyond reasonable doubt that all of the 

parables in Q entered only at a second or third stage of Q ’s development, 

that would be nothing more than an interesting fact about the evolution 

of Q- We would still not know anything more about where those parables 

cane from originally. Coming into a textual tradition is rot always the 

same thing as coming into being. Crossan himself knows :his. He holds 

that the apocalyptic sayings of the Baptist entered Q only at a secondary 

stage, but he nonetheless thinks them reliable testimony to what John was 

all about.57

Geologists refer to inverted strata and thrust faults: some rhings are 

not in the expected order. In like manner, historians of Jesus know all too 

well that the historical figure they seek is not, so to speak, really confined 

to che bottom; he is scattered throughout the different layers of the first 

and early second century. -So how much are the uncertain dates of sourccs 

not much separated in rime going to help us in our quest for Jesus? Is a 

stratigraphical procedure really required for “scholarly discipline and in

vestigative integrity"?58 Crossan finds at least 22% of rhe sayings singly 

attested in L—a third-stratum source— to go back to Jesus, whereas he 

finds approximately 28% of the sayings singly attested in Q — a first- 

stratum source— to have such an origin. That is not much of a differ

ence— and reason for wondering whether stratigraphy really discloses 

important truths.

If our methods work with material in a supposed early stratum, will 

they not work equally well with materials in later strata? And if so, whar 

is gained by privileging one stratum? Does it not make sense instead to 

apply our indices of authenticity to all complexes no matter where they 

come from? Crossan would respond that he has nowhere released himself 

from such an obligation. But then why does he so emphasize the impor

tance of stratigraphy? One recalls that New’ Testament textual critics have 

found that the oldest witnesses are not always the best.

Imagine that Mark and Luke bur nor Matthew had survived. We 

would then sunder Luke into Mark and L material; Q would for us be 

gone. But would this make much difference in our reconstruction of the 

historical Jesus? We would nor be lacking any material, just the knowl

edge that some of it came from a lost sayings source. Whether Crossan

57. Historical Jesus, pp. 228-38.

58. Ibid.. p. xxxu.
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would still come up with rhe same Jesus under such circumstances is an 

interesting question.5* I think he might. If so, whar does this mean for 

stratigraphy?

3. Multiple attestation. In addition to relying upon early attestation, 

Crossan also pays much attention to how often a complex is indepen

dently attested. Docs it appear only in one source or in two or in three or 

in more than three? His principle is that the more widely attested a com

plex Is in independent sources, the more likely ir is to have originated with 

Jesus. In affirming this, Crossan seems to be making common sense. The 

scholar looking for rhe historical Buddha typically begins with the items 

shared by the various Buddhist schools: such items come from a tune be

fore those schools diverged. According ro an old rule of journalism, each 

fact should be arrested by at least two firsthand witnesses.

But common sense can mislead, and ir may mislead us here. The more 

frequently a complex is attested, the more congenial, one naturally infers, 

it was to early Christians. But the more congenial a complex was to early 

Christians, surely the less likely it is that Jesus composed it. Conversely, 

the less congenial a tradition, rhe more likely irs origm with Jesus and the 

less likely its multiple attestation. Here the criterion of multiple attesta

tion is in a tug-of-war wirh rhe criterion of dissimilarity: they pull the 

same unit in opposite directions.

The problem becomes acute when we contemplate the complexes that 

are attributed to Jesus in one source but not so credited in another. There 

are many of these. Surely this is an interesting fact that demands attention 

(although it is not reflected in Crossans appendix). Consider the sayings 

now collected m Q 6:27-38. Parallels appear in the following places: 

Rom 2:1; 12:14, 17,21: 1 Cor 4:12; 1 Thcss 5:15; 1 Clem. 13:2; Poly

carp, F.p. 2:2-3; and Did. 1:3-5. Qand 1 Clement ascribe the relevant 

words to Jesus himself. Paul and the Didache do nor, and Polycarp quotes 

only some of them as having Jesus' authority. What follows? Jurgen Sauer 

has argued that the early church created the imperative to love one’s en

emy and the sayings popularly associated wirh it.*0 The attribution to 

Jesus was secondary. Most would dispute this verdict. But Sauer’s rea

soning is understandable. Not only do the relevant sayings appear with

59. In personal conversation Crovsan has indicated that he hirmdf it unsure at the an

swer: he mighi need to rethink everything.

60. J. Sauer, “Tradmnnsgeschichtlkhe Fnragungeu zu den synopiischcn und paulin- 

ischcn Auvnifccn ubcr Feindesliebe und Wicdcrver)*ekungsvcr7Jchr.~ £N W  76 <1985). 

pp. 1-28.



sufficient frequency to enable him to say that here the criterion of dis

similarity fails to point to Jesus, but those sayings are not always passed 

down under Jesus’ name. So in this case multiple attestation becomes parr 

of the case against derivation from Jesus.

Strangely enough, Crossan’s work itself makes one query the claim 

that the more attestation something has rhe more confident wc can be 

about its origin. Consider the following chart, constructed on the basis 

of Crossan’s inventory for his first stratum. The numbers represent the 

percentages of authentic complexes, lliar is, the 70 in rhe Q column on 

the row for multiple attestation means that, of the Q complexes that are 

attested more than three times, 70% are marked with the + sign.

______________________ Q_______ Mk_______ M________I._____ Thomas

multiple attestation 70% 75% 40% 60%
triple attest a I ion 70% 74% 25% 0% 62%
double attestation 72% 75% 63% 75% 99%
snglc attestation_______ 28%______—_______ —_______ —________ —

T h e  J f.s u s  T r a d i t i o n  a n d  t h f . J f.s u s  o f  H i s t o r y  •  i i

Given Crossan’s stated method, one would expect the highest numbers 

to be at the top. This is nor the case. In four of the sources cited (Q, M, 

L, Thomas), the highest number is on the row for double attestation. The 

exception is Mark, for w-hich rhe numbers for all three strata are nearly 

identical. The implication is that, when Crossan has finished with the 

material, although single attestation turns out to be a rather bad thing 

(note the 28% for single attestation in Q in the above chan), nothing 

seems to be gained when something is witnessed to three times instead of 

two. or four times instead of three, or five rimes instead of four.

Why should this be the case? When two independent sourccs attest a 

complex, thar is valuable information. For ir proves that, for both 

sources, that complex was tradition. But it does not disclose anything 

more. When Tom, Dick, and Harry tell the same joke even though they 

have never spoken to one another and have no common acquaintances, 

wc may infer that none of them made it up. But wc still have no informa

tion about who did make it up. Consider rhe following diagram, which 

returns Faustina, as well as her husband Justus, another post-Easter con

tributor to the Jesus tradition, to the argument:
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Caac 1 Case 2
Jesus said ABC Jesus said A

Multiple attestation cannot distinguish between these two cases. It cannot 

tell us who said what. Ir does nothing more than demonstrate that A, B, 

and C already belonged to the Jesus tradition before the earliest of our 

three sources.

The point may be further illustrated with a second diagram, one which 

has to do not with individual sayings or complexes but with the broader 

streams of tradition that flowed into Q, Mark, and Thomas. The horizon

tal line marks the death of Jesus and the subsequent birth of the church:

Case 1 Case 2
Jesus Jesus



Multiple attesrarion establishes a probable origin with Jesus only if die 

three streams separated before Easter (case 1). Bui whether they in fact 

separated then or sometime later (case 2) is a separate issue that has to be 

independendv determined. If the evidence is consistent with case 2, then 

wc remain in the dark because wc do not know whether what we arc ex

amining entered the tradition before or after the dotted line thar repre

sents the birth of the church.61

One final point regarding multiple attestation: Crossan’s wont is to 

confine it to sayings or complexes, not ideas.62 Thus he attributes no 

apocalyptic Son of man saying to Jesus, partly because none has multiple 

attestation/ '' Bur certainly the idea of the apocalyptic Son of man appears 

independently in several sources. Ben Withcrington has observed that 

Crossan himself, when discussing the contrast between John the Baptist 

and Jesus in Mk 2:18-20, takes rhe saying into account because of its 

thematic parallel in Q 7:31-35.M In Crossan’s words, “We have.. .only 

single attestation for rhe contrast on fasting between John and Jesus in 

144 Wisdom Justified (1/1| and 106 Fasting atui Wedding [1/2], but 1 

cannot ignore them, because they evince double attesrarion not of the 

same text but of the same rheme.”455 What are wc supposed to think? 

Does multiple attestation include themes, or should it be confined to 

complexes?

The question is crucial if there are things that turn up again and again 

in rhe Jesus tradition bur which may, upon critical analysis, never appear 

in a complex one takes to be original. Consider the proposition that Jesus 

had a pre-Easter follower named Peter. Let us say that, after examination 

of all the relevant materials, someone decides that every single story or 

saying in which he appears is a creation of the community and without 

pre-Easter foundation. What would follow? While the evidence would be 

consistent with denying to Peter a pre-Easter role, would one have good 

reason for thinking this to be the case? Could one not rather t3ke Peter’s 

frequent appearance in various complexes from various sources to be best 

explained on the supposition that Peter did follow Jesus? Here one would

51. In order to make my point 1 have a*&umcd that apocryphal Jevis tradition* emerged 

onh after Easter; hut that probably was not the ease; see below, pp. 70-72.

62. Contrast rhe srill interesting work of Dodd on this subject: History jrtd  the Gospel. 

pp. 91-103 (see n. 3).

63. O il this further below, pp. 115-20.

64. The Jesus Quest: The Third Search for the Jew of Nazareth (Downers Grove: Inter 

Varsity, 1995), pp. 66-67.

65. Historical Jesus, p. 260.
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have to choose between multiple aitestarion of complexes and multiple 

attestation of themes or motifs.

4. Single and double attestation. ITie preceding pages indicare that the 

chief service of multiple independent attestation is to exclude a redac- 

tional origin and so establish the traditional nature of a complex prior 

to irs earliest witness. It takes us this far and no farther. When Crossan 

instead offers that it can up the odds that something comes from Jesus, 

he is not obviously correct. This judgment not only, as observed, goes 

against his own conclusions but makes a very strange assumption. Why 

should he in effect assume that the popularity of a complex bespeaks au

thenticity? Maybe, as already indicated, this turns everything upside 

down. Perhaps the popularity enjoyed by a complex should be propor

tional to our suspicion that it was a Christian creation ui lias ai least been 

much meddled with by the church.

Let me return to Q 6:27—38 and its parallels within and without the 

canon. Only in Q do we find the straightforward imperative, “Love your 

enemies.” Ir does not appear in Rom 2:1; 12:14, 17, 21; 1 Cor 4:12; 

1 Thess 5:15; I Clem. 13:2; Polycarp, Ep. 2:2-3; or Did. 1:3-5. But 

“Love your enemies" is precisely the most memorable and provocative 

phrase in the entire network of related texts. Further, one would be hard 

pressed to find many who doubt that Jesus authored the strange and de

manding imperative. Our conclusion should probably be thar the modi

fication of “Love your enemies" was deliberate. Christians were under

standably uncomfortable with the apparent implications of this radical 

imperative, and so the paraenetical tradition displaced it with the easier 

and more realistic order to “Pray for your enemies.”66 In such a case as 

this, the singly attested Q saying gets our vote even though it is missing 

from half 3 dozen other witnesses to the same tradition. Here wc prefer 

rhe testimony of the one over the testimony of the many.

If wc are going to be mechanical or statistical about things, those com

plexes artestrd precisely twicc are those with the highest claim to authen

ticity. For when a complex is attested by two and only two independent 

sourccs this means thar it was not created by either and further that Chris

tians found it far less useful than many other parts of the Jesus tradition. 

Indeed, the chart on p. 21 above shows that even for Crossan ir is sayings 

with double attestation that fare best.

But then whar about those sayings that are only singly attested? Iliis is

66. See Heinz Wolfgang Kuhn. “Das I icbetgebot jesu aU lura und ak fcvangebum.” in 

Hubert Fratikcmollc and Karl Kertelgc, cd*., Vom Urchrtfientum zu Jesus: Fur Jnacbtm 

CuSka (Freiburg: Herder. 19g9). pp. 194-230.
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where Crossan’s method, at leas! to judge by his results, works well. The 

following statistics, which reckon the percentages of authenticity for five 

sources in four strata, are based upon his inventory:6

all Q Mk M L Tlfoma.

1st stratum
multiple attcstanon 48% 70% 75% 40% 60% 77%

tnpic attestation 55% 70% 74% 25% 0% 62%
double attestation 62% 72% 75% 63% 75% 89%
single attestation 21% 28% — — — —

2d stratum
multiple attestation 
triple attestation

(0%)
40%

(0%) (0%)
66% (50%) 66%

doable attestation 11% — 38% — i0%) 0%

single attestation 9% — 10% — — 16%

3d stratum
multiple attestation 10%) — — — — —
triple attestation (0%) — — (0%) — —
double attestation 14% —• — 20% 20% —
sinzlc attestation 15% — — 9% 22% —

4th stratum 
multiple attest 
triple 
double 
single 0%

N
N
N O

C
O N E 

N E 
N E

It is immediately apparent that, for Crossan, it is not good for a saying 

to be alone. The rates of authenticity fall off precipitously when one 

moves from double or triple or multiple to single attestation. For example, 

70% or more of the Q complexes attested elsewhere 3re from Jesus, but 

when they have no companionship authenticity falls below 30%. Simi

larly, I and Thomas fare rather well when standing with others, but when 

alone their numbers plummet.

Whar is the correct interpretation of Crossan’s result? Seemingly im

plicit in his method is the presumption thar most of the traditions attested 

singly may have been crcatcd by the particular community that handed 

them on, and so they were not widely know™. Perhaps this presumption 

is correct. Who among us would assign to Jesus sayings singly attested in

67. The number under “all" is obtained bv dividing the number of ■+ signs by the total 

number of complexes for each stratum. The numbers in parentheses indxratc that the cate

gory conraincd five or fewer cases and so may be statistically insignificant.
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sources as late as John or the Dialogue o f the Savior? We assume they 

were created by the author of John or of rhe Dialogue or by their com

munities or by those communities’ special tradition.

But matters may be different with a source as early as Q. If Crossan 

could argue rhar the Q  community was a distinct entity whose singly at

tested sayings were produced by and largely confined to that entity, others 

could urge thar contributors to Q knew some things that Jesus said and 

did that other tradents of the Jesus tradition just did not know. One could 

also argue— and this 1 do argue here— that many of rhe singly attested Q 

sayings do nor appear elsewhere because (1) they became potential theo

logical problems <Q 9:59-60;** 11:24-26:** 13:28-29;~° 16:17;"* 22: 

28-307i), (2) they were no longer understood (Q 16:16;T3 17:3774), and

(3) they were not relevant apart from an ongoing dialogue with scribes 

and/or Pharisees (Q 11:39-41,75 4U* 43,77 46,"* 47-48," 52 “ ). So one 

wonders about the disparity between the high percentage of authentic 

complexes Crossan finds in Q complexes attested two or more times, on 

the one hand, and the low pcrcenrage he finds in Q complexes arrested 

only once, on rhe other. Maybe the relative reliability of Q when it is

68. Jesus’ call lor a man ro follow him and leave the dead to bury their own dead has 

often been thought to contradict the commandment Co honor parents.

69. Exegetes have sometimes wondered whether Q  11:24—26 might not re Beet Jesus’ 

own experience of having a demon return to a person he had exorcized. See, e.g., Joel 

Marcus, ‘ The Bcdzcbul Controversy 3nd the Eschaiologies of JesiLH,- in Authenticating the 

Words o f Jesus, cd. Craig A. Evans and Bruce Chilton (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1998, forthcom

ing). Some early Christians might have been unhappy with the thought that an exorcism of 

Jesus was not permanently effective.

70. This saying was originally about the return of Israel from the diaspora; sec Dale C  

Allison, Jr.. The Jesus Tradition ht Q  (Valle)' Forge: Trinity Press International, 1997), 

pp. 177-92. Outside of Jewish Christian circles, such a belief had to be either dropped or 

spiritualized.

71. Christians with a relaxed view of the authority of the Mosaic Torah would have had 

difficulties with an assertion abour the law’s inviolability.

77 T lv promivc to cit on rwvlw duunc mighr be thought to indudc Jud o — a trouble 

some thought.

73. The difficulties in interpreting “the kingdom of God has suffered violence and the 

violent take it by force” are notorious.

74. The meaning of “Where the corpse is, there the eagles will be gathered together” is 

anyone’s guess.

75. This woe is addressed to the Pharisees and refers lo their pracrice of cleansing dishes.

76. This woe is addressed ro the Pharisees and is abour tithing mint and dill and 

cummin.

77. This woe a  addressed to the Phansecs and refers to seating arrangements in 

synagogues.

78. This concerns Pharisees who put hard hardens on others.

79. This is about building memorials to the prophets.

80. This woe is about the Pharisees not allowing others to enrer the kingdom.



backed up by other witnesses should encourage us to truit it when it is 

not so backed up. So 1 am unsure whether the disparity in Crossan’s re

sults is due ro rhe creativity of Q s tradition or to his excessive skepticism 

regarding singly attested complexes.

5. Tradition-bistones and the burden o f proof. One of rhe mosr re

markable statements in The Historical Jesus appears on p. xxxii: “My 

method postulates thar, ar leasr for rhe first stratum, everything is origi

nal unril ir is argued otherwise." in the past a few New Testament schol

ars have urged rhat a saying attested in the Synoptics should be presumed 

authentic until it is proved otherwise.*1 Bur there have also been those 

who have claimed just the opposite, that a saying should be presumed 

inauthentic until one brings forth good arguments to the contrary.52 The 

response to both of these judgments is that the burden of proof should al

ways be on rhe one making an argument.81 The one who wants to use a 

complex to say something about Jesus should show thar it originared wirh 

Jesus. And the one who wants to use a complex to say something about 

the church should establish its communal Sitz-mi-Lcben. Why should rhis 

demand vary from stratum to stratum? “What makes a datum reliable is 

not the document in which ir is found bur irs intrinsic authenticity as es

tablished by careful testing.” M

Aside from rhe issue of the burden of proof is the problem of how 

Crossan typically establishes to his satisfaction that a complex did not 

orginare wirh Jesus. His primary method is tradition-history. Let us con

sider, as an illustration, his tradition-history of Q 12:8-9, a complex de

nied to Jesus, even though it is attested in several sources and belongs to 

Crossan s first stratum. His case can be outlined as follows:

Before the Angels f 1/4], arrested in Q  12:8-9 (compare Mt 10:32- 

34); Mk 8:38; Rev 3:5; 2 Tim 2:12

Stage I

Proposition: llie church formulared the following saying: “F.very one 

who acknowledges me before men will be acknowledged before the

81. So, e.g., StrwarT C . Goetz and Craig l_  Rlnmberg, "The Burden ci Proof," JSN T 11 

(1981), pp. 39-63. and R. H. Srein, Gospels and Tradition: Studies on Redaction Cntiasm  

o f tire Synoptic Gospels (Grand Rapids; Baker. 1991). pp. 153-87. Harvey K. McArthur. 

“The Burden of Proof in Historical Jesus Research." tx p 'l 82 (1971). pp. 116-19. endorses 

the principle, but only in relation to the crilenon ot multiple attestation.

82. So, e.g., Perrin, Rediscuivrmgy p. 15.

83. So Hooker. “Wrong Tool," p. 580; Ben F. Meyer. The Aims o f Jesus (London: SCM,

1979), pp. 81-83; E. P. Sander*, Jesus and Judaism  (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1985), p. 13.

84. Keck, Future, p. 30.
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angels of my Father; but he who denies me before men will he denied be

fore the angels of my Father.”

Justification: (a) The church composed whar Kmsr Kasemann termed 

“sentences of sacral law," and this is an example of one.*' (b) The other 

“sentences of sacral law” in the Jesus tradition are community creaTions.**

Stage II

Proposition: The passives were replaced by references to rhe speaker him

self (Jesus). Matthew has, "I also will acknowledge” and "I also will 

deny.” 2 Tim 1:12 ha*., uTf we deny him, he also will deny us.” Rev 3:5 

has, “I will confess your name before rhe Father and his angels.”

Justification: One would expect the tradition to make Jesus’ role more 

and more explicit.57

Stage III

Proposition: Mark added “the Son of man” to his variant: “For whoever 

is ashamed of me and of my words in this adulterous and sinful genera

tion, of him will the Son of man also be ashamed.” Luke followed Mark 

in inserting “the Son of man.”

Justification: Versions of the saying without “the Son of man” exist, 

and “bccausc of the formal matrix, it is God or the passive voice that one 

expects to find as the original protagonist.” M

What shall we say of this reconstruction? It is one thing to observe that 

a process may have occurred and quite another to establish that it in fact 

did occur. We should respect the critical distance between possibility and 

probability. Crossan could be right. But he also could be wrong. It is 

not apparent that he has here obviously crossed the line between the pos

sible and the probable. Others have offered equally plausible tradition- 

histories for rhe very same complex. Let me outline a tentative alternative 

of my own:

Stage I

Proposition: Jesus said something close to this: “Every one who ac

knowledges me before human beings, the Son of man will acknowledge

85. Sex Emsr Kasemann, “Scntmccs of Huty Law in the New foramen r,” in New Tes

tament Questions o f Today (Philadelphia: Portress, 1969), pp. 66-81.

86. This is probably a fallacious generalization: see David E. Aunc: Prophecy in  Early 

Christianity and the Ancient Mediterranean World (Grand Rapids: Ferdmans, 1981), 

pp. 166-68, 237-40.

87. Crossan doe> not say this, but the point seems implicit in his argument.

88. Historical Jesus, p. 249.



before the angels of God; but the one who denies me before human be

ings, the Son of man w’ill deny before rhe angels of God.”

justification: (a) Jesus composed a good number of sayings in which 

the first part relates a circumstance in the present and the second parr a 

correlative circumstance in the cschatological future.** (b| Early Chris

tians arc unlikely to have created a saying which might be laken to mean 

that someone other than Jesus is “rhe Son of man.”

Stage n

Proposition: Luke or his tradition turned the second appearance of “the 

Son of man" into a passive (“will be denied").

Justification: (a) The omission destroys what must have been an origi

nal symmetry, (b) Luke often avoids verbatim repetition, (c) Luke may 

have wished to avoid depicting Jesus as an accuser.

Stage III

Proposition: Mark or his tradition dropped the first part of the saying 

(that about acknowledging Jesus) and retained only the second.

Justification: (a) Abbreviation has taken place to serve the purpose of 

Mark's immediate context, which is moral warning, (b) Mark’s saying is 

otherwise obviously secondary (“ashamed of me and of my words”).

Stage IV

Proposition: Matthew replaced “the Son of man" with ”1.’

Justification: (a) xay© is elsewhere redacrional (Mr: 9; Mk: 0; IJc: 6). 

(b) Matthew replaced “the Son of man” in Mk 8:31 = Mr 16:21 and 

probably Lk 6:22 - Mk 5:11.

Stage V

Proposition: The saying is alluded to outside the Jesus tradition without 

the title, “the Son of man” (Rev V 5; 2 Tim ? • 1 ?).

Justification: Early Christian sources outside the Jesus tradition gener

ally avoid “rhe Son of man."

llie issue here is not wherher this second rradirion-hisrory is better 

than Crossan’s. The point rather is how easily one can come up with 

something else, how almost effortlessly one can imagine that history fol

lowed another path.

Let me try an analogy. My children play with jigsaw puzzies. Sometimes
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they begin by collecting all the pieces with straight edges and then making 

rhe frame. Other times they start with all the pieces of the same color, put 

them together to make a portion of the whole, and then work outward. 

Once the picture is done I cannot tell which method they used. A com

pleted jigsaw puzzle leaves no clues as to the order in which its pieces were 

assembled. The very same puzzle can be pur together in countless different 

ways. Aldiough we are reluctant to admit it, maybe the Jesus tradition is 

similar. We have the finished Gospels. But can we really draw up in any re

liable detail, as Crossan has attempted ro do, the multitudinous tradition 

histories that presumably lie behind rhern?

Writing a commentary on Matthew has given me the opportunity to 

review the sundry tradition histories that have been offered by divers 

scholars for all rhe material in rhe First Gospel, and I have often offered 

my own speculative histories. But as my experience has grown my ambi

tion has narrowed. The overwhelming impression 1 have after studying 

the vast secondary literature is that all too often wc have been trying ro 

know the unknowable. Was the saying preserved in Mk 10:15 (“Truly I 

tell you, whoever docs nor receive the kingdom of God as a little child will 

never enter it”) the original core from which the complex in Mk 10:13- 

16 par. was spun,90 or did the story in Mk 10:13-14 + 16 draw to itself 

the saying in 10:15?9' Did someone fabricate Mk 2:15 (“Jesus in Levi’s 

house with toll collectors and sinners”) out of 2:14 (the call of Levi) in 

order to introduce 2:16-17 (Jesus’ response to the accusation that he eats 

wirh sinners),92 or did someone fabricate 2:14 on the basis of 2:15?93 

Again, regarding the different versions of the last supper preserved in 

Mk 14.23-26; Lk 22.19-20; and 1 Cor 1123-25, did Luke conflate the 

tradition in Paul with the more primitive tradition of Mark?94 Or did 

Luke preserve an early tradition that developed in two different direc

tions, one represented by Mark, rhe other by Luke?9* Or is Paul’s account

<H). So John Dominic Crossan, “Kingdom and Children," Semeia 29 (1983), pp. 75-95.

91. So R. Buvm.imi. Die Jungergenteinde nacb Morbus 10: Eme redaktionsgeschieht- 

licbc L'nlcrsuchurtg des 10 K jpitels ttn M jrkuseva»geltum, BBB 57 {Bonn: Hanstrin, 1983), 

pp. 119-28.

92. So John Donunk Crossan, In frjgtnm is: The Apbnnsm s o f  Jesus {San Francisco: 

Harper &: Row, 1983), pp. 213-20.

93. So Rudolf Pcsch, * Levi-Matthias (M c2.I4/M t 9.9; I0.3h tin  Bcitrag7um Losung 

cincs .iltcu Problems," 7.NW  59 (1968), pp. 43-56.

94. So Rudolf Pcsch, Das Abcndnuhl und Jcsu Todesi'erstandrus, QD  80 (Freiburg: 

Herder, 1978), pp. 26-69.

95. So Heinz Schurmann, Der Emsetzungsbericht IJt 22,19-20, NTAbh 20/4 (Mun- 

wer: Aachcndorft, 1955).



the most primitive and Luke's more primitive than Mark's?*1 Or arc these 

solutions simplistic because all three accounts preserve early tradition and 

have original and secondary elements in more or less equal measure?97

With regard to these and hundreds of comparable questions, modesty 

becomes us. We may well have our convictions (I usually, despite every

thing, do), bur whether our convictions constitute knowledge w*e can 

never discover. We just do not know. Ir should rroublc us that none of our 

speculative tradition-hisrories can ever be falsified. One can put together 

the myriad pieces of the Synoptic puzzle in just about any order. And our 

sources, being inanimate, cannot protest.

Pascal wrote, concerning the proofs for the existence of God known to 

him, that they were complicated and made little impression upon him, 

and, although he might have thought them of scrvicc during the moment 

of their demonstration, an hour afterwards he feared he had been mis

taken. This is like my experience with complex tradition-historics. I can 

remember occasions on which 1 went through someone's hypothetical 

stages and said to myself that it all made sense. But later, after quitting 

the pages in which I found the tradition-history, doubts began to assail 

me. And then, when I later ran across a competing and no less plausible 

tradition-history for the very same material, 1 questioned whether I had 

gained any knowledge in the first place.

It is not here proposed thar New Testament scholars quit writing tra

dition-hisrories: nor do I myself forswear rhe exercise. Our curiosity is too 

great, as is our vanity; and there is also the likelihood that sometimes wc 

actually get to the truth. But good sense should compel us to admit how 

fragile and uncertain our hypothetical histories usually are. This includes 

Crossan’s histories as well as those of every tine else.

The lesson is this: We would like to identify what facts we can reason

ably know and what generalizations we can plausibly make about Jesus 

before we enter the congested realm of conjectural tTadjtion-hisiories. 

Perhaps one problem with Crossan’s reconstruction of the historical Jesus 

is that too much hangs upon his ability to divine how a completed puzzle 

was pur together.95

6. Uncertainty. Each complex in Crossan’s inventory comes prefaced

96. So Eduard Schwct/er. The Good News accirrdmg to Mark (Atlanta: John Knox, 

1970), pp. 300-302.

97. So L Huviatd Marshall, Ia st Supper and Lord’s Supper (Grand Rapids: Ecrdmans,

1980), pp. 40-53.

98. In tact, much can be said about Jesus without attempting intricate tradition-histones; 

see E. P. Sanders, The H istorical Figure nf Jesus (I.ondon: Penguin, 1993i.
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wirh a positive sign ( ♦ ) or a negative sign (-). As already indicated, the 

former means that a complex or its core is from the historical Jesus, rhe 

latter that it is nor. There is also the ± sign, which means thar the “meta

phorical or metonymical content” makes irrelevant “such positivisric 

simplicities.” While there is some uncertainty about what this means, one 

wants to ask, Where are all the question marks? Experience informs us 

that there are limits ro the powers of our historical-critical methods. Some 

things cannot be known. Surely Jesus said some of the things attributed 

to him. And surely Jesus did not say some of the things attributed to him. 

And just as surely there must be occasions on which we cannot tell the 

difference." Doubt must surround our historical conjectures as shadow 

does light. Should we all not be more skeptical about our ability to divine 

the past? Should question marks, nor be scattered throughout Crossan’:* 

appendix? One would trust Crossan more if he would more often confess 

to be within the cloud of unknowing.

Crossan might respond that this criticism misses the mark because it 

misinterprets his negative sign. He could retort thar it indicates only that 

a complex cannot be safely attributed ro Jesus, that it might come from 

Jesus but w'e just cannot know this. Crossan, however, does nor say this. 

He says that a negative sign stands for his judgment thar a unit does not 

come from the historical Jesus. Beyond this, many— not a few. but 

many— of the unirs which carry the negative sign contradict, as Crossan 

himself freely confesses, his own reconstruction of the historical Jesus. 

Many of them, for example, would turn Jesus into an apocalyptic propher. 

For Crossan such units jusr cannot be authentic.

Crossan might also respond rhat the historian has no business playing 

it safe. In Who Killed Jesus t Exposing the Roots o f Anti-Semitism in the 

Gospel Story o f the Death o f Jesus.'™ he argues thar “historical scholar

ship is nor called to absolutes or to ccrritudes bur only to its own best re

constructions given accurately, honesrly, and publicly. F.ven in our courts, 

with life and death in rhe balance, our best judj$ments arc given ‘beyond 

a reasonable doubt.’ We seldom get to beyond any doubt. But, in the end, 

judgments must be made. . . ,ft1 He goes on to say that “historians

99. Compare Meyer, Aims, p. 84: lliere should be three columns for historicity: yes, no, 

and question marks. He goes on ro add, rightly, rhat ‘ the quest of evidence pertinent to his

toricity will necessarily be open, supple, and dclicate, and judgments of historicity qualified 

by nuance* over the scale of probability."

100. John Dominic Crossan, Whu K illed Jesusf (San Francisco: HarperColhns, 1995).

101. Ibid., p. X.
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should be ready and willing to say, 11115, in ray best professional recon

struction, is what happened; that did not.” 102

Many of us, however, may honestly believe that sometimes the evi

dence is truly equivocal and that there is nothing wrong with saying so. 

One concedes that there may well be, as Pascal urged, times when, al

though reason remains uncertain, one must nonetheless wager. Yet that 

there is some need for historians to bet on each and every origin of a com

plex in rhe Jesus tradition is hardly manifest.

After laying down Crossan’s learned and sophisticated book one might 

feel that the Jesus tradition is an intricate mess beyond our ability' to sort 

it. Crossan’s methods, however cleverly designed, raise many questions, 

and they cannot invert the circumstance that our ignorance exceeds our 

knowledge. Maybe Crossan’s The Historical Jesus is a monument not to 

his own failure but to the inevitable failure of all of us. Maybe our reach 

for the historical Jesus must always exceed our grasp.

We cannot separate chemical compounds with a knife. Nor can wc tell 

at the end of a river what came from the fountainhead and what from 

later tributaries. Once the streams mingle they cannot, by human means, 

be divided into their previous component parts. Aristotle seemingly pre

ferred to speak of Pythagoreans in general instead of Py thagoras in par

ticular because he found it t<xi hard to extract the historical philosopher 

from the apocryphal material assigned to him. Might not an analogous 

circumspection be called for from historians of early Christianity? The 

Canadian mounted police can claim, “We always get our man,” but we 

all know’ that some crimes go unsolved. Why should we think that con

tributing apocryphal material to the Jesus tradition is something that, two 

thousand years after the fact, we can regularly detect?

Quandaries, Alternatives, Paradigms

in theory it is conceivable that Jesus uttered a very high percentage of the 

sayings the Synoptics impute to him. If such were indeed rhe case, then 

obviously we could know a good deal about him and perhaps even sort 

out some of the secondary additions. But ir is 3lso in theory conceivable 

that Jesus authored, let us say, only six of those sayings. In this second 

case the tradition would be so thoroughly corrupt that our knowledge 

about him would be minimal and surely insufficient for us ro figure our

102. Ibid., p. 37.
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what six sayings it was that he did utter. Sometimes we can scrape off cor

rosion and get to the metal; other rimes the corrosion is such that the 

metal is no longer there.

The question then is this: Where, between the first hypothetical situa

tion (a high percentage of the tradition goes back to Jesus) and rhe second 

(only six sayings go back ro him) is the point at which our sources become 

sufficiently unreliable so as to pur the quest beyond our ability? In order 

to solve a criminal case one must have some decent witnesses. In like man

ner the sources for the Jesus tradition must give us enough truth to work 

with: they need to tell the truth often enough for us to figure out when 

they are not telling the truth. If it Is otherwise we are out of luck and can

not make up the lack.

Consider the issue of eschatology.101 Many of us have, since Johannes 

Weiss and Albert Schweitzer, been persuaded that Jesus was an eschato- 

logical prophet with an apocalyptic scenario.104 Our judgment is consis

tent with the Synoptics’ testimony. They contain numerous statements 

about punishment and reward, about divine judgment and supernatural 

vindication. They also contain sayings about the coming Son of man and 

sayings about the coming kingdom of God. Then there is Mark 13, a 

lengthy prophecy of the latter days, and Q 17:22-37, which depicts es- 

chatologicai catastrophe. There are also the prophetic woes cast upon 

those who reject Jesus’ mission as well as the promises of cscharological 

comfort for the poor and rhe hungry, Those of us in Schweitzer’s camp do 

not claim rhat all of this material goes back to Jesas. But we do affirm that 

much of it does, and that much of the remainder is in continuity with Je

sus’ own outlook.

Some, however, deny thar Jesus’ eschatology- involved an imminent, 

apocalyptic expectation with tribulation, resurrection, and final judg

ment. What do they do with the materials referred to in the previous para

graph? Although they can interpret some of it in a nonapocalyptic sense, 

much of it— including sayings and themes attested more rhan once in the

103. Throughout this book the word “cschaiology" has to do with history’s consum

mation and the events direcriy associated with it, such as the resurrection and final judg

ment. Different writers, however, have given the term different meanings. Crossan’s Jesus, 

lor example, is eschatological by his (Crossan's, understanding of -eschatology" (having to 

do with a divine utopia, not necessarily the end of rhe world) bur not by mine.

104. Herein 1 shall, with reference to Jesus and early Christianity, use “apocalyptic" ro 

designare a cluster of cschatological themes and expectations— cosmic cataclysm, resurrec

tion of rhe dead, universal judgmcnr, heavenly redeemer figures, etc.—thar developed, often 

in association with belief in a near end. in postexibc Judaism.
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earliest sources— they must deny to Jesus.105 But is nor the excision of so 

much a dangerous procedure? One can only amputate so much before the 

patient is killed. If we really decidc that our earliest sourccs—here I have 

in mind Q and Mark— are so misleading on this one topic, then maybe 

they cannot lead us ro Jesus at all. Similarly, if ir rums out that, in accord 

with the voting of some of the more skeptical members of the Jesus Sem

inar. Faustina, or someone like her, or several someones like her, really 

authored the vast majority of sayings in Q and Mark, then one wonders 

whether we can ever establish what Jesus, as opposed to his early follow

ers, said.

The conclusion would seem to be that the historical Jesus cannot be 

caught if wc arc left only to our owm historical-critical devices. As in rhe 

fairy tale, if the birds have eaten too many of rhe crumbs, the trail cannot 

be found. Indeed, one might go so far as to urge that, if the sayings in the 

earliest Jesus tradition, taken in their entirety, are not roughly congruent 

with the sorts of things Jesus tended to say. then our task is hopeless.

Even if we were to come to such a conservative conclusion, it must im

mediately be added that we can never demonstrate that our sources do in 

fact contain enough authentic material— however much that might be— 

to make questing a promising activity. There is no way around Faustina, 

no way ever to establish beyond hesitation that Jesus and no one else said 

or did such and such. Doubt will never leave us nor forsake us.

This chapter is not, however, a plea to give up the quest in favor of ag

nosticism 3bour Jesus. Our criticism need nor become cynicism, and I am 

not urging that the ax of skepticism must be laid unto the root of the trees 

in the Jesus tradition. The point is rather thar as historians we do some

thing different from mathematicians, who since Thales have eschewed in

tuition and demanded proofs. Unlike them wc cannot formulate proofs 

for our theorems. We are also unlike scientists, if by that is meant people 

who fashion experimental trials which allow predictions to be concretely 

falsified. Certainly wc will never be able to program a computer with per

fected criteria of authenticity, run the Jesus tradition through ir, and learn 

whar Jesus did and did not say. There is no foreseeable victory over un

certainty and no way around subjectivity. “Persistently personal judge

ments have to be made about the nature of the gospel material.",(*

As historians of the Jesus tradition we are storytellers. We can do no

105. On Crossan s treatment oi llie apocafypnc Son of man sayings sec Chapter 2 herein.

106- D. G . A. Calvert, “An Examination of the Criteria tor Disringuuhing the Authen

tic Word* of Jesus," NTS 18 (1972), p. 219.
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more rhan aspire to fashion a narrative that is more persuasive than com

peting narratives, one that satisfies our aesthetic and historical sensibili

ties because of its apparent ability to clarify more data in a more satis

factory fashion than its rivals.

But how is this done? The contention of this chapter is rh3t our first 

move is not to discover which sayings or even what complexes are au

thentic.107 Karher. wc should Ik- looking for something akin to what 

Thomas Kuhn once called a “paradigm,” an explanatory model or ma

trix by which to order our data (sec note 114). The initial task is to cre

ate a context, a primary frame of reference, for the Jesus tradition, a con

text that may assist us in determining both rhe authenticity of traditions 

and their interpretation. Most of us have probably been doing something 

like this all along anyway, even when we have pretended ro get our results 

by using criteria of authenticity. Wc do not come to our task with noth

ing more rhan the Jesus tradition, a knowledge of first-century history, 

and our criteria in hand. Wc also always bring with us a story, formed or 

half-formed, a story about Jesus, a story made up of expectations and pre

suppositions that tacitly guide us in our use of criteria. This is one reason 

we have such a variety of results from various scholars.

It would seem to follow that we should initially be concerned less wirh 

refining our criteria of authenticity than with worrying about howr ro es

tablish a story that can usefully arrange our mass of data into coherent 

patterns. If wc do not and cannot come to our data wirh a tabula rasa, wc 

might as well examine the slate. Here Crossan is correct:

Nobody initiates historical Jesus research without any ideas about Je
sus. It is therefore a little ingenuous to start from ccrtain texts and act 

as if one discovered the historical Jesus at the other end of one’s analy

sis. There is and should be always an initial hypothesis that one tests 
against the data.,u*

But whar should be our '‘initial hypothesis” that we can “test against 

the data " i 1 he works ot modem scholarship offer us a selection. We can

107. Sanders, Jesus and Judaism , also refuses to begin with the sayings.

108. Crossan, “Marerials and Methods,’  p. 10.1 Ic goes on, on p. 11, to state his work, 

ing hypothesis: “Jesos proclaimed the unmediated presence of Cod to each and every indi

vidual and thus the concomitant unmediated presence of each individual to every other in

dividual.” Ibis is offered as* a summary ot the anginal Jesus that explains the brer tradition 

in all its multiplicity— » proposal discussed at lengrh in “Divine Immediacy and Human Im

mediacy: Towards a New First Principle in Historical Jesus Research," Setrnu 43 (1988), 

pp. 121-40. But >n “Responses and Reflections," in Jesus and Faith, pp. 146-47, he dis

cards this approach as “too subjective,"
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interpret the tradirion on the supposition that Jesus was an cschatological 

prophet.10* Or we can make sense of it by maintaining that he was a 

Zealot and revolutionary. The Jesus tradition can also be analyzed ac

cording to the notion that Jesus was first of all a magician, or first of all a 

Pharisee, or first of all a Jewish peasant Cynic, or first of all a healer and 

exorcist. It is possible ro construe rhe data— ro interpret, on the one 

hand, and to discard, on the other—in accord with each explanatory 

model. Reasonable people have done so.

This should not surprise, for “at any given rime infinitely many mutu

ally incompatible hypotheses arc each compatible with any finite amount 

of data.” ,,n One can draw any number of curves through a finite set of 

points to create a thousand different pictures. Recall the two very differ

ent stories told lo explain the evidence al llie O. J. Siiii|im>ii muidci liials. 

One account held that all the evidence pointed ro Simpson because he was 

guilry. The other claimed that all the evidence pointed to him because the 

police set him up. It is always possible to explain one ser of facts wnrh 

more than one story. 1 low do we choose which story to believe?

Philosophers of science, targel}' in response to Kuhn’s work, have much 

discussed the nature of competing paradigms or explanatory models in 

science and how shifrs of vision occur— how. for instance, the Aristotlcan 

theory of motion gave way to Galileo's theory of motion. What changes 

during mosr scientific revolutions is not the extant data hut their inter

pretive context. There is a switch in visual gestalt: what was once seen as 

a duck is now seen as a rabbit.

To what extent this is a rational enterprise, and ro whar extent our par

adigms actually correspond to reality, are involved philosophical ques

tions beyond rhe scope of rhis chapter. I must be conrenr with remarking 

that, even if some philosophers arc now conceptual relativists and in gen

eral deny “rhar some one wrav of seeing, some one sort of theory, has any 

exclusive claim to be the right way,” 1,1 most New* Testament scholars still

share a universe o f d iscourse , and  w ith in  th a r discourse it m akes sense to

ask whether one paradigm or interpretive norm is better than some other. 

Not all of our pertinent facts are “theory-laden” in a debilitating sense, 

nor do most New’ Testament scholars live in mily different conceptual

109. This is what Sanders. Jesus and Judaism, docs. See especially p. 10: ‘ Enough evi- 

dcncc points towards Jewish eschatology at the general framework at Jesus' ministry that 

wc may examine the particulars in the light ot that framework."

110. Hilary Pumam, Mathematics, Matter and M rthtid: Philosophical Papers, Volume I. 

2dcd. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1979), p. 352.

111. G. J. Warnock. English Philosophy since 1900 (London: Oxford University Press. 

1958), p. 144.
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worlds."* It seems reasonable to hope that the common sense of John 

Wisdom holds for Jesus research: "Wc can all easily recollect disputes 

which though they cannot he serried by experiment are yet disputes in 

which one party may be right and rhe other wrong and in which both par

ties may offer reasons and the one better reasons than the other." m

For rhe last hundred years perhaps most New Testament scholars have 

approached the sayings of Jesus with rhe paradigm of Jesus as cschato

logical propher. To borrow from Kuhn’s analysis of scientific revoluaons, 

the works of Weiss and Schweitzer brought “a relatively sudden and un

structured event like the gestalt switch.” 114 Many scholars underwent a 

sort of conversion experience (one which is still replayed today, when 

someone brought up in church with a noneschatological understanding of 

rhe kingdom of God goes off ro college or graduate school and becomes 

convinced that Jesus was an eschatological prophet). Despite both initial 

and coniinucd resistance, more and more scholars came to see that the 

story of Jesus as eschatological prophet offered, to use I a kora s’s expres

sion, rhe best research program. Its simplicity, scope, explanatory power, 

and parallels in rhe history of religion commended it.

The basic eschatological paradigm has been in place now for a century. 

It has become an academic tradition that has enabled its social con

stituency to order its reading of New Testament texts; and its proponents 

remain many. Ir indeed still holds its proud place. But some now think 

that, although it has lived a useful life, the old paradigm now needs to be 

retired. Few deny thar rhe eschatological interpretation of the Jesus tradi- 

rion has brought us much illumination, for it has revealed once and for 

all that many sayings contain an apocalyptic eschatology. But Crossan 

and others believe rhar many of rhose sayings are secondary and that their 

addition greatly distorted things. So these scholars arc offering us a new 

paradigm—Jesus as aphoristic sage (Borg) or as Jewish peasant Cynic 

(Crossan).

112. Helpful here is Karl R. Popper, The Myth o f the Framcuvrk; In  Defence o f Science 

j  mi Rationality, cd. M. A . Notrumo |l ondon: Rouricdgc, 1994), especially pp. 33-64. In 

ray experience many critical New Testament scholars began life as fundamentalists but then, 

at least in part through rational reflection, changed their outlook— a circumstance that sug

gests thar Popper is right when he argue* that one can transcend a framework through what 

be calk ‘‘crmcism.”

113. John Wisdom, Philosophy and Psycho-Analysts (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1964), 

p. 156 (italics deleted). I lelpful here is Peter Upton. Inference to the Best Explanation (Lon

don: Rout ledge & Kegan Paul. 1991).

114. Thomas S. Kuhn, The Structure o f Scientific Rei'oluhons, 2d ed. (Chicago: Uni

versity of Chicago Press, 1970), p. 122.



Max Planck ruefully observed that "a new scientific truth docs not tri

umph by convincing its opponents and making them see the light, but 

rather because its opponents eventually die, and a new generation grows 

up that is familiar with it.” 115 Although I think it an unlikely eventuality,

1 can imagine the new, nonapocalyptic paradigm establishing itself 3S rhe 

new orthodoxy when those of us who grew up on Schweitzer have died 

our. It is my conviction, however, that, if the old paradigm is ever dis

carded, a grave error will have been made. The proposition that Jesus was 

an eschatological prophet with an apocalyptic scenario should remain the 

matrix within wThich the authentic traditions are embedded.

The Best Research Program

We cannot confirm the new paradigm or refute rhe old one by sharpening 

the traditional criteria of authenticity any more than by doing exegesis or 

creating rradirion-histories. For how we perform these tasks always de

pends upon the assumptions wc bring to them. To repeat, our paradigm 

should, it possible, be settled upon prior to and independently of our eval

uation of the historicity of individual items in the Jesus tradition. Our 

goal is not to be free of prejudices bur to have rhe right prejudices. Can 

this be done?

It is indeed possible to say a good deal about Jesus apart from detailed 

evaluation of the province of various complexes. Moreover, when we un

dertake this endeavor we are back with the conventional paradigm of Je

sus as eschatological prophet. 1 have set forth the reasons in other publi- 

carions.11** Let me here offer a summary of some of them.

1. Passages from a wide variety of sources show us that many early fol

lowers of Jesus thought the eschatological climax to be approaching."' 

We also know that, in rhe pre-Easter period, Jesus himself was closely 

associated with John the Baptist, whose public speech, if the Synoptics 

are any guide at all, featured frequent allusion to the eschatological 

judgment, conceived as imminent.’1* Jesus indeed was baptized by John.

115. Max Planck. Scientific Autobiography and Other Essays (Ne\* York: Philosophi

cal I ibrary. 1949), pp. 33-34.

116. Dale C  Allijon. 'A  Pica for Thoroughgoing F.schait>k»gy," JB l. 113 <1994), 

pp. 651-68, ami "The Eschatology of Jesus," in The Fneychpaedia of Apocalypticism. Vol- 

utre. 1: The Origins o f Apocalypticism m Judaism and Christianity, cd. John J. Collins (New 

York: Continuum, 1998), pp. 267-302.

117. Examples include Acts 3:19-20; Rom 13:11; 1 Cor 16:22; 1 Thcw S: 1—11; Hch 

10:37; Jas 5:8; 1 Pet 4:17; 1 John 2:8; Rev 22:20; and Didache 16.

118. See especially Q  3:7-17. It might be argued that one should follow not iho Gospds 

bu: Josephus, whose John is not an apocalyptic prophet but a social reformer (Ant. 18:
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Obviously, then, there must have been significant ideological continuity 

between the w o men. So, as many have repeatedly observed, to recon

struct a Jesus who did not have a strong eschatological orientation entails 

unexpected discontinuity not only between him and people who took 

themselves to be furthering his cause but also between him and the Bap

tist, that is, discontinuity with the movement our of which he came as well 

as with the movement that came out of him. Presumption is against this. 

The argument is valid, and it is pursued at length in chapter 2 herein.110

2. 'llie canonical Gospels, traditions in Acts, and the letters ot Paul are 

united in relating that at least several pre-Easter followers of Jesus, soon 

after his crucifixion, declared that “God [had] raised Jesus from the 

dead,"130 vindicated him by “the resurrection of the dead ones" (Acts 

4:2).UI Their combined testimony on this matter is not doubted by any

one, so we may ask why people made this claim, why they affirmed the 

occurrence of an eschatological event, llie best explanation is that several 

influential individuals came to their post-Easter experiences (whatever 

they were) with certain categories and expectations antecedently fixed, 

that they already, because of Jesus’ teaching, envisaged die general resur

rection to be imminent. This is why “resurrection” was the chief category 

by which they interpreted Jesus’ vindication.122

3. According to Mk 15:33, when Jesus died there was strange dark

ness (compare Amos 8:9-10). According to Mt 27:51 -53 there was also 

a strong earthquake (compare Zech 14:5) and a resurrection of rhe dead

116-19). Josephus, however, sought to underplay the cschaioloipcal fcrmr of Judaism. It is 

celling rh.it his portrait of the Essemrs includes nothing about the restoration ol Israel, cos

mic dualism, or messianic hope. Only from the [>wd Sea Scrolls— presumably written by 

Essene*— do wc learn these things.

119. Crossan has. m public debate, disputed this argument with the observation that 

with it one could demonstrate thar Gandhi was not a pacifist, for he came our of an envi

ronment of violence and after he was gone violence ruled. The illustrarion does show that in

dividuals can stand against and above their times. But the difference between Jesus 3nd 

Gandhi is that whereas rhe evidence lor the pacifism of the latter it massive and overwhelm

ing, the evidence that Jesus forsook the scenario of John the Baptist is nil or dose ro it.

120. For this formula and its antiquity see W. Kramer, CJtriH. Lord. Son o f God, SBT 

50 (London: SCM. 1966), pp. 19-44.

121. On rhe related, pre-Pauhnc expression in Rom 1:4 see H.-W. Bartsch, “Zur vor- 

paulinischen Bekenntnisiormd im Eingang des Romcrbriefcs,” TZ 23 (1967), pp. 329-39.

122. Compare Paula Fredriksen, "W h3i You See Is What You Get: Context and Con

tent in Current Research on rhe Historical Jesus,- Theology Today 42/1 {1995), p. 94: “The 

disciples’ experience of Jesus’ resurrection points indisputably m  rhe Christian movements 

origins in the eschatological hopes of firsr-cenrury Judaism— the resurrection of the dead, 

the vindkaDon of the righteous.’  She plausibly adds: “The disciples' choice to remain in 

Jerusalem rather than return to Galilee suggests further that they continued to expect some 

tiring to happen, and soon.. . . ”
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(comparc Ezek 37; Zech 14:4-5). According to Johns Gospel, Jesus* 

death was “rhe judgment of the world” (12:31) and brought down the 

reign of Satan (16:11). According to Paul, Jesus is “the first fruits of those 

who have died” (1 Cor 15:20)— a metaphor which assumes that the es

chatological harvest is underway, that rhe resurrection of Jesus is only the 

beginning of the general resurrection of the dead. Given its multiple at

testation in Paul, the Synoptics, and John, the habit of associating rhe end 

of Jesus with eschatological motifs must go back to very early times.123

What explains the habit? The best answer is that, while Jesus was yet 

with them, his followers— as l.uke 19:11 plainly tells —“supposed 

that the kingdom of God was to appear immediately.” ,2< They foresaw 

eschatological suffering followed by eschatological vindication, tribula

tion followed by resurrection. So when Jesus was, in the event, crucified 

and seen alive again, his followers, instead of abandoning their escharo- 

logical hopes, did what one would expect them to do: they sought to cor

relate expectations with circumstances. This is why they believed that in 

Jesus’ end the eschaton had begun to unfold, and why early Christian 

texts associate the death and resurrection of Jesus wirh whar appear to be 

eschatological events.

4. The Roman world of the first cenrury was, in rhe words of I Iclmut 

Koesrer, “dominated by prophetic eschatology,” and the apocalyptic writ

ings of Judaism, which share “the general eschatological spirit” of the 

Roman imperial period,1-15 put us in touch with a type of eschatology thar 

was well known in Jesus’ rime and place.12'’ Not only did the sacred col- 

lecdon itself contain apocalyptic materials— for example, Isaiah 24-27, 

Daniel, Zechariah .9-14— but portions of 7 Enoch, some of the Jewish 

Sibylline Oracles, and the Testament o f A lo is '27 were in circulation in 

Jesus’ day; and the decades after Jesus saw the appearance of 4 Ezra"*

2 Baruch, and the Apocalypse o f Abraham. His rime was also when the

123. See further my book. The End o f the Ages Has Come: An Thirty Interpretation o f 

the Passion and Resurrection o f Jesus (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1985).

124. This may be Imkan redaction, but Mk 10:37 presupposes the very same expecta- 

tiur on rhe part of Jesus' disciples. Compare Acts 1:6.

125. The quoted words arc from I Icbnur Kocsrer. “Jesus: The Victim ,' JBL 11111992), 

pp. 10-11.
126. See further S. fc. Robinson. "Apocalypticism in rhe Time of lTiIlcl and Jesus,” in 

HiEel and Jesus: Comparisons o f Two M ajor Religious Leaders, ed. James H . Charlcsworth 

and Loren L. Johns (Minneapolis: Fortress. 1997), pp. 121-36.

127. T. Mos. 7 :1 says that “the tunes will quickly come to an end” after ihc even re of 

chapter 6, which dearly have to do with Fierod the Great.

128. 4 Ezra 14:44-45, incidentally, refers to seventy noncanonical books that pre

sumably belong to the apocalyptic tradition. While the number is likely to be exaggerated, 

it docs poinr in a certain direction.
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Dead Sea Scrolls, so many of which are charged with cschatological ex

pectation, were presumably being composed or copied and studied. llie 

point, reinforced by Josephus’s remarks on the general popularity of 

Daniel (Ant. 10.268)tu* is simply that the sort of cschatologv Schweitzer 

attributed to Jesus was indeed flourishing in Jesus’ day. Social and po

litical circumstances were probably ripe for the production of a millenar

ian movement;130 and rhe sense of an imminent transformation, perhaps 

partly due “to rhe prevalent belief induced by the popular chronology 

of thar day that the age was on the threshold of rhe Millennium,”1'1 ap-

125. Many no doubt understood the fourth kingdom of Daniel 2 lo be the Roman 

empire, after which the God o f heaven would rule (2:36-45; sec Joseph us. Ant. 10.276; 

4 Ezra 12:101, Moreover, Chrisriam have oftrn construed Daniel’s “seventy weeks of >ears'" 

so thar they eomt* »o hilfillnvnr in Jesus’ day (e.g_, TcmillLin, Adv. Jud. 8; Jerome, Comm. 

Dan. on 9:24-27). Did some Jews before Chrisnaniry do the same? See further William 

Adler, “The Apocalyptic Survey of History Adapted by Christian*: Darnels Prophecy ot 

70 Weeks," in Tbe Jewish Apocafynrtic Heritage m Early Christianity, ed. James C_ Vander- 

Kam and William Adler. CRINT FITM (Assen: Van Gorcum /Minneapolis: Fortress, 19%), 

pp. 201-38.

130. Here 1 can appeal ro the first two pans of Crossan s Historical Jesus.

131. Abba H illd  Silver. A History of Messianic Speculation in  Israel (Boston: Bcacon. 

19591. p. 5 ( italics deleted). Relevant are Tacitus, H ist. 5:13 (“The majority were convinced 

that the ancient scriptures of their priests alluded to the present as the very time when the 

Orient would triumph and from Judaea would go forth men destined ro rule the world"), 

and Suetonius, Vesp. 4 (“An ancient superstition was current in the Fast, that out of Judaea 

would come the rulers of the world. This prediction, as it later proved, referred to two Ro

man Emperors, Vespasian and his son Titus; bur the rebellious Jews, who read it as refer

ring to themselves. . _“). On this negkreted topic sec Roger T. Beckwith, Calendar and 

Qm /nulogy, Jewish and Christian: B iblical, Intertestamental and Patristic Studies, AGJU 33 

(Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1996), pp. 217-75; L  L- Grabe, ‘The End of the World in Early Jewish 

and Christian Calculations,' RevQ 11 (1982), pp. 107-108: and Ben 7.ion Wacbolder, 

Essays on Jewish Chronology and Chronogrjpby (New York: KTAV, 1976), pp. 240-57. 

The messianic movement that broke out in Crete m the fifth century C.E- (sec Socrates.

H.F-. 7:38} appears ro have been related ro a -nessianic calculanon (compare b. Sanh. 97b; 

b. ‘A l'od. Zar. 9b); see Salo Wittmaycr Baron. “Messianic and Sectarian Movements,’  in 

Essential Papers on Messianic Movements and Personalities in  Jewish History, ed. Marc 

Sapcrstein (New York: New York University Press, 1992), pp. 162-63. Even the sober 

Maimonidcs, who knew ot many ialsihcd calculations of the end and wrote that no one 

knows the dale of the Messiah's coming, offered his own calculation; see his lggeres Tetman. 

For carl> Christian calendars and eschatology see Rithard Iandes, “Lest the Millennium 

Be Fulfilled: Apocalyptic Expectations and the Pattern a t Western Chronographv 100- 

800 ex .,” in The Use and Ahsue of Fschatolugy in the M iddle Ages, ed. Werner Verbcke, 

Daniel Vcrhckr, and Andrics Welkenhuyscn (Leuven: Leuven University Press, 1988), 

pp. 137-211. For the importance of calrndncil calculation for the ninctccnth-century Mil- 

Icrites— something which may give us a taste for how things were in certain circles in antiq

uity— sec Stephen D. O ’lrary, Arguing the Apocalypse: A Theory o f M illennial Rbetoru. 

(New York: Oxford Universiry Press, 1994), pf. 120-25. Even though the year 1000 did not 

wimcss widespread cschatological expectation— see A. Vasilicv, “Medieval Ideas of rhe End 

of rhe World: West and Fast," Byzantion 16/2 (19431, pp. 462-502— there is no denying



pears to have been shared by many.142 So to propose thar Jesus thought 

likewise is just to say that he believed what many others in his time and 

place believed.

5. Several New Testament texts compare Jesus with some of his con

temporaries:

Q 7:33-34: Jesus compares his ministry with the ministry of John 

the Baptist.

Mk 6:14: Herod Antipas says that Jesus is John the Baptist risen 

from the dead.

Mk 8:28: “People” say that Jesus is like John the Baptist.

Acts 5:35-39: Gamaliel compares Jesus and his followers with 

Theudas and his movement.

Acts 5:35—39: Gamaliel compares Jesus and his followers with Judas 

the Galilean and his movement.

John the Baptist, Theudas, and Judas the Galilean were moved by escha

tological expectation or hope for Jewish restoration. John proclaimed a 

near end and was thought of as a prophet. Theudas claimed to be a 

prophet, acted as a new* Moses, and was viewed as a threat by the Ro

mans.1’4 Judas the Galilean, according ro Josephus, Ant. 18:5, sought in

dependence for the Jewish people with the help of God. Now rhe compar

isons in the canonical Gospels and Acts, most of which are attributed ro 

outsiders, would be natural if Jesus was remembered as an cschatological
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the importance of dares for the psychology ul eschatological expectation daring the last mil

lennium; set HiDd SchwjrT7, Century's End: A Cultural History o f the hn de Steele from  

the 990s thruugh the 1990s (Sew York: Doublcday, 1990).

132. The arguments of Richard A. Horsley to the contrary, in Sociology and the Jesus 

Movement, 2d ed. (New York: Continuum, 1994), pp. 96-99. do not persuade. Among

other things, he neglects or too lighdy pjvvci over rhe significance at the Dead Sra SmiDt, 

the Baptist, and the Testament o f Moses. Historian* have ofrcn failed ro see just how prexa 

lent apocalv ptic speculation was in all classes during the Middle Ages (see Bernard McGinn, 

Visions o f the End: Apocalyptic Tradition in the M iddle Ages (New Yorlc: Columbia Uni

versity Press, 1979J) or how important a role ir has played and continues to play in Ameri

can culture (see Paul Boyer, When Time Shall Be No More: Prophecy Belief tn Modem 

Am*ncan Culture [Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1992)). Matters may be similar 

witfc the first century C_E_, especially as our major source for the period, Josephus, was not 

interested in highlighnng apocalyptic fervor (recall his treatment of John rhe Rapnst).

133. In addition ro what follows see J. A. Tmmbowet, “ l"he Historical Jesus and the 

Speech of Gamaliel (Acts 5:35-39),’  NTS 39 (1993), pp. 500-517.

134. See Josephus, Am. 20:97-99. and Dale C. Allison. Jr.. The Sew  Moses: A

Maithean Typology (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1993), pp. 78-79.
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prophet who proclaimed that God * kingdom would replace the Roman 

kingdom. They are not easily explained if he was not so remembered.

The arguments just introduced are straightforward aud powerful. They 

involve no special pleading nor any questionable argumentation. They 

are, moreover, mutually reinforcing. Iliat Jesus was baptized by an es

chatological prophet and had among his followers people who pro

claimed a near end, that certain followers of Jesus proclaimed his resur

rection soon after the crucifixion, that his passion and vindication were 

associated with cschatological motifs, thar many first-century Jews ex

pected an apocalyptic scenario to unfold in their near future, 3nd that our 

sources compare Jesus with others who believed in such a scenario or at 

least expected God soon ro rule Palestine— these indisputable facte to

gether tell us that Jesus held hopes close to those attributed to him by 

Weiss and Schweitzer. The evidence is, to be sure, circumstantial, but then 

one recalls whar Thorcau famously said: “Some circumstantial evidence 

is very strong, as when you find a trout in the milk.”

The conclusion that Jesus was an cschatological prophet establishes it

self, let me emphasize, apart from detailed evaluation of the Jesus tradi

tion. Further, this result is sufficiently forceful that, were the sayings at

tributed to Jesus to suggest some other conclusion, the correct inference 

would probably nor be that Jesus was nor an eschatological prophet but 

rather that the sayings tradition is unreliable, thar Christians expunged 

from it the eschatological elements in order to protect Jesus from being 

viewed as a false prophet.

Fortunately for us, however, the sayings only confirm what we can in

fer on other grounds. For in our sources Jesus seemingly speaks of the 

consummation as temporally near135 and admonishes people ro watch for 

the coming of the Lord or of the Sou of man.' "' He also pronounces es

chatological judgment on contemporaries1 and otherwise announces or 

presupposes thar the final fulfillment of Cod s saving work is nigh."8 

How came all this matter into the Jesus tradition? Does not the agreement 

between the sayings tradition and whar we otherwise know of Jesus con

stitute an initial reason for hope thar the sayings tradition preserves some 

authentic material?

135. Q  10:9;Mk 9:1; 13:30; Mr 10:23;Cos. Tbjm . 111.

136. F-g., Q  12:39-40,42-46; Mk 13:33-37; Mt 25:1-13; Lk 12:35-38.
137. See below, n. 142 and pp. 131-36.

138. ILg., Q  17:23-37; Mk 1:15; 13:28-29, 33, 37; !.k 18:1-8; 21:34-36.
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Themes and Rhetorical Strategics

My task to this point has been fourfold: first, to underscore the hazards 

of rhe popular criteria for authenticity; second. to display rhe weaknesses 

ot Crossan’s methodological proposals; third, to contend that we should 

noc attempt ro determine the authenticity of items within the Jesus tradi

tion until we haw established an interpretive framework; 3nd, fourth, to 

arpie what that one particular interpretive framework should be. One 

more preliminary requires attention before we rake up again the problem 

of passing individual traditions through the sieve constituted by rhe in

dices of authenticity.

When we look back on our encounters with others our mosr vivid and 

reliable memories are often not precise but general. I may, for instance, 

not remember exactly what you said to me last year, but I may recall ap

proximately what you said, or retain what wc call a general impression. 

It is like vaguely recollecting the approximate shape, size, and contents of 

a  room one was in many years ago— a room that has, in the mind s eye, 

lost all color and detail. After our short-term memories have become 

long-term memories they suffer progressive abbreviation. I am not sure I 

remember a single sentence that either of my beloved grandparents on my 

father’s side ever said to me. But I nonetheless know' and cherish the sorts 

of the things that they said ro me.

All of this matters for study of the Jesus rradirion, because it goes 

against universal human experience to suppose that early Christians, let 

un say, accurately recorded many of Jesus’ words bur somehow came away 

writh false general impressions of him. If the tradents of the Jesus tradition 

got the big picture or the larger patterns wTong then they almost certainly 

also got the details— that is, the sentences—wrrong. It is precarious to 

urge that we can find the truth about Jesus on the basis of a few dozen 

sayings deemed to be authentic if those sayings are interpreted contrary 

10 the general impressions conveyed by the caily audition in its entirety. 

If Jesus was, for example, either a violent revolutionary ora secular sage, 

then the tradition abour him is so misleading that we cannot use ir for in

vestigation of the pre-Haster period—and so we cannot know that Jesus 

was either a violent revolutionary or a secular sage. Here skepticism de

vours itself. The conclusion refutes the premises.

The first-century Jesus tradition is, to state the obvious, not a collection 

of totally disparate and wholly unrelated materials. As everyone knows, 

certain themes and motifs and rhetorical strategies arc consistently at-
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rested over a wide range of material. It is in these themes and motifs and 

rhetorical strategies, if it is anywhere, thar we are likely to have an accu

rate memory. Indeed, several of these themes, motifs, and strategics are 

sufficiently well attested that we have a choice to make. Either they tend 

to preserve pre-Kaster memories or they do not. In the former case wre 

know enough to begin to authenticate individual items: the general will 

help us with the particular.135* But in the latter case our questing for Jesus 

is not just interminable bur probably pointless and w*e should consider 

surrendering to ignorance. If the tradition is so misleading in its broad 

features, then we can hardly make much of its details.

Any objective inventory of the major rhemes and motifs thar appear 

again and again in rhe Jesus tradition would surely include the fol

lowing:

1. The kingdom of God140

2. Future reward141

3. Future judgment ,4‘

4. Suffering/persecution for the saints

139. A. F. Harve>. fetus and the Cxmssnttus o f History (Philadelphia: Westminster,

1982). pp. 4-5, ihrnki thar the attention nf modern New loiament scholar* ‘ has moved 

away from establishing the truth or falsity of any particular report about Jesus, and is now 

directed more towards rhe unpreswon made by the narrative as a whole." Compare the pro

posal of John Richcs, Jesus and the Transform jtion o f Judaism  |New York: Seabury, 1982), 

p. 53: “It hi not simply a matter of finding individual sayings which arc beyond doubt au

thentic and moving out from these to those winch are doscst to them. What one is looking 

for is a group of sayings sufficiently distinctive that, although one cannot be sure of rhe au 

ibenticity of any one of them, one can say with some confidence thar, taken as a group, they 

represent characteristic features of Jesus’ teaching."

140. for the canonical data see Jemma v, Theology, pp. 31-35. His figures are as fol

lows: Mk: 13; logia common ro Matthew and Luke (Q): 9; M: 27; 12; Jn: 2. For the

G of pel o f Thomas see 3. 20, 22,27, 46, 49. 54, 57, 76 82, 96, 97, 98. 99. 107,109. 113,

114. See also rhe catalogue of Wright. Jesus and the Victory o f Cod, pp. 663 -70.

141. See 0  6:20-2?; 12:8-9. 42-44; IV  W; 14:11; 17:*3; 19.26; 22:2# 30; 

Mk 8:35; 9:41; 10:28-39; M t 5:7-10, 19; 6:1-6, 17-18; 23:12; 25:14-30, 31-46; 

Lk 6:20-23,37-38,46 - 49; 14:14. 18:14; Jn 5:29; 6:40; 14:2-3; Gos. Thom. 2,18,19,

22, 49, 76. 114; etc.

142. See Q  6:46-49; 10:12-15; 11:31-32,47-51; 12:8-9, 10,45-46; 13:23-27, 

28-29, 30; 14:11; 17:2, 33; 19:26; Mk 3:29; 8:35, 38; 9:42-48; M l 5:19; 23:12; 

25:14-30, 31-46; Lk 6:24-26; 18:14; 19 41-44; 23:27-31; Jn 5:29; 12:48; Gos. 

[horn. 42, 59, 70; etc.

143. SeeQ6:22-23,28-30; 10:3,10-11; 11:49-51; 12:4-7,11,51-53; 13:34 -35; 

Mk 8:31; 9:12-13,31; 10:20,35-40; 12:1-10; 13:9-13, 14-20; M l 5:10; 7; 15; 10:23. 

25; 24:10-12; U  13:31-33; 22:31; Jn 15:1S-2S; 16:1-4. 16-24; Cos. Thom. 58, 68. 

69, 82, 86; Justin, D ial. 35:3; etc.



5. Victory o v e r  evil powers144

6. A sense thar something new is here or at hand145

7. The importance of John the Baptist,4fc

8. Reference to “rhe Son of man”147

9. God as Father148

10. Loving/serving/forgiving others 14“

11. Special regard for the unfortunate150

12. Intention as what matters most151

13. Hostility to wealth’*2

14. Extraordinary requests/difficult demands'"

15. Conflict with religious authorities LM

144. Sec Q  4:1-13; 11:14, 17-20. 22; Mk 1:12-13, 21-28, .34, 39; 3:20-27;

5:1-20; 6:7. 13; 7:24-30; y : 14-.£*, 38; M t /:22; 4; lit  13:15-17. 32;

10:17-20; 22:31-32; Jn 12:31; 14:30; 16:11,33; Co*, lhom . 35; etc.

145. SeeQ 7:22; 10:9,21-22,23-24; 11:20,31,32; 12:54-56; 16:16;M k 1:15,27; 

2 :l?-20, 21-22; 4:10-12; M l 12:6; 13:34-35; 16:17; IJc 5:39; 10:18; 13:6-9; 

17:20-21; Jn 1:51; 5:31-38; 14:8-14; Gos. Thom. 17,46,47,51,62,91.

146. See Q  3:7-17; 7:19-35; 16:16; Mk 1:1-8, 14; 2:18; 6:14-29; 9:9-13; 

11:27-33; M t 3:14-15; 11:14-15; 21:28-32; Lk 3:10-14; 7:29; 11:1; Jn 1:6, 15, 

19-42; 3:22-4:3; 5:31-38; 10.40-41; Go.t Thom. 46, 78 (?); etc.

147. Sec Q  6:22; 7:34; 9:58; 11:30; 12:8, 10,40; 17:24,26; Mk 2:10,27-29; 8:31; 

9:9. 12. 31; 10:33-34, 45; 13:26; 14:21, 41, 62; Mr 10:13; 13:37, 41; 16:13, 27, 28; 

24:30, 39; 25:31; 26:2; Ik  17:22,25,30; 18:18; 19:10; 21:36; 22:4?; 24:7; Jn 1:51; 

3:13-15; 5:2~, 6:27, 53, 62; 8:28; 12:23, 34; 13:31-32; Go*, lhom . U-.exc.

148. The canonical djta arc cnllcctcd in Joachim Jeremiah. The Prayers o f Jesus, SRT 

2/6 fLondun: SCM, 1967), pp. 11-65. Thnmjs nscs “Father" often of God— c.g., 3. 40, 

44 ,50,79,83, 98, 99.

149. See Q  6:27-28. 31, 32-36; 11:4; 17.3-4; Mk 9:35; 10:41-45; 12:28-34; 

M t 5:23-24; 6:14-15; 18:23-35; 19:19; 23:11-12; 25:31-46; Lk 10:25-28, 29-37; 

13:15-17; 22:24-26; Acts 20:35; Jn 13:1-35:14:15-17; 15:12-17; Gos. Thom. 25,26, 

48,95; Gos. Hub. according to Jerome, Comm. F fh . 5:4; etc.

150. See Q  6:20-21; 7:22; 11:14; 13:30; 14:15-24; Mk 1:40-45;2:15-17; 3:1-6; 

5:1-20. 25—.34; 7:31-37; 8:22-26; 9:14-29; 10:46-52; 14:3-9. M t 25:31-46;

I k 13:10-17; 14:1-6,12-14; Jn 4:1-38; 5:2-9; 9:1-12; 13:29; Gos. Thom. 54,69; etc.

151. See Q  6:43-45; 11:34 - 36, .19; Mk 7:1-8,15; 12:30; M t 5:5:8,21-23,27-28; 

6:1- 4,5 - 6? 16 -18:12:34-37;I k 16-15; f/v W  D frnr I k 6-4; f.'n* 7tuwn 77,4S, S9; ere.

152. See Q  6:20, 30; 10:4; 11:34 -36; 12:22-31, 33-34; 16:13; Mk 1:16-20;2:14; 

4:19; 6:8-9; 8:34 -37; 10:17-31; 12:41-44; 14:3-9; Mr 13:44-46; Ik  6:24-26; 

11:41; 12:13-21; 14:12-14; 16:1-9,10-12,19-31; Gos. Thom. 36,42, 54, 56,63,64. 

78,81; 1*. Oxy. 655; ctc.

153. See 1 Cor 7:10; 9: 14; Q  6.-27-.30, 37-38; 9:57-60; 14:26,27; 16:18; 17:3-4; 

Mk 1:16-20; 2:14; 6:8-9; 8:34. 35; 9:42-48; 10:11-12, 17-27; M t 5:33-37; 

19:10-12; 23:9; Lk 14:12-14,23,28-33; Go*. Thom. 42 ,55 ,95 ,101;P. Oxy. 1224; etc.

154. See Q  11:39-41, 42, 43, 44, 46, 47-48, 52; Mk 2:15-17, 23 -28; 3:1-6; 

7:1-23; 12:13-17, 18-27; 14:53-65; Mt 15:12-13; 23:8-12, 15, 16-22; Ik  11:37- 

38, 53-54; 13:10-17; 14:1-6; 16:14-15; 18:9-14; Jn 4:1-3; 7:32. 45-52; 9:13-34;

I I  r45-53; 18:1-32; Gos. Thom. 39, 102; P. Oxy. 1224; etc.
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16. Disciplcs as students and helpers155

17. Jesus as miracle worker1'*

1‘he first seven items as well as rhe eighth (at least according to some 

interpretations ol the evidence) readily invite an eschatological interpre

tation. When put together they foretell a uropia, labeled “the kingdom (of 

God)," that is already manifesting itself notwithstanding great opposi

tion.^7 Wc have here rhe standard pattern of Jewish messianism, which is 

also found in millennial movements worldwide— a tune of tribulation 

followed by a time of unprecedented blessedness. To this extent, then, the 

Jesus tradition seems to be in line with our earlier conclusion that Jesus 

was an eschatological prophet who expected God’s rule to come shortly.

Items 9-11, if they preserve historical memory, tell us that Jesus the es

chatological prophet was, like the Buddha, a teacher of compassion. God’s 

status as father is, in several of the sayings, particularly associated with 

special care for human beings.1"  And the demands ro love others and to 

attend especially ro the marginal arc the concrete human correlates of the 

divine charity (compare Q  6:33). They are, in the idiom of the Lord’s 

Prayer, a way of making things on earth more like they arc in heaven.

Entries 12-14 suggest that Jesus was a moral rigorist. The focus upon 

intention, the insistence thar one serve God instead of mammon, and rhe 

demand that certain individuals follow him immediately and uncondi

tionally indicate that, whatever he may have taught about compassion, he 

made uncommonly difficult demands upon (at least some) people.159 It is 

likely that his moral radicalism was. as Albert Schweitzer famously ar

gued, related to his belief in a near end. It is just common sense, confirmed 

by rhe experience of those who are told that they have little time to live, 

that the present takes on added seriousness if the end is felt to be near. 

Moreover, it seems a very good guess that not just Jesus’ prohibition of

155. See Q  6:20; 9:57-10:15; 22:28-30; Mk 3:7-12; 4:10; 6:6-13, 35-41;

7:17-23; 8:27-38; 9:30-41; 10:10-12. 25-31; 13:1-37; M t l0:S-6. 411-42;

13:36-43. 51-52; 15:12-13; 16:17-19; Ik  9:51-56; 10:17-20; 11:1-2; 22:35-38; 

Jn 4:2; 6:60-71; 11:7-16; 13:1-17:26; G ot. l1?om. 6. 12,13,18,20,22,24.37,43; etc.

156. SerQ  7:1-10. 19-22; 10:9; 11:14-20; M k 1:21-28. 29-31,32-34, 40-4.5; 

2:1-12; 3:1-6. 22; 5:1-20. 21-43; 6:30-44. 47-52; 7:24 - 30. 31-37; 8:22-26; 

9:14-29; 10:46-52; M l 9:27-31; 14:28-53; 26:53; Ik  13:32; 14:1-6; Jn 2:1-11; 

5:2-9; 9:1-12; 11.28-44; ctc.

157. Jcsm’ focus ou the intmrion or the hrart should jlio , in my lodgment, be associ

ated with eschatological expectation; sec Wright, Jesus ond the Victory o f  G o d , pp. 282-87.

158. L.R., Q  6:35; 11:2-4,9-13; 12:22-31; Mk 14:35-36; Lk 12:32.

159. Sec hirthcr Chapter 3 herein.
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divorce (see chapter 3) but also his critique ol wealth and his call to free

dom from care were all related to a programmaric belief in the eschato- 

logicai restoration of paradise (compare Mk 10:6-9).160

Items 15-16 tell us that Jesus was a well-known teacher, a fact other

wise confirmed by Josephus1M as well as by the very existence of the mul

titudinous sayings in the Jesus tradition.’*2 And rhe very last feature— 

Jests as miracle worker— probably explains in great measure Jesus’ great 

popularity and helps us understand why people paid attention to what he 

had to say.

If certain themes and motifs tend to appear regularly in the sayings 

tradition, the same is true of certain formal literary features, or what may 

be called rhetorical strategies. The following eight are among the more 

prominent:

1. Parables’"1

2. Antithetical parallelism164

3. Rhetorical questions “'5

4. Prefatory “amen"166

160. See further Jurgen Sauer, Ruckkehr und Vnllendung des I leils: fane Untersuchung 

zu den eth'tschen Radikalismen Jcsu, Theorie und Forschung 133/Philosnphie und Thcnlo- 

g>c 9 (Regensburg: S. Rodcrcr, 19911. Sauer also relate* Jesus' understanding of rhe Sabhftth 

and hi* reaching nn fasting m eschatology.

161. A m . 18:63: Jesus was “a wise man’  and “a teacher at people."’ On this see Meier, 

M arginal Jew. vol. 1. pp. 56-88. Thar some of Jesus* followers were known as mathetai - 

talrmdim. that is, learners, is Significant.

162. Interesting here arc Samuel Bvrvkog, Jesus the Only Teacher. Didactic Authority 

and Transmission in Ancient Judaism and the Matthean Community, CBNl 24 (Stockholm: 

Almqvist &. Wiksell, 1994), pp. 199-2.16, and R. T. France, “Mark anti the leaching of 

Jesus.’" in Gospel Perspective*. Volume I: Stuiiiss o f History and Tradition m the Four 

Gospels, ed. R. 1. France and David Vteuham (Sheffield: JSOT. 1980), pp 101-36.

163. The catalogue of Andrew Parker, Painfully Clear. Ibe  Parable* o f Jesus I Sheffield: 

Academic Press, 1996}, pp. 119-21, lists a total o f sixty-two parables truin the Synoptics 

and Q . Monv of these also appear in Thomas.

164. Jercmuv, I'htology, pp. 14—20, offer* rbcsc numbers: Wit: 30; logia common to 

Matthew and Luke (Q): 34; M: 44; L: 30. Note also Codex D for I k 6:4 and Cos. Thnm. 

82 = Origen, Horn. Jet. 20:3. On the related phenomenon of compound parallelism sec 

T. W. Manson, The Teaching of Jesus (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1967). 

pp. >4-56.

165. See Q  6:32, 39. 41-42, 44. 46; 7:24. 31; 10:35; 11:11-13. 11, 19, 40; 12:23, 

25. 42; 13:18, 20; 14:34; 15:4; Mk 2:8. 9, 19, 25; 3:4. 23. 33; 4:21, 30; 5.-39; 8:36; 

12:24. 26; M t 12:5, 11-12, 34; 21:28; 23:17, 19; Lk 13:2,4; 13:15; I4 :s , 31; 16:11; 

17:7-9; 23:31; Cos. Thom. IS . 78, 89; ctc.

166. The canonical statistics arc, according to Jcrcmias, Theology, p?. 35-36, as fol

lows: Mk: 13; Ingia common to M t and Lk (Q): 9; M: 9; L: 3; Jn: 25.
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5. The divine passive167

6. Exaggeration/hyperbole1'**

7. Aphoristic formulation ***

8. llie unexpected or seemingly paradoxical170

No one can dispute that the themes and motifs and strategies just listed 

arc widely attested in the Jesus tradition. The relevant question is what we 

should make of this fact. My own conviction, which others may regard as 

naive and precritical, is that, for reasons given above, we should proba

bly either accept almost all of them or reject them in their entirety.171 

Sometimes, as with what engineers call a statically determinate structure, 

everything stands or falls together. It can be all or nothing. In the present 

instance, either rhe tradition instructs us thar Jesus spoke often about rhe 

kingdom of God and about God as Father and typically used parables and 

asked rhetorical questions and so on, or rhe tradition is not a useful 

source for Jesus1"2 and we should start questing for someone or some

thing else. It is my working hypothesis that rhe former is the case.

Although my working hypothesis is nor groundless, it is not the result

167. The count of jcremias, Theology, p. I I ,  is: Mk: 21; logia common to Mr and 

Lk (Qfc 23; M: 27; I ;  25.

168. SeeQft:41-42; 12:46; 14:26,27; 17:6;M k4:8,31-32;8:34;9 42-48; 10:25; 

Mt 5:22,29-30; 6:3; 23:8-10,15,24;Lk 16:31; 19:40; Cos. 77wm.26.48. 55,101: etc

169. On this see especially David E. Aunc. “Oral Tradition and the Aphonsrm of Jesus,” 

m Jesus and the O ral Gospel tradition, cd. Henry Wansbrough, JSNTSS 64 (Sheffield: 

JSOT, 1991), pp. 211 -65. He defines “aphorisms" os pithy expressions "of personal insight 

and vision, attributed ro particular individuals . . . often reflecting specific situations.” He 

counts 44 m Mark, 49 in Q , 32 in M , 22 in L, 8 in John, 4 in Thomas, and 8 in orhcr sources 

and rightly comments: “While ir may be difficult to argue thar this or that particular saying 

k 'historical* or 'authentic’ . . .  the sheer numScr oi  such aphorisms together with their per

sistent attribution to Jesus makes it certain thit Jesus regarded himself and was regarded by 

his followers and later Christian generations as a Jewish sage and teachcr of wisdom.*

170. iS'ote, e.g., Q  6:20-23 (being poor, hungry, in mourning, and reviled are nude out 

to be good things); 10:21 (revelation is uot fur the learned but for babes); 12:51 (Jesus has 

iK»t come to bring peace but a sword); 13:1* (the kingdom is like corrupting leaven); 13:30 

(the last will be first, the first last); Mk 2:17 (Jesus calls not the righteous bur sinners); 7:15 

(things going in do not defile); 8:35 (saving life will lose it, losing life will save it); 9:12-1 * 

(eschatological Elijah did nor succeed in his ministry of reconciliation I; 10:45 (the Son erf 

man came not to be served but to serve); L i 10:25-37 (the Samaritan is the hero); Lk 

16:1-8 (commendation of a dishonest character).

171. This is of course not a statement aboit the authenticity of any particular text cited 

in rhe previous footnotes. Here it is the collective weight of the evidence, the pattern created 

by rhe multitude, that is being considered; the accuracy of any particular witness is another 

matter. Compare Nils A. Dahl, The Crucified Messiah and Other Essays (Minneapolis: 

Augsburg, 1974), p. 67, and Riches, as in n. 139.

1 ”2. This is rhe view erf G. A. Wells, The Jesus Legend (Chicago: Open Court. 1996).



of an irrefutable argument, nor can it be vindicated by a few observations. 

It isnot a verdict reached by self-evident steps from self-evident truths and 

clear observations. It is rather informed guesswork, a postulate with which 

to vork. This means that “its evidence is seen in its consequcnccs.” 173 

That is, its claim to truth lies in its explanatory power as rime goes on and 

it is applied to ever enlarging arrays of texts and observations. If we can 

tell eood stories with this working hypothesis, rhen well and good. But if 

we could not tell such good stories, or if we could tell better stories wirh 

soirc other working hypothesis, rhen we would have to reconsider.

Running the Gauntlet

We may now turn 10 llie jnohlciu of uuiiicuUiaiiug individual complexes 

and topics. The following five indices,17* ir must be emphasized, assume 

the discussion to this point. They arc not to be employed in isolation but 

are rather to be guided by rhe paradigm of Jesus as eschatological prophet 

and the working hypothesis that the themes, motifs, and strategies high

lighted in rhe previous section go back to Jesus himself. Further, it must 

be underlined that these indices are fallible. They cannor be stated in such 

a way as ro avoid ambiguity or subjectivity in application. New Testament 

scholars can no more produce universally valid rules of evidence than 

philosophers can successfully formalize induction. The indices of authen

ticity inevitably employ whar has been called an informal rationality, that 

is, a logic that cannot be precisely explicated.1' As wirh chaotic systems, 

which are too complex to describe fully, so the proccss of making in

formed inferences abour history is too complicated to be reduced to for

mulation. Put simply, our indices may help us arrange some of our clues, 

but they can only rake us so far. They arc suggestive, not demonstrative. 

They are tools, which do not do the labor for us bur only make ir a little 

bit easier for us to do. Our informed imaginations, working with a thou

sand variables in ways wc ourselves probably cannot fully explicate, still 

have plenty to do.

Here then are my suggestions:176
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173. W. V. Quine and J. S. IHlian, The Web n f Belief (New York: Random. 1970). p. 43.

174. Wirh Meyer, Aims, p. 86 ,1 prefer “index* over “criterion." The former is 3n in- 

drca:or. rhe Lmcr a standard ro he pasted or failed.

175. On this see David Hodgson, The M ind Matters; Consciousness and Choice in a 

Quantum World (Oxford: Clarendon, 1991). pp. 114-56.

176. The date of the source id which the complex is found does not nutter. Also irrele

vant is whether something has multiple attestation.
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1. The plausibility that a cumplcx or topic originated with Jesus is in

creased if it illumines or is illumined by the paradigm of Jesus as eschato

logical prophet or known biographical information about him17" or one 

of the major themes enumerated on pp. 46-48. Jesus’ ruling on divorce, 

preserved in 1 Cor 7:10-11; Q 16:18; and Mk 10:2-12, is a case in 

point. Ir nor only epitomizes Jesus as moral rigorist, but the justification 

given in Mk 10:2—12, thar ar creation male and female were one flesh, 

gains its force from the standard apocalyptic linkage between Urzeit and 

Endzeit and so falls in line with Jesus’ eschatological outl<x)k.17B Simi

larly, the beatitudes in Q 6:20-23 (compare Cos. Thom. 54, 68-69) co

incide ar so many points with themes presumably characteristic of Jesus 

that they likely descend from him. They allude to an eschatological Scrip

ture (Tsa 61:1—3), promise future reward, comfort the unfortunate, and 

implicitly disparage wealth.179

2. The plausibility' that a complex or topic originated wirh Jesus is, 

notwithstanding the caution expressed earlier in this chapter, increased 

if the Christian tradition has seemingly struggled with it, and especially if 

there are signs thar rhe early Jesus tradition itself sought to domesticate 

or reinterpret the item. This is a restatement of the so-called criterion of 

embarrassment. One example is Jesus’ prophecy of rhe destruction and 

rebuilding of the temple, which receives more than one reintcrprelation 

and is in Mark attributed ro false witnesses.180 A second example is Q 

6:27, the imperative to love one's enemy. It has, because of its extreme de

mand, been modified in or dropped altogether from the paraenesis in the 

canonical and extracanonical parallels to Q  6:27-38.,R‘

3. The plausibility that a complex or topic originated with Jesus is in

creased if one cannot concoct a persuasive narrative explaining its emer

gence in the post-Faster period. This is perhaps akin to the criterion of 

dissimilarity but oinits altogether any contrast with Judaism.182 To illus-

17"7. Almost everyone regards as indisputable a rather long list of particular*, including 

that Jesus was baptized by John, that he was i  Galilean miracle-workcr, that he was known 

as 3 teacher, rhar he was crucified in Jerusalem under Pontius Pilate in the reign of Tiberius, 

and rhar shortly after his death some ot his followers claimed be had risen from the dead.

178. See further belcmvp. 210.

179. See further chapter 3 of my The Jesus T rjJiliun  in  Q .

180. See the discussion on pp. 98-101 below.

181. Sec further p. 24.

182. Compare Meyer. Amu, p. 86: “'lie  requirement of simultaneous discontinuity 

with Judaism and the posr-paschal church errs by excess. Thar the community shuuki gra

tuitously adopt from Judaism elements in discontinuity with its own concerns, practices, 

and tendencies simply docs not make sense. Discontinuity with the post-paschal church is 

sufScienr by itself to establish historicity.”



trate: Arland J. Hulrgrcn has argued that Christians constructed Mk 

12:18-27, where Jesus argues against the Sadducees in favor of resur

rection, in order to answer questions abour remarriage and mourned 

loved ones.1*5 But surely Mk 12:18-27 is a rarher roundabout and ob

scure way of addressing such questions. If no better posr-hasrer rale can 

be told, are we not invited to seek some genesis in the life of Jesus? llie 

early church, moreover, did not, as far as we know, engage the Sadducees 

in debate,15*4 and, outside the Gospels, Christian texts argue for rhe res

urrection and speculate on its nature by reference to Jesus’ resurrection, 

not Scripture.18*

Consider, as another example, the topic of Pilate as Roman governor 

when Jesus was crucified. F.vcn if one were ro artribure all of the post- 

Markan references to Pilate to Markan influence and further deny a his

torical core ro rhe story in Mk 15:1-15, it would be difficult to offer a 

convincing explanation of why Christian legend landed upon Pilate in 

particular. Here is a case where a topic—Jesus crucified under Pontius 

Pilate— seems historical apart from the issue ot whether ir appears in any 

authentic complexes.

4. The plausibility that a complex or topic originated wirh Jesus is in

creased if it exhibits a confluence of several of the formal features listed 

on pp. 49-50. Mr 21:28-32, for instance, is a parable, contains anti

thetical parallelism, and ends with a rhetorical question. Thus it has some 

initial claim, on formal grounds, ro come from Jesus. Consider also Q 

12:51-53. This unit, wirh its end-time application of Mic 7:6, nor only

(a) harmonizes with the paradigm of Jesus as eschatological prophet who 

saw the present as a rime of crisis and (b) is illumined by rhe biographi

cal fact that members of Jesus’ own family were hostile to him but also 

(c) conrains antithetical parallelism, a rhetorical question, and a contrast 

with a scriptural expectation (eschatological peace).1**

5. The plausibility that a complex or topic originated with Jesus is in

creased if it has inconspicuous or unexpected connections wiili a complex

183. Arland J. Hulrgrcn. Jesus and His Adversaries: The term  and Function o f  the 
Conflict Stories in the Synoptic tradition (Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1979), pp. 123—31.

184. There is no evidence of real Christian debate with Saddutcev ui any of rhe four 

Gospels, and they arc missing entirely from j 11 the New Testament epistles. They are only 

taanjinal in Acts (4:1-2; 5:17-18; 23:6-10).

185. See further below, pp. 177-78.

186. For rhe reconstruction at this Q  text, the value of ihc parallel ir Cos. Thom. 16, 

and an Origin with Jesus, see my article. “Q  12:51-53 and M k 1 and the Mevsiank. 

Wort," in Authenticating the Teaching o f Jesus, ed. Craig Evans and Brucr Chilton < Leiden: 

H-J. Brill, forthcoming, 1998).
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already thought, on other grounds to be dominical. This may be called 

the index of intertexiual linkage. Q 12:51-53, which for reasons just 

given should probably be attributed to Jesus, has intriguing connections 

with the notoriously obscure Mk. 9:11-13. They say very much the same 

thing— the present is not the time of eschatological peace and reconcilia

tion but of cschatological suffering— and they both say it by setting one 

scriptural text or expectation against another.’*' Beyond these correla

tions, the two chief Scriptures beneath rhe texts— Q 12:51-53 draws 

upon Mic 7:6; Mk 9:9-11 refers to Mai 4:6— arc probably intertextu- 

ally related in the Hebrew Bible188 and have in any case been read to

gether in exegctical history. Surely, then, if Q 12:51-53 rests on domini

cal tradition, we arc ar least invited, despite all the learned opinion to the 

contrary, ro consider that Mk 9:11-13 may too.189

Mk 10:45 also, just as Mk 9:9-11, shows an interesting relationship 

with the authentic complex Q  12:51-53. It may be depicted visually:

Q 12:51-53
a. an “I came" saying

b. a contrast with cschatological expectation (“not peace”)
c. a surprising antithesis (“but a sword”)

d. a reference to suffering (familial strife)

c. a warrant from Scripture (use of Mic 7:6)

Mk 10:45

a. a “Son of man came” saying

b. a contrast with eschatological expectation (Dan 7:13-14)

c. a surprising antithesis (“but to serve”)

d. a reference to suffering (“give his life”)

c. a warrant from Scripture (al usion to Isa 53:10-12),w

Once more one must at least ask whether there is not significance in this 

son of concurrence, whether such inconspicuous bur nonetheless real cor

relations arc better explained by happenstance or by a common origin.

187. In Q  12:51-53, M ic 7:6 »  played oft against the well attested expectation of es

chatological peace. In Mk 9:9-11 the end-time suffering of the saints in Daniel 7 (there 

identified with or closely associated wirh “the one like a son of man") is played off against 

the promise of cschatological reconciliation in Mai 4:6.

188. Pierre Cirelot. “Michee 7,6 dans Its evangdes er dans la hnciature rahbtniqoe,” Bib  
67(198*). p. 375.

189. See further my article, “Q  12:51-53 aud Mk 9:9-11 and the Messianic Woes."

190. An allusion to Isaiah 53 has sometimes been denied bur remains likely; see W. J. 

Moulder, ‘ The Old Testament Background and Interpretation ot Mark x.45," N1S 24 

(1977), pp. 120-27.



Because scholars have insufficiently utilized the index of intcrtextual 

linkage, I should like to offer further examples of its application. Q 

7:22-23, Jesus’ recitation of miracles in response to a question from John 

the Baptist, refers to seeing and hearing, borrows from Isa 61:1, and ends 

with a beatitude. These three features link ir wirh two other complexes 

that are widely accepted as dominical:

Q 6:20-23 Q 7:22-23 Q 10:23-24

Isa 61 Isa 61
makarism makarism makarism

see and hear formula see and hear formula

Do th<*sf parallels to Q 7:22-23 nor raise a bit the odds— I do not say 

establish authenticity but only raise the odds— that the text in the middle 

had the same origin as those to its right and left?

Q 9:58 (“Foxes have holes, and birds of the air have nests, bur the Son 

of man has nowhere to lay his head”) — Gos. Thom. 86 is commonly at

tributed to Jesus, whereas Mk 10:45 (“The Son of man came not to be 

served but to serve and to give his life as a ransom for many”) is most of

ten assigned ro the community. But the former probably alludes ironically 

to Psalm 8, where God has pur the beasts of the field and “the birds of the 

air” under the feet of “the son of man.” in  This is interesting, because Mk 

10:45 has often been thought, and 1 think rightly, to refer ironically to 

Daniel 7, where the “one like a son of man” is served.192 Thar is, in both 

Q  9:58 and Mk 10:45, “rhe Son of man" is the subject, in both texts he 

is humbled, and in both cases this humility apparently stands in ironic 

contrast with a Hebrew Bible passage about the exalted status of “the son 

of man” or “one like a son of man." Is this a coincidence or an intimation 

of common authorship?

According to Q 16:13, “No servant is able to serve two lords; for ei

ther !the servant) will hate the one and love rhe other or be devoted to the 

one and despise the other. You cannot serve God and mammon."133 We

151. M . a  Smith, ‘ No Mace for a Son trf Mao,” Forum 4/4 (1988), pp. 83-107.

152. Compare C  K. Barrett, "The Background of Mark 10:45,” in N ev Testament Es

says: .studies in  Memory o f Thomas Walter Mansion, ed. A. J. B. Higgins (Manchester: Man

chester University Press, 1959), pp. 8-9, and Peter Stuhlmachcr, Recuntdutton. Law, and 

Rigbtrousni'ss (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1986), pp. 20-22.

193. The differences between Matthew and Luke arc minimal, llie  variant in Gos. 

Thom. 47 (“It is impossible for a man 10 mount two horse* and to stretch w o hows, and ir 

is impossible for a servant to serve two masters, otherwise be will honor thi one and offend 

the other") seems secondary: the end has been truncated and the bepnnu.g has drawn to
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have here a secular proverb191 followed by two lines of sharp antithetical 

parallelism— no middle case Is allowed— followed by the religious or 

ethical application; and the whole unit has to do with wealth. The very 

same pattern shows up in another quatrain, Q  11:34-35: “ llie eye is the 

lamp of the body. Whenever your eye is sound also your whole body will 

be lit up. But whenever (your eye) is bad your body will be dark. Watch 

then lest the light that is in you be darkness.” 195 As in Q 16:13 the unit 

opens with a secular proverb. Then come two lines in antithetical paral

lelism that set forth two extremes. And rhe complex ends with the reli

gious or ethical application, which again has to do with wealth (rhe 

“sound eye” is generous whereas the “bad eye” is selfish). It seems highly 

unlikely that Q 16:13 is a conscious imitation of Q 11:34-35 or vice 

versa. A better explanation of the commonality is that rhe same person 

authored both units; and since Q 16:13 is widely ascribed to Jesus, the 

implication is obvious: he also authored Q 11: 34-35.

As a final example of intertexnial linkage, consider Mk 10:25 (“It is 

easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than for someone who 

is rich to enter rhe kingdom of God”)19* and Mr 23:24 (“You strain out 

a gnat and swallow a camel”). Well nigh everyone accepts the former as 

a saying of Jesus. The latter does nor enjoy such favor. This is because it 

is, to use Crossans categories, a third stratum complex with single attes

tation. But in Matthew the logion appears in a block of Q  material, and 

if the saying—which is hard to imagine as an isolated unit— had stood in 

Q, would we not expect Luke ro have deleted it? The third evangelist of

ten altered or dropped things that might not have been understood by a 

non-Jewish audience. And here one must wonder whar a Gentile would 

have made of a saying that presupposes knowledge of how I,ev 11:41,9~ 

was traditionally understood: one should sTrain wine ro get our small 

bugs (ot. $abb. 20:2; b. Hull. 67ai. Moreover, the possibility of a near 

wordplay in Aramaic— “gnat” = qalmd'/u camel” - gam la ' ,9*— should 

perhaps encourage us ro suppose that the saying could he old.

itself rwo related proverbs. Further, "vervain" might betray 1 ukao influence |ii appear* in

I.nlcc but not Matthew).

194. See Plaro. Rep. 8.555C; Ckero, Rj IIhj 11.28; Philo, frag. 2.649; Poimandrcs 

4:6b; T. Jud. 18:6.

195. For rhe rcvomtrucTion erf the Q  text and justification fur the following remarks sec 

my Jesus Tradition in  Q . pp. 134-68.

196. This also appeared in the Gnspel ol the NazanJcans according to Ongcn, Comm. 

on Mr. 15:14.

197. “AU creature* that swarm upon the earth arc detestable; they shall not be eaten."

198. Matthew Black. An Aramaic Approach to the Gospels and Acts. 3d cd. (Oxford: 

Clarendon. 1967), pp. 175-76.
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lie rhat as it may, proof of a redactional or lare origin is lacking, and 

wirh rhat in inind the parallels between Mk 10:25 and Mt 23:24 may he 

worth considering. Each contains (a) a humorously absurd image that (b) 

involves a contrast between the very large and the very small'99 and that 

(c) mentions rhe proverbial enormous camel and that (d) does this in or

der to characterize an error of certain individuals who are outside the cir

cle of Jesus’ followers. Is this coincidence? Or was M l 23:24 modeled 

upon Mk 10:25? Or did Jesus author both?

Four remarks need ro be subjoined to my all-coo-brief exposition of my 

five indices of authenticity. First, each index has its contrary. That is, the 

plaosibilirv thar a complex originated with Jesus is decreased if it neither 

illumines nor is illumined by rhe paradigm of Jesus as eschatological 

prophet or a known biographical fact or one or more of rhe themes listed 

on pp. 46-48;200 and/or if the Christian tradition has not struggled with 

it;201 and/or if one can concoct a persuasive narrative explaining its emer

gence in the posr-Fastcr period;20- and/or if it does not exhibit any of rhe 

formal features listed on pp. 49-50;203 and/or if it d«>es not have signifi

cant connections with a complex already thought, on other grounds, to 

be dominical. '04

Second, even after we have passed portions of rhe Jesus tradition 

through our five indices we should feel no moral certainty about the out

come. Wc still have nothing more than pliable rexts and indeterminate 

argumenrs. A confluence of indicators may raise the level of plausibility— 

but that is all historians wTill ever have, higher and lower levels of plausi- 

bilirv. Further, we have no antecedent reason either to hope thar all au

thentic sayings will successfully ran rhe gauntlet nor to expect that all 

secondary additions will fail. And it takes very little effort ro leam that 

sometimes our indicators send conflicting signals.-^ Nothing, to revert ro

199. A unking contrasr between small and large also appear* 111 the parable of tbc mus

tard seed (Q 13:18-19; Mk 4:30-32; Gos. Tbnm. 20) and the parable of ihe leaven (Q 

U :2 0 - 2 1 ; ( J u j .  Ib < jm . 96).

200. M t 18:15-17, which offers instructions on ecclesiastical excommunicarion, is an 

obvious example.

201. Q  10:22 (only the Son knows the Father), so far from being a stumbling block, 

probably contributed much to the theology of John’s GospcL

202. Gos. Ptom . 22, which speaks of rhe two becoming one, by which is meant male 

and female becoming one. Can be explained as a development of baptismal doctrine (com

part Gal 3:27-28; Col 3:9-11>.

203. M t 3:15 (“Let it be so now; for it B proper for us in this way to fulfill all right 

eousness” ) is an example.

204. 1 lere one may cite M t 18:20 (“For where two or three are gathered in my name, I 

am there among them") and Gos. Thom. 38 ) “There will be days when yon seek me but will 

not find me").

205. So it is with Mk 10:45. It may have connections with dominical texts (see above).



our earlier discussion, guarantees that wc will nor be forever confusing 

Jesus with Faustina or J ustus. Perhaps the tares and wheat have grown to

gether, and maybe wc cannot pull out one without uprooting the other.

Third, wc do nor have Jesus' original utterances but only their descen

dants. It is not just that we have lost the (presumably) Aramaic originals 

but thar rhe tradition apparently did not treasure pristine purity or ver

batim reproduction. Matthew and Luke felt free to rewrite the sayings of 

Jesus in Mark and Q, and Paul’s versions of Jesus traditions do not show’ 

word-for-word agreement with our other sources.i0t> If we needed confir

mation, the Gospel o f Thomas supplies it. So we should be hunting for 

the sense of something that Jesus said, not for his words as such.

Finally, our indices often leave a hung jury. Many tradtions allow us no 

conclusion at all, except that an origin with Jesus or an origin with the 

church are equal possibilities. Did Jesus utter the golden rule (Q 6:31; 

Gos. Thom. 6; Did. 1:2)? Did he say rhat a disciple is not above the 

teachcr (Q 6:40; Jn 13:16)? Is the picture of rhe last judgment in Mr 

25:31-46 partly based upon something Jesus said? Did he perhaps 

prophesy to his disciples, “The heavens and earth will roll back in your 

presence” (Gos. Thom. 111)? How could one ever decide? We can no 

more answer these questions with conviction than we can determine 

whether Jesus ever really witnessed a herd of swine rushing down a steep 

bank to drown in the sea. Ir may he frustrating to leave so much unde

cided; bur where the dara are not conclusive, our conclusions should be 

modesr. And somerimes wc may not be able to make up our minds. The 

past is often inscrutable.

Some Results

Although it is obviously far beyond the scope of this chapter or book to 

evaluate the Jesus tradition in its entirety, it would perhaps be anticli- 

ruactic not to give the reader some idea of where the application of the 

various indices takes us.

1. The Problem of “Authenticity. ” The most important result is that 

wc can say a good deal abour Jesus. It is not, however, possible to offer, 

as one can with Crossan’s inventory, statistical generalizations. This is be

cause one hesitates to put + or - or even ± or ? in front of every com-
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but it involves a concrete prediction at death and harmonizes with the post-Easter under 

standing of Jehus’ death as an atunctncm.

206. For Paul sec cspccully 1 Car 7:10-11,25; 9:14; 11:23-26; 1 Hicss 4:15-17.



plcx. On die one band, traditions that originated wirh Jesus were refor

mulated, translated, modified through additions, and given new meaning 

through secondary contexts.207 On the other hand, community produc

tions must have partly evolved out of and in close connection with other 

materials already in rhe tradition.20* The catcgoncs of “authentic” and 

•inauthentic” or (as Crossan prefers) “original” and “not original” can 

be misleading; we do not find Jesus through the simple exercise of sub

tracting ecclesiastical accretions to get back ro the pristine performances. 

Rather, in most cases we are dealing with mixed products, and the con

tributions of Jesus and the tradition arc inextricably intertwined. Almost 

everything, one could contend, merits Crossan s ± sign.

To underscore the point, let me offer three illustradcns, two from 

Mark and one from Q. Mk 1:9-11 recounts the story of Jesus’ baptism. 

Here three things are said: (a) John baptized Jesus; (b) the heavens were 

tom apart and the Spirit descended as a dove; and (c) and a heavenly voice 

proclaimed Jesus to be beloved Son. It is usual to regard (a) as an histor

ical fact and (b) and (c) as Christian interpretations of that fact. Assum

ing this view to be correct, should the complex get (as it does in Crossan) 

a plus sign (for rhe fact that John baptized Jesus) or rather a negative sign 

(for the dove and the voice) or maybe, because of the mixture of history 

and myth, the ± sign? One might also consider a question mark if one 

were to entertain the possibility that Mark’s story preserves traces of a vi

sionary experience Jesus had at his baptism.

Shortly after rhe baptismal story Mark tells us thar Jesus came into 

Galilee proclaiming the good news of God and saving, “The time is 

fulfilled, and the kingdom of God has come near; repent, and believe in 

the good news” (1:14-15). What do we make of this unit? Many now as

cribe it to Markan redaction, so it mighr earn the minus sign, which ir 

does in Crossan. But those of us who believe that Jesus (a) taught in 

Galilee, (b) thought that the time of Satan’s rule was coming to its end,20*

20“ . For dus and whar follows I borrow from Ferdinand Hahn, “Mcrhodologischc 

Obcrlegungeu zur Rucldrage nach Jesus,” in RSukfrage nach Jesus-. Zmt Methodik und tie- 
deutung dcr tragc nach dcm histurischen Jesus, cd. Karl K.crtd}*c, QD  63 (Frobun^ Herder, 

1974), pp. 29-30.

208. Compare Dahl. Crucified Messiah, p. 67: ’‘Whether the historicity of individual 

words or episodes remains uncertain »  consequently of lesser importance- The fact that the 

word or occurrence found a place within the tradition about Jesus indicates that it agreed 

witk rhe total picture as ir existed within the circle of the disciples."

209. For this interpretation of Mk 1:15 set Joel Marcus, “ ‘The lune Has Been Ful

filled!' | Mark 1:15)," in Apocalyptic and the New testament: Essays in  Honor o f J. Louis 

Marryn, ed. Joel Marcus and Marion L. Soatds, JSNTSS 24 (Sheffield: JSOT, 1989), 

pp. 49-68.
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(c) proclaimed the imminence of the kingdom of God, (d) called for re

pentance, and (e) associated his ministry with the prophecies of Deutero- 

Isaiah-10 might well regard Mk 1:14-15 as a fair summary of Jesus’ 

proclamation. So should we bestow upon it, even if it is redactionaL, the 

-f sign? Or should it have the ± sign?

Consider also Q  4:1-13, the temptation story. Most modem scholars 

have rightly judged this to be unhistorical, a haggadic Hcrion produced 

through reflection upon scripture. But whoever composed it clearly did 

so in the knowledge that Jesus was (a) a miracle-worker who (b) some

times refused to give signs, (c) thought himsell victorious over demonic 

forces, (d) was steeped in the scriptures, (e) had great faith in God, and 

(f) was a person of the Spirit. So what we seem to have inQ4:l-13isan 

illustration of the obvious fact that historical fiction can instruct us about 

history.111

The point of all this is just to underline how facile is the usual as

sumption that a complex either originated with Jesus or with the church. 

It follows that statistical generalizations regarding authenticity* will also 

be facile.212

2. Eschalology, christology, soteriulogy. Jesus turns out to have been 

the proponent of an apocalyptic eschatology. This result is of course con

tained in the methodological premise, according to which Jesus was an es- 

chatologicai prophet. But in this regard history is not different from her

meneutics: circularity we will always have with us.2n At the same rime,

210. For rhc dependence of “believe in the good news’  upon Deutero-baiah see Bruce 

D. Chilron, God in  Strength: Jesus' Announcement of the Kingdom , SNTU R/1 (FreiStadt: 

F. Ptochl, 1979), pp. 92-95.

211. See further my ankle, “ I'he Temptations of Jesus.* in Authenticating the Deeds of 

Jesus, ed. Bruce Chilron and Craig A . F.vans |I,cidcn: £ . J. Brill, forthcoming 1398).

212. There may he a parallel here wirh s Pauline conundrum. John Barclay, Colnsujns 

and Philemon, New Testament Guides (Sheffield: bhcfcficld Academic Cress, 1997), p. .15, has 

written: "Ir turns o u t.. .that the differences ire not large between Caul himself writing this 

lerter [GolosStansJ, Caul writing with the aid of a secretary. Caul authorizing an associate 

to write it, and the letter being composed by a knowledgeable imitator or pupil of Caul. Per

haps with our intense concern to demarcate ‘Paul’ from ‘non-Paul* wc arc working with an 

artificial or anachronistic notion of individual uniqucnev.: was Paul completely different 

from his contemporaries and associates, or did be typically work w ith others, influencing 

them and being influeuccd by them? 1-law w<t created a Paul of utter uniqueness in line with 

the peculiarly modern cult of the individual? Whether by Paul, by a secretary, by an associ 

3te or by a pupil, Colossians is dearly a ‘Pauline’ letter."

213. Compare I lahn, “Methodologist he Ubericgungcn,’* pp. 37-38. who observes the 

problem of interpreting rhc individual pieces a* the Jesus tradition without first having a to

tal picture of Jesus and the problem of having a rotal picture of Jesus without first inter

preting the individual picccs. His method is similar to m> own in that he enters the circle 

from generalizations about Jesus and the Jesns tradition.



some sayings wirh an apocalyptic worldview may be deemed authentic 

| nor jusr because they illuminate or are illumined by the paradigm of Jesus

| as eschatological prophet but also because they satisfy other indices. For

instance, and as already observed above, Q  12:51-53 is not just consis- 

j tent with an eschatological outlook bur further harmonizes with a bio

graphical fact about Jesus— his own familial conflict— and contains sev- 

g~tal of the formal features characteristic of Jesus. So the conclusion rhat 

Certain apocalyptic sayings go back to Jesus is nor just a product of the 

premise: rhe final conclusion also fortifies the opening supposition.

The attribution of apocalyptic sayings ro Jesus is further vindicated be

cause it enables us to understand why Jesus' program exhibits so many 

striking parallels with worldwide millenarian movements.114 Like many 

Pacific cargo cuh>, Jewish mcNsiaiiic groups. Amerindian prophctic move

ments, and Christian seas looking for the end of the world, Jesus’ program

• addressed die disaffected or less fortunate in a period of social 

change rhat threatened traditional ways and symbolic universes;21'

214. Documentation tor the following ma> be found in the dcrachcd note that follows 

| this chapter.

* 215. Crossan has argued that John rhr Baptist and Jesus appeared whea Jewish peasants

[Will suffering mounting taxation, indebtedness, and land expropriation within a context of 

expanding commercialization. There was accordingly .in increasing sense of deprivation and 

much disillusionment with the status quo. People were ready and willing to listen to indi 

vidtals w ho set themselves against present circumstances— including the Roman order—  

and spoke at a better future. For a different view see Thomas L. Schmidt. Hostility to Wealth 

m the Synoptic Gospels, JbN'l'SS 15 (Sheffield: JSOT, 1987), pp. 17-37. Oue should be cau

tious here. *Thc mechanistic theories of apocalypse’s appeal hased m economic circum

stances that prevail in much current scholarship fail to account for. . .|the| wide variety of 

das; and education in apocalyptic audiences,” and “the oinmprcscncc of such emotions as 

anXjrty, apprehension, and dissatisfaction present an inherent difficulty ro those who at

tempt to account for the appeal of apocalypse hy linking fluctuations in its historical popu

larity tn intangible societal moods”: 50 O ’Leary, Arguing the Afmcahpse, pp. V-1U. Ir 

nmvthrl.~« w nw  o fr  rn hrlw-vr rhai many firsr-cenrury Jews would presumably have per- 

Ceivrd the presenr as unsatisfactory, simply because the Jewish tradition, for which land and 

God were inextricable, made any form of foreign pagan rule unacceptable and ‘ it is clear 

that wherever a long-established tradition of hope exists, one that gi>es t dramatic expla

nation a t the cosmos and allows or acme participation in the drama in such a way a* to fulfil 

perolc’s fantasies and to take them our of the daily toil or routine of their lives, there any 

change in social, economic or cultural conditions will favor rhe rise of a messianic move- 

mert” (Rene Ribciro. “Brazilian Messianic Movements,’  in M illennial Dreams m Action: 

Studies in Revolutionary Religious Movements* ed. Sylvia L. Thnipp [New York: Schocken. 

1570), p. 65). Alan F. Segal, Rebecca’s Children: Judaism and Orristiamty m the Roman 

World (Cambridge: Harvard University Press 1986), p. 72, observes that, in Jesus' rime, all 

the factors requisite for a millenarian movement were in place in Jesus' tiinr and placc. Com

paq John G. Gager, Kingdom and Community: The Social World o f Early Christianity
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it indeed emerged in a time of aspiration tor national inde

pendence^1’

• saw the present and near future as times of suffering and/or 

catastrophe217

• was holistic, that is, envisaged a comprehensive righting of 

wrongs21* and promised redemption through a reversal of current 

circumstances21*

• depicted that reversal as imminent220

• was both revivalistic221 and evangelistic222

(F-nglcwood Cliffs: Prenticc-Hall, 1975), pp. 22-28. Note that the original Jesus tradition 

says much about the poor and oppressed, who arc never content with their lot; and it fur

ther (like the Dead Sea Scrolls) contains polemic against Jewish leaden, who had power over 

others. Indeed, one should j i  Icauu. ask, siixe there is so much more in the early Jesus tradi

tion about rhc scribes and Pharisees thau about the Roman overlords, whether Jesus' mil- 

Icnariamsni may have been as much a response to alicnarion from leaders of his Jewish com

munity as lo the problem of foreign oppression. However that may he, Albert Schweitzer, 

The Quest o f the H istnrual Jesus (New York: Macmillan, 1968), pp. 369-70, was proba

bly wrong in urging that the “apocalyptic enthusiasm'' of Jesus’ day was “called forth not 

by external events, but solely by the appcarance of two great personalities (the Baptist and 

JcsusJ---"

216. Surely whatever success the pre-Easter Jesus movement enjoyed was partly due to 

dissatisfaction with Roman rule, a dissatisfaction that grew into violent revolt thirty years 

later.

217. Jesus saw difficulties all around him IQ  6:20-23; 10:3; 11:23; 14:1.5-24, 26; 

Mk 8:34); and he evidcndy interpreted the Baptist’s death, his own present, and the near 

future in terms of the eschatological woes; see further Chapter 2.

218. In the Jesus tradition in Q  we find teaching having to do with money (Q 6:20), 

food (Q 6:21a; 11:3; 12:23-25; 13:28), clothing (Q 12:26-29), emotional well-being (Q 

6:21b), physical illness (Q 7:22), injustice (Q 6:22), knowledge (Q  10:21, 23-24), reli

gious lorgivencvs (Q  11:4), religious salvation (Q 12:4-7, 8-9), and politics (God will rule 

instead of Caesar).

219. Prohahly most characteristic of all of Jesus’ sayings are those that feature reversal: 

the hungry will be filled (Q 6:21)-. the exalted will be humbled and the humbled exalted 

(Q 14:11); those who try to make life secure will fail and those who lose life will find it 

(Q 17:33); many who are first will be last whereas the last will he first (Mk 10:31). Segal, 

Rebei'cas Children, p. 82, suggests that "the presence of prostitutes and tax collfcrorx 

among Jesus' supporters is probably symbol as well as actual, vividly expressing the apoca- 

lypdc cthic of overturning the established order." For a modern messianic parallel to this see 

Joel Marcus, “Modern and Ancienr Jewish Apocalyptic,” JR  76 (1996), pp. 23-25.

220. See Chapter 2 below.

221. By this is meant deepening the piety of rhc faithful and snmng up religious faith 

among the indifferent. Sec further Marcus Eorg, Jesus, A New V iann: Spirit, Culture, am i 

the Life o f Disdpleship (San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1987), pp. 125-49.

222- On Jesus as a missionary sec M ann Hcngel, The Chammatu. Leader and His fo l 

lowers (New York: Crossroad. 1981), pp. 73-80, and Laufcn, Duppeluberheferungen, 

pp. 260-68.
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• may have promoted egalitarianism223

• divided the world into two camps, the saved and the unsaved224

• broke hallowed taboos associated with religious custom225

• was at the same rime nativistic22*' and focused upon the salvation 

of the community227

• replaced traditional familial and social bonds with fictive kin22*

• mediated the sacred through new’ channels229

* • demanded intense commitment and unconditional loyalty*30

• focused upon a charismatic leader,111

• understood its beliefs to be the product of special revelation232

• took a passive political stance in expectation of a divinely wrought 

deliverance233

223. On egalitarianism and Jesus, Crossan, Historical Jesus. pp. 295-302. offers mate

rial to tluilk abour. Bur for justified caution see Amv-Jill Levine. “Second Temple Judaism, 

Jcsm, and Women: Yeast of Pden," Biblical Interpretation 2 (1994). pp. 8-33.

224. On this see my article. “Jesus and rhe Covenant: A Response to E. R Sanders/ 

JSNT 29 (1987), pp. 57-78.

215. The several stories ot Jesus’ conflicts on the Sabbath probably record rhe mcmory 

that, even if he did not set himsdt against Muses, he was intmtionalJy provocative regard

ing Sabbath customs.

226. Jesus' use of “kingdom of God” was 3n implicrr rejection of the kingdom of Cae 

sar and 3n implicit endorsement of Jewish kingship. Further, his almost exclusive focus 

upo* his own people (see espcciall) E. P. Sanders and Margaret Davies, Studying the Syn

optic Gospels fl.ondon: SCM, 1989|, pp. 305-12), his lack of teaching abour Genriles (see 

Allison. The Jesus Tradition tn Q , pp. 183-861, his interest in the Hebrew Bible (see below, 

p. 6>), and the Jewish features in his cschatological promises (c.g_, Q  13:2$, winch says that 

benu in the kingdom means enjoying rhe presence of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob) lea\e no 

doubt that Jesus was. in his own way, seeking ro uphold his Jewish heritage.

227. On Jesus' hopes for Israel see pp. 141-45 below. Note the plurals in Q  6:20-22 

and the collective judgments in  Q  10:13-15.

228. See, c.g., Q  12:51-53; 14:26: Mk 3:31-35.

229. Wirh Jesus rhe sacred appears to have been experienced primarily in his healing* 

and meals.

230. Note Q  9:60; 10:4; 12:22; Mk 1:16-20.

231. Tl»e Ronuiu J « u l but nor rfuw  aroiind him >Jr>n~ ik o  rk/- mj-apr-r num

ber of stories in the Jesus tradiUon that do not put Jesus front and center.

232. For the presence of’ this motif in the Jesus tradnion see n. 145.

233. Jesus’ pacifism is apparent from both Q  6:27-36 and the tradition thar he did nor 

resist once arrested |Mk 14:43-52; 15:1-15). Other Jews near Jesus' tune were willing ro 

die for their religious convictions without righting; note Josephus, Bell. 2:169-74; Ant. 

18:261-78. According ro Michad Barkun, Disaster and the M illennium  (New Haven: Yale 

University Press, 1974), p. 19, “passivity is often a sign that a movement has already had 

its moment of confroutauon with existing institutions and has been defeated.’' Did the 

memory of the failure of Galilean uprisings in the wake of Herod the Great’s death affect 

Jesui?
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• cv pec red a restored paradise that would return the ancestors2-54

• insisted on the possibility of experiencing that utopia 3S a present 

reality235

• grew out of a precursor movement216

Finally, it is significant that any millenarian movement that survives has 

to come to terms with disappointed expectations, since the mythic dream 

or end never comes. The evidence that this happened in early Christian

ity is substantial.237 In sum, then, we may fairly conclude that Jesus was 

the leader of a millenarian movement.

234. On the resurrection tn Jesus’ proclamation see Chapter 2 below.

235. On the presence of the kingdom ot God (which stands beside in  futurity) in Jesus' 

word-- and work, sec Mcicr. M arginal fens, «oL 2, jfj>. 398—506.

236. J^suv was baptized by John and may even, at his baptism, hare experienced some 

sort o f foundational religious experience. In addition. Q  has Jesus speaking to people who 

believed in John (7:24-34), Mark has the two figures being conflated in some peoples 

minds (6:16; 8:28). and John has Jcsm drawing disciplcs from the Baptist movement 

(1:29-51).

237. Sec further bdow, pp. 98-101.

238- The attempt ot Horsley, Sociology and the Jesus Movement, pp. 90ff., to dissoci

ate rhc early Jesus movement from mdlenarun movements is unconvincing. Hie differences 

between Christianity and cargo cults do not eliminate the similarities, which also appear in 

ancient, medieval, and modem European and American millenarianism.

There arc additional features of the Jesus uadidon that one might relate to millenarian- 

ism. F.g., if Jesus may have had a special place for women withm his movement (although 

this is not quite as obvious to me as it seems to be to others), one could relate this to the spe

cial Attraction of females to many millennial movements; recall the importance of women in 

Montamsm, and see further Norman (xihn, The Pursuit o f the M illennium : Revolutionary 

M illcnanans and Mystical Anarchists o f the M iddle Ages, rev. ed. (New York: Oxford. 

1970), pp. 160-61,261; Hillel Schwarz, “Millenarianism: An Overview,” in The Encyclo

pedia o f Religion, ed- Mircea Fliadc (New York: Macmillan, 1987), vol. 9, p. 528; idem. 

The French Prophets: The lltstory o f a M illenarian Group in Eighteenth-Century England 

(Berkeley: University of California, 1980). especially pp. 134 -46, 191-215; (ieorge Shcp- 

pcrson, “ l'hc Comparative Study of Millenarian Movements.'' in M illennial Dreams in Ac 

Hon: Studies tn Revolutionary Religious Movements, ed Syhrra L- Thrupp iNcw York: 

Schocken, 1970), pp. 4“ 48; and Perer VX/jrsle>, The Trumpet Shall Sound: A Study o f 

“Cargo" Cults m Melanesia, 2d cd. (New Yurk: Schockcn. 1968), p. xl.

Again, because the tradirion has Jesus spending most of his time in rural Galilee, it may 

he worth noting that some millenarian movemenrs have been concentrated m rural areas. 

On this see Barkun, Disaster and the M illennium , pp. 66 -74, and idem. Crucible of the M il 

lennium: The Burned-Over D istrict o f New York in  the 1840s (Syracuse: University Press, 

1986), pp. 140-41 (arguing against Cohn, Pursuit o f the M illennium 1. It may also be rele

vant, when considering early Christianity, to note the generalization of Hillel Schwartz, 

“Millenarianism: An Overview,'’ in The Encyclopedia o f Religion, ed. Mircea Ehade (New 

York: Macmillan, 1987), vol. 9, p. 529: millenarian movements are often “ founded on the 

fringes of empire or at the fracture line between competing kingdoms."
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Some recent reconstructions of Jesus tend to eliminate not only apoca

lyptic eschatology but also Christology and soteriology from the original 

tradition. Do wc not all know that saints and religious heroes are regu

larly divinized, exalted wirh mythic titles, and interpreted within tradi

tional myrhic patterns after their deaths? And how could Jesus have in

terpreted his death before it happened?

It may, however, be worth observing that eschatology, Christology, and 

^soteriology arc among the things rh3t Christian fundamentalists hold 

dearest. Ls detaching these things from Jesus sometimes encouraged by a 

personal dislike of conservative religion? However that may be, rhe elim

ination of apocalyptic eschatology from the earliest tradition is utterly im

plausible. Further, and as we have seen, Mk 10:45. with its soreriologi- 

cal interesr, might go back to Jesus; and, because one can, beyond that, 

make a strong case thar rhe various versions of the last supper reflect 

something Jesus said,235* it is a reasonable surmise that Jesus, at least near 

the end, envisaged his death and gave some meaning ro it.240 Important 

people in hazardous circumsrances have occasionally had intimations of 

an untimely dearh and ruminated upon it: Abraham Lincoln was so anx

ious about the possibility of assassination that he had nightmares about 

it, which he shared with others.-41

As for Christology, whether Jesus spoke of “the Son of man” with 

reference to a redeemer yet to come (so Bulrmann and others) or in

stead used the expression to refer to the suffering and vindication of 

the saints in the latter days,242 he must have held himself to be a

239. See H. Merklcm. "Frvvjgungcn zur Ubcrlicicrung dcr neutcsramenrlichen 

AhendmahLstraditionen.' BZ 21 (1977), pp. 88-101. 235-44. Contrast Cros&ao, Histori

cal Jesus, pp. 360-67.

240. Set further Heinz Schurmann. “Wie hat Jesus scincn Tod bcstanden und \cz 

stauden? tine UKthodcnkrirische Bcsinnung." in Oricnticrung jn  Jesus.- 7Mr Tkeologie dcr 

Synupnkcr, cd. Paul Huffmann cr al. (Freiburg: I lerder. 1973), pp. 325-63. and idem. “Jc^u 

Ibdesverstandnis im Verstcbenihorizont seiner I Imwelt," T CI 70 (1980:, pp. 141-60.

241. Roy P. Basler, The Line idn L*j(#*d: A Study /*» C-hattgmg Cnnrrptiottt (Nrw York: 

Ocragoo, 1969}, pp. 185-91. One also recalls Swedenborg’s famous Icncr to John Wesley, 

wheran the former predicts his own death.

242. These are the rwo most likely options. For the former see Adda Yarhro Collins, 

"lh e  Apocalypue Sun of Man Savings," in The Future o f Early Christianity, ed. Birger A. 

l'earson (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1991), pp. 220-28. The collective intcrpretauou of "rhe 

Son of man" in the Jesus traditiun was once popular wirh British exegetes (e.g., J. R. Loate*, 

A. T. Cadoux, T. W. Manson. C. J. Cadoux. C. FI. Dodd, rhe later Vmccnt Taylor) but ha* 

falcn our of favor latch- (although Morua Hooker and C. F. I). Mouk have still promoted 

it). It deserves reexamination. ( I) IfJesus did not use ‘ the Son of man" as an exclusive self 

designation, this would hdp explain why, outside the Jesus tradition, rhe rerm never became
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prophet.-141 Not only docs rhe tradition report that this is what people 

made of him,’*”  but Mk 6:4245 probably and Lk 13:32-33246 possibly 

rest upon words of Jesus.24' In addition, the use of Isa 61:1-3 in both Q

.« chris to logical title. (2) In general, many of Jesus' sayings have in view what Gerd Theissen 

calls “Gruppenmessianismns"; see his article “Gruppcnnicvdanismus: Ubcrlcgungen zum 

Ursprung def Kin.be rm Jungerkreis Jesu,” Jahrbuch fur Bibhscbt Tbeahgie 7 (1992), 

pp. 101-23. And Judaism knew ot such “Gruppcnmessianismus“; sec Hartmur Scegexnann, 

“Some Remarks ro 1 QSa, to IQSb, and to Qumran .Mcssiantsm,*' RevQ 65-68 (1996). 

pp. 479-505, and Annette Steudel. “The Eternal Reign of rhc People of God— Golkcrive 

Expectations in Qumran Texts (4Q246 and 1QM)," RevQ 65-68 (1996), pp. 507-25.131 

In Daniel 7 “rhc one like a son of man" can be identified with the saints of the Most High, 

and some prcroodern exegetes read it this way; see Maimer Casey, Son o f Man: The Inter

pretation and Influence o f Daniel 7 (London: SPCK, 1979), pp. 51-98. (4) If “the Son of 

man" for Jr*n% jn n n t rb* »amt* of the latter day*, ibm  wc cau uudci^iaiul wh>, in a next 

such as Q  12:8-9, Jesus is closely associated with ‘ the Son of man’  and yet the two do not 

seem identical. (5) The collccnve interpretation explains why some interpreters have been 

able to find in many Synoptic “Son of man" texts a gcneric sense. (6) This interpretation also 

clarifies the mysterious Mk V: 12b; sec my artidc. "Q  12:51-53 and Mk 9:9-11 and the 

Messianic Woes.” (7) 1 Thess 4:15-17 is closely related to Mk 9:1; 13:24-27; and Mt 

24:30-31. But whereas m the Synoptic texts tr is the Son of man who comes on the clouds, 

m Paul it is the lo rd  Jesus and the saints, both resurrected and alive. That is, in 1 Thess 

4:15-17 the saints do not wan lor Jesus to come to earTh but join him on the clouds. This 

makes sense if rhe early tradition envisaged tfce coming of the Son of man as the coming of 

the saints. (8) The “thrones” (plural) of Dan 7:9 can be understood to refer to the thrones 

of God and "the one like a son of man.” This matters because Q  22:30, which could go 

back ro Jesus, probably alludes to Daniel 7, and it puts a collectivity (the followers of Jesus 

m I nke, the twelve in Matthew) on “thrones.” In other words the trxT can be taken ro mean 

that the disciples will have the rule of “the one like a son of man" (compare Rev 20:4). 

(9) hi Lk 12:32, which may also go back to Jesus, Jesus’ disciples are told that they will be 

given the kingdom. In Dan 7:14 the son of man is given the kingdom, as arc the saints in 

verses 18 and 27. Again one can understand Ac saving to mean that the remnant around 

Jesus fulfills the rule of rhe figure in Daniel. (10) As T. W. Manson observed long ago, there 

is a striking correspondence “between the ‘Son of Man* predictions and the demands made 

by Jesus on his disciples. Again and again it is impressed upon them that ilisdplcship is syn

onymous with sacrifice and suffering and the cross itself, ’lliis at once suggests that what was 

in the mind of Jesus was that he and his followers together should share thar destiny which 

he describes as the Passion of the Son of Man. the Remn?nr rhat saves by service and self- 

sacrifice. - {'life Ieacfrmg of Jesus, 2d ed. 1 Cambridge: Cambridge Universitv Press, 1935), 

p. 231).

243. Compare Wright. Jesus and the Victory o f Cod, pp. 162-96.

244. Compare Mk 6:15; 8:27-28; M t 21:11, 46; Lk 7:39; 24:19.

245. “Prophets are not without honor, except in their hometown, and among their own 

kin, and in their own home"; compare Gos. Tbnm. 31 P. Oxy. 1:31; Jn 4:44.

246. “Yet today, tomorrow, and rhe next day I must be on my way, because it is impos

sible for a prophet to be killed outside of Jerusalem."

247. Mk 6:4, which harmoni/es wiih what we otherwise know of Jesus’ strained rela 

tionship with his family, is widely reckoned origmal; compare Crossan, H istorical Jesus, 

p. 347.1 k  13:32—33 is more difficult, for ir is singly attrsred and there are signs of Lukan 

redaction in v. 33. Nonetheless, the complex docs resr upon pre-Lukan tradirion; sec
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6:20-23 (the beatitudes)24* and 7:22-23 (Jesus’ answer to John’s ques

tion)249 strongly implies that he associated himself with the eschatologi

cal figure who is anointed with the Spirit in that Hebrew Bible text.250 

And this in turn helps explain why early Christians came to confess him 

as “the Messiah.” For no persuasive purely post-Raster explanation for 

confession of Jesus as “the Messiah” has been forthcoming. If, however, 

Jesus’ followers already, in his owrn lifetime, identified him as an eschato- 

logical figure “anointed" by God (Isa 61:1), then the step to conlession 

ot him as “rhe Anointed One” would not have been large.'*1

Jtyw-Kim Jeremias, Die Sprache des Lukasefangehums, MeyerK (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck 

&  Raprecht, 1980}, p. 234, anil Matthew Black, Am Aramaic Approach to the Gospels and 

Acts. W ed. (Oxford: Clarendon, 1967}, pp. 206-8. The unit i* LinoiMcii *»iili the para

digm of Jews as eiK.hatuloftic.il pmphcr and Jesus’ status as healer and exorcist; anJ it ex

pounds on the theme, attested throughout the Jesus tradition. of the suffering of the saints. 

The church, moreover, used the three-day idiom with reference to Jesus* resurrection, 

whereas here ir 15 used in connection with his death. See further John M . lVrry. “The Three 

D ap in the Synoptic Passion Predictions,’  CBQ  48 11986}. pp. 637-54, and Kim Huat Tan, 

lhe Tinn Traditions and the Aims o f Jesus, SNTSMS 91 (Cambridge: Cambridge University 

Press, 1997), pp. 57-77.

248. On the beatitudes see my Jesus Tradition tn Q , pp. 97-104.

249. "The poor have good news brought to them" cakes up Isa 61:1. For discussion of 

the origin of Q  7:22-23 see W  D. Davies and Dale C  Allison, Jr., A Critical and txegeti- 

cal Commentary un the Gospel according to St. Matthew. ICC, 3 vols. (Edinburgh: T. &  T. 

Clark, 1988,1991,1997), vol. 2, pp. 244-45; Ulnch Liu, Das hvangeltun nach Matthaus 

(M t 8-17), FKK 1/2 I Neukircheu-Vluyn: Jseu kitchener, 1990), pp. 164-66; and Walter 

W inL "Jesus’ Reply to John," burum  5/1 (1989), pp. 121-28.

250. lhe Dead Sea Scrolls (1 lQMekhkedek and rhe fragmentary 4Q521) use Isa. 

61:1-3 to portray the eschatological liberation of Israels captives, and an eschatological in

terpretation of these verses also appears in the targum on Isaiah.

251. See further Harvey, Jcsui, pp. 120-5.?. The question ot what Jesus might have 

made 0i  the promises to David is more difficult ro answer. Mk 12:35-37 (00 David's son 

and Lord) does not help, for even if it preserves an argument from Jesus, the point has been 

lost. Whether Mk 8:27-30 (rhe confession at Caesarea Philippi) and 14:53-65 (the Jew

ish maJ in which Jesus acknowledges his mcssiahship) contain historical rremory is difficult 

to establish. StilL the issue needs to be pursued. 11} The Romans executed )csus as a “kinK' 

(Mk 15:26); and ‘ some people besides rhe Romans must have understood Jesus as a mcs- 

tianjc candidate, for neither the Romans nor their administrative advisers among the aris

tocrats m Judea would have fabricated a messianic role for Jesus, were he not already per

ceived to be a messianic threat" (Segal, Rebecca's Children, p. 85). (2} It either Q  22:28-30 

or Mk 10:35-40 contains authentic material, it wuuld sctm to follow thar Jesus thought of 

himself as a king {compare the royal aspirations of Judas sou of tzekias in Josephus, Ant. 

17.271-73; of Simon in Josephus. Bell. 2-57; of Athrongacus the shepherd in Josephus, Bell. 

2.60-65; of Menahem son of Judas in Josephus, Bell. 2.434; note also the general starcment 

in Ant. 17.285 and the discussion of popular kingship in Richard A. Horsley and John S. 

Ilacson, Bandits, Prophets, and Messiahs: Popular Moi-ements in  the Time o f Jesus [Min

neapolis: Scabury, 1985J, pp. 88-134}. tor the possibility that Q  22:28-30 goes back ro 

Jesus see V. Hampel, MenscJ:ensohn und histonscher Jesus: Fan Ratselwort als Schlussel
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3. Jesus the Jew. The late Ben Meyer, in a rather uncharitable review 

of Crossan’s The Historical Jesus, claimed that the leading themes of rhe 

traditional quest for Jesus have been “escharology, fulfillment of scrip

tural promise, prophecy, type, messianic consciousness, and so on.” In 

Crossan’s book, however, “Judaic tradirion is not in evidence: neither 

covenant, nor election, nor Torah, nor prophecy has any bearing on 

Jesus’ mission.”252 Whether this is a fair estimate of Crossan ma> be left 

ro others to decide.253 The only point here is that the methodology pro

moted in this chapter produces a thoroughly religious-54 and Thoroughly 

Jewish255 Jesus who belongs with Meyer’s Traditional quest. Jesus was 

much concerned with the prophetic tradition and wirh the interpretation 

of Torah.2*  His thought focused oq the culmination of Israel’s story and

zum messianiscken Selhstverstandnis Jes* (Neukirchen-Vluyn: Ncukirchcner, 1990), 

pp. 140-51. On Mk 10:35—40 see Davies 3tid Allison, Matthew, voL 3, pp. 85-86. Thar 

Jesus, if he rhought himself a long, did not speak openly about it, is understandable in view 

of the potential dangers (compare Jn 6:15). (3) If Jesus spoke of rebuilding the temple (see 

pp. 97-101), the implications arc large. 2 Sain 7 :4—17 foresees a descendant of David who 

will build God's house. Ihis was an esc lulu logical prophecy in first-century Judaism: see 

Donald Joel, Messiah and Temple, SBLDS 31 (Missoula: Scholars Press, 1977), pp. 169-97. 

lhe targum on Z<xb 6:12 bestows upon the remplc builder of 2 Samuel 7 the title “Mes

siah.* For further discussion sec Craig A. Evans, Jesus and H is Contemporaries, AGJU 25 

(Ixiden: E. J. Brill, 1995), pp. 437-56, and Gerd Theissen and Annette M en, Tier his- 

tortsche Jesus (Gottingen: Vandcnhoeck & Ruprechr, 1996), pp. 462-70 (ET: The H istori

cal Jesus ^Minneapolis: Fortress, 1998J).

252. Ben Meyer, CBQ  55 (1993), pp. 57.5—76. Compare Withenngton, Quest, p. 74: 

"'lo  judge from Crossan. Jesus had little or nothing to say about the future of Israel, the law, 

the covenants, eternal life, resurrection. last judgment or salvation as more than jusr a so

cial adjustment." The same compbinr appears in Leander E. Keck, “The Second Coming of 

the I  ibcral Jesus?" Christian Century Aug. 24-31, 1994: 786: “There is virtually nothing 

pamculady Jewish left in Crossans portrait of rhis Mediterranean peasant."

253. One does, however, sympathize with Alan F. Segal, "Jesus and First-Century Ju

daism,1' in Jesus at 2000, p. 66. He cautions that the tag “Cynic” tends to dissolve Jesus’ 

Jewish idenriry.

254. There is a current tendency among mmr— altogether cxpccied in a sccolar age— 

to inrerprct portions of the Jesus tradition in secular as opposed ro religious categories; com

pare Birger A. Pearson, “The Gospel according ro the Jesus Seminar," Religion 25 (1995), 

p. 334. RobcrT W. bunk. Honest to Jesus: Jesus for a New M illennium  (San Francisco: 

HarpcrCollins, 1996), more than once refers to Jesus as “secular sage."

255. Compare lames H. Charlesworrh. Jesus’ Jeu’ishness: Exploring the Place o f Jesus 

tn Early Judaism  (New York: Crossroad, 1996).

256. In just the few texts briefly reviewed on pp. 52-57 herein there are cirarions of or 

allusions to Genesis (Mk 10:2-12), Exodus (Mk 12:18-27), Psalms (Q  9:58), Isaiah (Q 

6:20-23; 7:22-30; Mk 10:45), Daniel (M l 10:45), Micah <Q 12:51-53), and Malachi 

(Mk 9:9-11). For a thorough overview sec Bracc Chilton and Craig A. Evans, "Jesus and 

Israel's Scriptures," in Studying the Historical Jesus: Evaluations o f the State o f Current Re

search, N I 1S  19, ed. Bruce Chilton and Craig A. Evans (leiden: E. J. BrilL 1994), 

pp. 281-335.



so his speech was dominated by the hope of salvation and the threat of 

judgment. His summons to repentance •L'~ was an urgent plea for rhe spir

itual reformation that was widely expected to herald rhe advent of the 

Day of rhe Lord.258 Jesus, in sum, was a Jewish prophet who demanded 

repentance in rhe face of the escharological crisis and interpreted his own 

person and ministry in terms of scriptural fulfillment. And his chief goal, 

as an actor in the cosmic Jrama, was “the eschatological restoration of 

Israel."25’

Speculations on the Evolution of the Tradition

The suggestions offered so far tor reconstructing the historical Jesus might 

be represented by three concentric circles. The outermost circle is the pri

mary frame of reference, rhe paradigm ot Jesus as escharological prophet. 

The second circle contains the facts all bur universally agreed upon as well 

as an inventory of rhe major themes and motifs and rhetorical strategies 

that appear repeatedly in rhe rradirions. The innermost circle rhen en

compasses the assorted complexes which do not Hunk the various indices 

of authenticity. But because a reconstruction of Jesus and rhe pre-Easter 

Jesus movement will seem feeble unless it can find significant parallels 

elsewhere, the last move is ro step out of the circles to seek confirmation 

of the whole through history-of-religion parallels. Many of these paral

lels, as observed in rhe previous section, turn out to be found above all in 

m llenarian movements.

But one final issue needs to be raised, if only briefly. If rhe Jesus tradition 

does indeed contain reliable information about Jesus and not just later in

vention. how were the memories preserv ed? If we no longer believe that the 

authors of our sources or thei r immediate predecessors were eye-witnesses, 

and if Birger Gerhardsson s interesting attempt to relate the transmission 

of the Jesus tradition ro rabbinic memorization ̂  fails ro persuade,261 

then how do wc explain the frequent retention of authentic m.ireriak?

257. On this theme se* pp. 103-104 herein.

258. See Dent 4:30-31; Hos 3:4-5; Acts 3:19-21; As. Mas. 1:18; T. Dan. 6:4; 

T. Sim. 6:2-7; T. Z*b. 9:7-9; T. Jud. 23:5; Apoc. Abr. 29; Sipre Deut. 41 | ~9b); b. Sanh. 

97b; and b. Yoma 86h.

259. So Mcycr, Aons, p. 239.
260. Birptrr Gerhardsson, Memory and Manuscript: O rj] tradition 2nd Written Trans

mission in Rabbinic Judaism and Fjirly Christianity, 2d ed. (Upp*ala and I.und: C l W. K. 

Gfccrup, 1964); tradition and Transmission m Early Christianity (Lund: C. W. K. OJcerup, 

1964); The Origins o f the Gospel Tradition (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1979); lhe  Gospel Tra

dition (Lund: C  W. K. Gkerup, 1986).

261. Sec Werner Kelber, The O ral and the Written Gospel (Philadelphia: Fortress. 1983).
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The place to begin is at the beginning, which was not Faster. Jesus, 

like Francis of Assisi, was a popular holy man and no doubt well on his 

way into legend in his own time. A miracle-workcr wirh an apocalyptic 

message thar generates enthusiasm is immediately going to be the center 

of stories both true and apocryphal. Anyone who has read Gershom 

Scholem's work on Sabbatai Scvi probably has a feel for the kinds of tales 

and rumors that must have rrailed Jesus wherever he wenr.

Many of those rales were undoubtedly miracle stories: there is no rea

son to believe rhat such stories were told only after Easter or only by dis

ciples. Etienne Trocme once argued thar the miracle stories “originated 

and were handed down for a rime” not in a Christian setting but in “the 

village society of north-eastern Galilee or the area immediately surround

ing I ake Tibrrias Storytellers ar markets and during the winter evenings 

found a ready audience for narratives wirh no literary pretensions, but 

too sensational to leave a popular audience unmoved.”211- Although 

Trocme’s theory thar Mark first insetted the miracle stories into Christian 

tradition is without real evidence, it remains true that most of those sto

ries have little or norhing to say about the kingdom of God or repentance 

or anything eschatological; and in only one do wc find the demand to fol

low Jesus (Mk 10:52). These striking facts demand explanation.

More recently, Gerd Theissen has also concluded that most of the mir

acle stories were originally told by people who were interested above all 

in Jesus’ healings and exorcisms, not his religious proclamation.263 This 

hypothesis explains their popular character and the relative paucity of 

specifically Christian themes (compare the popular talc abour John the 

ftaprisr in Mk 6:17-29). It is also congruent with the Christian stories in 

which outsiders know and/or tell abour Jesus’ miracles.264 Theissen s hy

pothesis should probably be accepted.

Once the popular and non-Christian origin of the bulk of the miracle 

stories is considered plausible, a pre-Easter pedigree would seem to fol

low. Ir does not make sense to suppose that storyteller* outside the church 

began to entertain people with Jesus’ miracles only after he had died or 

only after some people began to proclaim his resurrection from the dead. 

Most of the stories may have come into being and were then retold in

262. fctienne Trocmc, Jesus as Seen by His Contemporartes (Philadelphia: Wevtmiimcr, 

1973), p. 104. Sec further Trocmc* The Formation o f rhe Gospel according to Mark 

(Philadelphia: Westminster. 1975), pp. 45-54.

263. The Gospels in  Context: Social and Political History tn the Synoptic Traditton 

(Philadelphia: Fortress, 1991), pp. 97-112.

264. Note Q  7: *; Mk 1:28, 45; 3:8;5:14, 19-20. 27; 6:2, 14; 7:25, 36. While some 

of these notices may well be rcdactional, how could rhe historical reahry have been other

wise? A wonder-worker generate* stories.



anticipation of Jesus’ arrival in a particular village, or soon after his 

departure.

The pre-Easter Jesus tradition did not, however, consist only of a pop

ular, uncontrolled folklore. A special group of itinerant missionaries sur

rounded Jesus,2*5 and much of the original tradition must have once 

functioned as advice and encouragemenr for them in particular.266 The 

missionary discourse in Q  10:2-16 (compare Mk 6:6-13), the counsel 

on care in Q 12:22-31,267 the Lord’s Prayer in Q 11:2-4,:6s the call sto

ries in Mk 1:16-20; 2:13-14; and Q 9:57-60 (+ 61-62?), and the ex

hortation to faithfulness in Q  12:2—1 2 are all likely examples oi com

plexes that preserve Jesus’ demands of and guidance for those he called ro 

“fish for people” (Mk 1:17; compare Jer 16:16).

These prc-Eastcr itinerants, according to Q 10:9, were instructed to 

proclaim the kingdom of God and its imminence (10:9). We are not told 

beyond that what specifically they were to say. But one cannot imagine 

that their message differed much from that of Jesus. Certainly their other 

activities were in imitation of his, for their purpose was to enlarge his 

influence (Q 10:3-8). This is why he could say: “Whoever receives you 

, receives me; whoever receives me receives the one who sent me.”270 So 

their proclamation of the kingdom must have been his proclamation. It 

would seem ro follow rhat if Jesus, in addressing crowds, used parables to 

communicate his message271 and made moral demands in the face of the

265. Hengel, Charismatic Leader, pp. 71-80; Meyer, Aims, pp. 153-54.

266. One cannot, despite all the distortions of the tradition, avoid seeing in lhe word* 

of Jesus two sorts of imperatives, one for itinerant missionaries—“the brroic absolute h>r 

thc corps d'ehle 00 whom fell rhc terrible responsibility of sharing dircctlr in the Messianic 

crisis” (C  H . Dodd)— and one for everyone else— a more general call repentance. The 

hermeneutical implications of this recognition are considerable. tor instance, Q  12:22-31 

means one thing if interpreted as encouragement for a select group in a difficult situation and 

quix another if construed as general religious instruction applicable to all of Jesus' hearers.

261. See my discussion and references to secondary literature in Jesus Tradition in 0 , 

PP-21 H .
268. Lk 11:1 plausibly introduces the prayer as being for Jesus* disciples: “Teach us to 

j pray, as John taught his disciples.”

269. The themes of proclamation (12:3), fear of persecution (12:4-7), and confession 

before authorities (12:11-12) would be relevant to missionaries but not all believers ot 

people in general. On the likely dangers of a pre-Faster mission see Jonathan A. Draper, 

"MPandrnng Radicalism or Purposeful Activity? Jesus and the Sending of Messengers in 

Mark 6:6-56,* \er>tesummti,:u 29 (1995), pp. 183—202.

270. Q  10:16; compare Mk 9:36 -37; Jn 5:23; 12:44-50; 13:20; Thd. 11:4-5. See 

Grossan, Historical Jesus, pp. 347-48.

271. We can infer that the parables of the kingdom, or at least most of them, originally 

•erred missionary proclamation. (1) lhe tradition tells us that Jesus addressed the public 

anc opponents with parables (Q 11:21-22, 24 -26; Mk 4:1-2, 33-34; Mt 12:33-37; I k 

15:3-7; etc.). (2) Joachim Jeremias, The Parables o f Jesus, 2d rev. ed. (New York: Charles
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end, then his disciples used those same parables and moral demands.-"2 

That is, the materials in rhe Jesus tradition rhat originally had a mis

sionary setting were not spoken by Jesus alone but also by the group as

sociated wirh him. Again, rhen. we may speak of the pre-Kasrer Jesus 

tradition.27*

If the Jesus tradition once consisted of a popular folk-tradition full of 

miracle stories on the one hand and of materials directed to and used by 

itinerant missionaries on the other, things changed with Jesus’ death and 

the proclamation of his resurrection from the dead. Although mission

aries continued to remember and live by Jesus’ wrords to them, rhe content 

of their good news changed. The proclaimer became rhe proclaimed, and 

the announcement of the kingdom was eclipsed by the announcement ot 

Jesus' vindication nnd exaltation.274 In this altered .situation new materi

als were needed, and old ones required emendation. Thus the parables, to 

take one example, seemingly ceased to function as missionary proclama

tion and became instead instruction and paracncsis for those within rhe 

com m unity.275

Scribncrs Sous, 1972), pp. i» -42 , demonstrated the traditions strong tendency to turn 
parables addressed to crowds or opponents into parables addressed to disciples; this makes 
point (1) all the more forceful. (3) Most of the parables of the kingdom can be directly re
lated to themes thar must have dominated Jesus' public prodamauon—the nearness of the 
end (e.g^ Q 12:39 Cos. Thom. 21, 103: ML 13:28; I k 12:16 -21 = Cos. Thom. 63; Lk 
13:6-9), the surpassing value of the kingdom (e.g., Mt 13:44 = Cos. Tf>om. 109; Mt 
13:4.5-46 -  Gos. Thom. 76), tbe need tor prcparauon (e.g^ Q 6:47-49; 11:24-26: 
19:14-26; Lk 16:19-31; Mr 25:1 -13; Cos. Thom. 97), and the mercy and cumpassion of 

God (c.g,, Q 15:4-7; Mr 20:1-15; Lk 15:8-10,11 -32|. (4) The parables compare this lo 
rhat iu order to illuminate and clarity, so one imagines thar they funcuoncd as illustrations 
and expansions of Jesus' fundamental statements about rhe kingdom and its requirements.

272. Compare Gerhardsson, Origins, p. 73: ‘Jcsm presented meskaUm for his bearers, 
and the disciples were the first ro memorize them, to ponder them, and to discuss together 
whar they meant.” I would add that they also preached them.

273. Compare Barron Scotl Laston, “The First Evangelic Tradition," JB I. >0 (1931.1, 
pp. 14S 49, and sec further Heinz Schurmaan, ‘ Die vorosrerlichen Anfange der I rjp.u-n 
tradition: Vcrsuch ciocs formgcschichrlichen Zugangs ram Lcben Jesu," in Der hulonsche 

Jesus und der kerygmatische Chnstus, ed. H. Ristow and K. Matthiac (Berlin: Evangclischc 
Verlagsanstalr, 19621, pp. 342-70. It should be stressed that to find pre-Easter tradition is 
not necessarily to find jesus, Not only must the miracle stories have been subject to cxng- 
geranon and distortion from rhe first, but we have no reason to believe that the disciples did 
not make their own contributions and alterations. Gerbardsson's idea of a “holy word’  be 
mg memorized is implausible. Recall that already ui the lifenmc of St. Francis his nile was 
being changed and even moved in directions he did not like, and rhat some of the Sioux dis
ciples of Wovoka wrongly added a militant note to his message.

274. Recall the speeches m Acts and rhe traditional confessional formulas m Paul’s 
epistles.

275. Pertinent observations in Jercmias, Parables, pp. 42-48.



Jesus* death also led to the creation of new traditions. Just as Bud

dhists, not long after Gautama's death, compiled an account of his final 

journey and departure,776 so the followers of Jesus, using rhe Hebrew 

‘ and Jewish traditions about the suffering of the righteous,2'8 did 

the same thing. The result was recitation of the institution of the Lords 

Supper and the pre-Markan passion narrative,-'*' which were presumably 

used in primitive Christian liturgies.-80 This could only have been ex

pected, for, in Gerhardsson’s words, Jesus’ execution “cricd out for an

other explanation than the official one that the authorities Sad silenced a 

deceiver. . . . Here rhe adherents of Jesus needed an interpretation 'from 

within’ to set up against the official declarations of outsiders.”281

The post-Easter situation was also different in that the one commu

nity around Jesus soon became a number of different communities with 

various leaders, including scribcs and teachers.2*2 Such scribes and teach

ers—who perhaps put together the passion narrative— apparently first 

formulated rhc apothegms or pronouncement stories, which supply brief 

settings for pregnant and memorable sayings.2*3 These apothegms most 

resemble the (expanded) chreias of Greek tradition, which were rhe prod

uct of rhetoricians and their students.2*4 A few parallels appear also in the

276. Reynold*, “The Mam- Lives of Buddha.' pp. 48-51.
277. 1). J. Moo, The OldTesiarnent in  the Gospel Passion Narrative} (Sheffield: Almond,

1983).

278. George W. L. Ntckelsburg, “The Genre and Function ot the Markan Passion Nar 
ram r,“ 7/TR 73 < 1980), pp. 153-84; Lothar Ruppcn, Jesus als der letdende Gerechtef Der 

Weg Jesu un l.tchu■ ewes alt- und zunschcnlesUmenllicben Motors, SRS 59 (Stuttgart: 
Katholiwhes ftibclwerk. 1972).

279. Although the extent oi  rhc pre-Markan passion narrative and its evoluliou are le
gitimate top so lo t debate, rhc occasional doubt as to its very existence is exccsuvc; see 
Thmsen, Context, pp. 166 -99. He plausibly places the origin of the passion narranvc in 
the Jerusalem of the 40s.

280. We know next to nothing about the format of early C hm tun services. Rur one 
woaders whether rhc son of “informal controlled oral tradition’ Kenneth t .  Bade* finds 111 
modem Middle Eastern villages should be related to Christian retelling of fcsus" passion: sec 
his article. “Informal Coulrolled Oral Tradirion and the Synoptic Gospciv," Asian Journal 

O f  Theology 5 (1991), pp. 35-54.
281. Gospel Tradition, p. 42.
282. Compare Mt 13:52; 23:3*1. On the existence of "schools’  iu the early church see 

C. K. BarrctT. “School. Cnventiclc, and Church in the New Testament,-  in Wissenstlufl und 

Ktrchc; bem eJm ftfur Eduard Isthse, ed. K. Aland and S. Meurcr {Bielefeld: Luther. 1V89J, 
pp. *>-110.

283. For further discussion see Thosscn, Context, pp. H 2 -2 2  (although I hesitate to 
folbw him m associating the direta nor only wirh scribes and rcachcrs but also with mis 
wonanes and wandering charismatic*i.

284. See Cieorgc Wesley Buchanan. Jesus: lhe  King and His Kingdom (Macon: Mer
cer, 19841, pp. 43-74; R_ F. Hock and h- N. O’NeiL eds., lhe  Chreta in  Ancient Rhet-
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rabbinic corpus, where again they arc the product of the learned;2*5 and 

it is telling rhat, in the pronouncement stories, the most frequent players 

are. besides Jesus, the scribes and Pharisees, that is, learned opponents.2** 

Christian scribes or teachers, in competition with other leaders, appar

ently formulated many or most of rhe apothegms, and their goal in so do

ing was to arm themselves wirh polemic and apologetic.2*7

The post-Easter community, in addition to preserving old traditions 

and creating new ones, also brought together things that were oncc sepa

rate when it joined the popular traditions of Jesus' miradcs wirh rhe mis

sionary traditions of the itinerants.2*8 This is the only supposition that ex

plains why those two traditions are found together in both Q and Mark. 

When Abraham Lincoln died, nor only did his life draw ro itself mytho

logical motifs so that he became in effect the first American deity,2*9 bui 

his martyrdom was the catalyst for bringing together rhe Eastern bio

graphical tradition, which depicted an innate loftiness dedicated to the 

common good, with the Western biographical tradition, which made 

Lincoln a folk hero and product of the frontier.290 In like fashion, the 

early Jesus people, whose hero was even more larger than life after his 

martyrdom and exaltation, adopted rhe popular miracle stories as their 

own, turned them into evangelistic propaganda,29’ and combined them 

with the rest of the growing ecclesiastical tradition.

uric. Volume I. The Prugymnasmata (Arland: Scholars Press, 1986); Burton L  Mack, A 

Myth of Inrtrxencc (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1988), pp. 172-207; and Burton I- Mack and 
Vcmnn K. Robbins. Patterns o f Persuasion in the Gospels (Sonoma: Polchridgc, 1989).

285. Hctiry A. Fischel, "Story and History: Observauons on Greco-Ronun Rhetoric 
and Pharisaism," in American O riental Society, M iddle Wfcs/ Branch, Semi-Centennial Vol

ume, ed. Denis Sinor (Bloomington: Indian.1 University, 1969), pp. 59-88, and Gary G. 
Porten, “The Pronouncement Story in Tannaitic Literature: A Review of Bultmann’s The
ory," Semeta 20 (1981), pp. 81-99. For chmas in Philo and Josephus see Leonard Green- 
tpoon, "The Pronouncement Story m Philo and Josephus,” Semeia 20 (19811, pp. 73 -  80.

286. By contrast, the popular early Christian apocryphal literature features very few 
pronouncement stones; see William D. Strdccr, “Examples of Pronouncement Stories in 
Early ( ’hrisrian Apnrryphil Literature," .ttm /u 20 (1981), pp. 133 “II.

287. This is in line with Theissen, Context, p. 116: *in the Synoptic apothegms one 
group affirms its own conviction* and behavior by dHJerennanng itself from other sur
rounding groups."

288. Relevant here is Bcmd koilmann. Jesus und die Chnsten als Wundertater. 

FRI ANT 170 (Gottingen: Vandcnboeck &  Ruprecht, 1996), pp. 355-62.
289. Lloyd Lewis Myths after Lincoln New York; Harcourt, Brace and Company, 

1929), pp. 347-56.
290. Donald Cappt, “Lincolns Martyrdom: A Study oi Exemplary Mythic Patterns," in 

Rcyuolds and Capps, The Biographical Process, pp. 393-412.
291. See further Gerd Theissen, The Miracle Stories o f the Fjirly Christian Tradition 

(Philadelphia: Fortress, 1983), pp. 259-64.
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Unscientific Postscript

When Descartes sat down arH tried to do episremologv from scratch, he 

deceived himself. I"he philosopher thoughr in a human language, argued 

by the hazy principles of induction, and moved forward toward an im- 

! plicit set of goals. He did not begin from nowhere. Maybe in like fashion 

those of us who quest for Jesus sometimes fool ourselves into thinking, or 

at least carelessly leaving the impression, that we are starting with noth

ing and arriving at our results in such a way that anyone with sufficient 

intelligence should be able to follow our arguments and come ro agree 

with us.

But each of us, to state the obvious, carries out our investigations 

within an infinitely complex wTeb of personal beliefs that influences all our 

thinking. Further, we all, in our daily lives, are constantly evaluating 

people, trying to figure out what they are thinking or what they are feel

ing. No doubt our constant experience in doing this must, on some level, 

affect how we handle rhe Jesus tradition. Whether we know it or nor, the 

sorrs of tacit skills that we employ ro size up, for example, the character 

of a new neighbor are probably operating when we go on rhe quest for

{
Jcsut —when we, in Bukmann's phrase, look for ua characteristically' in

dividual spirit.”292

The often-maligned Jesus Seminar published the results of its voting 

over the years in The Five Gospels.1** In this the sayings of Jesus arc- 

printed in red, pink, gray, and black. The introduction offers this possible 

[ interpretation:

! Red: That’s Jesus!

Pink: Sure sounds like Jesus.

Gray: Well, maybe.

Black: lliere s been some mistake.

Without here debating the merits of voting and printing things in color, 

I wish to remark upon rhe informal language. “Sure sounds like him" is

192. Bultmann, History, p. 128. Whether or not he was right or wrong in his judgment, 
CL H. Dodd, The founder o f Cbnsrunity 1 London: Collms, 1971), p. 33. was offering a sub- 
jectve impression when be wrote that “it remains that the first three gospels offer .1 hody of 
sayings on the whole so consistent, so coherent, and withal so distinctive in manner, style 

| and content, that uo reasonable critic should doubt, whatever reservariuns he may have 
about individual sayings, that we find reflected here rhc thought of a single, unique teacher."

293. The Fit«r Gospels: The Search for the Authentic Words of jesus, ed. Robert W. 
Funk 3nd Roy W. Hoover, and the Jesus benunar (New York: Macmillan. 1993).



not the conclusion of a formal argument. ITiis is rather the language of 

interpersonal relationships—and here some of the truth comes out. De

spite their methodological deliberations, rhe members of the Jesus Semi

nar were, when voting, partly giving expression to personal convictions 

nor wholly controlled by strict rational analysis. They rather employed, 

in the terminology of Cardinal Newman, their “illative sense,” that is, 

they considered factors “too fine to avail separately, too subdc and cir

cuitous 10 be convertible into syllogisms, too numerous and various for 

such conversion, even were they convertible."2*4 How indeed could it 

have been otherwise?

All of us, prior to and apart from discussions of criteria, stratification, 

and so on, have some idea of what Jesus might have said or could have 

done. And rim must affcct what indices we um: and how wc use them. 

What arc we really doing when w’e say, “Thar’s Jesus!” or “There’s been 

some mistake"? Few of us conduct research by establishing rules and then 

obeying them; our rules and methods are partly rationalizations after the 

fact. I larvev McArthur once wrote:

It may be that the most creative scholars do not carry out research hv 

establishing rules and then obeying them . W hen they encounter an 

item o f evidence their total knowledge of the situation is brought into 

play, and suddenly this new item  falls into placc w ith a litdc click in 

one or another o f the available sloes. The rules o f the game, or criteria, 

then serve as rationalizations for what has happened. For the ouisidcr 

they serve also as a check on the plausibility erf the almost unconscious 

decision made by the creative researcher.7*-'

Most of us. after years of reading and studying rhe Synoptics and their 

relatives, somehow feel that wc have come not just to know a collection 

of facts about another human being but rather have come to know Jesus 

in a sense somehow analogous to the way in which wc know the people 

around us: we have formed an idea of the sort of person he must have 

been. Our unarriculated convictions in this matter have a lor to do with 

how wc go about our business as historians of Jesus. For to know some

one is to feel that we can predict whar he or she would likely say or do in 

this or that situation. So we have to wonder, in times of candid reflection, 

to what extent our arguments are rationalizations of previously formed 

impressions. Are we not all, in the end, bringing not only our personal

294. John I lenry Cardinal Newman. An Fssay m A id o f a Grammar n f A sicni, cd. I. T. 
Kerr (Oxford: Clarendon, 1985), p. 187.

295. McArthur, "Burden of Pruuf," p. 119.
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prejudices but also our interpersonal skills, or lack thereof, to rhe Jesus 

tradition and, whether consciously or not, somehow using them to fathom 

who Jesus must have been?

This is no easy business we are in. Sometimes a bereaved husband will 

convince himself thar he has encountered his late wife in a seance. In like 

manner, New Testament scholars, wishing for one reason or anorher ro 

say as much as possible about Jesus, may think rhey have found him when 

they have not. It is human nature to believe what we want ro believe. Sim

ilarly, if people can be absolutely wrong about individuals close ro them, 

as when a wife is unable to believe that her husband has been unfaithful, 

thea obviously there is ample room for error in trying to say much about 

a man who died two thousand years ago, a man who can be only indi- 

rccdy rccognized. And, given the various portrayals of Jesus, quite a few 

of us must be wrong about quite a bit. What “sure sounds like Jesus” 

varies from book to book and article to article: we do nor all have ears to 

hear, or at least to hear the same thing.

But it is precisely because we are so prone to error in judging the 

people around us, and musr be even more prone to error when ir comes 

to sizing up someone from another time and place, that wc manufacture 

indices and discuss methodology. Wc wish, if not to escape our subjectiv

ity and fallibility, at least to be self-critical as well as honorable with the 

evidence, so as to come as close as we can to an approximation of w'hat 

Jesjs was all about. Although this may sound a bit old-fashioned, ideally 

we are neither defense attorney nor prosecutor, rhat is, people predis

posed to a particular outcome. Our goal should rather be to emulare rhe 

judge, whose hard business it is to look for the rmrh.
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Some Common Features of Millenarianism

The preceding chapter refers to features that rhe pre-Easter Jesus move

ment shares with worldwide messianic and millenarian movements, in

cluding cargo cults. It is the purpose of diis note to document, in incom

plete fashion, those features outside the Jesus tradition.1

Although 1 cannot here consider at any length the theoretical and 

methodological problems of cross-cultural comparisons, 1 should perhaps 

preface my catalogue by briefly explaining why one may reject the skep

ticism of Bengt Holmberg, who speaks of “the circular reasoning specifi

cally inherent in the atrempt to explain rhe strongly apocalyptic early 

Christianity with the help of a set of characteristics, i.e., 3 model, found 

in strongly apocalyptic movements, which all stand under the influence of 

the Judaeo-Christian heritage.”1

Not all millenarianism can by any means be traced to Judeo-Chnstian 

influence. Ceylonese millennialism was wholly indigenous and “took 

place in the Kandyan Provinces which were least subject to Christian 

intrusions.”3 Also indigeneous and pre-Christian were the Guarani 

iiiillciiarianism of Brazil1* and several messianic movements in ancient

1. New Testament students interested in an introduction to millenarianism in connec
tion with early Christianity may find helpful, bo and what follows, Dennis C_ Duling, “Mil- 
lenniali&in," in The Social Saences and Nett' Testament Interpretation, cd. Richard L. 
Rohrbaugh (Peabody, Mass.: Hendrickson. 1996}, pp. 183-205.

2. Bengt Holmberg, Sociology and the New Testament {Minneapolis: Fortress, 1990), 
pp. 85-86. Cf. Jonathan Z- Smith, “Too Much kingdom. Too Little Community," Zygon 

13 (1978), pp. 127-28.
3. Kitsiri Malalgoda, ‘ Millennialism in Relation to Buddhism," Comparatii>e Studies in  

Society and History 12(1970), pp. 424 -  41.
4. See Mircca FJiade. The Quest: History and Meaning m Religion (Chicago and Lon

don: University ot Chicago, 1969), pp. 104-11, and the literature cited there.
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China.5 Charles F. Keyes has no difficulty at all accounting for Thai mil- 

lenarian movements on the basis of purely Buddhist beliefs and political 

situations;'’ and the Buddhist traditions about Maitreya, which in Japan, 

Korea, and Vietnam have sometimes become millenarian, clearly have 

nothing to do with western influence." Wc should, one would think, balk 

ar asserting Christian influence when there is no clear evidence of such, 

even in those situations where a millenarian movement is not completely 

isolated from the Christian mission.* Kitsiri Malalgoda is probably wise 

to conjecture that “the absence of reliable or readily available data in re

lation to the more traditional ideologies (of non-Westem peoples] has re

sulted in an over-emphasis of the Christian influences.”9

Human psychology is such that the same convictions sometimes crop 

op independently in different cultures— e.g., the incest taboo, or the idea 

i of a great deluge in primeval time, or the tragic expectation, so often 

] found among die indigenous victims of colonialism, that their magic will 

r protect them from the bullets of their oppressors. With regard to mil- 

K lenarianism in particular, it remains striking that so many movements,

1 from various times and places, share so many features. Why should such 

| movements, even if under Judeo-Christian or Islamic influence, select sim

ilar sets of eschatological symbols and recurrently behave in comparable 

ways? And are wc to think, for instance, that the Christian tradition has 

really been responsible for so many millenarians destroying their means 

of livelihood? Is this something found in the Bible or the proclamation of 

missionaries? One understands why Robert H. Lowne coulc find precisely 

in millenarianism proof that diffusionist explanations of common beliefs 

and behaviors are nor always correct.10

5. Anna K. Sddcl, “ 1 he Image u i the Pcrfett Ruler in Early Taoist Messiam&m: LaoT^u 
and Li I lung,” History u f Religions 9 (1969), pp. 21 6-4 7 ; idem, Taoist Messianism," Nh- 

mct: 31 (1984), pp. 161-74; also the enrry under “millcnananism" in Ttje J larperColltns 

D kinnjry  of Religion, ed. Jonathan 7- Smith (San Francisco: Harper San Francisco, 1995), 
p. 719.

6. “Millciuualisin, l’heravada Buddhism, and Thai Society,” Journal u f Asian Studies 36

(1*77), pp. 283-302.
7. See Alan Sponberg 3nd Helen Hardacrc, cds_, Maitreya, the Future Buddha (Cam

bridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988}.
3. For an illustration sec the study of modern Japanese sects by Carmen Blacker, "Mil- 

lenannn Aspects of the Mew Religions ot Japan,” in Tradition and Modernization in Japan, 

e«L Donald H. Shively (Princeton: University of Princeton. 1971), pp. 563-600.
9. " Millennial!>ni in Relation to Buddhism," p. 439. Cf. Kenelm Bumdgc. ‘ Milknni 

alistns and the Recreation of History ,” in Religion. Rebellion. Revolution: An Interdiscipli

nary and Cross-Cultural Collection o f Essays, ed. Brace Lincoln (New York: St. Martin’s, 
1985). pp. 226-27.

10. “Le messianistne primitif: contribution a un problcme d’cthnologic,” Dotgenes 19 
(1957), pp. 1-15.
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According ro Bryan A. Wilson, despite the abundant evidence for the 

diffusion of ideas from the Judco-Chrisrian Tradition into worldwide mil

lenarianism, it is hard ro suppose that eschatological enthusiasm was a 

unique product of rhis one tradition and its peculiar circumstances.” Is 

not the diffusionisr theory, when applied ro millenarianism, a secular de

scendant of the old view that all alleged messiahs must be inferior imita

tions of the one true Messiah? For Weston I-a Bar re, "It is fatuously and 

absurdly ethnocentric to suppose that every native mcssiah is necessarily 

patterned on a European Christ, since many native messiahs have never 

heard of Jesus. The facr is not so much that all native messiahs derive his

torically from the only genuine Messiah as that Christ is an example of a 

very common figure in rhe world's cultures." 11 Surely it is better to con

cede that “the expectation of the rerum of Heiry . . .  o r  of a culture hero 

is already a religious possibility in many cultures prior to the coming of

the Europeans-- The coming of the Europeans has only intensified rhis

original notion of return and renewal."13

For our purposes it is crucial to observe that, even were one inclined to 

assign all medieval and modem millenarianism to Judco-Chrisrian or 

Muslim influence, it remains that millenarian movements are attested in 

the pre-Christian period. See the analysis of Daniel and Maccabean rimes 

in Philip F. Esler, The First Christians in their Social Worlds: Social- 

Scientific Approaches to Netv Testament Interpretation (London and 

Ncwr York: Rourledge, 1994), pp. 92-109. One also thinks of those who 

produced and read the Qumran scrolls; and maybe if we knew enough 

about earliest Zoroastrianism we would consider it too to be millenar

ian. In any event there was a native tradition of Jewish millenarianism by 

Jesus' tune. So in using a millenarian model we are not just comparing 

Jesus and early Christianity with their spiritual descendants.

Some critics of comparative millenarian studies have objected that 

there are so many varieties of millenarian movements— some are paci- 

fistic, some violent, some are sexually rigorous, some profligate, ctc.— 

thar ro make generalizations about them is a hazardous enterprise. I con

cede that wc may have some trouble defining “miUenarianism,” if by that 

is meant listing characteristics that invariably belong ro it. But this is no

11. ‘‘Milicnnialism in Comparative Pcrvpocmx,” Comparative Studies in  Society and 

History 6 11963). p. 110.
12. “Material* for a Htttory of Studies of Crisis Cult*: A Bibliographic Essay/* Current 

Anthropology 12(1971), p. IS,
13. Charles H. l-ong. “Carpo Cults ai Cultural Historical Phenomena," JA A R  42 

(1974), p. 406.
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different than rhe difficulty we have when we try ro define “chair" in a 

way thar fits all chairs, or “religion" in a way that firs all religions. All we 

can do. as Wittgenstein observed, is draw’ up a list of “family character

istics," things that rend to recur bur may be absent from this or that in

stance of “chair” or “religion." This is just how common nouns work in 

the world. Wittgenstein spoke of “a complicated network of similarities 

overlapping and criss-crossing: sometimes overall similarities, sometunes 

Similarities of detail."14 The list ottered below serves as just such a net

work of similarities that may be found among millenarian movements.

It may also be observed, as a practical matter, that millenarianism has, 

to judge by the twentieth-century’s flood of publications on this topic, 

proven itself a valid area of study that has indeed shed light on phenom

ena from various times and divers places. Although one most be cautious 

wirh broad and simple generalizations and come to terms with the con

crete and distinctive figures of each movement and resist blumng differ

ences at the expense of commonalities— not all cargo cults are millenar- 

ian, for instance1'— comparative studies remain cogent.16

1 now turn to certain recurring attributes of millenarianism thar recall 

what we find in the pre-Easter Jesus movement as outlined on pp. 61-64 

above.
(1) Millenarian groups commonly appeal first of all to the disattecred 

or unfortunate in a period of social change that threatens traditional ways 

and symbolic universes.17 Peter Worsley writes that miibnarian move

ments "have found support at all levels of society at one tiTie or another. 

But it is amongst people who feel themselves to be oppressed and who 

are longing for deliverance that they have been particularly welcomed: es

pecially by the populations of colonial countries, by discontented peas

ants and by the jetsam of towns and cities of feudal civilizations."18 One

14. See Philosophical Investigations.; The English Text o f the Third Edition, 2d cd. 
(New York: Macmillan, 195*), pp. 11«.

15. See Garry W. Trompr, Melanesian Religion (Cambridge: Cambridge University 

Press. 1991), pp. 1*9-98.
16. Ct. Yonma lalmon. "Mdlrnanan Movements," Anhw ei eumptenes de sociologu 

7 (1966), pp. 159-200.
17. Sec David F. Abcrle, “A Nate on Relative Deprivation Ibeon i» applied to Mil- 

lemnan and other Cult Movement*," in M illennial Dreams in Action: Studies in  R tfolu  

tkmary Religious Movements, ed. Sylvia I_ Thrupp (New York: Schocken, 1970), 
pp. 209-14. and Peter Wordcy, The Trumpet Shall Sound: A Study o f “Cargo" Cults m 

Melanesia, 2d ed. (New York: Schocken. 196St. especially the Inrroduction on pp. iv-lxix.
18. Ibid., p. 225. On relanve deprivation and Palestinian mcssianic movements before 

and after Jous Sheldon R. I ten berg. "MillcfurKm in Greco-Roman Palestine," Religion 

4(1974), pp. 26-46 .
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understands why millenarian movements have so often emerged in rimes 

of aspiration for national independence. Daniel and rhe first edition of the 

Testament o f Moses coincided with the Maccabcan revolt, and the Ghost 

Dance, like Pacific cargo cults, envisaged the end of the white man’s dom

ination and the return of native sovereignty. Some theorists1* have indeed 

argued that cargo cults are the first stirrings of nationalism. Others have 

thought that miilenarians emerge in rhe wake of political insurrection.2'1

One should, it is prudent to add, refrain from offering simple, one

sided explanations for the rise of millenarian groups.21 Rcducrionism 

should be avoided. Adela Yarbro Collins is no doubt correct to observe 

that “facts of background, temperament, and, to some degree, choice of 

theological perspective arc . . . ar least as important as aspects of the 

sociohistorical situation in producing an apocalyptic mentality.”*2 Fur

ther, there are examples of millenarian groups that are seemingly not de

prived but rather in power.-’

One cannot predict the advent of millenarianism any more than one 

can predict tornados. All one can do is observe that, when certain condi

tions overtake certain individuals with certain mythologies or theological 

expectations, cerrain outcomes commonly, but not inevitably, ensue.24 

Brazilian millenarianism even offers an example of a movement that ap

pears to have been motivated almost entirely by religion, in a context in 

which any sort of deprivation, relative or otherwise, seems irrelevant.25

(2) Millenarian groups typically interpret the present and near future 

as times of atypical or even unprecedented suffering and/or catastrophe.

19. F-g.. the Marxist Worskry. Trumpet.

20. E.R., Norman Cohn, Tbe Pursuit o f the M illennium : Ra'ulultonary Mtllenarums 

and Mystical Anarchists o f the M iddle Ages, rev. ed. (New York: Oxford, 1970). For further 
discussion see Michael Hill. A Sociology o f Religion (New York: Basic, 197.5), pp. 205-27.

21. 1 Idphil here are Garry W. Trompf, "Mircea Eliadc and the Interpretation of Cargo 
Cults," Religious Traditions 12 (1989), pp. 31-64, 3nd (icrsbom G. Scholem, Sahbatai 

Sevu The Mystical Messiah 162ft-1676 (Princeton: University Press, 1973), pp. 4 -8 .
22. Crisis and Catharsis: The Power o f the Apocalvps.e (Philadelphia: Westminster.

1984), p. 105.

23. See Stephen !_ Cook. Frophccy and Apocalypticism: The Pitstexihc Social Setting 

(Minneapolis: Fortress, 1995). especially pp. 5 5 -84—although one wonders if his inter
pretation of biblical materials neglects the relative deprivation that Jewish priests and lead
ers experienced vis-a-vis the Persian empire; also, his mixing of millenarian movements 
which stand on opposite sides erf the industrial revolution is perhaps questionable; sec Ernest 
R. Sandccn, “The ‘Little Tradinon' and the Form of Modem Millenarianism," The Annual 

Review n f the Social Sciences o f Religion 4 (1980), pp. 165-81.
24. See further Maria Isaura Pereira dc Queirox, '‘Messianic Myths and Movements," 

Diogenes 90 (1975), pp. 78-99.
25. Rene Ribeiro, “Brazilian Messianic Movements," in Thrupp, M illennial Dreams tn 

Action, pp. 55-69.
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The motif is ubiquitous.-6 The Ghost Dance religion taught that rhe pas- 

I sage from the devastation of the present to the paradise of the future 

| would come through Hoods, earthquakes, and landslides. So too the 

Earth Lodge Cult.2" The Milne Bay Propher Cult expected that a volcanic 

eruption an<* wave would soon destroy all unbelievers.2* The njuli 

movement of Borneo prophesied storms, earthquakes, floods, and (alter

nately} drought.29 Similar expectations have appeared in both Chinese5" 

and Japanese millenarianism31 and elsewhere.Jewish and Chrisrian his

tory repeatedly offer the same thing. According to Cohn, “by medieval 

f Christians catastrophes were accepted as ‘signals' for rhe Second Coming 

and the Last Judgment;3J while for the Jews intensified persecution was 

L traditionally expected to herald rhe coming of the mcssiah.”34 The so-

26. C f- Michael Atlas, Prophets o f Rebellion: M illenarian Proust Movements, against 

| the turripear. Colonial Order (Cambridge: University Prev>, 1987), p. 116; Michael Barkim, 
< Disaster and the M illennium  (New Haven: Yale, 1974); anti Sylvia L. ITirupp, “Millennial

Dreams in Action: A Rcpon on the Conference Discussion," in Thrupp, M illennial Dreams 

|  01 Actum, p. 22.
27. Cora Du Bo is. “The 1870 Ghost Dance," .Anthropological Records 3/1 (1939), 

pp. "6-116.
2J. Vittorio Fanrernan, The Religions of the Oppressed: A Study o f Modem Messianic 

Cults (New York: Knopf, 1963), p. 167.
23. Justus M. van der Knel, “Messianic Movements in the Celebes, Sumatra, and Bor 

neo,* in Thrupp, M illennial Drcjm s in  Action. p. 111.
35. See Seidel, “Taoist Messianism,' pp. 169-70; Richard Shek, "Chinese Millenarian 

1 Movements." in The Fncyclopedia o f Religion, ed. Mircea hliade, vol 9 (New York: 
Macmillan. 1987), pp. 533-34; and F. Zurcher, “ ‘Prince Moonlight’: Messianisw and Es- 

| dutulog) m Early Medieval Chinese Buddhism,” Tnung Pan 68 (1982), pp. 1-59.
31. Blacker, “Millenarian Aspects of the New Religions in Japan,* pp. 585, 586, 

588-89
32. Sec Todd A. Diacon, “Peasants, Prophets, and the Power ot a MiUtnarun Vision in 

I  ̂ Twentieth-Century Brazil," Cnmparamv Studies in  Society and History 52 (1990), p. 506;
t Mircea hliade. " ‘Cargo-Cults’ and Cosmic Regeneration," in Thrupp, M illennial Dreams in 

Action, pp. 139 -  43; Patrick Gesch, “The Cultivanon of Surpnse and Excess: The Encounter 
of Cultures in the Sepik of Papua New Guinea," in Cargo Cults am i M illenanar. Move-

i~ menis: Transoceanic Comparisons o f New Religious Movements, ed. Garry W. Trompt 
| (Berlin: Mouron de C.ruyter, 1990i, pp. 218-19; and Hue lam Ho Tai, Millenarianism and 

Peasjnt Politics m Vietnam (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1983), pp. 29, 123.
33. Compare already Cyril of Jerusalem, Catech. 15 and Eusebius, ll.E . 6 :7  (on the 

pfophcvies at a certain Jude). Cohn, Pursuit, pp. 42,137-47, has data on Gregory of Tours 
and lhe flagellants. Bernard McGinn, Apocalyptic Spirituality: Treatises and Letters o f lac- 

tanitus, Adso o f Montier-en-Der. Joachim o f Fiore, the Franciscan Spirituals, Sai-onarob 

(New York: Paulist, 1979), pp. 149-81, discusses the Franciscan Spiritual* while James 
West Davidson, The l ogic nf M illennial Thought: Faghteenth-Century New England (New 
Haven: Yale, 1977), pp. 103—115, cites the early American sourccs which interpreted earth 
quakes as eschatological events.

34. “Medieval Miilenansm: Its Bearing on the Comparative Study ot Millenarian Move
ments,” in Ihrupp, M illennial Dreams in  Action, p. 40.
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callcd “birth pangs of the Messiah” were thought to be present by the 

Kabbalists of the late fifteenth century35 and during the time of Sahbatai 

Sevi.-'’ The same is already true in some intcrtcstamental writings.3' 

Scholcm commented: “Messianic apocalypticism" is by nature “a theory 

of catastrophe," that is, it stresses rhe “cataclysmic element in the transi

tion from every historical present to the Messianic future."38 And ac

cording to R. J. Zwi Werblowsky, the “catastrophic clement remained an 

essential feature of the dialectic of messianic utopia: ultimate salvation 

was accompanied, or preceded by destruction and by the terrors of the 

‘birth pangs’ of the messianic age. In fact, this catastrophic aspect became 

so much part and parcel of rhe messianic complex that in later periods, 

the occurrence of particularly cruel persecution and suffering was fre

quently regarded as heralding the messianic redemption." w The general

ization continue* to be illustrated in contemporary Judaism.40

It is worth remembering that archaic myths, such as rhe Hindu myths 

about the Kali and Golden Age, invariably see the history of the world as 

one of decline and typically locate the decadent present before the com

ing of a new’ and better age.-*1 Also relevant and related are the world

wide agricultural myths that recount how, every year, new life comes out 

of a dead world.’2

(3) A divinely-wrought comprehensive righting of wrongs, constituting 

“a holistic solution," is regularly envisaged.-*3 Hope casts itself not upon

35. -See Gcrshom G. Scholcm, Motor trends in  Jewish Mysticism (New York: Schocken. 

1961), pp. 246-47, anti Isaiah Tishby, “Acute Apocalyptic Messianism." in Essential Pa

pers on Messianic Movements and Personalities tn Jewish History, ed. Marc Sapcrstcm 

(New York: University Press, 1992), pp. 259-86.

36. See Scholcm, Sabbatai S eii, pp. 91-93, ami Stephen Sharot. Messianism, Mysft- 

cism, and M agta A Sociological Analysts ofjeuish Religious Movements (Chapel H ill: Uni

versity of North Carolina, 1982). p. 105.

37. Examples in my book. The End o f tlx  Ages Has Come: An Early Interpretation o f 

the Passion and Resurrection o f Jesus (Philadelphia: Fortress, I98.S), pp. 6-22.

IX . 7  h r  Mr<e>.inir ld+,i  i n  Ju daism  a n d  O th e r  E ssays o n  Jcwtd? S p ir itu a lity  ( N e w  Y o r k .
Schocken, 1971), p. 7.

39. “Messianism in Jewish I fisrory,” in Saperstein, Essential Papers, p. 39.

40. Aviezer Raviuky. Messiantsm, Zionism , and Jewish Religious Radicalism  (Chicago: 

Universiry of Chicago Presŝ  1996), pp. 169-73,195.

41. Harald A. T. Rekhc. “The Archaic Heritage: Myths of Dedinc and End in Antiq

uity," in Visions o f Apocalypse: End or Rebirth? ed. Saul Fricdlandcr et al. (New York: 

Holmes and Meier. 1985), pp. 21-43, and Encyclopedia o f Religion arul Ethics, ed. James 

Hastings (New York: Charles Scnbners Sons, 1928), s.v. ‘ Ages of rhe World," by various 

authors.

42. See Mircca Elude, lhe Myth of the Eternal Return nr, Cosmos and History (Pnncc- 

ton: Princeton University Press, 1971).

43. So Kenclm Rurridge, New Heaven, New Earth: A Study o f M illenarian Activities 

i New York: Schocken, 1969). p. 52. C i. Norman Cohn, “Medieval Mdlcnansm,” m Thrupp,
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an otherworldly afterlife but longs for **rhe merahistorical future in which 

the world will be inhabited by a humanity liberated from all the limita

tions of human existence, redeemed from pain and transience, from falli

bility and sin, rhus becoming at once perfectly good and perfectly happy. 

The world will be utterly, completely and irrevocably changed."44

Such change will, in the language of Acts 17:6, turn rhe world upside 

| down: redemption will come through a reversal of current circumstances.

According to Worsley. believers in the Mansren myth believed not only 

f, that “the order of society [wasj to be inverted, but even rhe order of Na- 

ktnre itself. Yams, potatoes and other tubers would grow on trees like fruit, 

I while coconuts and other fruit would grow like rubers. Sea-creatures 

would become land-crcaturcs, and vice-versa.”45 The African American 

"Wilderness Worshipers” in the late ninctecnrh-ecnrury American South 

expected themselves to become white and whites to become black.4*' Hope 

for the reversal of skin colors also appears in cargo cults.4- Patrick F. 

Cesch says that “the outlook” of the Mt. Rurun Movement in New Guinea 

| “was for a world turned on its head: the birds would fly upside down, and 

, all the coconuts would fall to the earth. . . . Ilie night that came in the 

j day bore antipodean significance.”48 And Lawrence E. Sullivan tells us 

1 that the leader of the Canudos messianic uprising in Brazil foretold that 

j ‘“the interior of rhc continent would become the seaboard and the sea- 

j shore would become the interior." i9 Obviously “rhe idea o f‘reversals’ is 

common.*’ '0

L M illennial Dreams tn Actum, p. 31 (salvation for a millenarian group is ‘ total, in the sense 

| that it b  utterly to transform life on earth, so that rhc new dispensation will he no mere im- 

: proponent un the present but perfection its e lf) and Yonina Talmon, "Millenarian Move

ments."' Archives eurupeenncs de sociologie 7 (1966), p. 166 (“The millenarian conception 

o£ salvation is total in the sense that the new dispensation will bring abojt uut mere im

provement, but a complete transformation and perfection itself___The believers will be lib

Crated from all ills and limitations of human existence").
44. Youiua IhIwou. “Pursuit of the Millennium. The Relation herween Rcligiou* and 

Social Change," Archives curupeencs de soctologte 3 (1962), p. 130.

45. The Trumpet S h jll Sound, pp. 136 37.

46. Wilson D. Wallis, Messiahs: Christian and Pa%an (Boston: Gorham, 1918), p. 126.

47. Henri Dcsrochc, The Sociology o f Hope (I.ondon: Roadcdge & Kegan Paul. 19791. 

P* 71. See further the index on p. 299 of Worslcy, Trumpet, s.v., ‘ Reversal, of skins."

48. Initiative and In itiation: A Cargo Cult-Type Movement tn the Stpik Against Its 

Background tn Traditional Village Religion, Studia lnsruuti Anrhropos 33 (St. Augustin: 

Anthropos lnstitut. 1985). p. 67.

4?. Icanchu’s Drum: An Orientation to Meaning in  South American Religions (New 

York: Macmillan, 1988), p. 556.

50. Burridge, W ir Heaven. New Earth, p. 50. See further G am  W. Trumpf, Payback: 

| The logic of Retribution in  Melanesian Religions ^Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

j  1994), especially pp. 169-74.
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(4) Reversal will comc soon. Cohn asserts thar millenarian sects always 

picture deliverance as “imminent, m the sense that it is to come both soon 

and suddenly."51 One must, however, qualify this assertion. Belief in the 

nearness of the end may be muted as time marches on, and a group may 

develop a scenario thar foretells a long series of events yet to unfold be

fore the end. One recalls lQpHab. 7:7, which testifies that **the end-time 

will be prolonged,” as well as rhe conflicting chronologies of Daniel 12 

and Mk 24:14 (rhe good news must first be preached, and then rhe end 

will come).

(5) Millenarian movements are regularly revivalistic. They deepen the 

piety of the faithful and stir up religious faith among the indifferent. The 

agitation in cargo cults is matched by the agitation in Jewish messianic 

movemenrs and rhe medieval groups examined by Cohn in P u rsu it o f the  

Millennium. In other words, “enthusiasm" is a regular concomitant of 

millenarianism. As I. C. Jarvie observed, a terrific release of emotional en

ergy has characterized millenarian movements.52

In line with this, evangelism is a recurrent feature of millenanan move

ments. This is how they become movements. “Millcnarism usually evokes 

exceptionally intense commitment and fervour and . . . expands swiftly 

almost as if by contagion, cross-cutting and breaking down local bar

riers." 53 People within a small group often feel constrained to convert 

others to their side. The psychology is obvious: the larger the company, 

the more confident the adherents. For documentation see Chapter 2 be

low, pp. 110-11.

(6) Millenarianism characteristically promotes egalitarianism. Exam

ples are listed on p. 109 of chapter 2. To these one may add the Jjuli move

ment of Borneo54 and the movement surrounding Augusto C. Sandino: 

the latter “envisgaed a universal coznmunc where all things would be held 

in common."”

(7) Millenarian adherents rend to divide humanity into two camps, the 

saved and rhe unsaved. Already Dan 1 ? - ? foresees thar, of the human be

ings who sleep m the dust of rhe earth, some will awake to everlasting life, 

others to everlasting contempt. The Dead Sea Scrolls sort rhe world into

51. Pursuit, p. 15.

52. The Revolution in  Anthropology i London: Roudcdgc Jc Kcgan Paul, 1964), p. 51- 

Sec further Raricun. Disaster and the M illennium , pp. 129-65; Norman Cohn, “The 

Ranters" Encounter 34 (1970), pp. 15-25; and Wordcy, Trumpet, pp. 248-50.

53. Talmon, “Pursuit ot the Millennium," p. 141.

>4. Sec Lameman, Religions of the Oppressed, pp. 215-16.
55. Marco A. Navarro-Genic, “Failed Prophccy and Revolutionary Violence: The Case 

of Auguno C  Sandino," at http://vvww.pagmmiindi.com/MndinWfailed.hnn (6/30/97).

http://vvww.pagmmiindi.com/MndinWfailed.hnn
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“the sons of light” and “the sons of darkness,“ and the Nicaraguan mil- 

Icnarian Augusto C. Sandino prophesied that “the choscn would be re

deemed and they would remain in the earthly paradise forever while the 

others would be purged and banished to less evolved planets.” Talmon 

offers this generalization: “A fundamental division separates the follow

ers from non-followers. I Iistory is viewed as a struggle between saints and 

satans. . . . The adversaries are viewed as incarnate evil. They will either 

be wholly transformed or mercilessly destroyed.” “

(8) The breaking of hallowed taboos associated with religious custom 

is typical. “Millenarism usually has a strong anti-traditional component 

and preparation for the millennium has often entailed a ritualised over

throw of traditional norms. Primitive millenarian movements have en

gaged in breaking of Hallowed taboos and in a desecration of their most 

valued religious symbols, thus dissociating themselves from their tradi

tional culture.” 57 Examples from cargo cults and Amerindian movements 

are numerous/8 According to Scholcm, “There seems to be an intrinsic

I .connection between active messianism and rhe courage for religious in

novation. Messianic movements would often produce individuals with 

sufficient charismatic authority ro challenge the established authority of 

xabbinic Judaism.”5* lie adds: “Utopianism . . .  threatens existing tradi

tional patterns."

(9) Millenarian movements have been described as narivisric because 

they emphasize rhe value of an indigenous cultural heritage or selected 

portions of it. Often that heritage is threatened by the domination of a 

foreign culture.*’* The generalization Is obvious with regard to Amer

indian messianic movements. It also well suits rhe appearancc of Jewish 

apocalyptic during the time of Antiochus Epiphanes. Worsley objected 

tha* the use of “nativism" in connection with millenarian movements is

I problematic because they are forward looking.*2 But one can be oriented 

to a future that regains rhe best of the past— paradise regained. “Mille-

56. “Millenarian Movements," p. 168.

[ 1 57. Talmon, “Pursuit of the Millennium,” p. 130.

58. See the index of Worsky, Trumpet, s.v., “Reversal, o£ customs," anti for Amerindi 

*Os Fred W. Vogct, "The American Indian in Transition: Reformation and Accommoda

tion," American Anthropologist 58 (1956), pp. 250-52.

t. 59. SahbaUu in i ,  p. 10.

= *0. Ibid., p. 12. Sec further hi* essay ou “Redemption through Sin," m The Messianic 

Mej, pp. 78-141.

61. See Ralph Linton, “Narivxsbc Movements," Anumcan Anthropologist 45 11943).

pp. 230- 40.

, 42. The Trumpet Shall Sound, pp. 272-76.
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nanan movements are forward looking not backwards looking move

ments, yet their vision of rhe future usually contains many reinterpreted 

elements of native tradition. Ir is precisely this combination of a radical 

revolutionary position with traditionalism which accounts for the wide

spread appeal of these movements." 63 “Nativism” in the sense used here 

is consistent with the reversal of customs and the undoing of taboos.

lhe “nativistic* orientation goes hand in hand with the communal di

mension. “The aim of millenarian movements is nor only the salvation of 

individual souls but the erection of a heavenly city for a chosen people. 

ITie millenarian message is directed lo an already existing group or calls 

for a formation of new groups of clcct.”6* “Millcnarism involves both in

clusion and exclusion: there are ahvays Cod’s people within and the un

godly without.. . .  Only rhose who belong. . .  will be redeemed and enjoy 

the new, happy life.”65 Colin’s definition of a millenarian movement in

cludes this: salvation is depicted as “collective, in the sense that it is to be 

enjoyed by the laithful as a collectivity.”66 Here the task is not finding ex

amples but counterexamples. Millenarianism is a group phenomenon.'’

(10) In breaking wirh traditional customs and values, millenarian 

groups— like sectarian movements generally— often replace traditional 

familial and social bonds with fictive kin. Worsley writes that “the break 

with ancient custom” helps weld “devotees together in a new fraternity 

of people.” 68 To illustrate he quotes J. Graham Miller: for rhe Naked Cult 

of Espiritu Santo “the funcrion of the cult seems to be to break all exist

ing ties, of whatever description, and unite people on the exclusive basis 

of the cult.* In this way the sect “cut across all family ties and totem 

ties.”fty The Dead Sea Scrolls show us rhe same phenomenon in ancient 

Judaism. Having exiled themselves from the traditional cult in Jerusalem 

and even their own families, the Essenes created a new community of 

property and kin.

(11) Millenarian leaders regularly mediate the sacred through new

65. So lalinon, “Pursuit of the Millennium,'0 p. 147.

64. So lalmon, ibid-, p. 131.

65. Talmon, "M illenamm,'’ in International Fjicydopedia n f the Social Science*, ed. 

David L. Silk (New York: Macmillan, 1968), vol. 10, p. 351.

66. Pursuit n f tin  M illennium , p. 15.

67. See further Bryan R. Wilson. Magic and the M illennium : A Sociological Study o f Re

ligious Movements o f Protest among Tribal and Third-World Peoples (New York: Harper 

& Row. 1973), pp. 272-308.

68. The Trumpet Shall Sound, p. 248. Cf. p. 237. where lie says that there arr always 

“specific injunctions to love one another" and to ‘ forget the narrow loyalties of the past.”

69. “Naked Cult in Central West Santn,” Journal o f the Polynesian Snotty 57/4 11948 >, 

p. 334.
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channels. Cargo cultists usually turn away from the religion of Christian 

missionaries and find new ways of interacting with the deity. The com

munity rhat produced the Dead Sea Scrolls created their own world in 

which access to God was made through channels other than those con

trolled by the Jerusalem establishment. Burridge makes this generaliza

tion about certain Christian enthusiasts: “Rites, liturgy, sacraments and 

the priesthood— the organized framework of a religious congregation— 

are deemed unnecessary.. . .  [A] direct, personal and individual approach 

to the Divine Presence involves a new theology of Grace, quire opposed 

to the established and traditional view that Grace is mediated through, 

and secreted in, the institutions of an organized sacramental life.”70 

I 112) Millenarianism involves intense commitment and unconditional 

loyalty."’ *Il»e literature on cargo cults is full of prophets making demands 

thar not only undo custom but put followers’ well-being at risk— as when 

groups have burned crops, slaughtered animals, and abandoned property 

in view of an imminent end. According ro John G. Strelan. after a cargo 

culr prophet is believed, ‘"the villagers usually follow him in a series of 

actions: all ordinary work comes to an abrupt halt; pigs and chickens 

are slaughtered in a holocaust: savings are spent or thrown away; prop

erty and harvest are destroyed— all with the idea of hastening the arrival 

of the spirits of the dead with the cargo they will bring. : One recalls 

that the followers of Theudas forsook their possessions.”3 This illustrates 

pctfectlv the summary of Talmon: **the intense and total commirmenr 

required by millcnarism is summoned forth by leaders who are consid

ered to be set apart form ordinary men and endowed wirh supemarural 

power.”74

(13) In line with this, millenarian movements more often than not coa

lesce around a charismatic leader.75 In his researches. Cohn discovered

70. New Heaven, \e w  Forth, p. 127.
71. Cf. A n iw m jn c  He W aal M iiW ijr. R rltg in n  W  C u ltu re - A n  ln rm d u rtin n  tn  t h *  

Andmjpolugy o f Religion (New York: Macmillan. 1968). p. 340.

72. Search fur Salvation: Studies in the History and Theology o f Cargo Cults (Adelaide; 

I-Ulhcran Publishing House, 1977), p. 51. For an instance from India see Siepheu Fuchs, 

Rebellious Prophets: .4 Study o f Messianic Movements in  Indian Religions (London: Asia 

Publishing House, IM S), pp. 27-.14.

73. Josephus, Ant. 20:97.

74. “M illenamm." p. 351

75. See Adas, Prophets o f Rebellion, especially pp. 112-21; Burridge. New Heaven, 

Neu■ harth, pp. 10-14; Palle Chm tuiurn, The Melanesian Cargo Cult: MtUenananifm as 

a  Factor in  Cultural Change (Copenhagen: Akadeniisk. 1^69), pp. 114 - 24; John t>. Gager. 

Kingdom and Community: lhe  Social World o f Early Christianity (Englewood Cliffs: Pten- 

nce-liall, 1975), pp. 28-32; and Maria Laura Pereira de Queiroz. “Messiahs in Brazil,*’ 

Pas: and Present 31 (1965), pp. 62-86.
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that “a millenarian revolt never formed except round a prophet-- 7,76 Ac

cording to Burridge, in Melanesia cargo cults “the charismatic figure . . .  

personifies the myth-drcam, and is the channel through whom the con

tents ot the myth-dream may be realized. He it is who articulates the myth- 

dream; whose activities nourish and refine the content of the myth-dream;

who stands for the new man-- In a certain sense, if only temporarily, the

charismatic figure— a single individual—is the myth dream.”77

Given that early Christians came to believe in Jesus’ resurrection and 

return, it is relevant to observe that millenarian movements sometimes 

expect that a charismatic prophet who has died will return. Instances in

clude the eighth-century Persian forerunner of the messiah, Abu-Isa;7* 

Yudghan. the successor of Abu-Isa;'9 a ninth-century Japanese prophet of 

Maitreya;*0 the twelfth-century French mrssiah. Ibn Aryeh;*’ David A1 

roy, a twelfth-century Jewish messiah of North Persia;*2 various Islamic 

Mahdls;8* Sabbatai Sevi;*4 the cighreenth-ccntuiy Peruvian prophet Juan 

Santos;83 the nineteenth-century Munda Birsa;** Sclivanov, the leader of 

the notorious Skoptsy sect;8’ the Brazilian Padre Cicero;*8 the Brazilian 

warrior messiah Jose Maria;89 the African prophet Andre Matswa;90 

John Frum, cargo messiah;91 and Haile Selassie I according to Rastafari

ans.9- Relevant too are the cargo myths of the return erf Mansren and the

76. “Medieval M illenamm,- p. 38.

77. Mambu: A Study o f Melanesian Cargo Movements and Their Social and Ideologi

cal Background {New York: Harper Sc Row, 1970), p. 276.

78. See Sharot, Messianism , Mysticism, jn d  Magic, p. 53.

79. Sharot, ibijL, p. 54.

80. Miyata Noboru. “Types of Maitreyi Belief in Japan,’  in Sponbcrg and Hardacre, 

Maitreya, p. 178.

81. Moses Maimonidcs, Iggercs Teiman; ux the trig, translation in Avraham Yaakov 

fink d . The Essential Matmomdes ( London: Jason Aronson, 1996), p. 47.

82. Israel Friedlaendcr, “Shiitk InHucocrs in Jewish Sectarianism,- in Sapcrstcin, 

Essential Papers, p. 123.

83. bricdlaendcr, ibid.. p. 133.

M . Scholcm, Safrbatai Sen, pp. V I9-24.

85. Sullivan, Icanchu’s Drum , p. 570.

86. Fuchs, Rebellious Prophets, pp. 27-14.

87. Frcdcnck C. Conyhcan?, Russian Dissenters, Harvard 1 lictjlogic.il Studies 10 

(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Prcst, 1921), pp. 364-65.

88. Maria Isaura Pereira de Queirrw, “Brazilian Mcssiaxuc Movements: A Help or a 

I Fin dr a nee to ,Particip3non,?!’ International Institute for Labour Studies 7 (1970), p. 102.

89. Sullivan, Icancbu's Drum , p. 557.

90. Lantemari, Religions o f the Oppressed, pp. 11-14.

91. Edward Rjcc, John Emm He Come (New York: Doubleday, 1974).

92. Ernest Cashmorc, Rastman: The Rastafarian M utrm ent m England (London: Alien 

& Unwin, 1979), pp. 13-37.
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I Manup-Kilibob Myth”  as well as the Shiite speculations about the hid

den twelfth Imam. For those speculations being associated with a partic

ular individual see Fouad Ajami, The Vanished Imam: Musa al Sadr and 

theShia o f Lebanon (Itnaca: Cornell, 1986). I have been told that, when 

j Rabbi Schnecrson, the object of messianic speculation, died in 1994, his 

followers broke into rhree camps. One holds that his death proved he was 

not the Messiah. Another says that his death was only temporary and that 

he will soon return. Another believes he has only removed himself from 

view and will reveal himself shortly.114

* (14) The central beliefs of millenarians arc formulated as fresh revela

tion, and they are authenticated by a prophet’s miracles. “A classical 

[cargo movement usually begins with an announcement by a prophet or 

leader thar he has had a dream or vision which has revealed ro him in- 

. formation about the imminent return of the ancestor or ancestors.”9i 

:-Similarly, according to Scholem, in Spanish kabbalism there was “empha- 

) sis on the close connection between the approach of redemption and the 

[ increasing knowledge of kabbalistic mysteries.n96 On messiahs and mir- 

J  acles see the selection of illustrations in Wallis, Messiahs, pp. 197-206. 

j Peter Lawrence has catalogued quite a few supernatural feats of the cargo 

[ prophet Yali.9'  And Adas, in summarizing the five millenarian movements 

| studied in his book. Prophets of Rebellion, says that “Each of the five 

prophets studied [herein] in depth gained a considerable reputation as a 

| healer. . . . Cures were closely linked to the prophets’ revelations and to 

their alleged invulnerability and ability to predict the future.”’8 

[ (15) Millenarian niovemenrs sometimes take a passive political stance 

in expectation of a divinely-wrought deliverance. Many such movements, 

to be sure, have been, on the contrary, militaristic (e.g., the Peasants" Re- 

| volt, the Fifth Monarchy Men, and the Taiping Rebellion): but there arc 

; also parallels ro rhe pacifism of Jesus. According ro Trompf, “Hard indeed 

is it to find a cargo movement. . .  which does not have its butt of reprisal,

' 93. See Srrelan, Salvation, pp. 14-15,17, 22.

94. On rhe whole question see further La Barrc, " Materials for a History of Studies oi 

! Crins Cults,’  pp. 18-20.

95. Strelan. Sah'atiun. p. 51. See further Voget, “American Indian in Transition," 

pp. 250-51.

96. Sabbatat Sen, p. 17. On revelation m old Jewish and Chrisnan :poolypric litera

ture sec Christopher Rowland, The Open lleaven: A Study of Apocalyptic in Judaism and 

Early Christianity (New York: Crossroad, 1982).

97. Road Belong Cargo: A Study of rhe Cargo Mot'ement tn rhe Southern M uling  D is

trict Neu/Guinea (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1964); see thr index oa p. 290.

98. Prophets o f Rebellion, p, 120.
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but the real inequalities in weaponry being what they have been under 

colonial regimens, most protests have been sensibly ‘psychological’ and 

therefore non-violent." ** Often there is, in the words of Jeffrey Kaplan, 

nothing more than “rhetorical violence.” 100 Talmon refers to “political 

nonparticipation” as one of the “frequent concomitants of millenar- 

ism.” 101 Especially interesting for comparison with the Jesus tradition arc 

the teachings of the prophet of the Ghost Dance of 1890, Wovoka. Ac

cording to James Moonev, Wovoka said, “You must not fight. Do not 

harm anyone"— an imperative that included harming whites as well as fel

low Amerindians; for Wovoka fighting “was bad and wc must keep from 

i t . . .  we must all be friends with one another.” 102 One recalls that those 

who wrote the Dead Sea Scrolls appear, despite the War Scroll, to have 

lived a peaceful existence in the desert for a long rime.10' Cohn observes 

that millenarian movements often arise when individuals cannot organize 

“for the purpose of defending and furthering their interests by secular 

means”; this implies a need for supernatural aid.'04 Bryan Wilson writes 

that “w’hen warfare has failed, revolutionist orientations become more to

tally religious: reliance is now placed entirely on supernatural action.” ,os

(16) Millenarian believers commonly expect a restored paradise which 

will return the ancestors. According to Vittorio lantemari, “the religion 

of return is the essential kernel of messianism as such. Through it the era 

of salvation appears mythically as the reinstatement of the age of ori

gins." 106 Adherents of the Prophet Dance,107 of the Ghost Dance (both in 

1870 and 1890), of the Milne Bay Prophet Cult,10* of the German Wislm

99. “Mircea FJiadc." p. 53. Sec further Doruche, The Sociology o f Hope, pp. 96-97.

100- Radical Religion in  America: M illcrunan Movements from the Far Right to the 

Children n f Noah (Syracuse University Press, 1997), p. 55.

101. "MiUenarism,” p. 354.

102- lhe  Ghost Dan/# Religion and the Sioux Outbreak o f IHW, abridged cd., cd. 

Anthony h. Wallacc (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1965). pp. 19,26.

103. See David Daube. G n il Disobedience m Antiquity (fcdmburgh: Edinburgh Univer

sity Press, 1972).

104. "Medieval M illcuamm," p. 41. See further Reue Ribeiro, “Brazilian Messianic 

Movements,’  m Thrupp, M illennial Dreams in  Action, pp. 65-66, and Wilson, Magic and 

the Mdlenmum. pp. 272-308.

105. Magic and the M illennium , p. 272.

106. “Mcssiamsm: Its Historical Origin and Morphology." History of Religions 1 

(1962), p. 63.

107. See lesiic Spier, The Prophet Dance o f the Northwest and Its Dertvatwes: The 

Source o f the Ghost Dance (Menasha, Wis.: George Ranra. 1935).

108. Worslcy, The Trumpet Shall Sound, p. 52.
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Movement,109 of the African cult of the Bashilclc,110 of the Vailala Mad

ness,1 11 of rhe Naked Cult of Espiritu Santo,112 and of the njuli movement 

of Borneo11’ all expected their ancestors to return to earth to share a 

world of bliss.114 This is also a recurrent feature of Jewish messianism, 

which looks forward to “the resurrection of the dead." And it probably 

goes back to old Zoroastnan doctrine.

(17) Millenarian movements sometimes insist on rhe possibility of ex- 

i pcriencing rhe coming utopia as a present reality. The works of Burridge 

and Cohn both supply examples.11' The fully realized eschatology of rhe 

Shakers emerged in a context of messianic expectation, and according to 

Hillcl Schwartz, “For those who follow prophets toward a New World al

ready marked out . . . the millennium begins in miniarure [in their com-

r muniiicsj as a sacrcd prologue.” 11* On this phenomenon among some 

i modern Jewish messianisrs sec Joel Marcus, “Modern and Ancient Jew

ish Apocalypticism," Journal o f Religion 76 (1996), pp. 18-23.

Sometimes unfulfilled eschatological prophecies are thought of as hav*

' ing been partially fulfilled. Adherents of the Vailala Madness claimed, af

ter the years of enthusiasm had waned, that there had indeed been earth- 

; quakes, that the steamer of the dead had come near, rhat trees had 

tottered;117 and when Jesus did not appear on 2 October 1844, as the 

Millenres hoped, some claimed rhe second coming had occurred; it was 

not, however, an earthly but a heavenly event.11* These sons of reinter- 

pretations of prophecy can encourage forms of “realized escnatology,” as 

probably happened in early Christianity.

(18) Millenarian movements often grow out of precursor movements. 

Examples of this phenomenon may be found in Burridge, Mew Heaven,

139. Worsky, ibid., pp. 94 -95.

110. Lantcnuri. Rtltgtnns n f the Oppressed, p. 24.

111. l-anteman, ibid.. pp. 80-8.?.

112. I.antcmari, ibid.. pp. 148-49.

115. Jusrus M . van dcr Krocf, “Messianic Movements in the Cclcbo, Simarra, and Bor

neo,’  in  Thrapp, M illennial Dreams m Action, pp. 110-11.

114. See further Trompf, “Cargo and Millennium." in Trompf, Cargo Culls and Md- 

lenanan Movements, pp. 49-S2, 64-65.

115. Burridge, New Heaven, New Farth, pp. 79-80, 82; Cohn, Pursuit n f the M illen 

nhtrr., pp. 174-76.

116. “ Millenarianism: An Overview,'' in The Fncyclopedia o f Religion, ed. Mircea Eli- 

ade (New York: Macmillan. 1987), \oL 9. p. 525.

117. Worstey, Trumpet, pp. 90-91.

118. John N. Loughborough, The Great Second Advent Movement (UashinRtun. D.C.: 
Rcvktw & Herald, 1905). pp. 185-97.
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New Earthy pp. 87 (several examples), 98, 112 (“partial successes are 

taken as evidence of having proceeded along the right lines’*); Desroche, 

Sociology o f Hope, p. 74 (on rhe Brazilians Joao Maria and Jose Maria); 

and Strelan, Search for Salvation, pp. 22, 25 (on Pako and his successor 

Sanop and on rhe link between Yali and Mambu). The movement cen

tered around the eighth-century Persian forerunner of the messiah, Abu- 

Isa, was followed by the movement centered around his successor, 

Yudghan. Perhaps the relationship between Jesus and John the Baptist is 

paralleled in the relationship between Jan Bockelson and Jan Matthys— 

when the latter was killed a charismatic vacuum was created which the 

former then filled119—and between the Bab and Baha* Ullah in rhe Baha’i 

faith. According to Wilson, “once charismatic leadership has occurred 

among a people it is capable of periodic rccrudc.-sccncc, and may, appai- 

cntly, be reactivated without the experience of new’ processes of social 

change which appear ro be the first stimulant of charismatic claims.”

(19) Any millenarian movement that survives has to come to terms 

with disappointed expectations, since the mythic dream or end never 

comes, lliis leads to the production of “secondary exegesis.” 121 Already 

Dan 12:12 (which alludes to Hab 2:3: “If it seems to tarry, wait for it”) 

and lQpHab 7:6-13 embody pre-Christian exegctical attempts ro come 

to terms with unrealized expectations.1— Sullivan remarks that when the 

prophecies of the Guarani did not materialize, some shamans explained 

that messenger birds with special instructions had been killed. Thus the 

ritual dancing had not achieved its object. Others claimed that the 

Guarani had failed because they had eaten European foods.12' Such after 

the fact rationalizations are almost inevitable: it is easier to deceive one

self than to admit self-deception.124

119. See farther Michael H ill. A Sociology o f Religion (New York: Basic, 197.?),

pp. 161-63.
120. Magic and the M illennium , p. 273.

121. Talmou, “Pursuit at the Millennium," p. 133.

122. Sec further pp. 98-101 herein; also my End o f the Ages, pp. 242-47; James A. 

Bo-klurd, The Trumpet of Prophecy: A Sociological Study o f Jcbui'ah's Witnesses (New 

York: John Wiley &  Sons, 1975); and W. P. Zenner, “The Case ui the Apostate Messiah,” 

Archives de Soaolngte des Religions 21 (1966J, pp. 111-18.

111. Icancbu's Drum , p. 575.

124. See further Eric Anderson, “ lhe Millerite Use ot Prophecy: A Case Study of a 

'SmTnng Fulfilment.” ’ in The Disappointed: Mtllensm and Mdlenartantsm in  the Nine

teenth Century, ed. Ronald L- Numbers and Jonathan M . Butler (Bloomington and Indi

anapolis: 1987), pp. 78-91.
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STILL RATLOS A F T 6 K  

ALL IH6S6 W i K K S

Introduction

Many are disquieted when the experts disagree. Those not experts but 

who wish to defer ro them will not know what to think. 1116 experts them

selves may be uncertain what conflict means. A lack of concord can sig

nify that the methods of a field of study a re defective, or, what may be true 

at the same time, that personal predispositions arc unduly prejudicing 

; some peoples reasoning. There is also the unhappy possibility, common 

j enongh in the study of history, that the data are so ambiguous rhat con

tradictory interpretations are equally plausible.

How is it with study of the historical Jesus? That the experts cannot 

[ concur on some very important matters is clear enough. Many, for in

stance, confidently affirm that central ro Jesus’ teaching and activity was 

i the conviction that God was soon to intervene in dramatic and publicly 

visible fashion and inaugurate a golden age, the eschatological order. Such 

are rhe heirs of Johannes Weiss and Albert Schwreirzer, two one-time radi

cals now wholly domesticated w'ithin the house of New Testament studies.

| As we have seen, however, others inform us with equal assurance that Je

sus was nor much concerned wirh cschatological topics, rhat he was in- 

| stead preoccupied with scattering abroad a subversive wisdom befitting 

experience of the present reign of God. These, by now a considerable com- 

| panv, sometimes hold themselves out to be harbingers of a new consensus.1

1. Marcus J. Borg, Jesus, A New Visiun: Spirit, Culture, and the Life o f D tuiplesbtp 

(San Francisco: Harper Sjn Francisco. 1987), p. 14: "The majority at scholars no longer 

J thinks rhar Jesus expected lhe end of the world in hiigcruer.ilion. - But one may doubt whether 

dissaisfaction with the cschatological Jesus is so deep aud widespread as this claim implies.
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Persuaded that the influcncc of those august names, Weiss and Schweitzer, 

has been bane, not blessing, they think themselves ro have shorn rhe old 

opposition establishment of its former strength. Are they right?

The relevant data arc indeed mailcable, amenable ro manifold expla

nations. Ancient and fragmentary traditions from contradictory' sources 

thar were written down only after a period of oral tradition cannot be 

taken at face value; and as soon as one begins the inevitable task of com

posing hypothetical tradition histories, the possibilities multiply. This is 

nor an easy business. Success is hardly guaranteed.

It is nonetheless the burden of the ensuing pages to show, in further 

confirmation of chapter 1, that the by now venerable belief that Jesus was 

an eschatological or millenarian prophet is our best thesis, and that rhc 

contrary conviction, thar he was an aphoristic sage who did not promul

gate an imminent eschatology, is, although vigorously argued by a grow

ing contingent, problematic. Although neither reconstruction can, in rhe 

srricr sense, be either proved or falsified, the former is far more plausible 

rhan the latter. In my mind the millenarian Jesus is indeed almost, if not 

quite, dear to demonstration.

Our disagreement is not in this case a product of divergent or defi

cient historical-critical methods. Nor, as 1 shall seek to show, are rhe 

dara so lamentably equivocal thar oae hypothesis is as good as another. 

Whether— or rather how— personal prejudices and religious convictions 

play rheir role here 1 shall not speculate. Given how hard it can be to 

fathom one’s own motives, it would be both idle and inappropriate to at

tempt to divine the impulses of others. But, however one explains the 

scholarly dissonance, those who imagine thar rhe Jesus tradirion was orig

inally bereft of eschatological urgency have almost certainly come to the 

wrong conclusion.

Marcus Borg against E. P. Sanders

E. P. Sanders is a prominent advocate of rhe view thar Jesus believed in a 

God who would soon create a radically new world. In Jesus and Judaism 

Sanders has offered scycral reasons for so thinking. Prominently among 

them are the following: (1) Jesus’ action in the Jerusalem temple, attested 

in all four canonical Gospels, is best explained against the eschatological 

expectation that God will raise a new temple.- (2) Jesus’ selection or sep-

2. L. I'. Sanders, JetuS and Judaism  i Philadelphia.- Fortress. 1985), pp. 61-90.
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aranon of rwelvc disciples should be interpreted in terms of restoration es

chatology, the end-rime reestablishment of Israel’s twelve tribes.1 (3) Je

sus’ position between John the Baptist, for whom the imminent judgment 

w as central, and the early church, which longed for the parnusia. makes 

most sense on the supposition rhat Jesus himself was much concerned 

with eschatology.4

These arguments, especially the third, wield considerable force. But 

Marcus Borg, who prefers to label Jesus an aphoristic sage rather than an 

eschatological prophet, has recently disputed them. Borg, with clarity, but 

not. I shall urge, persuasion equal to that of his opponent, counters 

Sanders with these claims:5 (1) We know neither that Jesus expected a 

new temple to take the place of the old one nor that his acr of overturn

ing tables was an cschatological prophecy. (2) F.ven if he chose twelve dis

ciples, “it would indicate that Jesus saw his mission as having to do with 

‘Israel,’ but it need not imply the framework of imminent restoration es- 

[1 chatology.”’* (3) There was discontinuity between Jesus and John in sev

eral particulars, among which may have been eschatological convictions 

| and the early church—whose eschatological enthusiasm has, in Borg’s 

view, probably been exaggerated— looked forward to rhe return of Jesus, 

something ro which Jesus himself, according to most modem scholarship, 

did not look forward.

How strong is this rebuttal? Borg is proof that Sanders's arguments 

will not convince everyone. But Cartesian doubt is one thing, reasonable 

doobt another. The issue, to st3te rhe obvious, is not whether Sanders has 

| passed beyond all critical rejoinder, for 110 historian can do that. The past 

holds few certainties, llie pressing question is only whether Sanders’s re

construction of what took place, or something like ir, is more probable 

| than competing reconstructions. And despite Borg’s contentions ro the 

contrary, Sanders’s basic thesis has not been undone.

Jesus and the temple. I begin with a concession. Although one presumes 

it was otherwise for Jesus' first audience, for us ar least Ji*sm* overturning

Tb«d_, pp. 95-106.

4. Ibid., pp. 91-95. This last argument is not new with Sanders. binder* himself cite* 

j iti use by Janie* L). G. Dunn, Jesus and the Spirit (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1975), p. 42.

I>utn tn turn dies Klaus Koch, The Rediscovery nf Apocalyptic^ SB I 2/22 (London: SCM, 

p 1972). p. 78. 1 have tuund it as early as B. Raroc ftranscomb, The Teachings o f  Jesus 
(Nashville: Cokesbury, 1931), pp. 131-33. No doiihr it goes back beyond that.

5. Marcus J. Borg. Jesus in Contemporary Scholarship (Valley Forge: Trinity Press Inter 

J national, 1994), pp. 74 - 84.

6. Ibid., p. 76.
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of the cables is equivocal.7 About this Borg is right. Commentators have 

offered all sorts of explanations for it, and, it is only fair ro say, rccenr 

work has raised a question mark over Sanders's claim that Jesus, whatever 

else he was doing, could not have been protesting certain practices.8

On the other hand, even if there are, as there seem to be, reasons to 

believe thar Jesus' act was a protest against some activity of the priestly 

establishment, Sanders’s main position is not thereby invalidated. For al

though current scholarship, following Sanders’s statement of rhe prob

lem, has tended to suppose that we should here choose between two com

pering theories— either Jesus enacted a prophecy of destruction or he was 

unhappy with some aspect of the temple business— these two theories are 

scarcely at odds. Protest against abuses and symbolic expression of judg

ment could readily have p.nne together. In Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Micah 3, and 

/ F.noch 83-90, criticism of priestly corruption is joined to expectation 

of the temple’s destruction and/or hope for a new temple. It is possible, 

then, thar Jesus indicated God’s eschatological judgment upon the temple, 

and that he opposed, not the sacrificial system itself, but what he per

ceived to be inappropriate business proceedings,9 which had made the sa

cred secular and had encouraged in rhe first place or confirmed m rhe sec

ond his expectation of judgment.

Although Sanders prefers, when possible, to ground his judgments 

about Jesus in rhe few facts we know about him instead of in rhe sayings 

attributed to him, the facts in the present case do not take us far enough. 

The turning over of rabies in the temple is, as just indicated, less an illu

minating episode than an episode that needs ro be illuminated. So it is in

evitable that we look for sayings of Jesus regarding rhe temple.

Mk 13:2; Lk 19:44; Acts 6:14; and Gos. Thom. 71 attribute to 

him a prophecy of the temple’s destruction. Although some deny that it 

goes back to Jesus,’0 the argumenrs on the other side— here Borg11 and 

Sanders12 concur— persuade.13 Not only did other Jewish prophets fore-

7. The following discussion assume* a historical event behind Mk 11:15—18 par. Bur 

for doubt see George Wesley Buchanan, "Symbolic Money-Changen in rhe Temple.” NTS  
37 (1991), pp. 280-89.

8. Craig F.vans, “Jesus’ Action in lhe Temple." C-BQ 51 (1989), pp. 237-70.

9. Although this could have been neither money-changing itself (a necessity) nor rhc sell 

ing of animal* (legislated by the Bible).

10. E_g. Jurgen Bccfccr, Jesus vnn NazJrct (Berlin: Walter tie G  rimer, 1996), 

pp. 403-407.

11. Marcus Borg, Conflict. Hidmess and Politics tn the Teachings o f Usus (Lewiston: 

Fxlwm Mcllen. 1984), pp. 177-91.

12. Sanders. Jesus and Judaism, pp. 71-76.
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tell the temple’s doom.1-* but the temple was burned, and a forecast after 

the event might have rctlected this circumstance.15

More controversial is the proposition rhat Jesus also spoke of a new 

temple being rebuilt.16 But *hc sources that preserve this prophecy17 show 

that irs interpretation was the subject of troubled reflection. In Jn 2:13- 

22 Jesus’ saying is misapprehended by his audience ro refer to the physi

cal shrine in Jerusalem, and we are further told that the disciples under

stood the prophecy’ to pertain to the resurrection only ex evenlu. In 

Mt 26:61 and 27:40 (but not rhe Markan parallels) Jesus is quoted as 

saying no more rhan that he is “able" to destroy the temple and rebuild 

ir, nor that he will. In Mk 14:58 and 15:29 false witnesses and hostile 

passersby. bur not Jesus, utter the words. Luke omits them entirely.

The tradition also betrays a series of sometimes subtle but nonetheless 

detectable tendentious rcinterpretarions. In Jn 2:13-22 “the Jews" be

lieve rhat Jesus is speaking about the Jerusalem temple, bur the evangelist 

insists rhat Jesus’ words instead refer to his own body. In Mk 14:53-65 

false witnesses quote Jesus’ prediction against him and obviously give it a 

literal reference. Mark’s editorial work, however, hints that, for rhe evan

gelist, the saying is a forecast of the new community that the risen Jesus 

will build.18 The evangelist Matthew, who omits the antithesis between a 

temple made wirh hands and one not made with hands, may, to the con

trary, construe the saying as does John. In his Gospel, it may well be, it 

has to do, nor wirh the temple (so the false witnesses and passersby) or 

wirh the church (so Mark), but with Jesus’ death and resurrection.19 Gos.

13. Sec further Gcrd Thrisscn, “T>ic Tcmpclweissagung Jesu,-’ TZ 32 (1976). 

pp. 144-58.

14. Full documentation in C. A. Evans, "Prcdicnons of rhe Destruction ot' the Hrrodun 

Tempt- in lhe Pseudepigrapha, Qumran Scrolls, and Related Texts," )SP 10 (1992), 

pp. 89-147.

15. See M t 22:6-7; T. Mos. 6:9; T. Jud. 23:3; 2 Bar. 7:1; 80:3; Sib. Orac. 4.-126; 

5:399; Apoc. Ahr. 27:3; Chrysostom, Horn, nn M t. 75_3.

16. Doubts in J. Schlosser, "La parole dc Jesus <ur la fin du Temple,” NTS 36 (1 WO), 

pp. 398-414.

17. M k 14:58; 15:29; Jn 2:19; Cos. Thom. 71.

18. Donald Jud . Metsuih and Temple, SBLDS 31 (Missoula: Scholars Press 1977), 

pp. 143-57. For rhe argument that Paul also knew the saying and interpreted it similarly sec 

J. P. M- Sweet, *A 1 louse Not Made with Hands," in Templum Amtdtiae: Exoy* on the Sec

ond Temple Presented to Ernst Bammel, ed. William Horhury, JSNT 48 (Sheffield: JSOT, 

19911, pp. 368-90.

19. W. D. Davies and Dale C  Allison, Jr., A C ritical and Exegettcal Commentary on the 

Gospel according to Satnt Matthew, 3 vols. (Edinburgh: T. fiC T. Clark. 1988, 1991, 1997), 

vuL 3, p. 526.
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Thom. 71 offers yet another reading, one fostered Through a rewriting: “I 

shall de|stroy this] house and no one will be able to build it |again]." This 

appears to be a post-70 reading: Jesus predicted the destruction of the 

temple (which happened) but did not say anything about rebuilding it 

(which did not happen).

This is nor the place to issue many conjectures about the tradition his

tory behind Mk 14:58 and its relatives. The pertinent point is that our 

early sources protest too robustly when they go out of their way to stress 

that Jesus never prophesied rhe rebuilding of rhe Jerusalem temple. The 

prophecy, as we have seen, is not only given conflicting interpretations, 

but in two sources it is put on rhe lips of unreliable outsiders (Matthew, 

Mark), in another it is rewritten (Gospel of Thomas), in another it is mis

understood (John), and in another it is omitted altogether (Luke). That it 

was unusually troublesome is manifest. When rhe tradition struggles this 

much with a saying one is prodded to infer that it goes back ro something 

Jesus said— something which, because so well known, generally disal

lowed. even though Luke managed :t, discreet silence.20 Mk 14:58 par. 

appears to be an example of whar we find so often in millenarian move

ments, namely, a prediction modified— in this case in several different di

rections— in the light of seemingly disconfirming events.

If Jesus did indeed prophesy the temple's demise and replacement, one 

must back Sanders, not Borg. For such a prophecy coheres with the ex

pectation preserved in I F.n. 90:28-29 and 11 QTemple 29:8—10, pas

sages that anticipate the end and renewal of Jerusalem’s temple.21 Borg 

himself concedes: “If we were confident that Jesus expected a new temple 

thar would physically replace the old one, then we could say that Jesus

20. Perhaps Mark, and Matthew arc correct in linking Jesus' condemnarion with his 

words about the temple. II- so, rhcn there is a good chance that knowledge of those words 

was widespread, and perhaps the fact that outsiders know them in Matthew. Mark, and 

John is a sign that non-Chrotiam latrr used 'hem as polemic against Christians, to show 

that Jesus was a false prophet. However rhat may be, although (with the possible cxccpnon 

of Mark) all of the souii.es dun uucm iu our saving were composed after 70, the prophecy 

must have bceu known before that tuue. bur the prediction of rebuilding, problematic alter

70, was not uirented after that date; and sine: this prophecy presupposes the prophecy of 

destruction, both must have circulated together before 70.

21. See also Tob 13:16-18; 14:5; Juh. 1:27; 4QHor 1:1-?; 4 tz r j 10:54; Sib. Or 

5:414-33; Tg. on ls*2 53:5. I leave aside lwre the difficult question of whether such a 

prophecy was originally formulated with Jesus as subject (“I  will destroy . . .  I w ill rebuild-] 

or with rhe divuie passive. But ir may be observed that Jewish tradition was well acquainted 

with the idea of a human being building the temple: 2 Sam 7:10 -14 (Davidf son!; Zech 6:7 

I the man whose name is “Branch”); Sib. O r. 5:422 (“a blessed man” who comes “from the 

expanses of heaven").
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was operating within the framework of restoration eschatology." 22 One 

cannot but agree. It follows that those who find an authentic saying be

hind the dual prediction in Mk 14:58 par. should interpret Jesus’ action 

in the temple as docs Sanr'rrs, which in rum means that Jesus was an es- 

chaiological prophet.

Jesus and the Twelve. Some deny that Jesus chose twelve disciples. 

Those who think otherwise— they have the better of the argument-’1— 

must ask what sense to give to that choice. Sanders, like others before 

him, finds a connection with restoration eschatology: Jesus hoped for the 

ingathering of rhe twelve tribes. Borg, however, claims that the choice of 

twelve simply implies that Jesus associated his mission with Israel.

This, with all due respect, seems to me a strangely deficient rebuttal.

Mcsr of the twelve tribes had disappeared into the mists centuries before

Jesus, and he could not possibly have thoughr of himself as ministering to 

them. So if his appointment of a group of twelve was intended ro put 

people in mind of all Israel,21 whar wfas the point? It is hard to avoid 

thinking thar Jesus shared the expectation, so widely attested, of the cs- 

chatological restoration of the twelve lost, or rather hidden, tribes.25 Ilie 

later Jewish messiah, Sabbatai Sevi. whose movement thrived amid ru

mors of the imminent return of the ten tribes, chose twelve rabbinic schol

ars to represent restored Israel.26

Fortifying the eschatological interpretation of Jesus’ election of a group 

of Twelve are the many texts which link bodies of twelve with eschato- 

logical events. In 1QM 2:1-3 wc read that, on the day of barrle with the 

Kitrim. rhcrc will be twelve chief priests and twelve chiefs of the Levites. 

4QpIsa'! frag. 1 mentions “rhc heads of the tribes of Israel at rhc end of 

days.” According to T. Jud. 25:1-2, the twelve sons of Israel will rise and 

wield the scepter in Israel. T. Benj. 10:7 offers the same picture: “each of 

us over our tribe.” The twenty-four elders of Revelation are most likely,

22. Burg, Jesus tn Contemporary Scholarship, p . 76.

23. See John P. Meier, “The Cirdc ni  rhc Twelve: Did It hxiat during Jehus' Public Min

istry?’  JB I. 116 (1997), pp. 635-72; R. P. Mere, Jesus and the Tu-elvc (Grand Kapids: 

iicrdm.inv, 19681, pp. 192-209; and Sander*. Jesus and Judaism , pp. 98-106.

24. Examples from rhc Bible of twelve thing* or people representing rhc twelve mbcs are 

nuay and nielude Evod 24:4; 28:21; Num 17:2, 6; Joihua 4; 1 Kgs 18:31; F7ck 48:31.

25. See Iw 27:12-13; 4 i: 5-6; llm  11:11; 2 M ax  1:27; 2:18; Bar •*: 37; 5:5; Ps. Sol.

8:28; 11:2-3; I  tn . 57:1; 1 lQTemple 57:5-6; 4 Ezra 13:32-50,2  Bor 78:1 Or.

2:170-73; T. Jos. 19:3 - 8 (Ann.); m. Sanh. 10:3.

26. Gcrshom Scholcm, Sabbatai Sevi: The. Mystical Messtah (Princeton: Princeton Uui- 

veniry Prc«. 1973), p. 222.
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if wc may follow the modern commentaries, the twelve apostles and the 

twelve tribaJ angels reigning together in cschatological glory (see 21:12).

The Synoptic tradition itself invites us to connect the number rwelve 

wirh eschatol<jgy. Q  22:28-30 promises Jesus' followers that they will 

“rule over” or “judge" the twelve tribes of Israel. This assumes that rhe 

twelve tribes will soon come home to the land.'"

Hven if one doubts rhat Jesus himself authored Q 22:28-30, his ap

pointment of a special group of twelve, presumably for missionary work, 

almost inevitably turns one’s thoughts ro eschatological expectation. 

Again Sanders appears to be right.

The Baptist and the Church. In disputing thar the Baptist’s escharolog- 

ical outlook implicates Jesus in a similar view. Borg raises the possibility 

that John did not have such an outlook: the tradition may mislead us in 

this particular. Because, however, Borg himself is prudently “not very per

suaded of this,”28 and because in this he is with rhe majority,2* we can 

quickly quir this point and go on to the next.

Borg perceives significant differences between John and Jesus. There is, 

for instance, a “strong emphasis upon an imminent judgment and the 

consequent need for repentance in the preaching of John." but these 

things are nor as prominent in rhe words of Jesus.10 Borg in fact goes so 

far as ro say that “the affirmation of substantial continuity” between John 

and Jesus “is questionable.”31

Whar shall we say to this? Regarding imminent judgment and repen

tance, rhe Jesus tradition is hill of both. Q, for instance, contains many 

units which, so far from referring to the signs of the times as wholly pro

pitious for rhose within Israel, rather explicitly or implicitly proclaim rhe 

divine judgment: Q  6:37-38 (judge not so you will not be judged), 6:49 

(the house that falls to storm); 10:12-15 (warnings and woes upon those 

who reject the disciples and upon Chorazin, Bcthsaida and Capernaum); 

11:31-32 (judgment upon “this gencratitm”), 11:50 (the blood of all the 

prophers required of “this generation”); 12:9 (denial at the judgment of 

those who have denied Jesus), 12:10 (no forgiveness for those who blas

pheme the Holy Spirit), 12:46 (judgment of Lhe unfaithful servant); 

13:27 (banishment from the kingdom), 13:28-29 (weeping and gnash-

27. See further below, pp. 141-45.

28. Bot£, Jesus am i (Contemporary Scholarship? p. 77.

23. Even tbe Jesus Seminar has vorrd that “the historical JB, in all probability, was an 

apocalyptic preachcr." See W. Barnes Tatum, John tbe Baptist and Jesus: A Report o f the Je

sus Seminar (Sonoma: Folebridgc, 1994), p. 167.

30. Borg, Jesus and Cuntrmporary Scholarship, p. 77.

31. Ibid.. p. 78.
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ing of teeth), 13:30 (rhe first will be last), 13:35 (Jerusalem and/or the 

temple forsaken): 14:41 (the exalted will be humbled); 17:2 (warning 

against causing a little one to stumble); 17:27-30 (rhe day of the Son of 

man will be like rhe time when lah entered the ark and rhe tlix>d came), 

17:33 {those who save their lives will lose them), 17:34-35 (one will be 

taken, another left). These Q texts and the many similar ones in Mark, 

M, anti L ’2 would seem to speak for themselves, and ro speak volumes. 

This material reflecrs rhe conviction that God’s judgment is coming, and 

that it is coming soon. Is all of ir incongruent with Jesus’ proclamation?31 

Surely here is a rheme that is so much a part of the tradition that, were 

one to deny it to Jesus, the very possibility of rhe modem quest would fall 

inro disrepute for the reason that the sources are too unrrusrworthy.

As for “ repent” (jxeTavocw) and "repentance" {ji& ravO ta), these are 

more tnan faintly inscribed upon our sources. One or the other appears 

on Jesus’ lips in Q  10:13-15 (Tyre and Sidon would have repented long 

ago) and 11:32 (the Ninevites repenrcd at Jonahs preaching) as well as 

in Lk 13:3-5 (unless you repent you will perish); 15:7 (joy over one re

pentant sinner; is this from Q?), 15:10 (joy in heaven over one sinner re

penting); and 16:30 (repentance of relatives in the parable of the rich man 

and Lazarus). Again one wonders whether all of rhis material can so eas

ily be shoved into the post-Easter period,54 and why Mk 1:15 (“repent

32. See p. 46, n. 142 herein.

33. See further Becker, Jesus vim  N azxrft, pp. 58-99. Recently David Seeley, “Fu 

ninvnc Eschatology and Social Formation in Q ," in Reimagminx Christian Origins, ed. 

E irabcn A. Castelb and Hal Taussig (Valley Forge: Trinity Press International, 1996), 

pp. 144-53, has argued that Q  Fails to connect futuristic cscharology and the ethics of so

cial formation, which implies that the original community behind Q  had no futuristic es- 

chatolofcy— a thesis consistent with a nonmillenarian Jesus. But there arr difficulties. 

(1) There is no link between futuristic eschatology and foundational proclanurion in the 

missionary discourse only if all future sense is emptied from 10:9. (2) Scdcv plays down nr 

passes over rhe ties between eschatology and ethics in the Sermon on the Plair l6:4~-49 is 

often given an cschatological sense), in the Lord's Prayer (in J 1:2-4 forgiveness and de

pendence upon Corl for rLnly nnrtl cannnr he dissociated from the petition, “thy kingdom 

Come’ ), in the tradition about ravens and lilies (on the eschatology of 12:22-31 see (L M. 

Tuckett. *Q , Prayer and the Kingdom.” J'TS 40 [1989}, pp. 367-76), and in 12:51-53 

(where the fundamental circumstance of familial division is related to Mic 7:6 understood 

as a prophecy of the latter day* see my article, “Q  12:51-53 and Mk 9:11-13 and the 

Messianic Woes," in Authenticating the Words o f Jesus, cd. Craig F.vans and Bruce Chilton 

[Leiden: E- J. Brill, forthcoming, 1998]). (3) Q  is insider literature that assuracs much and 

10 leaves much out of account (e.g., there is nothing at all about communal rituals). Seeley 

himself acknowledges that his critics can accuse him of an argument from silence.

34. For argumenrs for the authenticity of Q  10:13-15 sec Davies and Allison, Matthew, 

voL 2, pp. 270-71, and Ulrich I.uz, Das Ei'Jngeiium  naJ? Matthaus IM l 8-17). EKK 1/2 

(Zurich and Neukirvhen-Vluyn: Benziger and Neukirchener, 1990), p. 192 (although be cx- 

chidcs 10:15). For Q  11:32 see Franz Mussner, “Wegc zum Sclbsrhewusstsein Jesu." B7 12
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and believe”) and 6:12 (the disciples are to preach repentance), even if 

redactional, cannot hold authentic memory. Moreover, the idea of repen

tance itself, it broadly defined, is often present when the vocabulary— 

jierovocto, |i8Tuvoia— is nor. Moral exhortation implies the need for re

form, and the Jesus tradirion is full moral exhortation. Announcements of 

judgment, so plentiful as we have seen, likewise imply the need for 

amending one’s ways.

If one is dissuaded thar Jesus spoke little of a repentance made requi

site by the coming judgment,55 one additionally has to ask what likely fol

lows from Jesus’ baptism. This is, on irs lace, a very compelling sign that 

Jesus followed in the way of John. Die nor rhe former submir to the lat- 

rer’s baptism because the former believed what the latter taught? So if the 

Baptist averred that repentance was required and that judgment was com

ing, must not Jesus have thought this too? The argument is all the stronger 

if John’s Gospel is right in asserting that Jesus himself baptized (3:22). 

Maybe John was, after all, Jesus’ spirit oa I father.

We are beckoned ro this conclusion by the handful of sayings abour 

the Baptist that rhe tradirion attributes to Jesus. In Q  7:26 Jesus says that 

John is a prophet and more than a prophet. In Q 7:27 Jesus makes John 

out to be the fulfillment of a prophetic oracle. In Q 7:28 Jesus declares 

John to have been the greatest among those bom of women. In Q 7:33- 

34 Jesus tells the parable of children in the marketplace, a parable that 

aligns his ministry with that of John. In Q 16:16 Jesus sees in John rhe 

turn of the aeons. In Mk 11:27-33 Jesus implies thar rhe authority of 

John was from heaven. Most have rightly thought that Jesus fashioned 

one or more of these tributes,3* and there is in none of them a distancing 

of Jesus from John’s eschatologv.

I freely admir that there were differences between Jesus and John. Q  7: 

31-35 may imply (although 1 shall have occasion to qualify this in the 

subsequent chapter) thar John was more ascetic than Jesus, something 

also reflected in Mk 2:18 (John’s disciples fa«ct voluntarily but Jesus" do 

not). Again, some of Jesus’ words have been taken ro mean that God’s 

reign is not just coming but has already arrived or begun to arrive, an idea

(1968), pp. 169-71. Lk 13:1—5 has frequently been attributed to Jesus; cf. bcckcr,Je<ns von

Nazarrt, pp. 63-65.

35. See further N. T. Wright, Jems and the Victory o f Cod < Minneapolis: Fortress, 

1996), pp. 246-58.1 Fc rightly understands rcpcu.ance in the Jesns tradition ro be a part of 

rhe eschatoiogkal scenario: at the last, Israel repents.

36. Compare Tatum. John, p. 155, reporting ;har rhe Jesus Semrnar has voted in favor 

of land so colors red) the proposition that “Jesus identified JB as a great figure.™
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nor found in John’s proclamation (in which “reign [of Ciod]" is unat- 

tested).17 But Jesus’ “cscharology in the process of realization” may sim

ply show that he took himself to be further along the cscharological time 

line than John. It certainly doc not demonstrate that Jesus had aban

doned John’s cscharological framework.**

It is of inrerest that, despite the manifest desire of early Christians to 

maintain the superiority of their master over John, the New lesramcnr as

similates rhe two figures. Matthew, for example, has them say the same 

things5* Luke gives them similar nativity stories.40 Moreover, the 

popular pre-Markan legend behind Mk 6:14-29 has Herod interpret 

Jesus as John returned from the dead; and Jesus himself, in Q 7:31-35, 

sees “this generation" as united in its comparable opposition to himself 

and the Baptist. If John and Jesus were really as different as some now 

make out, and if Jesus’ proclamation finally veered away altogether from 

John’s eschatological direction, would early Christian literature so often 

associate the rwo and liken them one ro another? Is it not more natural to 

suppose rhat the frequent parallelism between John and Jesus is not just a 

literary or theological phenomenon bur also a remembrance of rhc widely 

known fact that the rwo men, notwithstanding differences, preached 

closely related messages?

Borg appeals to John Dominic Crossan as one who “accepts thar John 

was Jesus’ mentor and that John had an apocalyptic eschatology,” bur 

also holds that Jesus went on to produce a “radically different” message.41 

Crossan’s view is based in part upon his reading of Q  7:28//Gos. Thorn. 

46, a saying he attributes to Jesus. This unit says that the leasr in rhe king

dom is greater than John, which Crossan reads as a sort of criticism. Now 

because Crossan also acccpts the authenticity of Q  7:24-26, where Jesus 

praises John, he concludes thar “Jesus changed his view of John’s mission 

and message. John’s vision of awaiting rhc apocalyptic God, rhe Coming 

One, as a repentant sinner, which Jesus had originally accepted and even 

defended in rhc crisis of John’s death, was no longer deemed adequate.’’

37. For a hill review of rhc discussion sec John I*. Mcicr, A M arginal Jew: Rethinking 

the Historical Jesus, 2 vols. I New York: Doubleday, 1994), vol. 2, pp. 198-506. Bui are not 

the surviving materials about John so meager as tn make it imprudent ro argue from silence?

38. Belief in an imminent redemption and in rhe presence of salvation need not he an

tagonistic convictions bnt can rather be two sides of the same eschatological enthusiasm; sec 

Joel Marcus. “Modern and Ancient Jewish Apocalypticism," JR  76 (1996), pp. 18-23.

39. Compare 3:2 with 4:17, 3:7 with 12:34 and 23:33, and 3:10 with 7:19.

40. Ik  1:26-38 Ion Jesus) echoes 1:5-23 (on John).

41. Borg, Jesus in  Contemporary Scholarship, p. 77.

42 John Dominic Crossan. The Historical Jesus: The Life o f a Mediterranean Jewish 

Peasant (San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1991), p. 238.
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Although the example of Aristotle departing from Plato reminds us 

that students need not adhere to their teachers, I must express reserva

tions. The first problem is that many have attributed Q 7:28b not to 

Jesus but to the early church.43 The second is rhat, even if Jesus uttered 

Q 7:28b, it scarcely disengages him from John’s eschatology. If Jesus ut

tered rhe saying before John died, then it probably meant that the least in 

the kingdom (when it comes) will be greater than the greatest (John the 

Baptist) is now.44 If Jesus uttered it after John died, then it probably meant 

rhat those now alive, who experience the presence of God’s reign, are the 

most blessed and privileged of all, even more blessed and privileged rhan 

the Baptist, of revered memory/5 In either instance John’s eschatological 

proclamation is not overturned. On the contrary, in both cases ir is John’s 

greatness that makes him an appropriate foil for declaring the surpass

ing greatness ot the kingdom.46 So Borg’s invocation of Crossan is not 

compelling.

With regard to the continuity Sanders sees between Jesus and early 

Christianity on the question of eschatology, Borg offers two rejoinders. 

First, the church expected Jesus’ return, an expectation not often credited 

ro Jesus; so “the eschatological expectation of the early movement was 

not simply a continuation of something going back to Jesus.”47 Second, 

Borg doubts the centrality of eschatology in earliest Christianity. “Most 

of us know of Christian groups today for whom the imminent expecta

tion of the second coming and the final judgment is central. What we 

know abour the early Christian movement, generally speaking, does nor 

sound like whar we associate wirh these groups." **

To take the latter point first: Borg is quite aware that one might discern 

tension in the argument that, although the eschatological orientation of 

earliest Christianity has often been exaggerated, it is precisely the church 

that drafted so much of the eschatological sentiments now found in the 

Synoptics. Why, if rhe church was not caught up in cschatological enthu

43. So, e.g., Martin Dibclius, Die urchnsrliche Uberliefentng ixut Johannes Jem  Taufer, 

FRLANT 15 (Gottingen: Vandcuhoeck & Ruprcot, 1911), pp. 12-15, and Luz, Matthaus, 

voL 2, p. 176.

44. J. C. O ’Neill, Jesus the Messiah; Six Lectures un the M inistry of Jesus (London: 

Cochranc, 1980), pp. 10-11.

45. Jacques Schlotter, Le Regne de Dieu dans les D its de Jesus, 1 vol*., LB (P3nv 

J. Gabalda, 1980), voL 1, 161-67.

46. See further Joan F_ Taylor, The Imm ener John the Hap list u/ithtn Second Temple 

Judaism  (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1997), pp. 302-304.

47. Borg, Jesus in  Contemporary Scholarship, p. 78.

48. Ibid., p. 78
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siasm, did it transform Jesus from an aphoristic sage into an eschatologi- 

cal prophet? Is ir plausible to play down the eschatological character of 

the early community while blaming the church for inserting into the tra

dition the apocalyptic Son of man 'wings. Mark 13, the prophecies that 

announce a near end (Mk 9:1; 13:30), etc.? Ernsr Kascmann, one recalls, 

saved Jesus from apocalyptic eschatology only bv stressing the fervently 

apocalyptic character of the earliest Christian community.”

To relax rhe tension his reconstruction creates, Borg could, although 

he does not. appeal to recent studies that have proposed that Q passed 

through two stages, the first of which was characterized by a lesser inter

est in things eschatological.’0 This might strengthen his conviction that 

the very earliest Christianity was not focused on eschatological expecta

tion, that eschatological enthusiasm entered only at a later stage. But the 

currenr tendency to divine an eschatologicallv subdued stratum behind 

the Q known to Matthew and Luke has, despite its welcome among 

many, already been subjected ro severe and. in my judgment, nearly deci

sive criticism.51 It does not take prophetic powers to see that its popular

ity will probably last only for a season.

Borg, however, takes another and more prudent path our of the prob

lem created by a nonapocalyptic Jesus and an apocalyptic early Chris

tianity. He suggests rhat it was not in fact the very earliest Christianity 

that altered the Jesus tradition. Rather, events in the 40s and 60s wrought 

an influx of eschatological and even apocalyptic ideas into the church. 

This is the revivification of a hypothesis that has been around in one form 

or another for a very long time. B. 11. Streerer, Ernst von Dobschiitz, C. H. 

Dodd, John A. T. Robinson, and C. I- Mearns. among others, have all 

contended that rhe church borrowed more and more from Jewish apoca

lyptic as rime went on.52 There is an initial plausibility in the suggestion

4?#. Ernst Kasemann. New Testament Question* o f Today (Philadelphia: Fortress. 

1969), pp. 82-107.
50. John S. Klojjpciibvig. Tlx Tttmtaliort o f Q : Tra/atforuts tn Ancient Wisdom CtxlL-y- 

tmns (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1987). For Borg’s doubts about KIoppcnbotRs theory sec 

Jesus tn Contemporary Scholarship, p. 123, n. 50.

51. F-g., C  \L Tuckctt, Q  and the History o f Early Christianity: Studies on Q  (Edin

burgh: T. &C T. Clark, 1996}, pp. 41-82.

52. B. H. Srrccter, ‘ Professor Burkitt and rhc Parables of the Kingdom,” The Interpreter 

7 (1910-11), pp. 241-47; idem, “Synoptic Criticism and the Eschatological Problem," in 

Oxford Studies m the Synoptic Problem, cd. W. Sandav (Oxford: Clarendon. 19111, 

pp. 425-36; Ernst von Dobschutz, The Eschatology o f the Gospels (1 ondon: Hodder Sc 

Stoughton, 1910); C  H. Dodd. The Apostolic Preaching and Its Developments (Chicago: 

W illce, Clark fie Co., 1937), 53 - 64: John A. T. Robuison, Jesus and His Coming (Philadel

phia: Westminster. 1979); C . L. Mearns, “Fartv Eschatological Development in Paul: The
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that first the Caligula crisis and then the political unrest in rhe 60s led to 

increased speculation about cschatological subjects. The composition of 

Mark 13 has often, and 1 think rightly, been associated with one episode 

or the other,53 and the commentaries routinely link Caligula’s attempt ro 

set up a statue of himself as Jupiter in the Jerusalem temple with the cs

chatological materials in 2 Thcssalonians 2.

Borg’s hypothesis nonetheless falters, for his characterization of earli

est Christianity— Christianity in the 30s— is without persuasion. Borg 

contrasts what we know of movements dominated by eschatological ex

pectation with earliest Christianity. This last, he says, “seems by and large 

to have been a community with a strong experiential sense of rhe Spirit of 

God, quite egalitarian, and to a considerable degree boundary-shattering 

and culturally subversive." u  Unless 1 misunderstand, there appears to  be 

implicit here a dubious dichotomy. Borg, in saying that the earliest Chris

tianity was typified not so much by its eschatological beliefs as by irs sense 

of the Spirit, irs egalitarianism, and its “boundary-shattering and cultur

ally subversive” nature, seemingly exhibits a curious oversight. Surely 

many early Christians, in accordance with Jewish expectation, interpreted 

the coming of the Spirit as an eschatological sign.''* And their egalitarian 

proclivities as well as antagonism to many cultural conventions harmo-

Evidence of I and II Thcssalonians”  NTS 2 7  (19 8 11, pp. 1 3 7 -5 7 . Bur for precisely the op
posite thesis— thar rhe influence o f apocalyptic rscharology diminished with n m r— see 
W illoughby C . Allen, "M r. Streeter and the Escbaiology o f the Gospels,’  The Interpreter 7 
( 1 9 1 0 - 1 1 ) ,  pp. 3 5 9 -6 4 . and Paul J. Achtcmeicr, ‘ An Apocalyptic Shift in Early Chnsnan 
Tradition: Reflections on Som e Canonical Evidence," C B Q  45 (1983), pp. 2 3 1 -4 8 . Ibis 
second view accords with the transinou from the earlier Pauline epistles (e.g., I Thessa- 
loaians) to the laicr Paulines and those produced by his circle (e.g-, Fphesians): apocalyptic 
language reccdes as time moves forward. This is also the usual partem  within millenarian 
movements.

53. For an attem pt to  associate the origin o f .Mark 13 with the Caligula crisis see Gerd 
Theissen. The Gospels in Context: Social and Pnittual History in  the Synoptic Tradition 

I M inneapolis: Furness, 1991), pp. 12-S-tO; also  N. H . Taylor, "Paiesrim aa Christianity and 
the Caligula Crisis. P an  U. The M arkan F.schaiulogical Discourse," JSNT  62 (1996), 
pp. 1 3 - 4 1 .  O q the possible connections with rbe Jewish W ar see Joel M arcu s "T h e  Jewish 
W ar and the Sitz im Isben o f M ark,”  JB1. 113  (1992), pp. 4 4 1 -6 2 .

54. Borg, Jesus tn Contemporary Scholarship, p. 78
5 5. Com pare H ans Conjcixnann, An Outline n f the Theology nf the \eu> Testanumt 

(N ew  York: Harper &  Row, 1969), pp. 3 7 -3 8 , and note lhe remarks o f Benjamin D. 
Sommer, “ Did Prophecy Cease? Evaluating a  Rccvaluation." JBL 1 1 5  (1996), pp. 3 6 -3 9 . 
Pertinent texts include Isa 3 2 :1 5 ; 1 4 :1 6 ; 4 4 :3 - 4 ;  6 1 :1 ;  fe c k  1 1 :1 9 ;  3 6 :2 5 - 2 7 ;  3 7 :1 - 1 4 ;  
.Foci 2 :2 8 -2 9 ; Z e d i2 :1 0 ;  IQ S  4 :2 1 -2 2 ;  4Q 521 f t  2 ; 1 Fn. 49 :3 ; 6 2 :2 ; Ps. Sol. 1 7 :3 7 ;  T. 
Jud. 2 4 :3 ; T. Lev, 1 8 :1 1 ;  M t 3 :1 1 ;  12:28; Acts 2 :1 7 ;  Rom  8 :2 3 -2 4 ; T * . on Ua 4 2 :1 - 4 ;  
t  Sota 13 :2 .
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nizc perfectly with eschatological enthusiasm* which longs for God to 

overturn present circumstances. These are indeed regular features ol mes

sianic or millenarian movements, the necessary correlates of belief in im

minent eschatological reversal.56 One thinks of rhe “’astonishing deraoc- 

rarizat on of rhe formerly exclusive sacerdotal office” 57 in Isa 61:6 (“you 

shall be called priests of the Lord”);’8 of the equality of all people in 

Sibylline Oracles 8;59 of rhe egalitarianism and revolutionary spirit of rhe 

followers of Joachim of Fiore; of John Ball (d. 1381), who believed that 

Adam and Eve were equal in Eden and rhat equality would obtain be

tween man and woman in rhe future; of rhe anrinomianism and mass 

prophecy of rhe Sabbatian movemenr; of the communism of the Miin- 

sterires, who abandoned private property; of the Ranters, who hoped for 

an age without in d iv id u a l  ownership and class distinctions;*0 of the “pro

claimed equality of all men and the liberation of all women” in the Tai- 

ping Rebellion;61 of the communal living and abolition of status distinc

tions in the cargo cult on the island of Espiritu Santo;'’-' and of Gershom 

Scholem s generalization about Jewish messianism: “There is an anarchic 

clement in the very nature of Messianic utopianism: the dissolution of old 

ties which lose their meaning in the new context of Messianic freedom. 

The total novelty for which utopianism hopes enters thus into a momen

56. N orm an Cohn's lhe  Pursuit of the M illennium : Ret'olutionary Mittenarians and 

M rsltcJ Anarchists of the M iddle Ages. rev. cd. (New- York: O xford  University Press, 1970), 
discusses several movements under lhe rubric, “ the egalitarian millennium" (chapters 
10 —13). Egalitarianism w as already a part o f certain strands u f old Zoroastrian eschatol- 
ogy; see Bruce Lincoln. “ ‘The Farth becomes Ftar*— A Study o f Apocalyptic Imagery." 
Comparative Studies m Society and History 25 (1983), pp. 1 3 6 —53.

5 7 . Paul D . H anson, The Dawn o f Apocalyptic: T he H istorical and Sociological Roots 

v f Jeuish Apocalyptic Fscbatology, rev. cd. (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1979), p . 68.
58. A lso interesting is Joel 2 :2 8 -2 9 . which envisages the spirit com ing upon everyone, 

including “ menservauis and maidservants.”
59. Sib. O r. 8 :1 1 0 - 2 1 :  “ N o  one is slave there, no lord, no tyrant, no kitgs. no leaders 

w h o nr? very arrogant. . .  . lh e  age w ill he com m on to  all."
60. N orm an Cohn, "T h e Ranters," Encounter 34 (1970), pp. 2 0 -2 4 .
6 1 . Richard Shek. “ Millenarianism: Chinese M illenarian M ovem ents," in The Encyclo 

pedu af Religion, ed. M ircea Fliade I N ew  York: M acm illan, 1987), vol. 9, p. 5 3 5 .1 le con
tinues; “T o  he sure there w as the inevitable discrepancy between theory and pracrice. Yet 
This Taiping ideal was unequivocally enunciated and applied to  concrete situations in rhc 

form of policy promulgations such as the land tcuure sysrem. This system provided equi
table land redistribution, gom g so far as ro observe no distinction between rh: sexes in land 
allotment."

62. Peter WorsJey, The Trumpet Shall Sound: A Study o f 'C argo '' Cults in Melanesia 

(New York: Schocken, 1968). pp. 1-48-49. For another illustration from a cargo cult see 
John G. Strelan. Search for Salvation: Studies in the History and Theology of Cargo Cults 

(Adelaide: Lutheran Publishing I louse, 1977). p. 44  (on the Story C ult o f West N ew  Britain 1.
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tous tension with the world of bonds and laws which is rhe world of 

llalakah.~*3

Eschatology is, among other things, an expression of dissatisfaction 

with the present, and millenarian cults typically foster meaningful soli

darity between individuals who feel powerless or alienated from the struc

tures of society.*4 Despite its hierarchy, the eschatological community be

hind the Dead Sea Scrolls was to “eat in common, pray in common, and 

deliberate in common’' (IQS 6:2-3). What Borg finds in earliest Chris

tianity— egalitarianism and the shattering or subversion of convention— 

is just what one expects to find in a movement possessed by eschatologi

cal convictions/5

The truth is thar Bultmann’s statement that “the earliest Church66 

regarded itself as the Congregation of the end of days”67 remains over

whelmingly probable. Almost everything we known about early Chris

tianity brands ir as an eschatological movement. In addition to the fea

tures Borg highlights, we know, for instance, thar many early Christians 

constructed their theology out of the Jewish Bible, in which they found 

prophecies thar had come to pass in their midst/* This focus upon ful

fillment, with its close parallel in the scrolls from Qumran, necessarily 

reflects their conviction that “the ends of the ages have come” (1 Cor 

10:11). We also know that early Christianity witnessed a missionary ex

plosion. Here too eschatology offers itself as at least partial explanation. 

For the apocalyptic expectations of the few often encourage rhe prosely- 

tizarion of the many; this is how large millenarian movements are some

times so quickly produced. Certainly rhe New Testament itself joins cs-

63. Ucrshnm Scholem, The Messianic Idea tn Judaism  and Other Fssays on Jewish Spir

ituality  (N ew  York: Schockcn. 19 7 1), p . 19.
64. Com pare Peter Worsley s remarks regarding millenarian movement*: The Trumpet 

Shall Sound, pp. 2 4 3 -5 4 . According ro Anncmaric de W aal M alefijt, Religion and Culture 

(New York: M acm illan, 1968), p. 3 3 1 , “ I f  it is true that millenarian movements expect a 
better future in this world, it follow* that dissam faction with existing conditions will favor 
the rise o f Mich movements.’

65. Sec further V ictor Tam er. The R itual Process Structure and Anti-Structure (Ithaca: 
Cornell University Press, 1969), pp. 1 1 1 - 1 2 ,  1 5 3 -5 4 . and John J. Gager, Kingdom and 

Community: The Social World o f Forty Christianity (Englewood Cliffy: Prcnricc-Hall.
1975), pp. 3 2 -3 6 .

66. I take him to  he w riting ot the Palestinian com munity in rhe 30s.
6 7 . Theology of the New Testament, voL 1 (New York: Charles Scribner fie Sons, 

19 5 1), p. 37.
6fl. C .  H- Dodd, According to the Scripture*: 1 he Substructure of New Testament The

ology | London: Fontana, 1965); Donald Jud, Messianic Facegesis: Chrtszological Interpre

tation o f the O ld  Testament in  Early Christianity (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1988).
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chatology ami mission (Mk 13:10).*y Again, soon after taster, Christians 

acknowledged Jesus ro be the “Messiah.” They did not, as far as we know, 

confess. “Jesus is a sage” or “Jesus is a wise teacher.’* Their fundamental 

christological confession had eschatological content: the Messiah had 

come— a belief that entailed that the consummation was unfolding.

There is also the further fact that many if nor all of rhc early Christians 

practiced baptism. Why? And what did the rite mean? Surely Bultmann 

was right again: “The meaning of baptism can hardly have been different 

from that of John’s baptism, which Jesus and his first ‘disciples’ had re

ceived. That is  baptism in conjunction with repcntance was a bath of 

purification (closely connected with repentance) for rhe coming Reign of 

Goc... ."7D

Weighing nexr Borg’s comment that early Christians expcctcd the re

turn of Jesus, something Jesus himself did not expect, one may grant thar 

Jesus did not predict his resurrection followed by an interim period fol

lowed by his parousia. But can wc dismiss the possibility thar belief in 

Jesus’ return grew out of the post-fcaster identification tit* Jesus with the 

Son of man. about whom Jesus himself spoke as though he were another, 

preexistent figure?71 And, to entertain another possibility, are the odds

69. See O scar Cullm ann, “ Escharology and Missions in the N ew  leitanw nt." in The 

Background o f the New Testament and Its Esehatnlogy, cd. W . D . Davies and D. Daubc 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1964), pp. 4 0 9 -2 1 ;  also Gager, Kingdom and 

Community, pp. 3 7 - 4 9  (although his focus upon cognitive dtssonancc docs not, as tar as 1 
can see, explain rhe missionary activities o f John the Baptist and the historical Jesus), and 
Johannes M unck, Paul and the Salvation of M ankind (London: SG M , 1959). For more gen
eral observations see Reinaldo L. Rom an. “ Christian Themes: Mainstream traditions and 
M illrnarian Violence," in M illennialam  and Violent*, cd. M ichael Rarkun (London: Frank 
Cass. 1996), pp. 7 2 - 7 5 . For concrete instances o f the dose connccrion tb it can obtain be 
tween evangelism and cscharological expectation, see John Carey. ‘ Saint Patrick, the 
Druids, and the End o f the W orld," History o f Religions 36 (1996), pp. 4 2 -5 3 ; Bernard 
M cGm n, “The End o f the W orld and the Beginning o f Christendom ." in Apocalypse The

ory and the Fjtds o f the W irld, ed. M akolm  Bull (Oxford: Blackwell, 1995), pp. 6 6 -7 0 ; 
M ar.o  A . Navarro-Ocnie, “ Failed Prophecy and Rcvohmnn.iry V u ilm -r  T h r f a w  nf 
AuRusto C  Sandino." O nline. 30 June 1997. Available, URL: http://www.pigusmundi.cnm / 
Sandmo/failed.htm; Hue-Tam H o Tai. M illenarianism and Peasant Polities tn Vietnam 

(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1983}, p. 18; and E. Zucher, “  ‘Prince M oonlight’-. 
Mcxuanism and Eschatulogy tn Early M edieval Chinese Buddhism," T ourg Pau 68 (1982), 
pp. 5 2 ,5 4 .

70. Bulrmann. Theology, vnL 1, p . 39. Sec further Adela Yarbro C o  lins, Cosmology 

and Eschatology tn Jewish and Christian Apocalypticism, JSJS 50 (Leiden: F- J. Brill. 1996), 
pp. 2 13 -3 8 .

7 1. See Adela Yarbro Collins, “ The Apocalyptic Son o f M an  Sa>mgst"  in The Future of 

Early Christianity, ed. Birger A . Pearson (M inneapolis Fortress, 1991), pp. 2 20 -28 .

http://www.pigusmundi.cnm
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rcaliy so staggeringly high against the thought that Jesus, as Joachim 

Jeremias argued, anticipated eschatological vindication, which he some

times associated with resurrection and other times with rhe imagery ot 

Dan 7:14, and that the post-F.asrer church introduced the necessary ad

justments in the light of its faith in the resurrection?72 The point is sim

ply thar one can, and many have, envisage scenarios in which Jesus did 

not exactly speak of his own return as the Son of man and yet said things 

that later encouraged belief in his parousia. Certainly it is obvious thar 

even if he never said, “1 will come again,” Jesus could still have been an 

eschatological or niillenanan prophet.

Perhaps the most telling fact against Borg s reconstruction is the prim

itive prcaching of Jesus’ resurrection, whose import 1 have briefly consid

ered in chapter 1. Borg himself concedes that resurrection is an cschato

logical concept. So one must ask him why some early followers of Jesus, 

in the aftermath of his ministry, interpreted his vindication in cschatolog

ical terms. Borg suggests rhat belief in the return of Jesus soon followed 

from belief in the resurrection. Whar, however, effected belief in the res

urrection? “God raised Jesus from the dead” is an interpretive statement. 

What is the satisfactory explanation for ir if the earliest Christians did not 

come to their Easter experiences already filled with eschatological expec

tations? Put otherwise, and to revert to the earlier discussion, when were 

those expectations fashioned, if nor before the close of Jesus’ earthly 

tenure? ~ Hans Conzclmann once made this appropriate generalization: 

“Continuity is in itself historically more probable than the assertion of a 

discontinuity rhat can scarcely explain the origin of the categories of ex

pression for the community’s faith.’*"4

The earliest Christians must have owed a considerable debt to Jesus of 

Nazareth. While his death and resurrection together required the re

thinking ol much, they surely did nor require the rethinking of everything. 

And. since we cannot avoid supposing thar rhe earliest post-Easter lead

ers had been followers of rhe prr-Fasrer Jesus, wc have ro do with a soci

ological continuity that mast have involved ideological continuity. The 

circumstance is corroborated by the wholly justified habit of historians of

72. Joachim Jeremiai, “ Einc neue Schau tier Zukunftsausiaj'en Jcsu," Theoloxischcr 

B litter 20 (194 1), pp. 2 1 6 - 2 2 . Com pare C . K. Barren, Jesus and the Gospel Tradition 

(London: fvPCK. 1967), pp. 7 7 -8 6 . and Ben F. Mcycr, l  he Aims n f Jesus i Loudon; SCM . 
1979). pp. 202-209.

73. Com pare W alter Schmirhal*, “ Jesus and die A pokalyprik," in Jesus Chnstus in  His- 

tone und Theologie, cd. G eorg Strecker (Tubingen: M ohr-Sicbeck, 1975), pp. 6 7 -6 8 .
74. H am  Conzclm ann. “ Present and Future in the Synoptic Tradition,”  Journal for The

ology and the Church S (1968), p. 29.
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explaining a host of particulars about early Christianity by referring to Je

sus. Why did Christians oppose divorce? Why did they so often call God 

“Father”? Why were they so little concerned wirh the details o: Pharisaic 

halakah? Why did they exhibit a strong missionary impulse? Why did 

they stress the imperative to love others? Why did they abandon tbe com

mon belief rhat descent from Abraham and the keeping of Torah were nec

essary and sufficient for salvation? lhe same answer is usually returned to 

all of these questions as well as to many others: in these particulars the 

church was following Jesus. So ro contend, as E. P. Sanders does, that Je

sus was an eschatological prophet and that the early church expected his

tory’s culmination in the near future, is simply to offer rhe same answer— 

the church was following Jesus— to one more question: why did the 

primitive community have such a strong eschatological orientation?

The Case against Marcus Borg

The result of our several observations is rhat Borg’s criticisms of Sanders 

are tar from fatal: they do not erase our image of Jesus as an cschatolog

ical prophet. What then of Borg’s positive case for an alternative Jesus, for 

envisaging Jesus as 3 noneschatological, aphoristic sage?

Wisdom. Borg urges that wisdom is central to the Jesus tradition, that 

Jesus was a teacher of subversive wisdom, rhat Jesus’ words reflect a 

“mentality deeply aware of the conventions that dominate people’s lives, 

animating, preoccupying, and ensnaring them,” and that the combination 

of literal eschatology and world-subversive wisdom is “possible” but 

“improbable.” ' 5 This seems to be a version of the so-called criterion of 

coherence or consistency. He adds:

In making this judgment, T am of course making a judgment about 

what is a possible or probable combination in a first-century Jewish 
mind. Wc have often been rightly cautioned about presuming what is 
possible or probable for a person to think in a time and place so far re

moved from us. But scholars who take the opposite point of view— 

that such a combination is possible or probable—arc involved in the 

same land of judgment. Such judgments seem unavoidable when one 

moves beyond collecting and analyzing data to imaging a sense of the 

whole.76

75. Borg, Jesus tn Contemporary Scholarship, pp. 82-83.

76. Ibid., p. 83. This is a  new variant o f the old complaint rhat, as Jcsas' moral instruc
tion d o «  not harmonize with apocalyptic eschatology, there must be something w rong with 
the idea that be advanced or w as heavily influenced b> an apoealypnc cscharolngv. See
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Borg rightly cautions us about our ability to dccide what sorts of con

tradictions could exist within an ancicnt mind, and that we are nonethe

less forced to dccide just this. Bur here Borg makes the wrong decision. 

Why can we not think that Jesus’ subversive wisdom and the threat of im

minent judgment went hand in hand because they functioned similarly, 

namely, to deny the validity of the status quo? More importantly, Borg 

docs not cite a single wisdom saying to establish his point but rather ex

presses a general impression and draws a sweeping inference. Is this be

cause there is no one logion that is obviously or even implicitly at odds 

with an eschatological orientation?

Even if such a saying did exist, what would it mean? Anyone can walk 

into a so-called Christian bookstore- and find shelves of books announc

ing that the end is near. The very same bookstore will also feature books 

concerned with long-term issues, such as what the future holds for our 

children. Not only are such books found in one place and often read by 

rhe same people, but, strange as it may seem, some of each come from the 

same publishers and even the same authors." This appears irrational to 

those of us in the academy, but the real world does not submit to reason. 

The Lubavircher Rebbc. Menachem Schneerson, was announcing the im

minence of the Messiah’s coming while simultaneously denouncing Pales

tinian autonomy because it would eventually lead to a Palestinian state."'

already Francis Greenwood Peabody, “ N ew  Testament Fschdtologv and N ew  lestament 
FthiCS,’  m Transaction* o f the Third International Congress fur the History o f Religions, 1 

voU. (Oxford; Clarendon. 1907), vol. 2 , pp. 3 0 S -1 2. But the com plaint, which regularly in
volves a  misunderstanding of Albert Schw eitzers position, is w ithout merit: sec Richard H. 
Hiers, Jesus and the Future (Atlanta; John Knox. 19811. pp. 5 0 - 6 1 .  A lso relevant is 1). S. 
Russell, The M ethod and Message o f Jewish Apocalyptic (London: S C M , 1964), 
pp. 10 0 -10 3 , and the literature cited there.

7 7 . O ne m ay refer to  the books o f rhe well-known American T V  evangelist Pat Robert
son. See further Tim othy Weber, liv in g  in the Shadow o f the Second C uming: American 

PremiUennialism, I87S-19SZ, rev. ed. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987).
7X M flfn ii, “ M odem  and Ancient Jewish Apocalypticism ," p . 19, u . 82. For another 

exam ple o f what seems m w a  blatant contradiction in the use o f eschatological language 
see C arry Trom pf, "Th e Cargo and the Millennium on Roth Sides o f the Pacific," in Cargo 

Cults and M illenarian Movements: Transoceanic Comparisons o f New Religious Afore- 
ments, ed. G . W . Trom pf (Berlin: M  out on de Gruytcr, 1990), pp. 4 9 -5 2 : the m odem  C ali
fornian sectarians gathered around N orm an Paulsen have believed rhe second com ing of 
Jesus to be an inner reality, and yet they have simultaneously expected it to com c after a fu
ture catastrophe. O n p. 61 Trom pf offers that " if  one hopes for a radically better cosm os in 
the future ir is not illogical to  be found trying to create the best one can out o f rhc present 
one; if  one dreams that the future holds eventual (and thus including m aterial, rhts-worldlyl 
blessing, then taking steps practically expressive o f one's dreams* realization can be seen 3> 
prem onirorily.. .appropriate.'*
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The seeming contradiction between near expectation and long-term 

perspective or a “mentality deeply aware ot the conventions rhat domi

nate peoples lives” docs not just characterize contemporary Christian 

fundamentalists or modem orthodox Jews looking for the Messiah. The 

sources that Borg excavates— Q, Mark, ..iarthew, Luke— all contain the 

very same incongruity. Why could the writers of these books roleratc a 

tension that Jesus could nor? Does Borg think that Jesus must have been 

more consistent rhan the tradenrs of the tradition, or more reasonable 

than others who have preached a near end, or more rational than Chris

tians and Jews of today? Again, can we nor find related tensions in the au

thentic Paulines, in James, in the Didache, and in the Testaments o f the 

Twek'e Patriarchs— and later in Mohammed, St. Francis, and Martin 

Lnther?

We are in truth here dealing not wirh something exceptional bur with 

something typical: cschatological thinking is nor (maybe about this Albert 

Schweitzer was wrong) Konsequent or consistent about anything.-0 Jesus 

the tirst-cenniry cschatological prophet was not a systematic thinker akin 

to Aristotle. His parables, warnings, and imperatives appealed first to re

ligious devotion and feeling, not to rhe intellect. And his poetic mind 

roamed in a mythological world closely related to that of the Dead Sea 

Scrolls, a world alive wirh fabulous stories such as rhose in Ahikar and 

fantastic images such as those in Daniel.*0 That world did not celebrate 

logical consistency as a virtue.

The Son o f man. Borg stresses the importance of the Son of man say

ings in modern scholarship for establishing the cschatological character 

of Jesus’ message. He also emphasizes that recent study has tended to 

doubt that any of the “apocalyptic Son of man” sayings go back to Jesus. 

In reply it may be said that some important scholars remain convinced 

that Jesus himself composed at least a few of those sayings,sl and further

79. O n  rhis see R udolf O tto , The Kingdom o f Cod and the Son n f Man. r o .  ed. (1 on-
don: Lutterworth, 1943), pp. anti C .  t .  M cC o w n , “  H it tsclu to ln g)’ o f j n u t  Re
considered,” fR  !6  ( 1 9 % ) , pp. 3 0 -4 6 .

80. Suggestive here are rhe brief remarks o f  Charles W. Jones, “T h e M illennial Dream 
as Poetry," in M illennial T>rcjms in  Action: Studies in  Revolutionary Religious Movements, 

ed. Sylvian l_ Thrupp (N ew  York: Schocken. 1970), pp. 2 0 8 -20 9 . O ne gn oses that Jesus’ 
success as a teacher was partly due to his ability to create speech rhar w as, in Jones’ words, 
•poetically sansjying.”

81. According to  Borg, Jesus in  Contemporary Scholarship, p. 8, since the late 60s il has 
become “ increasingly accepted that the com ing Son o f M an savings were nnt authentic.”  But 
in order to  be fair it should be added that there is hardly here a consensus. Those w ho still 
believe that Jesus spoke o f the com ing Son ot man include Bccker, Jesus t-on Nazciret, 

pp. 249 -6 7 ;  David R . Catch pole, "The Angelic Son o f M an in Luke 12:8 ," NovT 24
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rhat the ease for Jesus’ status as eschatological prophet has been made 

quire apart from verdicts about the place of the Son of man in the teach

ing of Jesus.82

Borg supports his dismissal of the “apocalyptic Son of man” sayings by 

appealing to Crossan’s analysis of them.*' Crossan finds rhat the Jesus tra

dition contains eighteen complexes in which the “apocalyptic Son of Man" 

appears. Six of these complexes have plural attestation, but in none of them 

is rhe phrase, “(the) Son of man," itself pluralIv attested. Borg infers: “rhe 

phrase ‘Son of man’ in an apocalyptic context is not firmly grounded in the 

earliest layers of the tradition/* which is consistent with the supposition 

that the coming Son of man sayings do not go back to Jesus.*4

Is this so? One can do anything with statistics, and perhaps, in the 

present instance, the desire ro cast suspicion upon the “apocalyptic Son 

of man" sayings has led to reading rhe evidence in a way that makes it cor

roborate thar initial suspicion. Certainly rhe evidence can be read m an

other way. Crossans eighteen complexes are as follows:

First stratum (30-60 C.fc.)

1. Jesus’ apocalyptic return, attested in I Thess 4:13-18; Did. 16: 

6-8; Mt 24:30a (M); Mk 13:24-27 = Mt 24:29, 30b-31 = Lk 21: 

25-38; Rev 1:7,13; 14:14; Jn 19:37. “The Son of man” appears only in 

Mk 13:24-27 par."

2. Before rhe angels, attested in Lk 12:8-9 - Mr 10:32-33; 2 Clem. 

3:2; Mk 8:38 = Mr 16:27 = Lk 9:26; Rev 3:5; 2 Tim 2 :12b. “The Son 

of man" appears only in Mk 8:38 par. (bur see below).

3. Knowing the danger, attested in 1 Thess 5:2; 2 Pet 3:10; Gas. 

Thom. 21:3; Gos. Thom. 103; Lk 12:39-40 - Mt 24:43-44; Rev 3: 

3b; 16:15a. “The Son of man” appears only in Lk 12:39-40 par. (Q).

4. Revealed to James, attested in 1 Cor 15:7a; Gos. Thom. 12; Gos. 

Heb. 7.

5. Request fora sign, attested in Lk 11:29-30 = Mr 12:38-40; Mt

(1982), pp. 2 5 5 - 6 5 ;  John Collins, "Th e Second Com ing,* Chicago Studies 34 (1.9.95), 
pp. 2 6 2 -7 4 ; Adela Yarbm  Collins, “ Apocalyptic Son o f Man Sayings"; V. H am pel. Men- 

schensohn und historiscber Jcsu I Neukircbcn-VIuvn: Neukirchener, 1990); Loz, Matthaus, 

vol. 1, p. 124; M arios Rc«wr. fcsus and judgment (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1997); and F_ P. 
Sanders, The Historical Figure of Jesus (London: Penguin, 1993), pp. 2 4 7 -4 8 .

82. See m j a n k le , “A Plea fo r thoroughgoing Lwharology." J B I  1 1 3  (1994), 
pp. 6 5 1 -6 8 .

83. Tiorg, Jesus in Contemporary Scholarhsip, pp. 8 4 -8 6 . Sec Crussan, Jesus. 

pp. 2 3 8 -5 5 , 4 5 4 -5 6 .
84. Borg, Jesus tn Contemporary Scholarship, p. 85.
85. Rut since M r 24:30a (“ then w ill appear the sign at the Son at man in heaven” ) is 

listed as independent at M ark, m ight we not have here plural attestation o f  “ Son o f  man” ?
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16:4a; Gos. Naz. 11; Mk 8:11-13 - Mi 16:1, 4b = Lk 11:16. “The 

Son of man” is attested only in Lk 11:29-30 par. (Q).

6. On twelve thrones, attested in Lk 22:28-30 =  Mt 19:28 (Q. but 

“the Son of man” appears only in Matthew).

7. \s with lightning, attested in l.k 1 ,:24 = Mt 24:27 (Q).

8. As with Noah, attested in Lk 17:26-27 = Mt 24:37-39a (Q).

9. As wirh I.ot, attested in I k 17:28-30 = Mr 24:39b (Q).

Second stratum (60-80 c . e . )
10. The unknown rime, attested in Mk 13:33-37; Mt 24:42; 25:13; 

|_k 12:35-38; 21:34-36; Did. 16:1 (“the Son of man” appears only in 

Lk 21:34-36).

11. Some standing here, attested in Mk 9:1 = Mr 16:28 = Lk 9:27.

12. Priest’*, question, attested 111 Mk 14:53, 60—65 = Mr 26:57, 

62-68 = Lk 22:54a, 63-71.

Third stratum (80-120 c.e.)

13. Planted weeds explained, attested in Mr 13:36-43a.

14. Cities of Israel, attested in Mr 10:23.

15. The last judgment, attested in Mr 25:31.

16. Days are coming, attested in Lk 17:22.

17. The unjust judge, attested in Lk 18:1-8.

Fourth stratum (120-150 C.E.)

18. The heavens opened, attested in Acts 7:55-56.

We know from what Matthew’ and Luke have done to Mark thar “the 

Son of man" was both added to and subtracted from rhe tradition. Mt 

16:21 omits the title from Mk 8:31 just as Lk 22:22b drops it from Mk 

14:21b. But Mt 16:13 and 28 feature redactionai additions ro Mark, and 

Lk 22:48 inserts the phrase into Mk 14:45. All this is not surprising, for 

a similar fluctuation appears with the other Christological titles.*" We 

also know that, for whatever reason, early Christian epistles never refer 

to Jesus as “the Son of man,” so irs absence from 1 Thess 4:13-18 (com

plex 1), 2 Tim 2 :12b (complex 2), and 1 Thcss 5:2 (complex 3) presum

ably rells us little or nothing about those complexes in particular; wc 

rather have to do here with a global epistolary phenomenon, whatever 

its explanation.8 Thus our question is nor whether uthc Son of man” is

86. fc-g., M atthew  adds “ Son o f G o d "  rn M k 15 :3 0  and 32 (sec M r 2 7 -.40,43) whereas 
Luke omits it from M k 1 5 :3 9  (see Lk 2 2 :4 7 ); M atthew adds “ Lord" to Mk 1 :40 (sec M t 
8:2) whereas Luke omit* it from M k 5 :1 9  (see I k 8 :39); M atthew  adds “Christ”  to M k 
8 :3 0  and 1 5 :9  (s«?e M r 16:20 ; 2 7 :1 7 )  but om its ir from M k 9 :4 1  (see M r 10:42).

87. Was the utle avoided because, outside a Jewish milieu, it could only be understood 
as referring to  the hum anity o f Jesus (compare the parrisoc interpretation from Ignatius, 
Fpb. 2 0:2 , on)? O r  d o  we conclude that the expression w as never confessional and so was 
co o  fined to the Jesus tradition, where Jesus’ habit o f speaking w as remembered?
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consistently attested in a particular complex bur how often it appears, ro 

the best of our ability, to be attested in the earliest source for or version 

of thar complex. Crossan himself admits that in his complex 5. Request 

for a Sign, the use of “the Son of man" in Q  is earlier than its absence from 

Mark/’' Others have argued the same for other complexes.89

Crossan’s claim that the “apocalyptic Son of man” is never indepen

dently arrested in more than one source within his six plurally attested 

complexes can be queried. For it is true only if one believes that Mt 

10:32-33 (which does not have “rhe Son of man*’) more or less repro

duces Q. For the Lukan parallel, Lk 12:8-9 (“rhe Son of man also will 

acknowledge”), indeed has the expression, and many have forwarded ro

bust reasons for surmising that the use of “rhe Son of man” in Lk 12:8-9 

comes from Q, not from Luke under Markan influence.90

Aside from this difficulty, il, as Borg thinks, the lack of plural attes

tation for the “apocalyptic Son of man” in any of Crossan’s complexes 

really means that the expression is not firmly grounded in the earliest 

tradition, is Borg equally prepared to jettison the so-called earthly Son 

of man sayings from the earliest stage? The problem here is that, of 

Crossan’s ten “earthly Son of man” complexes, only one features plural 

attestation (Q 9:5SIIGos. Thom. 86). Crossan nonetheless considers ar 

least five of these to be authentic. Surely, however, one must be consistent.

F.ither the lack of plural attestation means something or it dt>es not. If 

one thinks it does and thus refrains, for this reason, from tracing any of 

the “apocalyptic Son of man sayings” to Jesus, does not consistency de

mand thar we likewise deny that Jesus spoke (except maybe once) of the 

“earthly Son of man”? If, on the other hand, the lack of plural attestation 

is not a sound argument, then Borg’s sally is feeble.

88. O o s s a u , Jesus, pp. 2 5 1 - 5 3 .
89. See especially Frederick H ouk Borsch, The Christian and Gnostic Son o f M an, SBT 

2/14 11 on dun: S C M , 1970), pp. 8 -2 7 . b  this he argue*, against Joachun Jcrcmias, “ Die al- 
tejtc Schicht der M enschcnsohn-Logicn," ZK W 58 (1967), pp. 1 5 9 -7 2 , thai when a tradi 
rum ,-mnted w ith  and w iihuut “ rhc Son man," the version w ith  the expression is usu
ally earlier.

90. A . J. B. Higgins, “ M cnschcnsohn' ixJcr *ich* in Q : IJt 12,8-9/M t 10 ,3 2 -3 3 ? “  in 
Jesus und der Menschcnsohn, cd. R udolf Pesch aud Rudolf Schnackcnburg (Freiburg: 
Herder, 1975), pp. 1 1 7 - 2 3 ;  H cnk Jan de Jongc, "Th e Sayings on Confessing and Denying 
Jesus in Q  l2 :8 - 9 a n d  M ark 8 :3 8 ,"  in Sayings ofJcjus: Canonical and Nnn-Canonical: t<  

says in  Honour o f Tjitze Baarda, cd. William L  Petersen, Johan S. Vos, and Hcnk J. dc 
Jongc, N o v IS u p  89 (Leiden.- Brill, 1997), pp. 10 5 -2 1;  Rudolf Pesch, “ lib e r  die Auroritat 
Jesu: Fine Rucktrage anhand dcs Bekenner- und Verkugncrspruchs Lk 12,81 par.,-  in Die 

Kirche de* Anfangs,  cd. Rudolt Schnackcnhuig, Josef Lrnst, and Joachim Wanke (Frei
burg: Herder, 1978), pp. 2 5 - 5 5 ;  Anton Vogrle, Die “ Grctchenfrage'  des Mensckensohn- 

pmblems, Q D  152 (Freiburg: Herder. 1994), pp. 1 4 - 2 1 .  See also  the tradition-history sug
gested on pp. 2 8 -2 9  herein.
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As Crossan himself notes, there are complexes wherein only one unit 

has “the Son of man” bur other units allude to l>an 7:13. For example, 

if Mk 13:24-27 refers to Jesus as the Son of man coming on the clouds 

of heaven, the parallel in 1 Thess 4:13-18 uses the phrase “in the clouds” 

(compare Dan 7:13) with reference to tue parousia.1*1 So too Rev 1:7 

j(compare 1:13; 14:14).92 Crossan rakes this to imply that the employ

ment at imagery from Dan 7:13 eventually led to the titular use of “the 

Son of man." But one could just as plausibly surmise that Dan 7:13 and 

J- “the Son of man” were firmly associated with complex 1 from its incep- 

I tion. The absence of “the Son of man" in 1 Thess 4:13-18 and its re* 

1 placement with “Lord" might then be put down to ( I ) Paul’s failure ever

i
L; to use “the Son of man” and (2) the apostle’s habitual use of “Lord" for 

Jesus.9’

Fully half of Crossan’s “apocalyptic Son of man” savings are from his 

| first stratum. Only one is from the latest. Furthermore, five or six in

stances comc from Q. So the chief impression of Crossan’s display of rhe 

I data is that the farther from the beginning we get, the fewer the texts 

abour the apocalyptic Son of man. This is consistent with— although ad- 

n mittcJly it does not prove— the hypothesis rhat speech about the “apoc

alyptic Son of man” goes back to Jesus himself.

In the end Crossan’s data scarcely establish that Jesus did not composc 

any “apocalyptic Son of man” sayings. Crossan has to go beyond his sta- 

J tistics and insist that contributors to both the Q  tradition and Mark in

dependently added the expression to received materials; thar is, he has to

I. reconstruct tradition histories, which arc always fragile things. Bur is the 

f common independent creation of “apocalyptic Son of man" sayings ob- 

f viously more credible rhan the supposition that such sayings are indcpcn- 

1 dcntly attested in Mark and Q because they were there 3t the tradition's 

nativity, with Jesus himself?

This is nor the place to enter further into discussion of this mired topic, 

and my immediate purpose is nor ro sway readers that they should accept 

(as I do) the authenticity of one or more of the “apocalyptic Son of man 

sayings.” I wish merely to emphasize that Borg’s appeal to Crossan’s sta

9 1. Despite M auricc Casey, Sun u f Man: The Interpretation and Influence o f Daniel ? 

(London: SPCK , 1979(, pp. 153 —54, m w i com m cntatun have related 1 Thess 4 : 1 7  ro Dan 
7 : 1 3 .  Com pare B. Rigaux, Ies Fpitres aux Thessalanuriem, LB (Paris: J. Gabalda, 1956), 
pp. 546 - 4 7 .

92. See A d d a  Yarbro C o llin s  Cosmology and Fschatology. pp. 159-97 .
93. Com pare Sanders, Historical Figure,  p. 182: “ After Jesus' dearh asd resum ption, 

the early Christian* concluded that his references to the com ing o f the Son of M an were a 
crypac way o f saying that he himself would return, and accordingly they changed 'the Son 
of man w ill com e' to ‘the Lord will com c (or return).'"
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tistics docs not settle anything one way or the other, and, further, that the 

discussion about the “apocalyptic Son of man” is not closcd. On this mat

ter wc may pontificate only thar there can be no pontification.

Kingdom o f (Jod. Borg emphasizes that only some sayings abour the 

kingdom speak oi its coming as imminent. He also contends, probably 

rightly, thar Mark’s Gospel has greatly influenced how modern scholar* 

ship has appraised these sayings. Mk 1:15 and 9:1 imply rhat the end is 

near, and Mark 13 contains a “little apocalypse." Borg, however, con

tends that Mk 1:15, which is now often seen as redacrional, tells us about 

Mark, not Jesus,^ and ir is “of a piece" with 9:1 and chapter 13. So we 

have in all this material the reflection of Mark’s theology: “The author of 

Mark, writing around the year 70, thoughr that the eschaton was immi

nent.”95 Mark “may represent an intensification of eschatological expec

tation triggered by rhe Jewish war of rebellion against Rome in the years 

66-70, and the threat (and acrualky) of the temple’s destruction that 

those years brought.” 96 Borg goes on to ask some questions:

Without Mark 1:15, would wc think of the kingdom of God as the 

ccntral theme of Jesus’ message? We would sec it as j  central theme, 

yes; but as the central theme? And without Mark 1:15 and 9:1, would 

wc think of imminence as ccntral to Jesus’ teaching about the king 

dom? And. more broadly, without the coming Son of man sayings and 

without Mark’s reading of the kingdom, would we think of the heart 

of Jesus' message as the need for repentance because the eschaton was 

imminent? 97

Mv own judgment is thar we should, notwithstanding Borg’s inclina

tion, rcrum a hearty “yes” to each of his queries. Would we, without Mk 

1:15, think of the kingdom of God as the ccntral theme of Jesus’ message? 

Yes, because (1) “kingdom of God” runs throughout every source and 

stage of the Jesus tradition, including rhe earliest, Q,9* (2) the Q mission

ary discourse makes the kingdom rhe sole rheme of the disciples’ procla

mation (Q 10:9), and (3) the uadidon says explicitly that the subject of 

Jesus’ parables is the kingdom.w Would wc, without Mk 1:15 and 9:1,

94. But even if M k 1 : 1 5  is redacrional, it remains thar M ark thought it an appropriate 
summary o f  the message o f Jesus as he knew  ir in his tradiiion.

95. Borg. Jestn m Contemporary Scholarship, p . 87. Iliis  appears to  he a retraction of 
his earlier judgment: “ M ark s pm gramm aric advance summary o f the ministry o f Jesus" is 
“ likel) to he an authentic saying o f Jesus" {Conflict, Holiness and Politics, pp. 2 57 -5 8 ).

96. Jesus tn Contemporary Scholarship, p. 87. Com pare M arcus (see u. 53).
97. Ibid., p. 87.

98. It appears at least ten times m the text of the international Q  Project.
99. Sec, e .fu  Q  1 3 :1 8 - 2 1 ;  1 4 .1 6  (?); M k 4 :3 0 ; M t 13 :2 4 . 47; 18 :2 3; 2 2 :2 ; Go*. 

Thom. 5 7 .
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think of imminence as central ro the logia about the kingdom? Yes, be

cause (1) Mk 1:15 and 9:1 arc not rhe only kingdom sayings that can 

be given the sense of imminence,’0,1 (2) imminence appears n other parts 

of the tradition,101 and (3) Jewish texts h'-pe tor the imminent arrival of 

the kingdom.102 Finally, would we, without the Son of man sayings and 

Mark s “reading of rhe kingdom," believe rhat, at the heart of Jesus’ mes

sage, was the need for repentance in the lace of the world’s sunset? Yes, 

because (I ) “repent" and “repentance” appear outside of Mark,103 (2) the 

Jesus tradirion is full of moral imperatives thar demand change in behav

ior, that is, in rhe broad sense of the word, “repentance,” 104 and (3) Jesus 

acclaimed John the Baptist, whose central demand was seemingly repen

tance in the face of imminent judgment.105

H a v i n g  declined ro in t e r p r e t  “kingdom" w i t h i n  the context of im m i

nent eschatological expectation, Borg suggests that kingdom language 

has the following “resonances or nuances of meaning.",n* The kingdom 

is associated sometimes with (1) God’s power, other times with (2) God’s 

presence, and other times with (3) life under God s kingship. Sometimes

100. See, e.g-. Q  10 :9 , and on this the Will usetul discussion* o f Kenneth W . Clark. 
“ ’ Realized Eschatology,’ -  JB1 59 (1940). pp. 367-8.?, and R. I I  Fuller, Dbe Mission and 

Achievement nf Jesus. SBT 1/12 (London: S C M , 1954), pp. 2 0 -2 5 . Lk 1 9 :1 1  plainly says 
that the dtscipks themselves “ supposed rhat the kingdom  o f G od w w  to appear immedi
ately," and many evegctcs have a lio  found imminence in Q  1 1 :2  tthe I-ords Praveri and m 
M k 14:25 (which can he taken to mean that "the next Feast will be the Messianic Feast’ : 
so F. C . Borkitt. “ The Parable o f the W icked H usbandm en." in T ransitions nf the Third 

International Congress ffjr the History of Religions, vol. 2 . p. 326; compare Barn- S. Craw 
ford, “ N ear Fxpcctation in the Sayings o f Jesus," JBL 101 [1982], p. 234: ‘ a  boid declara
tion that the Kingdom  is imminent

101. E.g.? Q  1 1 :50 —51 (the blood o f all rhe prophets will be required of “this genera 
tion"); 1 2 :3 9 - 4 0  (the Thief in the night); M t 10 :2 3  (“ yon will not have gone through all 
the towns ot Israel before the Son o f man com es0); and Lk 1 8 :1 - 8  {the parable o f rhc un
just iudgc, w h o does not delay bur quickly grants justice I.

102. See, e.g., T. M os. 1 0 :1  ("his [God's| kingdom  shall appear throughout his cre
ation" follow s a historical review which ends in the reader’s present) and rbcKaddtsh Prayer 
(“ May he establish hi* kingdom in your lifetime and in your day*, anti tn lhe lifetime o f the 
whole house nf Israel, speedily and at a near tune- 1. The Qum ran texts w kidi speak o f a tu
tu r< kingdom  (e.g., 4 Q 5 2 1 and 1 Q S b 4 :2 5 -2 6 )  were presumably composed with the hope 
o f an imminent redemption ill view. So to o  Daniel 7  12.

103. See pp. 10 2 -10 4  herein.
104. I f it were not so, could M ark really have reduced the missionary message o f the 

tw dve to “ people should repent’’  (6:12}?
105. Com pare Benjamin W. Bacon. “ Jewish E schardogy and the Teaching o f Jesus," 

The Hthltcal World 34 (1909), p . 18: “ Even i f  wc had nor a host ot sayings recording Jesus" 
warnings ot impending doom  upon Israel, we might be sure from his deep veneration for 
John the B apm t that he acceptcd and sympathised w ith the essence o f the Baptist’s message. 
Repent for rhe Judge is at hand."

106. Borg. Jesus m Contemporary Scholarship, p. 87. Compare the related analysis of 

Sanders. Jesus and Judaism , pp. 141-50.
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the kingdom is (4) a reality one can be in or out of, other times (5) a po

litical metaphor, yet other rimes (61 an ideal state.

There is nothing wrong with any of this, which rather represents a 

helpful sorting of the material. But there is also nothing here to disturb 

those who identify the kingdom as essentially an escharological idc3. On 

the contrary', each of Borg’s “resonances or nuances” can be readily linked 

with Jesus’ eschatological nostalgia for perfection. Indeed, one can, if so 

inclined, as 1 am, subordinate Borg’s first five categories ro his sixth. If the 

kingdom is indeed (6) “an ideal state,” that is, the eschatological state 

when God’s will is done on earth as in heaven, this would explain why 

(5) the kingdom is also a political metaphor (when the ideal comes Rome 

will be gone), why (4) it is something one can be in or out of (some will 

enter, others will not enter), why <3) ir is associated with God’s kingship 

(God will then be universally recognized as king), why (2) it is linked wirh 

the divine presence (in the end God will be, as Rom 15:28 puts it, all m 

all), and, finally, why (1) it is bound up with God’s power (the ideal only 

comes because of God’s might and only after a great struggle against evil).

The Case against Stephen Patterson

The millenarian Jesus is, as 1 read rhe evidence, none the worse for Borg’s 

critical assault. The brave attempt to take the hill from Sanders and the 

rest of rhosc bred and faithful ro the general results of Weiss and 

Schweitzer has failed. But Borg is not a solitary voice in the wilderness; he 

is not the only one calling us to repent of our old eschatological ways. In 

an article entitled, “llie  End of Apocalypse: Rethinking rhe Historical 

Jesus,” 107 Stephen J. Patterson has, like Borg, happily heralded what he 

calls “the collapse of rhe ap<xalyptic hypothesis." He finds four pegs upon 

which ro hang his case th3t the real Jesus lirtle resembled Schweitzer’s 

Jesus, who should now rest in peace. Since Patterson’s arguments add to 

those of Borg, and since they represent so well and so clearly rhr opinions 

of many, I should like, however briefly, to review them in rum.

He begins with Q. Patterson follows John Kloppenborg and those who 

believe that Q passed through at least two stages, the first of which was 3 

wisdom document focused on Jesus’ words. Only at a secondary stage 

were apocalyptic sayings, including the apocalyptic Son of man sayings, 

added. As nored already, however, this hypothesis, although popular in

107. Stephen J. Patterson, “The End of Apocalypsc," Theology Today 52 (1995), 

pp. 29-58.
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certain circles, is hardly a firm result of criticism. The number of its ad

herents is not sufficient to permit us to speak fairly of a consensus as to 

how Q came into being or subsequently evolved. There is also the diffi

culty that even Kloppenborg’s Q 1 contains sayings which seem to presup

pose the final judgment ro be at hand.108

But even were we to grant that Kloppenborg has indeed found the 

truth, one wants to know why Q 1 should be credited as a more reliable 

witness to Jesus than Paul, who assigns the apocalypric material in 1 Thess 

4:15-17 to “rhe word of the Lord.” If Jesus really was not a millenarian 

j prophet, how can it be that Kloppenborg’s Q2, Paul, and Mark all contain 

traditions rhat make him out to be such? Why does not Patterson enter

tain the possibility thar rhe witness of Kloppenborg’s Q 1 is tendentious 

and less helpful than the combined testimony of three ocher early wir- 

| nesses? Recently Kloppenborg himself has remarked that items belonging 

! only to his Q 2, including the pronouncements of judgment, may well have 

been known ro the community even ar his Q ] stage and could even go 

bac k to Jesus, for “one must presume a basic continuity in eschatological 

outlook between Q* and Q 2 in spite of the changes in idiom-” 109

Perhaps Patterson follows another course because of the Gospel of 

Thomas, which supplies him with his second strategic strike against 

Schweitzer's camp. Thomas, although according to Patterson indepen

dent of the Synoptics, overlaps with them so that we may speak of a com

mon tradition. But

there is one element profoundly absent from it |thc common tradition}: 

apocalypticism. Most of Thomas’s parallels to Q arc ro Kloppenborgs

108. Q  6:20—23, for instance, which draws upon the prophetic Isaiah 61, contrasts 

present misery — the addressees arc poor, hungry, and sad— with the future happiness of the 

kingdom of God. Whar else hut the last judgment, which brings cschatological reversal, can 

here he in mind? For additional examples and discussion see C  M . Tuckm, “A Cynic Q?” 

BU' 70 (1989), pp. 349-76; also Helmut Koestrr, “The Sayings of Q  and Their Image at 

lesjs." in Petersen, Vos. and de Jonge, Sjymgs n f Jesus, pp. 137-54. Rooter concludes that 

“tte image of Jesus that is accessible through the most original version of Q  a  that of an 

eschatological prophet."

J09. John Kloppenborg, ‘‘The Say mgs Gospel Q  and the Question ot the Historical 

Jesus," IITR  89 (1996), p. 337. On this subject see further C. M . Tucketi, “On the 

Stratification of Q ," Semeu 55 (1992), pp. 213-22. On p. 214 he writes: "One mast re

member that theories of different stages in the development of Q  concern the growth of a 

simile body of tradinon in Christian history. In distinguishing different layers within Q , one 

is not distinguishing two quite separate strands of Christian tradition which never had con

tact with each other---Rather one is envisaging a proccs* whereby an earlier tradition is

adopted and positively evaluated, so that rhe older tradition is re-*published,’ albeit with fur

ther additions and possihle redactional alterations. A prion one would therefore expect a 

firm measure of continuity between the different levels.’
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early, wisdom stratum in Q (Q1)- There arc a few parallels to sayings 
from the later apocalyptic stratum (Q2), but where there are parallels 
to Q2, in each case tradition-historical analyst* shows that the Q say

ing has h«m secondarily “apocalypticwed.”110 This is also true of lhe 
Thomas-Mark parallels. When Mark’s version ol a saying or parable 

is framed to rcflcct apocalyptic concerns, such framing can without ex
ception be shown to be secondary.111

Several assertions are here involved. Not all of them can be fairly eval

uated without exploring in detail the credible tradition-histories of vari

ous complexes. I shall spare readers rhe tedium of such an exercise and 

content myself with three observations:

1. It is no secret that, in Helmur Koestcr’s words, “the Gospel nf 

Thomas presupposes, and criticizes, .1 tradirion of the eschatological say

ings of Jesus.” ll- How then could vve expect Thomas to contain such say

ings or many parallels ro Kloppcnborg’s Q 2? The failure of Thomas ro 

give us apocalyptic traditions may tdl us more about Thomas than rhc 

early contours of rhe Jesus tradition.m

2. Patterson’s claim that sayings in Q  or Mark have been secondarily 

“apocalypticizcd” is problematic to the extent rhat the inference depends 

upon parallels in Thomas. For, to repeat, Thomas deliberately revised the 

tradition in order ro move away from apocalypric. To illustrate the point: 

Patterson seems to be wrong in holding that Thomas 16 (a house divided) 

is more primitive than Q  12:51-53, with its eschatological use of Mic 

7:6,IW or that Thomas 103 (the thief) preserves the original nonapoca- 

lypric form of Q  12:39.n5

3. Why should we confine ourselves to studying the overlaps between 

Thomas and Q or between Thomas and Mark? Why not also examine the 

parallels between Q and Paul, between Q and Mark, between Mark and 

Paul, between Mark and M, between Mark and L, etc? When this larger

110. Sec further Patterson's article. “Wisdom in Q  and Thomas.” in Sear A  n f UW rt«r 

Issays m Memory o f John G . (Jam m u, cd. Leo G . Pmluc, Bernard Brandon Scott, and 

William Johnsron Wiseman (Louisville: Wcstminsrer/John Knox, 199.1), pp. 187-221.

111. Patterson, “End of Apocalypse," p. 57.
112. Helmut Koestcr, “Jesus the Victim," JKL 111 (1992), p. 7, n. 16.

113. Koestcr himself, however, m “One Jests and Four Primitive Gospels," in trajecto

ries through Early Christianity, by James M . Robinson and Helmut Kocsrcr (Philadelphia: 

Fortress, 1971), pp. 169-75, argues to the contrary rhat Thomas's eschatology is "an in- 

tcrprer.itiou and elaboration of Jesus’ most original proclamation." See further Kocsrer’s 

Ancient Christian Gospels: Their History and Development (Philadelphia: Trinity Press In 

ternarionaL, 1990), pp. 86-95.

114. Sec my article, “Q  12:51-53 and Mk 9:9—13 and the Messianic Woes."

115. Docs nor Paul’s apocalypric application (1 Thess 5:4) argue for the anriquiry of the 

apocalyptic form?
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task is undertaken, wc discover that, in our early sources, the apocalyptic 

tendency appears again and again— in Q, Paul, Mark, M, and L. The ex

ceptions are Thomas, which consciously spurns imminent apocalyptic ex

pectation, and Kloppenborg s Q 1, which is a hypothetical reconstruction 

many of us reject.

The full demonstration of these contentions cannot he undertaken 

here. Bur one can appeal ro two recent studies of the overlaps between 

Mark and Q, an article by Benedict T. Viviano1 16 and a book by Werner 

Zager.1 Both conclude that, to judge by the common traditions in these 

sources, Jesus had a strong eschatological hope that was bound up with 

belief in the final judgment, conceived as imminent. Consider also the fol

lowing overlaps between Paul and the Jesus tradition, which are consistent 

with the strongly eschatological character ot the pre-Paulinerradirion:

Paul and Mark

• 1 Cor 11.23 -26 and Mk 14:22-25: these two variants of the last 

supper agree in referring to a I new) covenant— an eschatological 

concept in Judaism— and refer to the eschatological consumma

tion (1 Cor 11:26; Mk 14:25).

• 1 Thess 4:15-17 and Mk 13:24-27: both passages use the im

agery of Dan 7:13-14 to refer to Jesus’ eschatological return.

Paul and Q

• 1 Thess 5:13 and Q 12:39: the Lord will come like a thief in the 

night.ns

• 1 Thess 2:14-16 and Q 11:47-51: Paul and Q here share a com

mon tradition which ass<x-iated the killing of the prophets with the 

persecution of the faithful and link this last to the cschatological 

judgment that will fall upon the present generation.1”

116. Benedict T. Viviano, "The I Iistorical Jesus in rhe Doubly Attested Sayings: An Ex

periment,” RevBih 103 (1996), pp. 367-410. See especially pp. 406-407.

117. Werner Zager, Ciultcsberrsckafx und Endgcricbl in  der Verkundtgunx fcsu: bine 

Umtrsuchung zur nuirkmischcn fesusuberlteferung emschlunslicb der Q-Pjralleien, BZNVt 

82 (Berlin; Walter de Gruytrr, 1996).

118. On this paralkl wc further C--P. Mar/, “Das Gleichnis vom Oitb: Obericgungcn 

zur Verbmdung von LV 12,^9 par M l 24.43 und 1 Thess 5,2.4," in The Tvur Gospels 1992: 

Tcstxhrift Ttjms \etrynck, 3 voIsl, cd. K  Van Scgbrocck cr al., RFTI 100 (Leuven: Univer

sity Preys. 1992), vol. 1, pp. 633-48. Marz demonstrate* thar Pauls use of “night." 

“watch." and "drunk* in 1 Thess 5:2-6 reveals a knowledge of rhe cschatological material 

that in Q  surrounded rhe simile of the thief.

119. Sec my The Jesus Tradition in  Q  (Valley Forge: Trinity Press Intcmanonal, 1997), 

pp. 57-60.
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Paul and M

• 1 Thess 4:15-17 and Mt 24:30: the parousia will he accompanied 

by the sound of a trumpet.

The early testimony of Paul, so far from adding to Patterson s case, sub

tracts from it.

What, then, of the parallels between Q and Thomas? Patterson inven

tories these in rhis way: (1) “There are a number of sayings and parables 

thar have not been recast by the respective hermeneutical tendencies at 

work in each trajectory (apocalypticism in Q, Gnosticism in Thomas)” 120 

(2) Some of Thomas’s sayings appear in Kloppenborg’s Q 2, but if removed 

from their Q contexts they do not show an apocalyptic understanding 

of the world 121 (3) A few of the apocalyptic sayings in Q2 have a non- 

apocalyptic form in Thomas.'22 (4) Several sayings with a Gnostic cast in 

Thomas have a non-Gnostic form in Q.'-1 (5) Some sayings are apoca

lyptic in Q  and Gnostic in Thomas.11*

What does Patterson infer from this inventory? Among other things he 

contends that “the apocalypticism of the Q trajectory and the csotericism 

of the Thomas trajectory have had little or no impact” upon rhe first cat

egory, which is the largest.123 This is said to verify the view rhat the 

earliest tradirion was neither apocalyptic nor Gnostic. The inference is 

further bolstered by categories 2-5, which are again said ro imply the ex

istence of an early tradition thar was only later moved in two different di

rections, one of them being apocalypticism.

The problem with Patterson’s conclusion is simply that it does not fol

low from the data, which he otherwise helpfully sorts. It Ls consistent with 

rhat data but is not demanded by them. The truth is thar Pattersons in

teresting analysis is no stumbling block for those of us who think thar in 

rhe earliest tradition Jesus was a millenarian prophet. To show this all one

120. Patterson, "Wisdom tn Q  and Thomas.” p. 194. He cites T/xwrnit 6- W Q  12:2; 

J homos 14//Q 10:8-9; Thomas 20//Q 13:18-19; and twenty-four additional text*.

121. Patterson cites Thomas 24//Q 11:33-36 (lhe eye as lamp); Thomas 39//Q 11:52 

I the keys of knowledge); Thomas 44//Q 12:10 (blaspheme against rhe Holy Spirit); Thomas 

46//Q 7:28 (none greater than John); Thomas 64//Q 14:15-24 (the great supper); TJromas 

78//Q 7:24-26 (going out to see John); Thomas 89//Q 11:39-41 (washing the outside).

122. Thomas 10//Q 12:49 (fire on the earth); Thomas 16//Q 12:51-53 (a house di

vided); Thomas 35//Q 11:21-22 (binding rhe strong man); Thomas 41//Q 19:26 (have and 

receive); Tltomas 91//Q 12:56 (reading the time); Thomas 103//Q 12:39 (the thief).

123. Thomas 2; 92//Q 11:9-10 (seek and find); Thomas S//Q 12:2 (hidden and re

vealed); TIfomas 69/IQ  6:22—23 (blessed are the persecuted); 'Thomas 101//Q 14:26-27.

124. Thomas 4/IQ  13:30 (first and last); Thomas 21//Q 12:39 (tbc thief); Thomas 

61//Q 17:34 (one taken, one left); Thomas 61/IQ 10:22a (revelation of Father to Son).

125. Patterson, "Wisdom in Q  and Thonus," p. 196.
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has to do is ro consider an alternative approach to the phenomena as 

Patterson outlines them.

Category 5 consists of sayings that are apocalypric in Q bur Gnostic in 

7'hcmas. One can in each of rhese cases regard Thomas as secondary, for 

| if one believes that Christianity began as a messianic movement and only 

I later gained Gnostic devotees, presumption will naturally favor the Q 

j form over Thomas. Category' 4, with sayings thar are Gnostic in Thomas 

but not Q, is subject to the same appraisal. This is all the more true be

cause Thomas has doublers in this category: the sayings thar are Gnostic 

in Thomas but nor Gnostic in Q also have non-Gnosric forms in Thitmas. 

j This has been thought to imply the use of a written non-Gnostic source.126 

j  Q, on the other hand, does not have nonapocalvptic doublets ro its apoc

alyptic complexes.

As for category 3, sayings that are apocalyptic in Q but not Thomas, 

once more a ready explanation is that Thomas consistently lacks the 

[apocalyptic cast because of its later theological tendencies, which eclipsed 

the apocalypric orientation of the original tradition, still preserved in Q. 

This analysis, moveover, is consistent with the circumstance that some 

of these sayings are attested within an apocalypric context outside of 

Thomas and Q .127

Category 2 consists of materials that have an apocalyptic cast in Q  (but 

nor Thomas) only by virtue of their present context. Bur surely this does 

not establish that they once had a nonapocalvptic cast. Maybe the way 

they are construed in Q  is how they were construed before Q. Certainly 

Patterson has nor demonstrated the contrary.

Finally, concerning Patterson's first category— units rhat show neither 

an ap<x:alypric nor Gnostic orientation— many modern exegctes have 

found in some of these units, when considered in isolation, an intense es

chatological expectation.1-8 It is, moreover, no objection ro a millenarian 

Jesus that some sayings in the tradition neither explicitly nor implicitly 

pertain to cschatology. Holy men were, in JrstN* era, expected to be ver

satile, to be able to do many things and address multiple concerns.129

126. Compare G- Qtrispcl, review of Bentley Layton, cd., Nag Ilam rradi C oda II. 2-7 

(Lndcn: F- J. Brill, 1989), iu VC 45 (1991), p. 84.

127. Thomas 103//Q12.-39//1 Th«* 5:2//Rev 3:3; 16:15 (the thief); Thomas 35//Q 

1 !:21-22//Mk 3:27 (binding rhc strong nun); Thomas 41//Q 19:26//Mk 4:25 (have and 

receive).

128. E-g., Q  6:20-22 (the hcamudes); 10:2 (the harvest); 12:2 (hkidcn and revealed); 

12:13-34 (treasure in heaven); 13:18-19 (the mustard seed), 20-21 (the leaven). See fur- 

thfr Tackett, Q  and the History n f Early Christianity, pp. 139-63.

129. Graham Anderson, Sage. Samt and Saphtst: Holy Men and Their A stnaatn in  the 

Early Roman Empire (London: Routledgc, 1994), pp. ~Q—72-
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That Jesus was an eschatological prophet wirh an apocalyptic scenario 

and yet also a teacher of wisdom who sometimes addressed everyday 

matters cannot startle. One thinks of Paul, who believed thar “salvation 

is nearer to us than when wc first believed" (Rom 13:12) and yet could 

write many things that have no obvious connection with eschatology.

I now pass on to Pattersons third major argument, which is thar the 

students of Buitmann— he names Ernst Kasemann, Philip Vielhauer, and 

Hans Conzelmann— came, against their teacher’s judgment, to reject the 

authenticity of all the apocalyptic Son of man sayings. Whence, it is im

plied, we might do well to do likewise. I have already, when discussing 

Borg, traveled a way down the mad of the evidence on this vexed subject 

and said what needs to be said, which is thar, despite the overwhelming 

volume of pertinent learned literature, any claim here is precarious. Wc 

have not reached any assured results. Certainly we have nor come to rhe 

day when historians of Jesus can bid rhe Son of man, apocalyptic or not, 

a fond farewell. So one might do better to find a point of view without en

tering this titular— or is it nonrirular?— quagmire.

Patterson s fourth and final argument against the apocalyptic Jesus has 

ro do with the modern North American discussion of the parables, which 

he thinks— no doubt correctly— has helped move many away from the 

Traditional consensus. For rhe norion that Jesus' parables are “language 

evenrs in which the reign of God bccomes a present reality,"13<) a notion 

rhat now commends itself to many, need not be associated with an immi

nent eschatological judgment. Indeed, many think the two rhings at odds, 

irreconcilable.

But here everything depends upon one’s frame of reference, upon what 

chapter 1 refers to as one’s paradigm. As N. T. Wright remarks, “Schol

arly interpretation of rhe parables tends always— and surely rightly— to 

be a function of a particular view of Jesus’ career (and/or of the nature 

and purpose of rhe gospels), rather rhan a free-standing entity.” 131 The 

history of the interpretation of the parables shows thar rhry are unusually 

pliable things; they can be poured into various interpretive molds. The 

church fathers and medieval rheologians read them as allegories.15- Adolf 

Juiicher look them to be moral lessons.,v' C. H. Dodd construed them in 

terms of “realized eschatology.’' 154 Joachim Jercmias readily interpreted

130. Patterson, “End of Apocalypse," p. HI.

131. N. T. Wright, Jesus and the Victory o f Cod (Minneapolis: Furness, 1996), p. 175.

132. S. L- Wailes. Medieval Allegories o f Jesus' Parables (Berkeley: University of Cali

fornia, 1987).

133. Die Cleicbnisreden fesu, 2 vols. ( I ubingen; J. C. B. Mohr, 1888, 1899).

134. C. H . Dodd, The Parables o f the Kingdf>m% rev. ed. (London: Collins. 1961).
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them as expressions of an imminent eschatological expectation.155 That 

J others have come to still different ways of reading them, including non- 

t eschatological ways, is scarcely astonishing. So would ir not he unwise to 

I seek the historical Jesus via one’s interpretation of the parables? Should 

j wc not, if at all possible, rather interpret the parables in accord with what 

| we have established about Jesus on other grounds? Those of us who ac

cept the eschatological paradigm shared by Schweitzer and Sanders will 

I  obviously find much in Jeremias’s reading of the parables congenial.

ij Those such as Patterson, who do not accept that paradigm, will naturally 

J prefer to look elsewhere. But that the debate over whar sort of cschatol- 

ogy Jesus may or may not have held will be decided by what we make of 

the parables seems most doubtful.

Some Particulars

When evaluating the proposal, which has held and probably still holds the 

field, that Jesus was a millenarian prophet, one confronts those who, 

j’ seemingly eager to consign such a one to an earlier scholarship, say that 

he was instead an aphoristic sage whose wisdom sayings are inconsistent 

with an imminent eschatology. If, however, as argued above, the two 

things can be held together, it is clear what we should think. There are very 

good grounds to believe thar Jesus* proclamation reverberated with es- 

' charological themes. Those who have sought to kindle into a blaze their 

heap of doubts about an eschatological Jesus have failed ro bum up any

thing. Our excursion among their arguments has revealed thar rhe non- 

millenarian Jesus is, in rhe pejorative sense of the term, apocryphal. At rhe 

samL- time, there are— here Borg and Patterson are undeceived— reasons 

ro believe that Jesus was a purveyor of subversive wisdom. So why play 

down one side of the tradition at the expense of the other, or play the sage 

against the prophet? Should we nor rather dccide thar Jesus was an escha

tological prophet who sometimes expressed him«u*lf as an aphoristic sage?

Despite recenr disputants to the contrary, Jesus and those who enjoyed 

his company shared an eschatological vision, one that was r.ot peripheral 

to what they were all about. It rather permeated their thoughts, re

inforced their imperatives, and energized their activities. We can accord

ingly quit examination of the contentions of Borg and Patterson and ad

vance to ask about the particulars of that vision. llie interpolator of Mai 

4:5-6 hoped thar Elijah would rcrum for a ministry of reconciliation.

135. Joachim Jcreraias, The fttrabics o f Jesus, 2d rev. cd. (New York: Charles Scribner's 

Soni. 1971).
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The aurhor of the Qumran War Scroll expected to fight in a real Arma

geddon. Paul thought thar rhe resurrected saints would meet their Lord in 

the air. What did Jesus expect?

For at least two reasons we can only return very incomplete answers. 

First, although Jesus lived out of an eschatological hope, he was not. all 

would agree, a cartographer of future states. According to the extant evi

dence, eschatology was for him not a subject for recondite curiosity but 

pan of his native religious language, the mythology within which he ar

ticulated demand, warning, and consolation. So if we expect to wring 

from the sources a detailed outline trf things to come, that is try to create 

an apocalpypse according to Jesus, we shall be disappointed.'36 Indeed, 

perhaps we should ask whether Jesus was like members of the Rodeador 

millenarian movement in Brazil, who w ere unable “to express their con

ception of the new era at all clearly; their hopes and ideas were vague and 

dreamlike.” 15’ Did Jesus’ thoughts similarly remain undeveloped on cer

tain matters?118

Second, we must honor rhe fact that Jesus always took much for 

granted. Certain eschatological expectations were, to judge from the lit

erary remains, widespread in rhe first century.139 So he could communi

cate with his contemporaries by alluding to those expectations, or to the 

well-known texts that supported them. In other words, there was little 

need to spell out the minutiae of an eschatological scenario, for he shared 

so much with so many of his contemporaries. When he spoke about the 

resurrection, for instance, he had no need to tell people what it was, just

136. The lack of detail in Jesus’ ocharoluKica) prophecies partly explains why some 

scholars resist associating him with the eschatology of the major Jewish apocalypses— I 

Enoch, 4 Ezra, 2 Baruch. The latter show speculative interests foreign to the Jesus tradition-

137. Rene Ribeiro, "Brazilian Mrssiaiuc Movements," in Millennial Dreams tn Action: 

Studies in  Revolutionary Religious Movements, cd. Sylvia I . Ihrupp (New York: Schocken. 

1970), p. 66. Similarly. B. R. Wilson. Sects and Society: A Sociological Study o f the FJim 

tabernacle, Christian Science, and the (IbristaJclpbtans (Berkeley: University of California 

Press, 1961), p. 318, says, thar “the fclimrtc has usually, only a vague and general idea of 

w lm  thing* shall come to pass, and the derails arc of little moment...

138. Compare Christoph Burchard. ‘ Jesus of Nazareth," in Christian Beginnings: Word 

and Cjymmunity from Jesus to Post-Apostolic Ttmes, ed. Jurgen Bcckcr (Louisville; West

minster/John Knox, 1993), p. 37: “Jesus does m t seem to have clarified in detail— perhaps 

nor even to himself— how all of thar [his future expectation] was to rake place.. . .  In gen

eral. his contemporaries did not do it either.. . . "

139. Several expectations appear frequently enough to give us a measure of assurance 

that they were widespread among rhe people; see the survey in Emil Schurcr. lhe  History 

o f the Jewish People m tbe Age o f Jews Christ, vol. 2, rev. and cd. Geza Venues. Fergus 

Millar, and Matthew Black iEdinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1979), pp. 514-54: also F. 1*. 

Sanders, fudatsrr.: Practice and Belief 63 B.c-t.— 66 c .f. (London: SCM, and Philadelphia: 

I nmty Press International, 1992), pp. 279-303.
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as, when he referred to angels, he had no need to explain to his audience

• what they were. The sayings of Jesus presuppose the eschatological ideas 

that belonged to Jewish folklore. This means that wc should beware of in

ferring too much from things left unsaid. It also ir^ans that we must dis- 

Icover his escharology primarily by investigating what his sayings presup

pose and imply. Such, at any rate, is the task of the remainder of this

chapter.

The Final Judgment

j As observed in chapter 1, the theme of reversal runs throughout the say- 

| ings of Jesus. The following three texts are particularly interesting:

For ail who exalt themselves 

will be humbled, 

and those who humble themselves

will be exalted (Q 14:11; compare Mt 23:12; Ik 18:14)

Those who try to make their life secure 

will lose it, 

but those who lose their life

will keep it (Q 17:33; comparc Mk 8:35)

Many who are first 

will be last 

and the last

will be first (Mk 10:31; compare Gas. Thom. 4)

Rudolf Bultmann affirmed that “here if anywhere we can find what is 

characteristic of the preaching of Jesus.” 1-40 Surely he was correct. There 

is, admittedly, no sign that rhe early church wrestled with these sayings; 

nor would it be difficult to concoct a post-Easter setting for them. A sec

tarian community, feeling itxrlf oppressed, could readily have manufac

tured words which prophesy its vindication and foretell its opponents’ 

los> of status.

On the other hand, real evidence of a community origin is lacking, and 

Q 14:11; 17:33; and Mk 10:31 cohere with the paradigm of Jesus as es

chatological prophet and illustrate his message of eschatological reversal. 

They also exhibit a confluence of formal features characteristic of Jesus—

140. Rudolf Rultmann. History o f the Synoptic Tradition (New York: Harper &  Row, 

19«,3)f p 105.
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antithetical parallelism, the divine passive (at least in Q 14:11), aphoris

tic formulation, and unexpected or paradoxical content.141 Our three say

ings, moreover, exhibit the phenomenon of intertextual linkage.142 We 

have here three units from two different sources thar say similar things by 

means of exactly the same chiastic structure, one that Jesus borrowed from 

his Jewish tradirion, as we shall find. Consider the following analysis:

Honor now

Shame then

Shame now

Honor then

{ For all who exalt themselves

Those who try to make their life secure

Many who arc rtrst

{ will be humbled 

will lose it 

will be last

{ and those who humble themselves 

but those who lose their life 

and the last

{ will he cxalied 

will keep it 

will be first,4’
If we believe that these three sayings originated with Jesus, what was 

he talking about? Unlike Prov 29:23 {“A person’s pride will bring humil

iation, but one who is lowly in spirit will obtain honor”), it seems doubt

ful that our aphorisms were bom of optimistic experience or appealed to 

it. It is rrue that, in biblical texts, God opposes the proud bur gives grace 

to the humble.144 Proverbial wisdom, however, knows the sad truth to be

141. See above, pp. 49-50. Relevant here it William A. Bcardslee’s idea of an anti- 

proverb; w  his article, “Saving One’s Life by I osinj; Ft," I AAR 47 (1977), pp. 57-72.

142. On this w  pp. 53-57 herein.

143. Compare lhe related structure* in Q  19:26//Mk 4:25:

1 lonor now In rvrryooc who has

Honor then will more be given

Shame now bat from the one who has not

Shame then even what that one has will he taken away

and in Mr 20:16//Lk 13:.30 (Q?; compare Teach. Siiu. 104:21-24):

Shame now The last

Honor then will be first

Honor now and the firsr

Shame then will be bst

144. James 4:6 and 1 Per 5:5. quoting Pm* 3:34. Compare Job 22:29; Lzek 21:26.
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that the rich get richcr and the poor get poorer. In contrast ro this truism, 

the sentiments of Q  and Mark are implausible as generalizations about 

' experience. Like 1-k 6:20 and 24, which bless the poor and censure the 

rich, they say that those on top will not be on top forever and rhat those 

on the bottom will nor always be on the bottom. What could be the 

| justification for rhis sort of improbable proposition?

The closest Greek parallel ro our three Synoptic sayings seems to be 

| Diogenes Laertius, V/f. phiL 1:69: “He is humbling the proud and exalt

ing the humble." The subjecr of this senrencc is the divinity Zeus. In like 

fashion God does the humbling and exairing in Ps 18:27 (“For you de

liver a humble people, bur rhe haughty eves you bring down”); b. 'Eruh. 

13b (“He who humbles himself the Holy One, blessed be he, raises up, 

and whoever exalts himself the Holy One, blessed be he, humbles”); 

and Xhiqar 60 (Lindenberger: “If [vjou wislhj to be [exalted], my son, 

[humble yourself before Samasj, who humbles the I exalted] and [exalts 

the humble]”). Matters are the same in Q  14:11; 17:33; and Mk 10:31. 

If the first become last and the last firvt, this can only be God s doing.

But when will God do this, and how? Our sayings do not envisage God 

working through good people, who slowly make the world a better place 

ro live. Nor do they refer to a past event, as do I Sam 2:4 and 5 (com

pare Lk 1:52-53):

Honor then 

Shame now 

Shame then 

Honor now'

The bows of the mighty 

Those who were full

are broken

have hired themselves out for bread 

but the feeble

but those who were hungry

gird on strength 

are fat with spoil

The sayings of Jesus instead use the future tense—“will be exalted,” “will 

keep it,” “will be first.” What is envisaged is the final judgment, a staple of 

Jew-sh eschatology in the Hellenistic period and ever since.141 Wrongs will 

be righted once and for all at the consummation. As T. Jud. 25:4 has it:

145. P. Volz, Judische Eschatolugie von Darnel bis Akiba (Tubingen and I cipzip: \lohr- 

Sicbcck. 1903), pp. 257-70,and Manus Reiter, Jesus and Judgment (Minneapolis: Fortress, 

19971,1'arr 1.
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And those who died in sorrow 
will be raised in joy; 

and those who died in poverty for the Lord's sake 
shall be made rich: 

those who died on account of the Lord 
shall be awakened to life

In b. Pes. 50a Rabbi Joseph ben Joshua catches a glimpse of the next 

world. He beholds that it is “topsy-turvy” (hapuk}, for “those who are on 

top here are at the bottom there, and those who arc at the bottom here 

arc on rhe top there.” This has the same chiastic arrangement as Q  14:11; 

17:33; and Mk 10:31:

Honor now Those who arc on top hcic
Shame then arc on the bottom there

Shame now and those who are at the bottom here

Honor then are on the top there14*

These words portray the future world on the far side of judgment. Jesus’ 

sayings do the same thing.

Additional logia in the Jesus tradition refer to or presuppose the com

mon idea of a final judgment.147 These corroborate my analysis of Q 14: 

11; 17:33; and Mk 10:31. With the exception, however, of Mt 25:31- 

46, which may owe as much to the influence of 1 Enoch upon Matthew 

or his tradition as to Jesus, none of these logia contains vivid details. This 

does not wreck the conclusion that Jesus believed in the great assize but 

discloses only rhat he could take the expectation, in its broad essentials, 

for granted.

How did the judgment function in Jesus’ proclamation? One assumes 

rhat his millenarian message resonated especially with people whose per

ceived material welfare, cultural values, or social status had, for one rea

son or another, become problematic. In other words, we may suppose 

that for him and those around him belief in the final judgment was part 

of an attempt to come to terms with experience of anomie and evil in a 

world they believed to have been created and sustained by a good and 

powerful God.

It does not take a philosopher to feel the problem of evil. The book of

146. Compare also b. B. Bat. 10b: In the fjture world things are upside down: “the up

per |is| below and rhe lower (L.J above." Upper and lower no doubt refer respectively to rhe 

honored and the despised.

147. See above, p. 46.
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j Job shows one thcodiccan tactic— things are beyond our comprehension.

| The Jesus tradition, for the most, proffers another. It inspires the imagi

nation to behold, beyond the tardy operations ot providence in the mun- 

| dane present, the great judgment. It focuses the eyes jf the mind on God’s 

^subsequent verdict, when the good will be rewarded and the bad pun

ished. It anticipates the time when today’s losers will be winners, when 

the honor of the dishonored will be established again, when inadequate 

Recompense will become abundant reward. 11115 vision of retributive jus- 

| licc (compare Mt 18:23-35), unmerited favor (compare Vft 20:1-15),

| and a perfected future hardly solves the philosophical issues. Bur ir does 

something no less important: ir draws the sting of injustice by insisting 

I upon its temporary character.

This, however, is an obvious generality, and it is possible to be a bit 

[ mere specific. ITie sayings in the Jesus tradition about judgment are nat

urally sorted into at least three categories, each of which has a different 

aim. Some function primarily as exhortation, others as consolation, still 

, others as rebuke. Sayings that forecast that rhe humble will be exalted and 

that those who lose their lives will find them serve partly as exhortation. 

For they are invitations to self-abasement, a rheme otherwise well arrested 

in the Jesus tradition.548 Jesus may Have composed such sayings for his fel

low itinerants, from w’hom he demanded great sacrifices and uncondi

tional obedience.

A second category’ is designed to bring consolation. To tell the poor, 

the hungry, and those who mourn (Q 6:20-22) thar God will reverse 

their present circumstances is to offer encouragement. Again, this is some

thing we can imagine Jesus doing for his immediate followers. But equally 

wc can imagine him cheering Galilean peasants with promises of better 

things to come. Difficulties can be endured more readily, and God can 

continue to be trusted, if there is faith that someday all will be made good.

Jesus appears to have used the traditional image of an eschatological 

judgment for yet a third end. If he told the unresponsive citizens of 

Chorazin and Bethsaida that it would go better for the people of Tyre and 

Sidon rhan for them ar the judgment (Q 10:13-14), he was making a 

threat. So too when he solemnly warned about the sin against rhe I loly 

Spirit (Q 12:10; Mk 3:29), or w’hen he warned against a sin so heinous 

that it would have been better for its perpetrators ro have a great millstone 

hung about their necks and be cast into the sea (Mk 9:42(. If, as the tra

dition indicates, sayings such as these really were sometimes addressed to

148. See further the following chapter, mdmling the diw im iou of .Mk 9:4.5-48.



people who had not thrown their iot in with Jesus, one assumes that the 

purpose was to create the sort of unease thar might lead to repentance. 

But words of woe and condemnation, if heard hy Jesus’ followers, would 

also have functioned as a way of defining and building up a group or com

munity.149 For they make dear that there arc outsiders as well as insiders 

and illuminate the basis for the distinction.

One final point regarding eschatological judgment. The Hebrew Bible 

has very little to say about life after death, and only one text depicts rhe 

great, postmortem judgment thar inaugurates the everlasting kingdom of 

God. That text is Daniel 7. Even Third Isaiah, which some have dubbed 

“apocalyptic" or “protoapocalvptic,” still sees death existing in the golden 

age. For, after God creates “new heavens and a new earth,” we read thar 

“one who dies at a hundred year*. will be considered a youth, and one 

who falls short of a hundred will be considered accursed" (65:20). In 

Jesus’ teaching, however, the world afrer the judgment is, as wc shall see 

in the next chapter, the world of eternal life, the deathless life of the 

angels. This means that his eschatology is not like rhat of rhe old Hebrew 

prophets but akin to that found in Daniel and later apocalyptic literature. 

Like his belief in demons and angels, then, Jesus’ focus on rhe final assize 

marks him as a citizen of the Hellenistic period. So too with the next be

lief to be considered.

The Resurrection of the Dead

Millenarian movements, when imagining the paradisiacal future, regu

larly hope tor the return of the ancestors,150 and in Jewish sources' the final 

judgment is often linked with rhe resurrection of the dead. This last un

does the evil of death and so restores the meaning that death steals away. 

In Dan 12:2 rhe dead are raised precisely in order to inherit everlasting 

life or everlasting contempt. In 4 Fzra 7:31-44, immediately after rhc 

earth gives up those asleep in it, the Most High rakes the scar of judgment. 

Did Jesus envision something similar?

Chapter 1 has already argued rhat the defense of the resurrection in 

Mk 12:18-27 reflects rhe thought of Jesus. Here wc must consider the 

origin of a second complex, namely, Q 11:31 —32. According ro this pas

sage, “rhe queen of the sourh will be raised ar the judgment with this gen

eration and will condemn it,” and “the people of Nineveh will be raised

149. See on rim Beu F. Meyer. “Jesus anti rhc Remnant of hracl,“ JBL 84 (1965), 

pp. 123-30. His formulation, "open remnant," seems applicable to Jesus.

150. See above, pp. 92-93.
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at the judgment with this generation and will condemn ir." The future 

j tenses, the use of “at the judgment," the natural meaning of “will be 

Bused” when followed by “ar the judgment,"1,1 the cschatological asso

ciations of “this generation" elsewhere in the Jesus tradition,'the idea 

that the last generation will be especially wicked.153 and the gathering to

gether of people from different rimes and places leave little doubt that Q 

11:31-32 envisions resurrection at the final judgment. Bur who com

posed the saying?

’f. Bultmann rightly observed that “if one regards the saying for itscli. 

there is no need to take it as a community formulation."1>4 He went on,

| however, to observe rhat Q  11:31-32 has a parallel in Q  If): 13-15 (the 

[ woes against Chorazin, Berhsaida, Capernaum), and he rhen claimed 

rha:, bccause the latter is» a community formulation, rhr former is also. 

I One problem with this reasoning is rhat, while the parallels arc real 

| enough (see below), Q  10:13-15 is not a community formulation.15'

Norman Perrin, unlike Bultmann. thought that Jesus authored Q 11: 

31-32:

llie double saying has no earlier history in the tradition; the point at 

issue is the question of rcpentance in facc of a challenge, certainly a ma

jor concern of the message of the historical Jesus; the reference to the 

queen of the South and the men of Nineveh are vividly apposite and 

absolutely in accord with Jesus’ use of unlikely good examples in his

| 151. Although "w ill stand/rise in the judgment" occurs in Ps 1:5 without cschato- 

log»;al sense, later the phrase gained sucb meaning; see m. Sanh. 10:3,4 and the targum ou 

IN 1:1 (which substitutes “in the great day’  for “in rhe judgment). One 1$, however, unper 

Suaded by Joachim Schaper. Fschitnlugy in  the Greek Psalter, WUN1 2/76 (Tubingen: 

Moiir biebcck, 1995), pp. 46-4", rhat the Septuagmt already secs in Ps 1:5 a reference to 

the resurrection of rhe jusx. 

f 152. E. Lovestam, Jesus and ‘tins Generation.' A New Testament Study, CBN'I 25 

I  (Stockholm: Almqvist Si W icksdl, 1995).

153. See, e.g^ lQpHab 2:5-10; 2 Tim 3:1-5; Sib. O r. 4:152-61; rt. Sofa 9:15; and 

F laaanrius. Div. inst. 7: IS. The idea that wickedness increases as the goldrn age approaches

is a commonplace in the history or religions: it appears, c.g_, in the Iranian sources, Jamasp 

Nam jk 62,68,69, and Zand i  Wahntan Yost 4:21 (D uring  thar most n il time a bird will 

bast more nrvrrcncc rhan the religions Iranian” ) as well as in the Oracles of Hystaspes a*, 

cording ro LactantiuS, Div. tnsi. 7:15. See hirther Mircea Eliade. lhe  Myth o f the Eternal 

Return nr, Cosmos and History (Prioccton: Bollmgen, 1971), pp. 112-30. On p. 118 he 

writes: "To bear the burden nf being contemporary wirh a disastrous period by becoming 

couscious of rhe position if occupies m the descending trajectory ot the cosmic cycle is an 

attitude that was especially ro demonstrate its effectiveness in the twilight of Greco-Orien

tal civilization.”

154. Bultmann. History, p. 113.

155. See Becker, Jesus von Hazard, pp. 78-80, and Davio and Allison, Matthew. 

vol. 2, pp. 270-71.
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comparisons (the Good Sainanrcn): and the clement of warning in the 
sayings cohcrcs with a major aspect of the message of the parables.15*

To these respectable arguments wc can add that nowhere else in early 

Christianity do wc hear anything about rhe queen of the South, and that 

the Ninevites arc nor elsewhere mcr until 1 Clem. 7:7.

We may also, reverting ro Bulrmann’s point, observe the srrong inter- 

textual linkage between Q 11:31-32 and the woes in Q  10:13-14. Both 

complexes

a. refer to a Gentile pair from the past (Tyre and Sidon in Q  10:13- 

14; rhe queen of the South and the Ninevites in Q  11:31-32)

b. speak of their repentance or positive response (in Q 10:13-14 Tvre 

and Sidon “would have icpeutcd long ago"; in Q 11:31-32 the queen of 

the South visited Solomon, and rhe Ninevites “repented at the preaching 

of Jonah")

c. implicitly contrast this Gcnrile repentance with rhe failure of Jesus’ 

audience (in Q  10:13-14 Chorazin and Bethsaida obviously have not re

pented; in Q 11:31-32 Jesus’ hearers obviously have nor sought wisdom 

or repented)

d. mention rhe final judgmcnr (Q 10:13-14: “Ir shall be more 

tolerable in the day of judgment"; Q 11:31-32: “will be raised ar rhe 

judgment")

Despite these agreements, it does not appear thar either unit was modeled 

upon the other. 1 inter rhar one person authored them both. Since Q 

10:13-14 probably goes back ro Jesus (see n. 155), wc may turn Bulr

mann’s reasoning on its head and affirm that Q 11:31-32 docs likewise.

At least one text from Mark and another one from Q, then, inform us 

that Jesus, like the Pharisees but unlike the Sadducees, looked forward to 

the resurrection of the dead. If further proof were required, it is supplied 

by the fact rhat some of Jesus’ followers, shortly after his death, claimed 

that God had raised him from the dead. As argued elsewhere in this book, 

the best explanation for their interpretation of events is that they and he 

went up to Jerusalem expecting the resurrection to take place soon.

Ancient Jewish sources are not at one on who would be raised. Some 

thought that only the righteous would be resurrected.1'r Bur, probably

156. Norman Perrin. Redtsforcrmf’ the Ttacbmg n f Jesus (New York: Harper &  Row, 

1967), p. 195. Compare tbc verdict of Bcckcr,̂ rsws i-on NazJret, pp. 81-82.

157. See, c-g_ Psalms o f SrJomon 3; 1 knoch 83-90; Josephus, Bell. 2:163; 2 Bar. 

30:1-5.
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[_ under Iranian influence, a universal resurrection appears in Sib. Or. 4:

1J79-90; T. Hcnj. 10:8: and 4 Ezra 7:32. The same view is also put for

ward in Jn 5:28-29 (attributed to Jesus) and Acts 24:15.155 What did 

Jesus think?

I d  Lk 14:12-14 Jesus says thar, when one gives a dinner, one should 

not invite friends or relatives but the poor, the crippled, rhe lame, and the

* blind, people who cannot repay those who benefit them, for rhen “you 

will be repaid at the resurrection of rhe righteous.” 'ITiis could be taken 

to mean thar the unrighteous will not be resurrected. But Luke probably 

did not understand the words in this way, because he elsewhere has Paul 

[ express hope “that there will be a resurrection of both rhe righteous and

IE, the unrighteous’* (Acts 24:15). It was quite possible to believe in a “res

ume r ion of life” and yet also speak of “the resurrection of rondemna- 

J  non” (Jn 5:29). Beyond thar, wc cannot writh any confidence assign Lk 

14:12-14 to Jesus.1'9

More promising is Q 12:5. Matthews version, which refers to God 

“who can destroy both soul and body in hell” (10:28), more likely prc- 

serves Q than does Luke’s Hcllenized version (“who, after he has killed, 

has power to cast into hell”).1*0 It is also often thought to come from Jc- 

sus.1*’1 If so, we seemingly have reason to believe not only that, for Jesus,

I resurrection was unequivocally corporeal but 3lso that he held the view 

jattriburcd to him in Jn 5:28—29, namely, that there will be a resurrection 

of the just and the unjusr. For the destruction of a body in hell assumes 

thar an individual has been raised from the dead, condemned at the judg

ment. and then cast bodily into the place of punishment.

The inference is confirmed by Q 11:31-32. This last, as we have seen, 

says that “the queen of the south will be raised at the judgment with this 

generation and will condemn it,” and “that the people of Nineveh will be 

raised at the judgment with this generation and will condemn it.” Here 

seemingly it is not jusr righteous Gentiles who arc resurrected bur also the 

im p ious  “generation" thar has failed to respond appropriately to Jesus. 

That generation is raised only to be condemned.

The Jesus tradition offers very few hints as ro how Jesus might have

158. It is also presupposed by M t 5:29-30. which speaks of “your whole body" going 

(u hell.

159. It is not Lukan redaction: J. Jeremias, Die Sprache des Lukasci’jxgehums, McyerK 

(Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprechc, 1980), pp. 238-39. Beyond this oae hesitates to say 

anything.

160. Compare Joachim Gnilka, Das Marthausevangetium I. Ted, HTKNT 1/1 (Frei

burg: Herder. 1986), pp. 384-85.

161. Sec, e.g_ Ulrich I.uz, Das Fvangeimm nacb Matthaus (M t 8-17), EKKNT M l 

(Neukirchcn Vluvn: Neukirchener. 1990), p. 124.



envisaged rhe resurrected state. Mk 9:43-48, where he says it is better to 

enrer life maimed, lame, or with one eye than to be thrown into heU 

whole, might be taken to imply that the body is raised exactly as it was 

buried.162 Thar is, if a limb has been cut off, rhen it will be missing at the 

resurrection. Just such a thought is expressed in Red Rah. 1:4: People 

are raised as they were buried, so the Hind will be blind, the lame will be 

lame, the deaf will be deaf.163 The antiquity of this belief is confirmed by

2 Bar. .50:2; “'llie earth will surely give back the dead at that time; it re

ceives them now in order to keep rhein, not changing anything in their 

form. But as it has received them so it will give them back. And as 1 have 

delivered them to it so ir will raise them.”

Although I have defended just such an interpretation of Mk 9:43-48 

and its Matthean parallels in previous publications, I now realize and so 

confess that it probably reads too much into the text. The passage, it now 

seems to me, makes no explicit reference to the resurrection, and the 

meaning is more likely to be, “It is better for you to enter life [having been 

in the present worldl maimed/lame/with tine eye than to have two hands/ 

feet/eyes [in this lifej and go to hell.” Moreover, even if Jesus did expect 

bodies ro arise just as they departed, we may assume, in view’ of Mk 

12:18-27, which prophesies that the saints will be “like angels in hea

ven.” thar he did not expect a resumption of mundane existence.ltU Even 

though the authors of 2 Barucij and Ecclcstastes Rabbah imagined rhat 

bodies will come out of their graves just as they wrent into them, they also 

supposed that, shortly after the resurrection, rhe righteous will be healed 

and transformed. Such a conviction was probably common. One recalls 

not only 2 Macc 7:10-11, where a martyr professes his belief that if his 

tongue and hands are cut off, God will give them back ro him again, bur 

also the north wall of the Dura-Europos synagogue, which depicts body 

parts being reassembled at the resurrection. These texts are in line with 

tbe later Jewish interpretations of Ezekiel 37: the old vision of bones com

ing together was widely raken to depict the literal restoration of human 

bodies into perfect wholes at rhe general resurrection.**5 We may associ

ate this conviction with Jesus.

Thar Jesus hoped for resurrection telk us nothing abour his view of the

162. On the authenticity of rim  r«a see Chapter 3. pp. 187-88.

163. Attributed to K- Levi and R. Jacob of Cicbal in the name of R. Hanina.

164. Compare Jacques Schlosser, “Die Vol lendunj; des Hals m dcr Sichr Jcsu,” in Welt- 

gerichl und W eltiolhmdung: ZMkunflsbilder tm Neuen Testament, ed. I Ians-Josef Klauck. 

QD 150 (Preiburg: Hcnicr, 1994), pp . "4-78.

165. 1 larald Riocnteld. The Resurrection m Ezekiel XX X V ii and in  the Duru-Europos 

fjin lings , Uppsala Universiters Arsskrift 11 (Uppsala: Almqvist &  Wilcsell. 1948).
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so-called inrerim state* the period between death and resurrection. Given 

his hope that the resurrection would take place soon, he. perhaps like 

some of Paul’s converts in Thessalonica, may never have reflected much 

on this subject. On the other hand, many Jews who believed in rhe resur

rection also believed in a blessed interim s ta te ,a n d  the possibility rhat 

Jesus shared their belief is raised by Lk 16:19-31, the tale of the rich man 

and Lazarus. While it is unwise to read much into the details of what 

amounts to a parable, one does wonder whether Jesus would have told 

the tale if rhc notion of a disembodied existence was uncongenial to him.

The Restoration of Israel

R. Akiba, according ro m. Sanh. 10:3, taught that the ten tribes shall not 

return again: they are lost forever. R. Eliezer, however, is supposed to 

have retorted with this: “Like as the day grows dark and then grows light, 

so also after darkness is fallen upon the ten tribes shall light hereafter 

shine upon them.” Many sources indicate that R. Eliczer’s opinion was 

prevalent at the turn of the era.’®7 We may, moreover, assume that those 

who held ir rook it no less literally than rhe German Jews who, in 1096, 

started for Palestine and expected ro be met on their way by the ten lost 

tribes, who were thought to live beyond the distant mountains.165* The ex

pectation should not be spiritualized or turned into a metaphor.

At least three reasons indicate that Jesus’ eschatological scenario, so far 

from being, against all historical plausibility, “stripped not only of all na

tionalistic features bur also of all materialistic features,” 169 included the 

return of the lost tribes. The first has already been considered (pp. 101— 

102). There Jesus’ selection of a group of twelve was explained as a prob

able prophetic sign. By associating himself with such a group he likely ex

pressed the conviction that the eschatological salvation of Israel would in

clude rhe lost tribes, who were believed to be living in distant exile.1 "

166. Set, e.g., 2 M att 7 . ’J  dlld 36* 1 F ji. 22:1 11; 60:8 and 62:15s 4  Ezra 7:32. 

76—10'. Paul may also be cited here.

167. See Isa. 27:12-13; 43:5-6; Ho*. 11:11; 2 Macc. 1:27; 2:18; Rar. 4:37; 5:5; Ps. 

Sol. 8.28; 11:2-3; J tn . 57:1; 1 IQTempk 57:5-6; 4 Ezra 13:32-50; 2 Bar. 78:1 -7; Sib. 

O r. 2:170-73; T. Jos. 19:3-8 (Ann.).

168. See David Kautmaxui. “A Hitherto Unknown Mcssianic Movement," JQ R  10 

(1897-98), pp. 139-51.

169. J. Jeremus, N'eu- Testament Theology: The Proclamation o f Jesus (New York: 

Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1971), p. 248.

170. On beliefs about the lost tribe* <©e the evidence cited by Montague Rhodes James, 

The I.os! Apocrypha o f the O ld  Testament: Their Titles and Fragments (tandun: SPCK, 

1920), pp. 103-106.
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The second reason is Q 22:28-30, where Jesus promises his followers 

that they will “sit on thrones judging the twelve tribes of Israel.” The 

word here translated '‘judging," and any Semitic equivalent thar might lie 

behind it, almost certainly means not “condemning” but “ruling.” 171 So 

the promise visualizes Jesus’ followers governing Israel, including the 

tribes scattered abroad. The disciples, then, will be like the phylarchs 

under Moses. A similar expectation reappears in T. Jud. 25:1-2 (where 

Judah and his brothers will, after the resurrection, wield their scepter in 

Israel) and T. Benj. 10:7 (where Benjamin says, “Then shall we also be 

raised, each of us over our tribe").

While the meaning of Q 22:28-30 seems clear, can we attribute it to 

Jesus?1'- Reverting to the discussion of indices of authenticity- in Chap

ter 1, the following points may be made.

1. Q  22:28-30 concerns itself with rhe coming age and so is compat

ible with rhe paradigm of Jesus as eschatological prophet.

2. The saying has caused Christians puzzlement, tor it would seem to 

include Judas. The apologetically motivated commentators are quick to 

say that Judas did nor “follow" Jesus to the end (e.g., Theophylact, 

Comm, on Mt. ad loc.), or that his place was taken by Matthias (Acts 1: 

15-26). Thar only Q preserves our saying may be a sign that it was felt 

troublesome from earliest times.

3. It is not clear we can concoct a persuasive narrative explaining its 

emergence in the post-Easrer period. Not only must one deal with the 

problem, just noted, of the presence of Judas among Jesus' immediate fol

lowers, bur, to judge from Paul and Acts, the twelve (explicitly mentioned 

in Marthew’s version of the saying, 19:28) do not appear to have played 

much of a role in the post-Easter period. So an exalted assertion about 

them, if rhat is what our saying origina K* was, is perhaps unexpected af

ter the crucifixion.

4. Although Q 22:28-30 does not contain 3ny of the formal features, 

listed above, that are characteristic of Jesus, it docs show interesting links 

with another complex that could have pre-Easter roots, namely, Mk 10: 

35-40.173 The Markan complex has the sons of Zebedee asking Jesus to

171. Davies and Allison, Matthew, voL 3, pp. 55—56, and Richard A. Horsley, Jesus and 

the Spiral n f Violence: Jeiinsh Resistance, m Roman Palestine (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1993}, 

pp. 203-206.

172. Horsley, ibid., pp. 199-208; Mcicr, "Cirdc of the Twelve,” pp. 653-59; and 

Sanders, Jesus and Judaism , pp. 98-106, think it authentic. Philip Sellew, “The Last Supper 

Discourse in Luke 22:21 -38,’  torum  3/3 (1987}, pp. 83-88, docs not.

173. On this complcv see Davies and Allison, Matthew, vol. 3, pp. 85-86.
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let them sit in glory at his right and his left. It shares wirh Q  22:28—30 

four features:

• In both units a small group around Jesus is involved in eschato- 

logical rule (compare also probably Lk 12:32); this contrasts wirh 

orher scenes in the tradition, in which Jesus alone is rhe cschato

logical authority (e.g., Mr 25:31-46).

• In both passages eschatological rule is represented by sirring on 

thrones; this is explicit in Q 19:28 and implicit in Mk 10:35—40 

(‘ sit at your right and left”).

• In Matthew’s version of Q 22:28-30 the small group with escha

tological rule is identified as the twelve Itherc arc twelve [hrones). 

The same idea seems to be implicit from Luke’s context. In Mk 10: 

35-40 two among the twelve are asking for special places while 

the other ten express resentment (10:41). So Mk 10:35-40 is 

about which of the twelve are to have the highest seats of authority 

and presupposes thar rhe twelve will rule in the eschatological 

kingdom.

• In both texts Jesus himself, despite not being the sole eschatologi

cal ruler, is the central figure. In Mark he sirs on a throne with 

people at his right and left. In Mt 19:28 he sits on the throne of 

his glory. In Lk 22:28-30 he speaks of “my kingdom." Whatever 

exactly Q said, it w-as obviously something that made plain that 

Jesus would stand above those near him.

The preceding observations are far from conclusive. The arguments on 

the other side, however, are no less so. The upshot is that Q 22:28-30 

could reflect something that Jesus said.

A third and better reason for surmising thar Jesus expected the return 

of the lost tribes is Q  13:28-29, which speaks of many coming from east 

and west and reclining with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob in the kingdom 

of God.'7-1 Throughout much of exegetical history this saying has been 

spiritualized into a prophecy of rhe church. Even today it appears in litur

gies of the Lord’s Supper. Joachim Jeremias, however, argued thar ir en

visages the eschatological sojourn of the Gentiles ro Zion. His case has 

seemed compelling ro most, and it harmonizes with Q  11:31-32, which 

foresees the resurrection of the Queen of Sheba and the Nincvites. Here 

pious Gentiles share in eschatological salvation.

174. In addition to what follows vtz mv The Jesus Tradninn m Q , pp. 179-92.
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Jcremias and the majority are, however, almost certainly wrong. Sev

eral commentators have sensed that, if we ignore rhe Marrhean setting for 

the saying, the prophecy is more plausibly construed as having to do with 

the eschatological gathering of Israel. 75 Nor only does the Q  context have 

nothing at all ro do with Gentiles, bur the phrase “east and west” repeat

edly occurs in Jewish texts in connection wirh prophecies of the return of 

Jews ro the holy land.176 By contrast, as far as my researches extend, not 

a single ancient text uses “east and west” in connection with the escha

tological arrival of Gentiles, an event thar accordingly affords an inade

quate explanation of Q 13:28-29.

When one asks how the return of the lost tribes might have functioned 

in Jesus’ proclamation, two things may be conjectured. First, rhe notion 

was perhaps a fictional wTay of enlarging group membership. Wc always 

leel more confident when others agree with us: rhe more numbers the 

more security. Now if, as the tradition indicates, Jesus and his itinerants 

at some point came to be truly disappointed in the Galilean response to 

their activities,177 they must have sought theological explanations for 

their lack of success. In such a situation it would have been encouraging 

to believe that there were others out there, however far away, who would 

soon join their cause— so many others that they would indeed swell to be

come rhe majority in Israel. Even if Chorazin and Bethsaida had not re

pented. surely the disciples could count tin ruling over the hidden tribes 

when they returned. Here cognitive dissonance would be lessened by 

imagining thar one s unreceptive audience would soon be replaced by a 

more amicable group. Thought of the return of the righteous dead at the 

general resurrection could have served the same purpose.

Second, Q  13:28-29 presupposes, in accord with traditional expecta

tion, thar Israel will be the cschatological center of the world. The people 

from east and west obviously come up to Palestine and Zion. Nonethe

less, certain members of Jesus’ audience, dwellers in Israel, will be ex

pelled from the kingdom and gnash their teeth. So Q 13:28-29 offers a 

new twist on an old theme and seems as much rebuke as encouragement. 

It implies that the land will not be a safe haven or guarantee of salvation 

in the eschatological crisis.1 In our saying ir is those outside the borders

175. Note, e.g.. Sand errs, Jesus and Judaism , pp. 119-120.

176. E.R.. D cut *0:4 LXX; 7ech 8:7-8; Rar 4:4; 5:5; Ps. Sol. 11:2; 1 Em. 57:1. While 

Mt 8:11-12 uses “east and “west," Lute 1 *.-28-29 uses the longer expression, “from east 

and wvsi and north and south." lliis phrase roj was traditionally associated with Israels 

retnm: Ps 107:2-*; Isa 43:5-6; Zcvh 2:6 1 XX; Ps. Sol. 11:2-3.

177. Is this why they went to Jerusalem— tu find a better audience?

178. Contrast 2 Bar. 29:2; 71:1; 4 F^ra 9:7-8; and b. Ketub. 11 la .
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of Israel who are redeemed whereas those inside, or at least some of them, 

fall under judgment. Jesus apparently used the restoration of the exiles to 

thrcaren those close to hand who had not supported his cause. One is re

minded of Jcr 24:1-10 and Ezekiel 11. In these place exiles return to rhe 

land while those already there stand condemned.

The Great Tribulation

Well-nigh all worldwide mythology purs human beings closer ro rhc end, 

when rhings are bad, rhan rhc beginning, when rhings arc good.'79 It also 

commonly depicts destruction before new creation.’*0 Millenarian move

ments may be included in the generalizations. “Terrible tribulations. . . 

arc the birth pangs of salvation. The new dispensation is bom out of un

precedented cataclysms, disastrous upheavals and bloody calamities.” 181 

This generalization holds for Jewish messianism throughout the ages— 

rhe rabbis spoke of the “birth pains of rhe Messiah”— as weL as for early 

Chrisrianity. And several of the ancient Jewish apocalypses contain de

tailed depictions of the trials and tribulations of the end times.142 Already 

Dan 12:1 prophesies “a rime of anguish, such as has never occurred sincc 

the nations first came into existence.” F.vcn the Stoics expected a cata

clysm at the end of the present world cycle.185

It is hardly a surprise, then, rhar Jesus also held this expectation. When 

he looked into the future he saw whar others before and after him did— 

nor just the golden age but irs prelude, the final cataclysm. Yet just as he 

thought of the kingdom as already manifesting itself, so too did he think

179. See in general Eliade, Cosmo* and History, pp. 112-50, and for a particular ex

ample H. Warren, Buddhism m Transition (New York: Atheueum, 196$), pp. 482-85. 

For diis idea in pagan and Jewish texli m the Hellenistic and Roman periods see Marco 

FrenschkowskL, Offenbarung und Epiphanw , vol. I , WTTNT 2/79 (Tubiagea: Mnhr- 

Siehcck. 1995).

ISO. According to Jonathan Z- Smith, “Ages ot the Wodd,” in The Fjtcjdapedia o f Re

ligion, ed. Mircea Fliade (New York: Macmillan, 1987), »oL 1, p. 128, the “notion of a 

Worldwide, catastrophic winter that will destroy terrestrial life is an archaic Indo-Furopcan 

m otif" The enure article (on pp. 128-33) is insrruchvc.

I f  1. Yanina Talrnon. "Millenarian Movcmenrs,” Archives eurnpeenes de sociologie 7 

11966), p. 167.

182. E.g., 1 Fatoch. -f Ezra, 2 Baruch, and the Apocalypse o f Abraham. Mere one ma>

detect a debt perhaps to Zoroasrrian tradition; see John R. Hinnells, “The Zoraastrian 

Doctrine o f Salvation in the Roman World: A Study of the Oracle of Hysiaspcs," in Man 

and Hu Salvation; Studies m Memory o f S. C . F. Brandon, cd. Eric J. Sharpe and John R. 

Flinnclls (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1973), pp. 125-48.

18.3. Texts in H . K von Anum, ed., Stoicorum I'eterum fragments (Stuttgart B. G. Teuh-

ner, 1964), pp. 27-33.
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of the painful cschatological necessity as a present experience. This is the 

best explanation for his comment, surely authentic, that “'llie law and the 

prophets were until John; from rhen the kingdom of God has suffered vi

olence and violent men take ir by force” (Q 16 :16).184 Eschatological vio

lence is not confined to the future but belongs to the here and now. Simi

larly, Q  12:51-53 (“Do you think thar I came to give peace on the earth? 

I did not come to give peace but a swortL For 1 came to divide a man 

against father and daughter against mother and a daughter-in-law against 

mother-in-law”) draws upon Mic 7:6, a text used to characterize the dis

cord of rhe latter days.185 For Jesus the tension berween his followers and 

their families belonged to the messianic woes.

Jesus did not proclaim thar eschatological peace had arrived but rather

rbar rhe eschatological sword had been drawn. He was living in the dark

ness between rhe eve of the old era and the dawn of the new. Maybe F.li jah, 

in the person of John the Baptist, had come ro mm the hearts of children 

to their parents (Mai 4:5-6), but, if so, he had been murdered (Mk 9: 

9—13).m  So “this generation” remained an evil and adulterous genera

tion— as the last generation was expected to be. Lambs were in the midst 

of wolves (Q 10:3), and all were facing the trying and purifying fires of 

judgment (Mk 9:49; Lk 12:49-50).1*7 It was opportune to ask for deliv

erance from the time of trial (Q 11:4; compare Rev 3:10).'**

Q 12:51-53 and 16:16 show us that Jesus used the concept of escha

tological tribulation to make sense of misfortunes around him. The ex

pectation offered a theological framework within which to interpret un

happy circumstances. No doubt the premature death of John rhe Baptist, 

especially if construed as a harbinger of things to come, was traumatic for 

Jesus and his company. But placing that death at the turn of the ages and 

making ir part of the climactic struggle berween good and evil brought it

184. So Norman IVrrm, Jesus and the Language n f the Kingdom (Philadelphia: Portress.

1976), p. 46. Compare Richard H . Hitts, The Kingdom o f Cud tn the Synoptic Tradition 

(Gainesville- University o* Florida Press, 1970), pp. 36-42, and G. R. Beasley-Murray. 

Jesus and the Kingdom o f G ad (Grand Rapid;: Frrdmans, 1986), pp. 95-96.

185. Pot interpretation and authenticity tec my aitidc, "Q  12:51-53 and Mk 9:11-13 

and lhe Messianic Woes."

186. On Mic 9 :11-13 see further ihid.

187. Compare James D. G . Dunn, "Tbe Birth of a Metaphor— Baprirxd in Spirit (Part 

1),” ExpT 89 (1978), p. 138,3nd Vincent Taylor, The Gospel according to St. M ark, 2d cd. 

(New York: St. Martin'*. 1966), p. 413.

188. For rhe cschatological interpretation ot this line from the I-ords Prayer see Ray

mond F- Rrown, New Testament Essays (New York: Doubleday, 1968), pp. 314-19, and 

Joachim Jeremias, New Testament Theology: Tbe Proclamation n f Jesus (New York: 

Charles Scribner’s Sons. 1971), pp. 201-202.
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into accord with prophctic necessity. Indeed, the martyrdom of such a one 

as John may have been taken as added evidence char the end was near.

Another point can be made. When Jesus called people to abandon their 

work and families he was asking them to do things both difficult and 

j against custom. 11131 those who responded experienced both doubt and 

guil'. is certain. But such guilt and doubt would be easier to live with if 

j  conflict, including familial conflict, was a prophesied and so necessary 

pan of the eschatological scenario.

Imminence

If Deut 18:21-22 is anything to go by, biblical prophecies were, as a 

rule, sufficiently short-term that their truth or falsity could be judged by 

a prophet’s contemporaries. In line with this, Jesus did not speak of a 

| golticn age which might just as well come later as sooner. For him salva- 

| tion was close at hand. His generation, upon whom the eschatological 

j tribulation had come, would be the last generation. This is implicit in the 

| analysis so far. Additional features of the tradition do nothing but 

I confirm rhis result: the sands of time had run out.

Like other millenarian prophets,1*" Jesus, for example, depicted the 

I present as a period of unprecedented divine disclosure. Tbis is the testi- 

j  mony of Q 10:21 (“you have hidden these things from rhe wise and the 

intelligent and have revealed them to infants”),190 23 (“Blessed are the 

eyes that see what you see. For I tell you thar many prophets and kings 

desired to sec what you see bur did not see it, and to hear what you hear, 

bur did not hear it);191 and Mk 4:11 (“To you has been given the secret 

of the kingdom of God, but for those outside, everything is in parables”).192 

Now, many Jews believed that the latter days would bring special knowl

edge to the elect.’9’’ It is altogether natural to think that this is the back

189. See above, p. 91.

190. Bulrmann, History, p. 160: this is “in my opinion, a saying originally Aramaic. 1

also think it possible thar it comcs from 3 lust Jewish writing___ It is ditfcrcnr from the say

ings at Jesus; yet, an the other hand, I see no compelling reason tor denying it to him ." Com

pare I ju , M atthaus, voL 2, pp. 199-200.

191. Few would disagree with Bulrmann, History, p. 126, who regarded this as from Je- 

sas and (on p. 109) nghdv asserted that Jesus must have been speaking of “the Messianic 

age, for it has been rhi« that the pious of the past have longed to see." Compare Becker, Je

sus ixm Nazaret, pp. 135-36.

192. On this see especially Bruce D. Chilton. A Galilean Rabbi and His Bible: Jesus' Use 

o ftte  Interpreted Scripture of His Time (Wilmington: Michael Glazier, 1?84), pp. 90-97.

193. Seejer 31:34; Hab 2:14; CD 3:13-14; lQpHab 11:1; 1 En. 51:3; 90:6; 93 +
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ground to the sayings just citcd. When Jesus sought to satisfy the univer

sal desire to understand the true nature of one’s situation, to know one’s 

meaningful place in the cosmos, he crafted an eschatological scenario and 

construed it as revelatory.

Jesus also composed parables of harvest— the parable ol the sower 

(Mk 4:2-9; Gos. Thom. 9), the parable of the scattered seed (Mk 4:26- 

29), the parable of the tares (Mt 13:24-30; Gos. Thorn. 57)— and said 

thar “the harvest is plentiful” (Q 10:2; compare Jn 4:35-38). This mat

ters because Jewish tradition used the images of threshing, winnowing, 

and harvesting in prophecies of judgment,1’4 and in apocalyptic literature 

rhe same images are associated wirh the eschatological consummation. 

4 Ezra can, without adding explanation, even call the end “the time 

of threshing” (4:30, 39).'9' John the Baptist also used harvest imagery 

within an eschatological context (Q 3:17). There is no reason to suppose 

it was otherwise with Jesus. For him the eschatological harvest was ripe.

A related point, too often neglected, is rhat, among sayings usually 

thought to declare the kingdom present, we find not reference to a 

changeless reality but rather the language of advent. According to Q 10:

9, the kingdom has come or has come near. Similar are Q 11:20 (“upon 

you has comc rhe kingdom of God") and Mk 1:15 (“The kingdom of 

God has come near”). Whatever else these statements mean, they imply 

the temporal character of the kingdom. Presumably there wras a rime 

when the kingdom of God had not come upon people. Does this make 

sense if Jesus proclaimed an “always available divine dominion”?196 

I leikki Raisanen has observed that, “If the kingdom has ‘arrived' with Je

sus, it can hardly have been there all along.” ,9' The use of temporal verbs 

with rhe kingdom reflects Jesus’ belief that something new and unprece

dented had happened. So once more we are impelled ro think in terms of 

an unfolding eschatological scenario.

In addition to the observations already made, the Synoptics contain

194. F_g_. Isa 41:14-16; Jer 15:7; 51:33; llm  6:11; Jod 3:13; Mu: 4:12-13. The 

iignihcancc erf this was already seen by Sx.bwnt7.rr, The Quest o f lhe H istorical Jesus (New 

York: Macmillan), pp. 362-63.

195. Note also Rev 14:14-16 and 2 Bar. 70:2.

196. So Crossan, Jesus, p. 292.

1^7. “Exorcisms and the Kingdom: Is Q 11:20 a Saving o* the Historical Jesus?" in 

Symbols and Strata: Essays on the Sayings Guspel Q , cd. Rtstn Uro (Helsinki: The Fmnish 

Fxegetical Socicts; Gottingen: Vandcnhocck & Ruprevhi, 1996), p. 140. Me goo on: “Q 

11:20 docs not speak of God s eternal, unchanging kingship, but o f something novel, of a 

change in the situation.'*
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cements that explicitly make the cschatological kingdom of (iod tem

porally near:

Amen, 1 say to  you. there are some standing here who will not taste 
death until they see that the kingdom of God has come wiih power.
(Mk 9:1)

Amen, T say to  you, this generation will not pass away until all these 
things have taken place. (Mk 13:30)
When they persecute you in one town, (lee to the next; tor amen. 1 say 
to  you, you will not have gone through all the towns ot Israel before 
the Son of man comes. (Mt 10:23)

It his been popular in the last few decades to dismiss these sayings 3S rhe 

prod ucr of some unknown Christian prophets).1’"’ This is a possibility 

one cannot refute. But it must be added that there is no real evidence for 

this common conviction. The sayings could just as well go back to a word 

or words of Jesus.200

All three texts are structurally related. They consist of:

(a) “Amen" +

(b) “I say to you" +
(c) statement about what will not happen +- 

(d) temporal conjunction +
(e) statement about the consummation

1 suspect thar we are actually dealing here with three variants of one say

ing. and that there is another variant in Jn 8:51-52 201 Elements (a), (b),

, and (d) do nor vary significantly. Concerning (e), one has no difficulty 

imagining that a saying about rhe kingdom (Mk 9:1) became one about 

the Son of man (Mt 10:23) or vice versa, or further rhar either could, as 

part of the conclusion ro Mark 13, be turned into the more general “all 

these rhings have taken place.”

Even element (c) does not vary much. Both Mk 9:1 and 13:30 refer 

to death (“not taste dearh," “not pass away”), and Mt 10:23 has to do 

wirh persecution and flight— perhaps flight in order ro avoid death. The

198. On the unity at th ii sating fee Davies and Allison, Matthew. vol 2, p. 189.

199. Crawford, “Near Lxpcvtation in rhc Savings of Jesus.” is typical

200. Compare l u7, Vfjtxhaus. vol. 2, pp. 107-108. aud 488.

201. On ihis last vc  Barnabas Lindars. "Discourse and Tradition: lhe  Use of (he Say

ings of Jesus in the Discourses erf the Fourth Gospel,” JSNT 13 (1981), pp. 9S-96.
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original composition may have referred to those who would “stand’’ 

(compare Mk 9:1), that is, endure the tribulations of the end (compare 

Mk 13:13,20).202 One can easily envisage such a word being turned into 

several different things— into a prophecy partially fulfilled in the trans

figuration (Mk 9:1), into a word relevant for the period immediately af

ter the Jewish war (Mk 13:30), into consolation for the continuing Chris

tian mission (Mt 10:23), and into a promise of eternal life for those who 

keep Jesus’ word (Jn 8:51-52).

Although Schweitzer was almost surely wrong to argue that the 

Matthcan missionary discourse preserved the original context of the orig

inal composition, he may have been right to see in Mr 10:23 something 

that Jesus said to his disciples. Eschatological enthusiasm is always 

difficult to maintain for any length of rime Doubts come easily and 

rapidly. So strategies must be devised to keep hope alive and well. Per

haps, as Schweitzer conjectured, Jesus and those around him already ex

perienced the delay of rhe end and so a saying about living to see the full

ness of time had a purpose even before Easter. Certainly rhe woes upon 

the cities in Galilee (Q 10:13-15) show us that certain high hopes or ex

pectations of Jesus fell to the ground. As C. J. Cadoux, in a book that has 

passed into undeserved oblivion, commented fifty years ago: if he “meant 

what he said, and was not simply indulging in meaningless stage-play or 

unintelligent fatalism, he was expressing real and passionate disappoint

ment. No feasible alternative view is possible. If these utterances do not 

cvince a most poignant sense of frustration, they mean nothing.”20’ Al

though in this matter we can do little more than speculate, one would 

hardly be surprised to learn that frustration in his missionary work raised 

for Jesus questions about his initial eschatological expectations.

Whatever one makes of Mk 9:1; 13:30; and Mr 10:23, one must 

come to terms with rhe parables that advise people to watch for rhe com

ing of the Lord or the Son of man,'w with the pronouncements of cscha-

202. See further Davies a ad Alltsnn, Matthew, voL 2, p. 189 (which argues rhat the 

“some" aad “here" of Mk 9:1 arc secondary), and J. C- O ’Neil, "D id Jesus 'leach rhat His 

Death Would Be Vicarious as Well as Typical?" in Suffermg and Martyrdom in  the New Tes

tament, ed- William Horbury and Brian McNeil (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 

1981). pp. 9-27.

203. C . J. Cadoux, The I  lis t one Mission of Jesus: A Constructive Re-Examination of 

the Eschatological Teaching tn the Synoptic Gospels (New York: Harper Sc Brothers, n.d.1. 

p. 192-

204. F-g., 0:12:39-40 - Gos. Thom. 91; I *  12:35-38 (Q?fc M l 25:1-13.
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logical woes on contemporaries/0* and with the miscellaneous com

plexes that either announce or presuppose that the final fulfillment of 

God’s saving work is nigh.206 Those who dissociate Jesus from imminent 

^scha to logical expectation need to show us not only that all of this mate

rial comes from the church but additionally that it misrepresents what 

Jesus was all about. They have nor done so.

£ Like the author of Testament of Moses, a book rhar probsblv attained 

|ts present form in his lifetime, Jesus expected to see God’s kingdom ap

pear throughout the whole creation. If the Kaddish prayer was already 

Known in his day, he could have prayed it whole-heartedly: “May he es

tablish his kingdom in your lifetime and in your days, and in the lifetime 

I of the whole house of Israel, speedily and at a near time.” He certainly did 

pra>, “Your kingdom comc” (Q 11:2).

Imminence is, for us modems, the most difficult aspecr of the Jesus rra- 

dinoo ro appreciate, and it is safe to suppose that this is one reason 

ISchvrcttzer’s construction of the past and its relatives have been, from his 

day to ours, received with something other than hearty hallelujahs. Wc 

may have grown comfortable with the fact rhar all language about the end 

must, like all language abour rhc beginning, be mythological. Revelation 

21-22 is the analogue of Genesis 1-3. Nevertheless, what was near to 

many in the first century has become far off for us. Further, to wax 

f; mythological when imagining the divine future is one thing; to live as 

though that mythological future were coming tomorrow is another. But 

as historians we must not confuse our convictions with Jesus’ creed. And 

regarding the larter, eschatological imminence was part and parcel.

When we inquire how imminence functioned for Jesus and his hearers, 

the answer seems obvious. Attention tends to focus on what is nearby, not 

on what is far away. 1'hose who have been told that they have only weeks 

or monrhs to live will think abour dearh much more than those who be

lieve death to be disranr. In like manner, the kingdom of God will in

evitably rcccivc more attention if it is perccivcd not as creeping towards 

us at a pett>T pace, nor as reserved exclusively for the dead, hut rather as 

coming anon. So when Jesus proclaimed that the judgment, rhe resurrec

tion, and the restoration of Israel were at hand, he was communicating, 

among other things, that they were ttx> important to ignore, rhat in fact 

they mattered above all else. In this way he hoped to turn his hearers into 

cscharological actors, into conscious participants in the end-time drama.

205. Q  6:24-26; 10:12-15; Mk 13:17.

206. F-g.,Mk 1:15; 13:28-29, 13, 37; Ik  18:1-8; 21:34-36.
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The Language of Millenarian Eschatology

The immediate future was, for Jesus, not mundane but rather some sort 

of supemaruraUv wrought stare. But whar did he mean when he spoke, as 

he probably did, of “the Son of man’-? Did he live with the expectation 

that not just dispersed Israel but righteous Gentiles would go up to Zion? 

What prophetic texts, if any, were particularly important for him? Did he 

ever change his mind abour any of his eschatological convictions? Did 

he think that the end could be hastened through repentance, or perhaps 

delayed through the same? Did he. as Mark tells us, really identify the 

Baprist with Elijah?

These are all interesting and important issues that need nor be pru

dently eschewed. Probably some of them can be answered with a decent 

measure of assurance, or at least with more rhan vague surmises. At this 

juncture, however, 1 shall not further fill out the details of Jesus’ eschato

logical vision. I rather wHsh to anticipate the rejoinder that my more or 

less prosaic reading of the evidence is misleading. I have already sought 

to repel the objections of rhose who exclude Jesus from rhe error of im

minent eschatological expectation by excising large portioas from the tra

dition. Here I should like instead to counter what I take ro be the mis

guided ingenuity of four prominent scholars who have willed the same 

end through a different means, namely, by interpreting our sourccs in a 

nonmillenarian maimer.

C. H. Dodd, in The Parables o f the Kingdom and elsewhere, famously 

urged that Jesus had a “realized eschatology.” Ihat is, rhe kingdom of 

God, Jesus’ name lor the transcendent order in which there is no before 

or after, had manifested itself in the crisis of his ministry. Further, Jesus 

expected vindication after death, which he variously spoke of as resur

rection, the coming of the Son of man, and the rebuilding of the temple. 

But the church, before t<x> much time rolled by, came to long for the fu

ture coming of the Son of man, now conceived of as Jesus’ return. In this 

way cNcliaioIogy ceased to be realized, lhe change of outlook was such 

that the church eventually ended up with Revelation, an apocalypse, as its 

scriptural finale.

T. E. Glasson achieved a similar result by claiming that Jesus accepted 

the distinction, attested in 4 Ezra 7:27-31, the book of Revelation, and 

some rabbinic sources, between an earthly messianic kingdom and the 

supramundane age to come. Jesus anticipated a first fulfillment, a tempo

rary messianic reign of considerable although unspecified duration, and 

beyond that the resurrection, the final fulfillment, a new heaven, and a new
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earth. Jesus' expectation of an impermanent kingdom can, moreover, be 

 ̂ fairly identified with the post-Kastcr era, In other words, Jesus* prophecies 

for the near future found their fulfillment in his fate and in the church.>0?

G. B. Caird provided yet another way of discounting Schweitzers 

admirers and delivering Jesus from eschatological fallacy-. Caird argued 

that, although the biblical writers believed literally that the world would 

j someday come to an end, they regularly used end-of-the- world language 

[ metaphorically to refer to whar rhey well knew was nor rhe end of the 

| world. Caird then declared that die Synoptic passages that scholars have 

taken to imply an imminent consummation have a metaphorical sense: 

they do nor contemplate the world’s end in the near future.-0* N. T. 

jWrighr, arguing thar first-centurv Jews would have known a fcood meta

phor when rhey came across one, has recently endorsed Caird’s general 

approach.20*

\ I shall nor here lodge at length my individual complaints about Dodd, 

XJlasson. Caird, and Wnght— scholars from whom, I am happy to ac- 

^w ledge , I have otherwise learned much.’ 10 1 rarher wish to explain 

why. despite rheir general agreement with each other when it comes to cs- 

Biatology, a different view of things is preferable—a view which plainly 

recognizes, reluctantly but without equivocation, that whar Jesus foretold 

can be identified neither with his earthly mission nor with post-taster his- 

: tory. In other words, subsequent events neither confirmed nor conformed 

to Jesus’ eschatological vision.

1. My first observation is nor controversial bur nonetheless merits con- 

F siderable emphasis. It is this: the notion of a blissful, trouble-free age to 

■' come, which makes amends for ail previous deficiencies, appears in much 

world mythology and religion and was certainly part of Jesus’ Jewish 

k tradition.211 Moreover, rhis golden age, for which rhe last two thousand

207. T. I:. G laivju. Jesus iitu i the End o f the World (Edinburgh: Saint Andrew. 1980).

208. G. B. Caird. l  he Ljngttage and Imagery o f the Bible (Philadelphia: Westminster, 

1980). pp . 243 71.

209. N. T. Wnght, The New Testament and the People o f God  (Minneapolis: Fortress. 

1992), pp. 280-338. and Jesus and the Victory o f Cod, cspccully pp. 320-68.

210. For ms evaluation of Glasson see “A Millennial Kingdom in the teaching nf 

Jesus?" IBS 7 <1985), pp. 46-52.1 have criticized Laud ui The Fnd of the Ages, pp. 84-90. 

Som e of the problems with Wrighr are considered m “Jesus and lhe Victory of Apocalyptic,” 

in iV. T. Wright's Jesus and the Victory of God: A C ritical Assessment, ed. Carey Newman 

(Downer* Grove: Inter Varsity, forthcoming 1998).

211. Mircca F.liade. Myth and Reality (New York: I larper fie Row, 1963). pp. 54-74. 

Ahead) the end of the Akkadian Urule Prophecy seems to foretell a golden age, and prc- 

Qm stun Germanic myth told of earth and sky someday perishing, after which the earth 

would once again emerge from the sea to witness, for a time, freedom from evil.
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years of human misery seem a most implausible candidate, has often been 

thought to be imminent. “In even age and in every comer of the globe, 

small groups of people have become unalterably convinced that the pro

cesses of history are coming ro an end.”21- Recurrently, when a people’s 

social world has disintegrated, they have longed for another world, or for 

their present world to be recreated. It is particularly significant for our 

purposes that, “in rhe second century' B.C. and later, many [in the Graeco- 

Roman world 1 were saying that the last age had nearly run its course and 

the great change was at hand.” 20
llie expectation of supernatural renewal in the offing is one of the cen

tral energizing elements in all millenarian movements, which typically 

“expect imminent, total, ultimate, this worldly collective salvation."214 
To say thar Jesus spolep of and behaved as though the end were really at 

hand, therefore, is simply to put him into a well-known category.

By “end” is not meant the cessation of rhe space-time universe— al

though that possibility* should not be excluded. The Stoics believed in a lit

eral end,-’15 and the Oracle o f Hysta$f/es prophesied thar, 6000 years 

after creation, “everything ought to come to a halt.”2,,i 1 En. 91:16 fore

sees that “the first heaven shall depart and pass away; a new heaven shall 

appear,”21" and 2 En. 65:7(A) prophesies that “time (periods) will per

ish."218 LAB 3:10 says th3t someday “the world will cease, and death will 

be abolished,” and “there will be another earth and another heaven, an 

everlasting dwelling place.” According to 2 Pet 3:10-13, the day of the 

Lord— which can be hastened by godly living—will come like a thief, “and 

rhen the heavens will pass away with a loud noise, and the elements will be 

dissolved with fire, and earth and everything that is done on ir will be dis

closed.” And then there arc the Jewish Sibylline Oracles, which, in more 

than one place, plainly tell that the world will be burned up with fire.JI*

212. Jeffrey Kaplan, Radical Religion tn America: Sbttcnanan Movements from the fa t 

Rtght tv the Children o f Noah (Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 1997), p. 165-
213. T. Francis GUssmi. C.rtxk Influence in  Jewish Eschatology (London: SPCK, 1961), 

p. 76. See further K Gerald Downing, “Common Strands m Pagan, Jewish and Christian b>- 

chatologics in the First Century," TZ 51 (1995), pp. 196-211.

214. Yonina Talmon, “Millenarian Movements,” Archives europeettes de suciologie 7 

(1966), p. 159.

215. Amim, Stnicorum, pp. 27-33.

216. See Hmnclls, “The Zomastnan Doctnnc of Salvation in lhe Roman World," 

p. 12#, citing Anstokritos. Theosophy.

217. Sec also 45:4-5; 69:29; 72:1.

218. Compare 2 En. 65:10 {J): “everything corruptible will perish."

219. Sth. O r. 2:196-210; 3:75-90; 4:171-92.
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But most millenarian movements, whether ancient, medieval, or mod

em, have expected not the utter destruction and rcplaccmcr.t of this world 

bur rather a revolutionary change.220 For medieval messianic Jews, for rhe 

caigo cultists of Melanesia,—1 and for the Amerindian participants in rhe 

Ghost Dance, for instance, the dead were going to come back to live on 

their old land, not in some suprarerrestrial locale. Soo too already the 

book of Daniel. And Jesus, who probably drew no distinction berween a 

millennial kingdom and rhe eternal world to come,222 and whose escha- 

tobgy probably contained, to use Scholem’s categories, elements of both 

restorative and utopian-catastrophic mcssianism, may similarly have 

looked for a time “free from old age, dearh, decomposition and corrup

tion. . .when rhe dead shall rise, when immortality shall come to the liv

ing, when the world shall be perfectly’ renewed.” —3 These w ords, from  a 

-oroastrian source, appear to envision not another earth bur this earth 

made new— a revised, second edition with the earlier dciicicncies cor

rected.—4 The story of the flood in Geuesis is analogous: this w'orld is firsr

220. Compare Richard landcs, the Millennium Be Fulfilled: Apocalyput Expec

tations and the Pattern of Western Chronography 100-800 t .K.,” in The Use and Abuse o f

I Eschatology tn the M iddle Ages. ed. Werner Veibekc, Dan tel Vcrhclst, and Andrics Wdken- 

huywn ilxuven: Iruven Univrrsjty Press, 1988), p. 207. According 10 Brv.in Wilson, "Mil- 

licnoialism in Comparative Perspective," Comparath’c Studies m Society History 6 

(1965), pp. 94-95. "new religious movements" tend, in reaction tn “institutionalized reli- 

riox"’ which usually “organize the attainment of transcendental goals," to seek “this- 

worldiy goals." Relevant is Gregory lillett's study of some modern adventist cults: “Esoteric 

i Advennsm; Three F.sotcric Christian Adventist Movements of the First Half of rhe Twenn- 

Century," in Trompf, Cargo Cults and M illenarian Movements, pp. 143-77.

221. L C Jarvic, “On the Explanation of Cargo Cults," Archives curopecrtes d e so d o - 

logic 7 (1966) 299-312.

222. This is why the attempt to decide whether Jesus annciparcd an "earthly" or “heav

enly" fulfillment is so difficult; see Schlosser, “Die Volleoduflg des Heils in der Sichr Jesu."

223. Babmaa-Yait 19:14, 89, quoted in Eliade, Eternal Return, p, 124.

224. Compare rhe generalization, regarding five millenarian movements, of Michael

; Adas, Prophets o f Rebellion: M illenarian Protest Movements against the European Colonial 

! O rder (Cambridge: Cambridge Uoiversiry Press, 1987), p. 115: “The idhcrents ot these 

inurements anticipated tar more profound transformations than rhe dcsmicnon of the colo

nial order. Victory over the agents of colonialism was merely a preliminary, but ncccssary, 

ttagc in the establishment of a new order that would be radically different from any that had 

gone before. Although there was often an appeal to past golden ages and honored prece

dents as a means of lending legitimacy to millennial prophecies, the coming 3ge of salvation 

would be bey ond time and history and yet represent the culmination of both. It would be 

free of sin. suffering, and social injustice. The promised kingdom of pcacc and bliss would 

be terrestrial m Norman Cohn’s sense that it would come in the here-and-now rarher than 

after dearh, but it was clearly envisioned as a blend ol material and spiritual, of this world 

and the supernatural."
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destroyed before it— the same world—is recreated. Presumably the bib

lical prophecies of a desert in bloom (Isa 15:1-2), unprecedented fertil

ity (Amos 9:13-15), aud the taming of wild animals (Isa 11:6-9) are al

ready moving in this direction.223 Whether this he so or not, maybe the 

best conclusion with regard to Jesus is that the differences between heaven 

and earth bccamc, in his imagination, indistinct in the cschaton, rhat is, 

rhe two rhings in effect merged and became one. “Heaven on earth," we 

might say.

It is true thar, occasionally in Jewish tradition, the messianic kingdom 

does not reach much beyond present possibilities. Maimonides thoughr of 

the messianic age in rather mundane terms,22* and one can find in the 

Babylonian lalmud the notion that “there is no difference between this 

world and the days of the Messiah except frhat in the latter there will hr 

nol subjection to rhe nations" (b. Ber. 34b). Most Jewish messianism, 

however, has wanted much more. In medieval Jewry “not only the Jewish 

masses but most Jewish scholars conceived the millennium as an entirely 

new world,”22' and often in the Talmud “descriptions of life after death, 

the messianic age, and the new world alter the messianic age overlapped 

considerably.” 225 We have something similar m many of rhe old Jewish 

apocalypses22* as well as in the Jesus tradirion, where the immediate fu

ture involves resurrection to an angelic life.

Perhaps it is not out of place to cite Martin Buber’s story in which a 

zaddik, in response to claims abour rhe Messiah’s arrival, opens his win

dow, sniffs rhe air, and then declares, ‘‘The Messiah has nor come.”2*0

225. In private correspondence Don Gowan ha* commented: “Is3iah 11 expresses rhc 

same conviction 35 Genesis 1 and 9: that in the world a* God intended it to be there would 

he no killing. That is not the world w t know, mi the belief is projected both into the begm- 

ning and the end. 1 think the prophet must have meant peace among the -mimiU to be taken 

literally. Otherwise, he was just writing a planmdf: God does not like killing. I le says more 

than that: God does something abour it.” F.vcn tbe great allegorist Philo took the prophe

cies of the reconciliation of animals (Isa 11:6-9; 35:1-2; Amos 9:13-151 literally: De 

frraem. 85-88. Sec on rhis Peder borgeu, Philo o f Alexandria: An hxegete for Ht$ ln n t, 

NovTSup 86 (l.eiden: Brill. 1997), pp. 262-64.

226. Marcel Poorthuis. ‘ Messianism between Reason and Delusion: Maimonides and 

rhe Messiah,” m Messianism through History, cc. W im Bcuken, Scan Freyne. and Anton 

Weiler (London: SCM, 1993), pp. 57-68.

227. Stephen Sharot. Messumsm, Mysticism, and Magic: A Sociological Analysis of 

Jewish Religious Movements (Chapel H ill: University of North Carolina Press, 1982), p. 47

228. Ibid., p . 48.

229. D. S. Russell, The Method and Message o f Jewish Apocalyptic 200 H . C . - A . D .  100 

(Philadelphia: Westminster. 1964), pp. 285-303.

230. Mcnachcm Kellner, “.Nlessiank Postures in Israel Today," in Saperstein, ed.. 

Essential Papers, p. 510.
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This anecdote vividly depicts the conviction that, when the redeemer 

finally comes, everything will he different.

2. Caird, taking up where Dodd left off,231 has argued thar modern 

readers sometimes find literal meaning where they should instead find 

metaphor. It is true thar rhc Tanak can use poetic hyperbole ro depicr his

torical events. But should we assume that the way some older texts used 

[ language is the way in which everyone else later on used language? Does 

nor the apocalyptic literature of the Hellenistic period present us with 

some tilings truly new? If the resurrection in Ezekiel 37 was, in the au- 

I tbor’s intention, a metaphor for the resusciration of Israel, by the rime we 

i come to rhc walls of the Dura-F.uropos synagogue rhe text is clearly being 

! read as a prophecy of the saints literally exiting their tombs at rhc con

summation. Most biblical scholars hold thar certain words and images 

came later to mean things that rhey once did not mean: hermeneutics 

was not forever fixed.1’2 Not only, to illustrate again, was there was an 

j increase in rhe use of cosmic imagery after the Babylonian exile, but, as 

we shall see, literal interpretation of ir is, in later sources, sometimes

(unavoidable.

If wc leave aside obviously symbolic prophecies in a visionary context 

(for example 4 Ezra 11-12 and the phantasmagoric maze that is Johns 

Revelation), surely I will not be alone in my sentiment that eschatological 

j language often held a strongly literal component. The Qumran War Scroll 

is ostensibly a prophecy of a real eschatological battle complete with 

fighting angels. Papias (in F.uscbius, H.E. 3:3.9:12), Justin Martyr (Dia

logue SO),2’1 Ircnacus (e.g.. Adv. haer. 5:32-36), Terrullian (Adv. Marc. 

3:24), the Montanists (F.piphanius, Pan. 49:1:2-3), and Lactanrius 

$ (Div. inst. 7:24-26) all believed, because they read rheir Bible literally, in 

a rather worldly millennium involving a transformation of the natural 

world. Commodian expected rhc ten lost tribes to return to the land 

{Carm. apol. 941-46). Rabbinic texts contain the conviction that bones

231. On p. 81 ot Rtrables, Dodd asks whether wc must assume rhar apocalyptic writer? 

“always intended their visions of the end, unlike their visions of coming everts within his

tory, to be taken with the strictest literalness, or docs 3 consciously symbolic element still 

persist?” Hr goes on: "Ir is at least open to the reader to take the traditional apocalyptic im

agery as a scries ot symbols standing fur rtalities which rhc human mind cannot directly ap

prehend and as such capable of various interpretation and re-interpretation as the lessons 

o f history or 3  decpcuing understanding of the ways of God demand."

232 Instructive hrte is J. Vermeylcn. Du propheie Isate «i I'apncalyptique. Late. 

I-XXXV, m irnir d’un denu-miUenaire d'expcrintcc nrftgieus? ro Israel. FB. 2 vols. (Paris: 

J. Gabalda, 1977-78).

233. Jusrin says that be shares his opinion with many Christians.
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will roll through underground tunnels before being reassembled for the 

resurrection on rhe Mount of Olives \b. Ketub. 111a).

Just how literal the ancients could be about some things is brought 

home by a passage in Aristobulus. He is commenting on Exod 19:16-18 

(“On the morning of the third day there was thunder and lightning, and 

a blast of a trumpet so loud that all rhe people who were in the camp

trembled---Now Mount Sinai was wrapped in smoke, because the Lord

had descended upon ir in fire; the smoke went up like the smoke of a kiln, 

while the whole mountain shook violently”). Now F.xod 19:16-18 

seems to us modems to invite a nonliteral reading. Ir is, however, fasci

nating to learn thar a hellenizcd Jew of Alexandria who applied Stoic al

legorical method ro biblical exegesis took ir quite literally. The following 

words of Aristobulus, preserved in Eusebius, Praep. eu. 10:8, deserve to 

be quoted at length:

In  the book of the Law. it is said that at the rime when God was giving 

the law, a divine descent took place, so thar a ll m ight see the active 

power o f God. This descent is manifest; and anyone w ho wants to  pre 

serve what is said about God would explain these accounts in  the fo l

low ing way. It is declared that “ the m ountain was alight w ith fire," as 

our law code says, because o f G od’s descent. There were the voices of 

trumpets and the fire hla/ang beyond all power to resist it. And the 

number o f the entire throng was no less than a m illion , not counting 

those outside the prescribed age. They were called to assembly from  all 

around the m ountain (the circuit oi the m ountain took no less than 

five days) and the blazing fire was ohscrvcd by them from every van

tage po in t, as they were cncamped around it. As a result, the descent 

was not local, for God is everywhere. And as for the force o f the fire, 

which is exceedingly marvelous because it consumes everything, he 

showed that it burned irresistibly and actually consumed nothing, 

which would not have happened uniess a divine power had been in it.

For, though rhe place burned furiously, the fire consumed none of the 

things grow ing on the m ouuuiiu, but ihe fresh green of a ll the plants 

remained untouched by the fire. The voices o f the trumpets sounded 

more vehemently together w ith the lightning-like illum ination of the 

fire, although there were no such instruments ready at hand, nor any

one playing them , but everything came to be by divine provision.735

234. 1 quote from the edition of Carl R- Hoibday. Fragments from Hellenistic Jcu- 
tsh Authors, Volume III: Anstnhulus, TT 39/PS 13 {Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1995), 

pp. 142-47.

235. Compare the variant of this passage of Anstobulus preserved by Clement of 

Alexandria, Strom. 6.332.
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Surely we have to wonder whether, in a world where even an allegorist 

could find literal events in the fire and trumpet and earthquake of Exod 

| 19: t6—18, readers of apocalyptic prophecies might not have expected lit

eral lire, literal trumpets, and literal earthquakes?236
Most of us have known many moderns who take their eschatology 

j  straight, with as little symbolism as possible. It suffices to recall Hal 

I Lindsey’s The Late, Great Planet Earth and its onetime popularity. Now 

[ do we really have suitable reasons, other rhan saving our theology, for 

holding that, when the Jesus tradition speaks about the Son of man com

ing on the clouds of heaven, this was nor meant literally? Why imagine in

stead that this was just a picturesque way of saying something about 

Jesus* vindication after death, or of prophesying the judgment of Jerusa

lem in 70 G.E.? In a world wherein many, it appears, were credulous 

enough to be taken in by the transparent forgeries of the psecdepigrapha, 

should wc really expect refined hermeneutics? If Plutarch could report the 

E literd sound of a trumpet from heaven (Sulla 7),1,7 and if Aristobulus 

j could discuss what sort of noise the supernatural trumpets at Sinai made 

| {Eusebius, Praef>. ev. 8:10), is it manifest that we should reckon the trum- 

| pet of Mt 24:31 and 1 Thess 4:16 to be a metaphor?1** Sib. Or. 4:174 

also refers to an end-time trumpet. It heralds the conflagration of the 

world and belongs to a passage that can otherwise be taken ar face value 

(compare Apoc. Abr. 31:1).

In this particular case we know w’hat one very early Christian, and an 

[ unusually sophisticated one ar that, made of such language. In 1 ’ITiess 

! 4:13-18, Paul passes on tradition closely related to Mk 13:24-27// 

j  Mt 24:29, 30b-31//Lk 21:25-38 as well as Mr 24:30a.235 The apostle 

writes about the coming of the Lord Jesus, who will meet the saints in the 

clouds. The Synoptic Jesus similarly speaks of rhe Son of man coming on

236. Although 1 cannot discuss the issue further here, Aristnbulus has .ed me to recant 

my formerly metaphorical interpretation a i the accounts of the giving of the law in LAB
J :  11:5; 4  Ezra .1:18-19; and b. Zeb. 116a; see Allison, End. p. 89 (cited with approval by 

i  Wright, Jesus and the Victory u f God, 321, n. 2).

237. “lh e  most sen king phenomenon of all was when the sound of a trumpet rang out 

from a perfcctl> clear and cloudless sky with a shrill, prolonged, and dismal note so loud 

that people were driven half crazy with terror.”

238. One also cannot interpret the heavenly trumpets of Par. Jer. 3:2 and 4:1 as 

f nxta^honcal, although heir we arc dealing with a narrative whose ficnonal character was

probably assumed by the listeners (compare M E  47:1).

239. See Allan J. McNicoi, Jesus' Directions for the Future: .4 Source and Redactiun- 

History Study o f the Use o f the Eschatological Traditions in  Paul and m lhe Synoptic Ac- 

coun'.s of Jesus' L ist Eschatological Discourse, New Gospel Studies 9 (Macon: Mercer Uni

versity Press, 1996).
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clouds and ot the elect being gathered to him. The point for us is that 

1 Thess 4:13-18 does not readily lend itself to being understood as meta  ̂

phorical language. One has difficult}- imagining that Paul was not refer- 

ring to literal clouds in rhe atmosphere, or rhat his first readers might have 

given his words figurative sense. So an appeal to metaphor when pursuing 

the meaning of the closely related Mk 13:24-27 par. seems equally 

out of place. Paul did not interpret the tradition behind Mk 13: 

24 -27 as docs N. T. Wright, that is, as a symbolic prophccy of Jerusa

lem’s destruction.-40 The apostle rather construed it as have millenarian 

Christians down through the centuries: Paul expected Jesus to come on 

the clouds. Some words of Shirley Jackson Case are apropos: “Imagine 

the shock to Mark had he been told that this expectation was already re

alized in the appearances of Jesus after rhr resurrection, or in rhe ecstatic 

experiences of the disciples at Pentecost, or in the salvation of the indi

vidual Christians at death.” 241 -

Consider Mk 13:24:

The sun will he darkened,
and the moon will not give iis light, 

and the stars will be falling from heaven,
and the powers in the heaven*, will be shaken

Some commentators think that this free combination of Isa 13:10 and 

34:4, which has numerous parallels in apocalypric literature,is poetry, 

not literal description.24 ’ Perhaps they are right. But I have my doubts.244

240. See Jesus and the Victory o f Cod, pp. 360-65, which docs not discuss 1 The$> 

4:13-18 in this connection. 1 tancy thar had Wright stood amid Noah’s audience and been 

warned of the flood about to pour forth upon the earth, our excrete mighr have commcndcd 

the righteous herald for his apt metaphor but would, ro his own fatal in-, not have bothered 

to check rhc weather.

241. Shirley Jackson Case, I he M illennial Hope: .4 Phase o f War l  ime Thinking (Chi

cago; University of Chicago Press. 19181. p. 216.

242. See 1 Fn. 80:4; Rev 6:12-13; Sib. O r. 2:194, 200-202; *.-*1-93, 796-83; 

5:344 -50; 7; 125; 8:190 -92, 341; T. Levi 4:1; 4 F ira 5:4 5: T. Mm. 10:5; Apoc. F Jifjh 

5 :"; also Isa 13:10; 24:21, 23; Jcr 4:23; Faxk 32:7-8; Joel 2:10, 30-31: Amos 5:20; 

Zeph 1:15; Hag 2:6 ,21; Bam. 15:8 b. Sanh. 99a.

243. See further Wright, Jcsus M id the Victory o f Cnd, pp. 354 -56, citing Isa 13:10; 

14:12-15; 34:4; E/ek 32:7; Joel 2:10. For nyself, however. 1 wonder whether some of 

these texts only appear nonlitcral to us after the fact because we associare them with his

torical events thar in rhc event were (against the prophets' expectations) unaccompanied by 

cosmic signs. Docs Wright’s analysis assume that the prophets must always have been accu

rate prognosticarors?

244. Compare Ferdinand Hahn, ‘ Die Rede von der Parusic des Mcnschcnsohnes 

Markus 13," in ]aus und der Mmschensohn: Fur Anton Vogtie, ed. Rudolf Pesch and 

Rudolf Schnackcnburg (Freiburg: Herder, 1975), pp. 265-66.
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Maybe such a reading unduly extends the range of metaphorical lan

guage. Maybe Calvin, ad loc., was right to be a litcralist here (“How the 

sun musr be obscured we cannot guess today, but the event itself will re

veal”). Maybe Mk 13:24 should be taken to mean whar ir says, just like 

Sib. Or. 2:200-202: “But the heavenly luminaries will crash together, 

also into an utterly desolate form. For all the stars will fall together on the 

sea." Certainly other dramatic events prophesied in Mark 13—wars, 

famines, earthquakes— must, as the consensus of the commentaries indi

cates, be intended as literally as Exodus intends rhe plagues,245 or as lit

erally as the list of portents Josephus associates with the Jewish War.2**

Many ancient texts, both within the Bible and without, recount epi

sodes of a literal, supernatural darkness.247 O'hers tell of heavenly por

tents thar cannot be construed as purely picturesque speech. In Joshua 10. 

the sun really stands still.24* In 3 Macc 6 :18-19. awe-inspiring angels 

appear in the heavens and confuse and stop the army of Ptolemy. In 

Josephus. Bell. 6:289, a star “resembling a sword” hangs tiver Jerusalem 

as 2 portent of its destruction. In Tertullian, Adv. Marc. 3:24, we read of 

a vision of a heavenly city suspended in the morning sky tor forty days. In 

Eusebius, V.C. 1:28, Constantine sees “the trophy of a cross of light in 

the heavens, above the sun, and an inscription, ‘Conquer by this,’ at

tached to it.” Obviously real heavenly portents were commonly enough 

believed ro have happened. Why then suppose rhat Mk 13:24 is less pro

saic than, let us say, / En. 70:6, which foretells that one day the stars 

“will change their courses and their activities, and will not appear at the 

times which have been prescribed for them,” or that ir is less realistic than 

Bam. 15:8, which says that when the Son of God abolishes rhe rime of 

the lawless one, God “will change rhe sun and the moon and the stars,” 

or rhat ir is less literal than I-act anti us, Div. hist. 7:24, where we are told 

that, during the millennium, the moon will shine like rhe sun and the sun 

will be seven times brighter than it is now? According to Seneca, Quaest. 

Hai. 1:29, Kerosus, the Babylonian astrologer, foretold that “the world

245. In Apocalypse o f Abraham 30 - 31 the end-rime woes are teu plague* that rrcapit 

ulate what happened in Egypr.

246. Sec Bell. 6:288-300: a war, a comet, a light at midnight around the temple altar, 

a Cow giving birrh tn a Lamb, the opening of its own accord of the eastern gate of the inner 

court of the temple, armies in the clouds, a voice in the temple.

247. E.g.. Philo apud Eusebius, Fraep. ev. 8:14 (395d) (eclipses “are indications either 

ot the death of kings or nr the destruction of cir*cs"U Plutarch. Caes. 6f  (darfcnc« at the 

dearh of Julius Caesar); Dio Cassius 56.29.3 (darkness ar the death of Augustus); Josephus 

Am. 17:167 (an eclipse when Matthias died); Ambrose, De Obitu Tbead. Oral. I (darfc- 

nes> ar the death ot Theodosius I).

248. While one might construe josh 10:12-13a as poetry, 10:13b demands a literal 

reading.
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will bum when all the planets thar now move in different courses come 

together in Cancer, so that they all stand in a straight line in the same 

sign. . . Here again changes in rhe heavens camiur be metaphor, and 

this is the sort of language one finds again and again in millenarian 

prophecy. As Lawrence Sullivan has written, “In nearly all millennial vi

sions, the sky rumbles to earth, or the sun, moon, stars. . .plummet from 

above.” 249
We should further not forger that the ancients identified the heavenly 

lights with living beings;250 so Mk 13:24 might dcpict the fall of evil be

ings, “rhe spiritual forces of wickedness in the heavenly places* (Eph 

6:12) or, alternatively, of rhe heavenly hosts who come down to do batrlc 

against evil (compare T. Levi 3.1-3). In this case we could compare rhe 

equation of falling srars wirh demons in T. Sol. 20:16: this is nor sym

bolism but an ancient interpretation of meteors.251
This last fact reminds us that, sometimes unconsciously, the findings of 

modem science move us to find metaphor where the ancients could have 

found real events. We distinguish between stars, those massive bodies of 

energy removed from us by unimaginable distances, and meteors, those 

relatively small celestial bodies that usually bum up as they enter earth’s 

atmosphere. But to the prcscientific naked eye, a meteor looks just like a 

star, save it is hurtling downward. One presumes, then, that Mark’s first 

readers, unenlightened by Renaissance science, would have had no reason 

to think twice about what they called “stars” falling from the sky: they 

saw ir happen all the time. (Even today we preserve the old habit of speak

ing of meteors as “falling stars.” ) So for them Mk 13:24 was just fore

telling that someday all the stars would behave as some do now: some fall 

now, all will fall then. At rhe end the sky will bccome a meteor shower 

writ large. It is only a scientific conception of the night sky thar makes this 

thought incredible.252
W. D. Davies, after observing thar Sabbatai Sevi carved up rhe world 

into geographical sections for his followrrs to rule, went on to write:

Much modern discussion of the meaning of apocalyptic language 
which overmuch spiritualizes it must be regarded as misguided. For cx-

249. Uancbu’s Drum : An Orientation to Meaning in  South American Religions (New 

York: Macmillan. 1988). p. 675. For iliustratiims see pp. 560, 562—63.

250. D. C  Allison, “Whar Was the Star thar Guided the Magi?" BR 9/6 (1993). 

pp. 20-24,63.

251. For the crash of demonic stars from the sky see 1 En. 86:1-3; 8S: 1-3; 90:24: Rev 

12:4; Apoc. FM/al) 4:11; compare Isa 14:12.

252. Brucc J. Malina, “Jesus as Astral Prophet.” BTB 27 (1997), pp. 83-98. duly ap

preciates the literal aspects of ancient language about the sky.
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ample, to  understand the term “kingdom of God” as used in early 
Christianity, as nonpoliiical and nontcrresirial, is unjustifiable, if ir he 
taken to  have been so used universally. Whatever their limitations, in 
their tcnacious insistence on a literal understanding of the messianic 
prophecies chiliastie movement?, are doubdess true to much in . . .  early 
Christianity. Tliere was a literal dimension to apocalyptic language 
which must not be evaded. — zo

Did the early Christians or Jesus himself use eschatological language 

jjjuiy less realistically than have so many others? Why should we suppose 

thar their expectations were so very different from those of Mohammed, 

who wrote abour an earthquake ushering in rhe judgment, about the 

Splitting apart of the moon, and abour rhe falling of extinguished stars to 

the ground?1,4 Or unlike the Xhosa ol South Africa, who, in the middle 

of the nineteenth century, thought rhat the new' age would be heralded by 

r two suns, a great darkness, and a violent gale?255 Or unlike the Viet- 

I namese followers of the twentieth'-century millenarian propher, Huynh 

Phu So, who expected disaster of every sort: fire, floods, epidemics, ani

mal attacks, starvation, war, smoke, deforestation, and sun and miK»n 

I'changing places?256 Or unlike Augusto C. Sandino, who “envisaged a 

new deluge where rhe Pacific and rhe Atlantic Oceans would meet cover- 

| ing everything but the volcanic peaks over Nicaraguan territory" and 

then a “world conflagration” ?iiT Maybe, as Robert Carroll has argued 

with reference to the Hebrew Bible prophets, “the need to treat rhe lan

guage as symbolic only arises because of rhe failure of the predictions in 

the first place.” 258 This suggestion must be taken seriously.

One must, ro be sure, be cautious here. F.nglish folklore holds that 

\ some people have, in accord wirh their belief in eschatological reversal, 

had themselves buried head down so thar rhcy will be right side up on the

ft
253. W. I>. Davies, Jew ish and Pnulm* Studirx (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1984), p. 267.

1 254. See l’or Andrae. Mohammed: The Man and His fa ith  (New Yore: Harper &  Row,

! I960), pp. 54 -55. The liadith, moreover, envisages a literal dcscenl erf Jesus from beavcn: 

Katzal-TJmmal 7:2939. David Flusser, “Salvation Present and Future,” \u rm n  16 (1969), 

p. 140. refers to tweulicth<entury Moslems who. expecting the cschatolr^ical climax in the 

near future, "actually looked tor signs in the skies on fine summer evenragS.”

255. Br>an R. Wilson, Magic and the Millennium: A Sociological Study 0/ Religious 
Movements o f  Protest among Tribal and Third World Peoples I f'Jew York: Harper &  Row,

[ 1973), p. 239.

256. Tai, Millenarianism, p. 123.

257. Navarro-Genic, ‘ Failed Prophecy and Revolutionary Violence: Tbe Case of Au- 

guito C  Sandino.” at http://www.pagustnundi.coin/Mndmo/failcd.hnn <6/30/97).

258. When Prophecy Fails: Cognitive Dissonance in the Prophetic Traditions o f tbe O ld  
Testament (New York: Seabury, 1979), p. 66.

http://www.pagustnundi.coin/Mndmo/failcd.hnn
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last day.259 We can all concur that this is bad hermeneutics, an example 

of the literal swallowing the figurative. Similarly, to return to the ancicnt 

world, one can wholly agree with Wright thar 2 Baruch 36-37 is a par- 

able that is not a lesson about forestry and viticulture.2*0 But one can 

hardly infer from the appearance of parabolic language in one part of a 

book that it contains nothing beside parables. Consider 2 Bar. 29:5: 

When the Messiah comes, the earth will “yield fruits ten thousandfold. 

And one vine will be a thousand branches, and one branch will produce 

a thousand clusters, and one cluster will produce a thousand grapes, and 

one grape will produce a cor of wine.” It would be inane to interpret this 

without imagination. Prosaic exactitude is not what this text is about. 

And yet, at the same time, it would be unwise to reduce the language to 

metaphor. 2 Bar. 29:5 foretells, in hypcrbolic language, a time* of un

precedented, supernatural fertility. The physical world will itself be dif

ferent (compare Zech 14:6-7: “On that day there shall nor be either cold 

or frost. And there shall be continuous day |it is known to the I.ord|, not 

day and not night, for at evening time there shall be light”).

Most eschatological language functions as both sign and symbol; thar 

is, it has a literal referent— it denotes— and a symbolic dimension— it 

connotes.261 There is nothing remarkable about this. A restored ’57 Chevy 

is simultaneously a literal, functioning transport and a symbol of a partic

ular period of American popular culture. When Theudas. probably mak

ing himself our to be the eschatological prophet like Moses, promised his 

followers that he was going to part rhe Jordan River so that they could pass 

through (Josephus, Ant. 20:97-99), he was doing two things. He was, on 

the one hand, inviting people to go down to the river, to follow him liter

ally. He was, on the other hand, evoking a world of hoary, salvific memo

ries and so casting symbolic shadows all abour. In like fashion, when the 

Jesus tradition envisions the Son of nun coming on the clouds or foretells 

rhe general resurrection, we should, even if this purs us in the disagreeable 

company of modem fundamentalists, think of the redeemer literally flying 

upon the clouds and of the redeemed literally coming forth from their 

graves— and also of all that those events represent: the vindication of 

Jesus, the triumph of believers, the juiigment of the wicked, the fulfillment 

of prophecy, etc. The literal and the symbolic need not be sundered.

259. Jacquclinc Simpson, “The World Upiidc Down Shall Be: A Note on the Folklore 

of Doomsday,” Journal o f American Folklore ?1 11978), pp. 559-67.

260. Wright, New Testament and the People nf God, pp. 281-82.

261. Helpful here is John J. Collins, “The Symbolism of Transcendence in Jewish Apoc- 

aJypnc," Papers of tl>e Chicago Soaety o f B iblical Research 19(1974). pp. 5-22.
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3. That many- ancient Jews rook their eschatology more or less literally 

seemingly follows from their struggles with unfulfilled prophecy. Already 

one can divine in the 1 Icbrew Bible signs of the cognitive dissonance that 

trailed upon the failure of forecasts.26- Isaiah 56-66 presumably projects 

hope onto the future because the expectant oracles of Isaiah 40-55 had 

not come ro fulfillment.*6* Dan 12:12— “Happy are those who persevere 

anc attain the one thousand three hundred thirty-five days"— was prob

ably imposed upon its predecessor, Dan 12:11—“From the time that the 

regular burnt offering is taken away and the abomination thar desolates 

is set up, there shall be one thousand two hundred ninety days'"—when 

the latter came to grief against the facts.-64 Outside the Bible one recalls 

the wrestling with eschatological delay in lQpH ib 7:6-14^ and the 

co cnnun l re-interpretations of Daniels seventy weeks of years 16tf One rea

son the rabbis discouraged messianic speculation was tha: expectations 

had been dashed again and again. This also explains the later skepticism 

of Maimonides. Now if, as Caird and Wright suppose, eschatological 

prophecies were naturally construed as metaphors, whence all the anxi

ety and disenchantment? If oracles about the Day of the Lord were poetic 

wavs of predicting judgment and good fortune, woe and vindication, of 

proclaiming cosmic significance or the hand of God, would it not have 

been relatively easy to construe them, no matter what came, as fulfilled? 

Good days and bad times 3re always around us, and it is as easy to espy 

God behind everything as it is to see the devil everywhere. How could one 

ever falsify- a metaphorical prophecy?

The question is the more pressing because early Christian literature 

testifies that believers were troubled by the failure of prophecies in the 

Jesus tradirion to come true. This should be a particularly difficult prob

lem for the view of Caird and Wright. Lk 19:11 and Acts 1:6 dissociate

262. See Carroll, Failure n f Pmphecy, pavsim; also hi* article, “Fschatological Delay in 

the Prophctic Tradition?" ZAW  94 (1982), pp. 47-58.

263. Carroll, Failure u f  Prophecy, pp. 150-56. On pp. 180-82, however, he observe* 

lha: fczra and rhc Chronicler saw the postexilic community in the land a* lhe fulfillment erf 

prophecy.

264. John J. Collins, Daniel: A CummenUiry on lhe Book n f Daniel, I lermencia I M in

neapolis: Fortress, 1993), pp. 400-401.

265. Sec A. ScrobeL, UnWrsuchungen zum eschatologuchcn Verzdgerungspmhlem auf 

Grund d tr spatfudisch-urchmllkhen Oeschtchte von Hahakuk 2 :2 ff., NovTSup 2 (7 eiiicn: 

t- j.B n ll 1961), pp. 7-19.

266. William Adler, “The Apocalyptic Survey of History Adapted by Christians: 

Daiiel s Prophecy of 70 Weeks," in lh t Jeutsh Apocalyptic Heritage in  Early Christianity, 

ed. James C. VanderKam and W illiam Adler, CRINT 111/4 |A«cn: Van Gorcum; .Min

neapolis: Fortress, 1996). pp. 201-38.
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Jesus, bur not his disciples, from a mistaken belief in a near end (compare 

also Lk 24:21 and Acts 1:6). It does not take much detective* work to see 

behind the tendenrious notice the unhappy suspicion— perhaps a suspi

cion made explicit by detractors— that Jesus did in fact erroneously hail 

die end as near.

Similarly, Jn 21:22-23 reflects consternation rhat the Beloved Disciple 

has died although Jesus has not yet returned: “The rumor spread among 

the brothers rhat the disciple would not die. Yet Jesus did not say ro hun 

thar he would not die, bur, ‘If it is my will that he remain until 1 come, 

what is that to you?’” Obviously some such saying as Mk 9:1, inter

preted to mean that not all of Jesus’ disciples will die before the consum

mation, is in the background.2*7
The prediction of the cschatological destruction and rebuilding of the 

temple is also relevant. As we have found, rhis forecast was reinterpreted 

in several ways, all of which have in common the attempt to avoid at

tributing ro Jesus a false prophecy.-6*

Clearly the sources betray the tacit awareness that Jesus and those 

around him erroneously hoped for a near end. This fact has far-re3ching 

consequences. Jesus’ prophecies were nor originally construed as meta

phors fulfilled in his ministry' or in the time thereafter. That came only 

wirh subsequent, apologericai exegesis.

One mighr reject this conclusion by saying, as does Lk 19:11, rhat 

Jesus’ followers did nor really grasp his inrention. Ethelberr Stauffer took 

this route. Like others who have offered us a more theologically conve

nient Jesus, Stauffer asserted that the disciples did not understand their 

master’s message. For they “were wholly children of their time, furiously 

tossed upon the waves of Jewish political and apocalyptic mcssianism.” 269 

This conceit is, however, nothing but unpersuasive apologetics in Luke,

267. Set the commentaries on John. That Mk 9:1 or something like ir was known to the 

Johannme community also appears horn 8:51-52.
26K. W  above, pp. 98-101.

269. Ethclhert Stauffer, Jesus and His Story (New York: Alfrrd P. Knopf, 1959}. 

pp. 156-57. Compare C. H . Dodd, Tl>e bounder o f Christianity (New York: Macmillan. 

1970), p. 123 (Jesus' reporters “understandably anxious to find his words relevant to thetr 

own urgent preoccupations, have given them a twist away bom their original intention"). 

RohcfT Funk, Honest rn Jesus: Jesus for a New M illennium  (New York: Macmillan, 1996). 

p. 164 (“We can understand the intrusion of the standard apocalyptic hope back into his 

[Jesus’] gospel at the hands of his disciples, some of whom had formerly been followers of 

The Baptist: they had nor understood the subtleties of Jesus' position, they had nor captured 

rhe intensity of his vision, and so reverted to rhe standard, orthodox scenario once Jesus had 

departed from rhe scene1’ ); Donald A. HagneT, Matthew 14-18, WBC 33B (Dallas: Word. 

1996), p. 711 (Jesus spoke of the temple's end, not of rhe parousu, as imminent; but the
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and nothing less in modern scholars. Wc can no more admire this white

wash than we can believe rhc rabbinic texts that tendenriously explain 

sectarianism by positing that the disciples of Antigonus of Socho and 

other rabbis misapprehended their masters’ teaching.*"0 Wc should give 

credit where credit is due. not exonerate Jesus by blaming his followers. 

It makes little sense to imagine that Jesus’ disciples or those who initially 

passed on the tradition about him missed the truth bur rhat Luke, writing 

over a generation after the events he describes, found it, or thar modem 

Scholars, removed by the further distance of rwo millennia, can nonethe

less work around the misunderstandings of Jesus’ contemporaries and get 

back to the facts.

4. The interpretations of Dodd, Glasson, Caird, r id Wright arc sever

ally illustrations of a phenomenon well known to sociologists of religion. 

Any millenarian movement that survives must, in due season, come to 

terms with disappointed expectations since the mythic dream or end 

never comes. So adherents, as one of several strategies, produce “sec

ondary exegesis” -T1 in the face of cognitive dissonance.272 As Carroll has 

put it, “dissonance gives rise to hermeneutics. 1‘hat is, the experience of 

dissonance forced individuals or groups to reinterpret their basic material 

or the contemporary events so as to avoid dissonance.”273
Recently, members of a Baha'i sect known as BahaTs Under the 

Provisions of the Covenant circulated a prophecy predicting for 1991 

massive earthquakes and a meteor striking the earth. When nothing 

came to pass, their leader explained that there had been a “spiritual

disciples could not separate rhc two events and so wrongly imputed imminence to the Lit

ter). According to Wright. Jesus and the Victory o f God, p. 318, “Jesus knew that his fol

lowers would be muddled and ambiguous.”

Interestingly enough, this sort of scapcgoanng is common outside rhe academy. Reader* 

may remember thar John I-eimun’s miamous srarement about the Beatles being more popu

lar nan Jesus Christ was immediately followed by this: “Jesus was all right, but his disciples 

were thick, and ordinary. It’s them twisting it thai ruins it for me." T remember my father reg

ularly saying the same sort of thing.

270. See Albert L Baumgarten, "Rabbinic literature as a Source for die I listory of Jew 

ish Sextananism in the Second lcmple Period,- DSD 2/1 11995), pp. 52-53. Note also 

t. Hag. 2:9: controversy arose in Israel only afrer the disciples of Shaminai and Hillel did 

not adequately serve their masters.

271. Talmon. “Pursuir of the Millennium,’  p. 133.

272. The classic work on cognitive dissonance withui a mdlcnanan group is Leon 

Fcsnnger, Henry W. Rieckon, and Stanley Schachter, When Prophecy Fails: A Social and 

Psychological Study o f a Modem Croup that Predicted the Destruction of the World I New 

York: Harper &  Row. 1964); see especially the introduction, pp. 3-32.

273. Failure o f Prophecy> P- HO.
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earthquake" z~* created by the apostasy of an important member, and that 

“everything happens on rhe spiritual plane before it manifests in the phys* 

ical plane.” Earlier, when forecasts thar Hailey’s comet would crash in 

1986 failed to materialize, the same leader had this to say: “"llie spiritual 

fulfillment did take place. A spiritual stone hit the earth. This stone is rhe 

message of the messiahship rhat only the Baha'i understand."275
l et me offer another example, this one also from the Baha’i faith but 

from a much earlier time. When the Bab failed to fulfill literally the 

prophecies concerning rhe 12th Imam, his followers offered figurative 

reinterpretations: “They regarded rhe sovereignty of the Promised One, 

like that of rhe Galilean ‘Man of Sorrows,’ as a mystical sovereignty; His 

glory as spiritual, nor earthly glory; His conquests as conquests over the 

cities of men’s hearts. . . .” -76 One cannot bur rhink of John's Gospel.

What we find in John’s Gospel, namely, die spiritualization of escha

tology, a spiritualization nourished by history’s failure to halt irs normal 

course, is simply the continuation of a natural process rhat started long 

before John. The placement of Mk 9:1 before the transfiguration, and the 

addition of “hereafter" and “from now on" to Mt 26:64 and Lk 22:69 

respectively; are attempts to give eschatological prophecies new applica

tions. Handed on without a context, the plain sense of rhese texts no 

doubt became, after the passage of rime, embarrassing. The kingdom of 

God did not soon come, and no one saw the .Son of man upon the clouds 

of heaven. Thus there arose the need to find for these expectations some 

sort of fulfillment in events thar had already transpired. Mk 9:1; Mt 

26:64; and Lk 22:69 offer prime examples of “secondary exegesis,*̂  of 

the desire ro displace doubt by contriving the fulfillment of unfulfilled ex

pectations. The early and unexpected interpreration of the death and vin

dication of Jesus in eschatological categories is yet another illusrrarion. 

For rhis view of things was undoubted)' fostered by a desire ro show that 

|esus* imminenr eschatological expectation was not false; rather it had be

gun rn be realised in his own fate. I dc not have spacc to do jusricc to this 

important subject here, but I have elsewhere given a full account of it.--

274. Compare Wright, Jetu> and tbe Victory o f Got/, p. M»2: M k 13:24fi. is really a way 

of saying that what these versts envisage will be ‘ carth-sharreriug.'*

275. Sec Robert W. BaJch, John Domitrovich, Barbara L>nn Mahnke, and Vanessa 

Mornsou, “Fifteen Year* o f Failed Prophecy: Coping with Cognitive Dissonance in a Baha'i 

Scct." m M illennium , Messiahs, and Mayhem: Contemporary Apocalyptic Movements, ed. 

Thomas Robbins and Susan J. Palmer (New York and I-nndon: Routicdgc, 1997), 

pp. 78-79.

276. J. F_ Fwlemont, Balta’uVah and the New bra (Wilmette, HI.: Bahi'i Publishing 

Trust, 1950), pp. 20-21.

277. See my End o f the Ages, passim. Thcrr 1 document several early Christian strate

gies for coping with eschatological disappointment.
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The proccss of reinterprctation continued with Origen and Augustine 

and, in time, led to the total dismissal of millenarian expectation by the 

great patrisric authorities.-7* From one point of view, one might think 

that Dodd. Glasson, Caird, and Wright have just composed new lyrics to 

a very old theological melody, that they have, whether intentionally or 

not, turned critical history into a subordinate minister to the needs of 

> ■ Christian doctrine.*79 However that may be, beginning with Origen, most 

of rhc church fathers disparaged chiliasm and literal eschatological ex- 

f pectarions as “judaizing."2*0 They were right— not to disparage, but to 

| make the association with Judaism. For the literal interpretation corre

sponds to the original intention of the texts, which were forged within the 

L, Jewish tradition, a tradirion that so often anticipated a literal messianic 

kingdom in Jerusalem, hi other words, the prophccics of a millennium or 

golden age were originally taken at more or less face value, and this con- 

J tinued to be rhc case through much of the second century.281 But as Chris- 

[ tianty became an almost wholly Gentile phenomenon and the elapse of 

the years saw the fires of eschatological enthusiasm die down, things 

rchanged. Eventually rhc fathers, like the rationalist Maimonides after 

! them, and like some New’ Testament scholars today, came to regard 

eschatological prophccv as “merely a parable and a figure of speech” 

(Misbneh Torah 14).

Concluding Observations

I Graham Allan has written that

millennial movements are attempts to interpret and order situations in 

which a group of individuals feel that their total worth is being denied.

2711. .See Han* Bietcnhard, “The Millennial Hope in rhc Early Church," SJT (195.1), 

pp. 12-30.
2/9 . Wright, fesus and the Victory o f God, p. 342, right!) (v io co  dm  “t!»c mLuLuIv 

are likely to accuse me of pious trickery, gcrting round the problem that Jcmis seems to have 

been mistaken." He goes on, of course, to instsr that his interpretauou best firs rhc first-cen 

tury understanding of apocalyptic language.

280. Origen, Dc prm. 2:11:2; Basil, tp .  263:4. Compare Eusebius, H .t. 7 ;24: Nepos 

“taiighr thar the promises given ro the saints in the Scripmrcs should be understood more 

a* the Jews understood them, and supposed that there would be a certain rrillenmum of sen

sual luxury on this earth.”

281. Jean Danielou, The theology o f Jewish Christianity (London: Da non, (.ongman

& Todd, 1964), pp. 377-404. When Charles F. I lill, Regnant Cadorumz bitterns o f Future 
Hupc in Early Christianity (Clarendon: Oxford, 1992), argues, against the usual view, that 

nnllenmaiism was uor clearly the predominant view in rhc sccond-century church, he has in 

mind an earthly kingdom oi limited duration. But did not some think of the kingdom as both 

earthly and eternal?
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The assumptions they make about rhe social world no longer seem to 
match reality. Their usual frame of reference no longer accounts for or 
explains the world as they are now experiencing it. Consequently they 
need to rc-mterpret the situation using a new frame of reference and 

making new assumptions about reality. Paradoxically though, these 

new assumptions cannot he “new" at all if they arc to be accepted as 

satisfactory interpretations of the present. Rather they must be modifi
cations and re-emphases of traditional cultural patterns.2113

This generalization in its entirety probably holds for the pre-Easter Jesus 

movement. Here, however, I wish ro comment only on the final two sen

tences. Millenarian movements do not commence by creating truly new 

cschatological doctrines. They typically take up traditional convictions 

and apply them to rhe present. This does nor mean rhat nothing new will 

come out of such movements. Bur their initial appeal makes use of “tra

ditional cultural patterns." Millenarian groups recurrently reinterpret, 

with reference ro their contemporary situation, conventional expecta

tions. In the words of Tord Olsson, they effect “rhe revitalization of 

mythic material.” 2,1
This is whar happened with Jesus. The final judgment, the resurrection 

of the dead, the restoration of Israel, and the great tribulation were 

scarcely new ideas. They were rather part of Jesus’ Jewish heritage, parr 

of an archetypically compelling eschatological scenario, part of the “little 

tradition’' thar came to him through the institutions of his village life.-M 

What he did with them was twofold. First, like others before and after 

him, he made them overwhelmingly relevant to his own time and place

282. Graham Allan, “A Theory of MdJcnnialism: llie  Irvingite Movement u  an ITIm- 

iration," The British Journal o f  Sociology I S  (1974), p. 309.

283. Tord Obson, " Ibc Apocalyptic Activity: The Case of Jim ap Namag," m Hell 

holm. Apocalypticism m  lhe Mediterranean World (Tubingen: Mohr-Siebeck, 1979), p. 29. 

Sec further Mana Isaura Pereira de Queiroz, 'Messianic Myths and Movements," Dioge
nes 90 (1975), pp. 78-99, and Tai, Mtllenanamsm, p. 29. According to Mircea Fliade. 

Mephistopbeles and the Androgyne: Studies rn Religious Myth and Symbol (New York: 

Sheed and Ward, 1965), p. 137, cargo cult leaden "have merely resumed, amplified, reval

orised and charged wirh prophctic and millenary power the tradirional religious theme that 

the Cosmos renews itself periodically, or to be mote exact that it is symbolically re created 

every year." Even if these words arc exaggcrauim— sec G.W. Trompf, Melanesian Religion 
(Cambridge*. Cambridge University Press, 1991), pp. 198-201— the mam point, thar mil- 

lenartan visions revise tradition, remains valid.

284. On the conccpr of “great tradition" and "little tradition" sec Robert Red field. 

Peasant Society and Culture (Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1956). On the applka 

riou to millcnamm sec Fmcst R. Sandeen, “The ‘Little Tradition’ and the horm of Modem 

Millenarianism." The Annual Review o f tbe Social Sciences o f  Religion 4 (1980), 

pp. 165-81.
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rough the notion of imminence. Nearness was designed to make people 

attend to the one thing needful.

Second, his association of eschatological expectations wirh events and 

persons around him gave traditional myths a fresh and inventive applica

tion. Although this chapter has fastened upon what Jesus shared with his 

“^■temporaries rather than points of originality, it remains true thar he 

went beyond tradirion when he associated the coming of the kingdom 

with John the Baptist (Q 16:16; Mk 9:11-13) and linked die judgment 

with response to himself and his itinerants (Q 10:13-15; 12:8-9). The 

j  upshot of this and other innovations,2*5 of Jesus’ improvisation on Jewish 

| eschatology. was the creation of a new religious idenriry based on a novel 

j interpretation of the world in the light erf Jewish tradit )n. To some ex

tent, then, Jesus was a transformer as well as a tradent of culture, and 

no doubt whatever success he enjoyed derived as much from his creative 

j ability to relate, in novel fashion, conventional symbols directly to his au

dience’s situation 3S from their political, economic, and social circum- 

star.ces.2̂  Jesus’ millenarian eschatology was, then, the revised religious 

story that became the context of his followers* experience. That story, 

with its belief in the impossible and its hope in a transcendent reality, 

freed imaginations to pass creatively beyond the mundane so that those 

who believed could, despite difficult times and “little faith," find the 

meaning of their existence.

285. For example, Jesus serms to have muted the element ot vengeance in his cschato- 

logical language; see Riches, Transformation.
286. For th ii formula non I am indebted ro Robin M . Wright and Jonathan D. Mill. 

“History, Ritual, and Myth: Nineteenth Century Millenarian Movements in rhc Northwest 

Amazon." F.tbnohistory 33 (1986), p. 32.
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JESUS M  
M IL L 6 N A F JX N  ASCETIC

D t U T I N G  X  CONSENSUS

Current Opinion

“Asceticism," which may be defined as “the practice of the denial of the 

physical or psychological desires in order to attain a spiritual ideal or 

goal," 1 is not a word we usually associate with Jesus. Modern scholars, 

typically on the basis of Mk 2:18-202 and Q 7:31-35,3 routinely assert, 

in the words of John Dominic Crossan, that whereas “John lived an apoc

alyptic asceticism. . . Jesus did just the opposite.” ' According to Robert 

Funk, “as a follower of John, Jesus would have become an ascetic”; but 

Jesus “soon rejected the options offered by the Baptist. He returned to

1. So Arthur Voobns in Encyclopaedia Brtanntca, 15th etL, s.v. “Asceticism.’  Compare 

Walter O . Kaelbcr, “Asceticism," in The Fncyclopedia o f Religion, ed. Mircea Eliadc (New 

York: Macmillan, 1987), vol. 1, p. 441: “Alltough rhe modern word asceticism hat eluded 

any univcn>all> accepted definition, the term, when used in a religions context, may be de 

tended as a voluntary, sustained, and ar least partially systematic program ai self-discipline 

3nd self-denial in which immediate, sensual, or profane gratification are renounced in order 

rn art am a higher ipinnw l stare or a muic ilioruugh absorption in the sac red.* There is a 

wealth of comparative material in the old Encyclopaedia o f Religion and F jh ia , cd. James 

Hastings (Edinburgh: T. &  T. d ark , 1924), s.v., “Asceucism" (by various authors).

2. “As long as rhe bridegroom is wirh them they cannot fast.” Compare Cos. lhom .
104.

3. Here the Son o f man ( = Jesus), in contrast to John, has come “eating and drinking."'

4. John Dominic Crossan, Tbe Historical Jesus: The Life o f a Mediterranean Jewish 

Peasant (San Francisco: Harper San Francisco, 1991), p. 260. Compare Johannes Leipoldr, 

C rvchische Pbilosophie und frukchristliche Aikcse, Rcrxhte lihcr die Verhandlungcn der 

Sachsischen Akadcmic der Wissenschaften ru Leipzig, Philologisch-historischc Klassc 106/4 

(Berlin: Akadenue Verlag, 1961 >, pp. 31-32, and Bernhard Lohse, Askese und Monchtum  

in  der A ntite und in der alien Krrche (Munich: R. Oldeubourg, 1969), pp. 115-16.

172-
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bcllenizctl Galilee and feasted rather than fasted. His rule was not merely 

to simplify, simplify, like Henry David Tboreau, hut to celebrate, cele

brate, celebrate.” Jesus was indeed ‘‘the proverbial party animal."'

Although many would regard this last formulation as extreme—where 

docs Jesus “party” m any modem sense of the word?— the scholarly wis

dom now h3S it rhat Jesus “was anything bur an ascetic.”6 If he accepted 

the hospitality of the well-to-do," if he moved in the company of women,8 
anil if he did not flee from the world,9 then how could it be otherwise?

Often, however, things are not what they seem ro be. The reference in 

Q 7:31-35ly to Jesus “eating and drinking"— a phrase denoting care- 

frec excess11— presumably adopts the polemical language of Jesus* adver

saries. Jesus, like Paul after him, was wont to ta! i  up his opponents’ 

abuse, imaginatively remake it, and then hand ir back to them. So perhaps 

the “eating and drinking" of Q  7:31-35 should not be reckoned an ob

jective description of circumstances any more than the Synoptics* polemic 

against the Pharisees.1- Those who make so much of Q  7:31-35 always 

neglect to remind us that Jesus himself, in Q 17:26-30, uses “earing and 

drinking" wirh a pejorative sense: “Just as it was in the [proverbially 

wicked] days of Noah, so too it will be in the days of the Son of man. They 

were eating and drinking." etc. (note also Q  12:45).

5. Robert W. Funk. Honest tn Jesus: Jesus for a N ew  Mdlenntum (San Francisco: I larpcr 

San Francisco, 1996), p. 203. Klaus Rerger, Werwar Jesus uirkJichf (Stuttgart: Quell. 1995), 

pp. 28-35, similarly argues that Jesus ar one rime lived as a Nazarite b u  laier gave it up.

6. So Robert 1_ Webb. “John the Bdptist and His Relationship to Jesus.’  in Studying the 
Historical Jesus: Fvaluations o f the Stale o f  Current Research, NTT'S 19, ed. Bruce Chilton 

and Craig A. Evans (I «den: F- J. Brill, 1994), p. 226. Ilus convicnoo alv> appears in more 

popular works: see, e.g., U o  Ranke-1 Icincmann, Wumen, Sexuality 2nd rhe Catholic 
Church 1 New York: Penguin. 1990), pp. 4.3-44. Compare already Adolf Haraack. What Is 
Chnstianrryf I New York: HarpeT & Brothers, 1957), pp. 87-88. An apparent exception to 

the consensus is Wayne A. Meeks, lh e  Moral World o f the First Christians (Philadelphia: 

Westminster, 1986), pp. 104-105: “Many uf the sayings of Jesus seem to demand an ascetic 

detachment' from an 'exploitative society.’  Earlier, Joseph Klautner. Jesus o f  Nazareth: 
His Life. Tunes, and leaching (New York: Menorah. 1925), p. 405. spoke of Jesus* “ex

tremist ascetic ethical system.”

7. So ar least Mk 2:15-17 and Lk 19:1-10.

8. C. Ricci, Mary Magdalene and Many Others (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1994).

9. There «  no need to document that the tradition not only purs Jesus in houses and 

citi-s but in the company of disreputable individuals.

10. 1 benr assume both the unity and aurhcnnciry of the Q  unit; compare Ulrich Lut, 

Das Fi-angehum nach Matthaus, 2. Tetlhand Mr S - l~ , FKK 1/2 (Ncakirvhcn: Ncukir- 

chencr. 1990), p. 184. But an origin with the community would make my ease even easier.

11. Isa 22:13; Mt 24:38.49; 1 Cor 15:32.

12. J- Rlm/lcr, E iniv “euvoOxot,' Z N V  48 (1957), pp. 254-70. Note Mk 2:17; 

Q  7:31—35; 11:19; M t 19:12; 21:31. See further James M . Robinson, “Galilean Upstarts: 

A Sots Cynical Disciples?" in Petersen, Vos, and de Jonge, Sayings o f  Jesus, pp. 223-49.
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Beyond this, Mk 2:18-20 u is not a blanket denial of the legitimacy of 

all fasting. Were it otherwise. Jesus would here prove himself an amino- 

mian, for the Torah itself prescribes fasting for the day of atonement.M 

The passage from Mark presumably tells us little more than that Jesus, 

unlike the Pharisees and rhe followers of John, did not set aside fixed days 

every week for fasting. One should, moreover, not neglect that Q  tells a 

story in which Jesus fasts (Q 4:1-13),15 that Mark at one point may as

sociate Jesus with Nazirite tradition,16 and that M  attributes its instruc

tions for fasting to Jesus (Mt 6 :16-18). All this sits a bit uneasily beside 

rhe proposal that Jesus either abandoned fasting altogether or (as the 

Gospel o f Thomas would have it| actually opposed the practice.1” 1 recall 

thar when rhe seventeenth-century Jewish Messiah, Sabbatai Sevi, sought 

ro turn “the sorrow of the fast into the rcjoicing of gladness9 (nore Mk 2: 

18-19), he abolished the abstinence commemorating rhe destruction of 

the temple and Jewish exile— but he did nor set aside all fasting. On the 

contrary, his followers continued rhe regular Monday and Thursday 

fasts.’* Probably in like fashion Jesus’ celebration of the presence of the 

kingdom did not exclude other, more solemn sorts of behavior.

But there is an even weightier point to consider. In at least two respects 

rhe Jesus tradition clearly moves in ascetic directions. There is no ques-

13. Mosr assume that this unit rests upon something Jesus said; compart Crossan, His
torical Jesus, pp. 259-60.

14. Lev 16:29-31;23:32; Num 29:7-1 l;comparePhilo,Sp<fC./ej;.2:195;m- Yoma8:1-

15. Ou the problem of historical memory in this complcx ice my article, “Behind the 

temptations of Jesus: Q  4:1-13 and Mk 1:12-13," in Authenticating the Deeds o f Jesus, 

cd. Brace Chilton and Craig A. Evans (leiden: F. J. BrilL forthcoming.).

16. Sec Frans Mussner, “Ein Wortspicl m Mk 1,24?" BZ 4 (1960), pp. 285 - 86. Jesus 

seems to be a son of Nazirite in Matthew’s infancy narrative; compare Raymond E. Brown, 

The ft irth o f lhe Messiah: A Commentary on ike Infancy Narratives in  Matthew and Juke 

(New York: Doubleday. 1977), pp. 210-11,223-25. For additional possible links between 

Jesus and the Narirrre tradition See Klaus Berger, "Jesus al> Nasoracr/Nasiraer," S o t'1 38 

(1996), pp. .123-35.

17. Ulrich I j i t ,  Matthew 1-7: A Commentary (Minneapolis: Augsburg. 1989). p. 355. 

in raising the possibility that both M t 6:16 -11 and Mk 2:19 go back to Jesus, has ottered 

that “Man. 6:16-18 could be a general instruction to the people, Mark 2:19a could refer 

to the special situation of the disciples. Or Mark 2 :19a could have m mind the praxis Ot the 

disciples as a group while M an. 6:16-18 speaks of the private fasting of the individual.- 

While I doubt that Mate. 6:16-18 goes back to Jesus, Luz’s comments do show that the im

plications of Mk 2:19 are not unequivocal. Perhaps we should wonder whether it is wise to 

interpret  what may have been little more than an on-the-spot riposre as though it were a 

well-considered statement of fixed principle. And surely J. Behm, TDNT4 (1964), p. 932, 

n. 59, was right when be asserted that "it is going too far to conclude from the practice of 

the disciples in Mk. 2:18 that non-fasnng was for Jesus a form of life."

18. Gcrahom Scholem, Sahhatai Seti: lhe  Mystical Messtah. Bollingcn Series 93 

(Princeton: Princeton University Press. 1973), p. 414.
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tion about this with regard to wealth.10 Jesus asked ar lease some individ

uals to give away all their money and goods.*0 He sent out itinerants with 

less chan the bare essentials for survival and rold them not to worry about 

fooc and clothing.*1 And he himself abandoned work and family and had 

no place to lay his head.—

In addition to reporting that Jesus demanded and embodied rigorous 

self-denial with regard to what Q calls mammon, the tradition about him 

assumes that he was unmarried.-5 It further contains complexes which ei

ther promote celibacy or caution against sexual desire. It is the first pur

pose of this chaprer to investigate these complexes. The conclusion will be 

that, whatever Jesus taught with regard to fasting, his teaching and be

havior in other respects reflects a type of asceticism, '.nd further that this 

circumstance should be related to his eschatological convictions.

Sexual Desire in the Jesus Tradition

Four complexes fall initially to be considered:

1. Mt 19:10-12 concludes with this sentence: “For there are eunuchs 

who have been so from birth, and there arc eunuchs who have been made 

eunuchs by others, and there are eunuchs who have made themselves eu

nuchs for the sake of the kingdom of heaven. Let anyone accept this who 

can.” These words are sometimes construed, in their Mat rhea n context, 

as recommending that those who have separated from a spouse should 

not remarry.24 Ilie more likely interpretation is that Mt 19:10-12 is 

about life-long celibacy: some people have the self-imposcc discipline ro 

remain unmarried and to refrain from sexual intercourse throughout 

their lives.23 Whatever interpretation one follows, rhc text obviously com-

19. Compare Peter Nagel, Die Motti-ierung der Askex' tn der siren Krrche und der Ur- 

sprung d a  Moncbtums, TU 95 ‘Berlin: Akademie, 1966), pp. 6-7.

20. bee. e .ju Mk 10:17-27. The demand k  probably implicit 111 Mk 1:16-20; 2: H : 

and Q  9:57-60.

21. See, e.f^,Q 10:1-12 and 12:22-31.

22. Note especially Q  9:58. I Jc 8:1-3 says that certain women provided fur Jesus and 

his disoplcs out nf their resources; and Jn 13; 29 refers to a “common purse.”

23. 'ITierc t* no reason tu question this, notwithstanding Stephen Twycrr*«, “Was Jesus 

Married?” ExpT 107 (1996), p. 334. Paul, in 1 Cor 9:5, refers to the female companions 

of important men. He surely would also have named Jesus in this connection if he had 

known be was married. Note further the loud sdeuoe of Mk 3:31-35 anil 6:3 par.

24. So Q . Qucanell, “ "Made themselves Hunuchs for rhc Kingdom of Heaven’ (Mr

19.-12)," CBQ 30 (1968). pp. 335-58.

25. See W. D. Davies and Dale C . Allison, Jr., .4 Critical and F-xegezcal Commentary 

on the Gospel according to Saint Matthew, 3 vols., ICC (Edinburgh: T. Sc T. Clark, 1988,
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mends rhe personal sacrifice of sexual activity— probably not literal cas' 

tration26— when it is “for the sake of the kingdom of heaven.'* Although 

Kurt Niederwimmcr may exaggerate when he speaks, with regard ro Mt 

19:12, of a “truly comprehensive sexual asceticism," the verse certainly 

does teach that sex is not necessary for all, and rhat in certain circum

stances abstinence will accord with rhe divine will.

2. In Mt 5:27-28 wc read: “You have heard thar it was said, *Y'ou 

shall not commit adultery.’ But I say to you that everyone who lt>oks at a 

woman with lust has already committed adultery with her in his heart.” 

This sets a fence around rhe lorah: if there is no lust in the heart there j s  

not going ro be adultery. The prohibition, which has good Jewish and pa

gan parallels/* could have to do specifically with a man lusting after an

other man’s wife, for the Greek wotd U aits la itrd  above as “woman" may 

here mean “wife,” and the subject of rhe Hebrew Bible citation is adul

tery. Nonetheless, it would seem odd to narrow the scopc of rhe impera

tive— as though ir censures unlawful lust toward a married woman but 

not lust toward an unmarried woman, prostitute or not. Fornication was 

not, in the first century, a second-class sin but rather in the same category 

as adultery (note M t 15:19).

Mt 5:27-28 probably does not, one should nonetheless add, condemn 

the sexual impulse as such. Matthew’s construction ( tt q o c  t o  ernQi îfjfrcn) 

implies that what is condemned is cot the entrance of a thought but let

1991, 1997), vol. 3, pp. 19-2-1, and Joachim C.nilka, Ddt M attbansavngclium , 2 vols_, 

HTKNT 1/1, 2 (Erciburg: Herder. 1986. 1988), vol. 2, pp. 154 -56.

26. tor the reasons sec T. W. Manson, Tbe Settings o f fesus (londnn: SCM, 1949), 

pp. 215-16. This is true even rhough literal castration is well ancsred in the history of reli

gion; see Dario M . Cost, “Castration," in Eliade, Fjtcydnpedu o f Religion (New York: 

Macmillan, 1987), vol. 2, pp. 109 -12. Note also Philo, Quoddet. put. ins. 175-76: “Those 

who arc nor utterly ignorant would choosc to he hlindcd rather than sec unfitting things, 

and ro be deprived of hearing rather than lisrcn ro harmful words, and to have their tongues 

a it out tn uvr thf-m from m rm nj nnyrhmg rhat should not be divulged. . . .  Ir is better to 

be made a eunuch than tn he mad after illicit unions.*

27. Kurt Niedcrwimmcr, Aikest und Myslcnum: Vber FJje, Fhestbadttng m id the- 

verzicht m den Anfdngen des cbrisllichcn Claubens, FRI ANT 113 (Gottingen: Vandcn- 

hocclc Sc Rnprcchr, 1975), p. 53.

28. In rhe Testament oflssachar, the patriarch, ar the end of his life, boasts, " I have not 

had intercourse with any woman other than my wife, nor was 1 promiscuous by lustful 

look” (7:2). In the M ekilta of R. Simeon wc read that one should nor commit adultery 

"eirher with the eye or with the heart" (111). R. Simeon ben Lakish is recorded as saying, 

“Even he who visualizes himself in the acr of adultery is called an adulterer” [Let'ilicus Rub. 

23:12). The Stoic philosopher Epictetus congratulated himself wirh these words: “Toda>, 

when 1 saw a beautiful woman, I did not say to myself. Oh, thar I could possess her . . .  nor 

did 1 go on to fancy her in my arms' (Arrian. Diss. 2:18).
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ting it incite to wrongful passion (compare the use of the related expres

s io ns  in Me 6:1 and 23:5). One might translate: "Kvcryone looking upon 

3 woman in order to lust after her. . . ."  This makes the problem not the 

appearance of desire but what one does with it.1* Still, Matthew’s verses 

regard sexual desire as a potentially dangerous thing, as something one 

must seek to control. Sensual pleasure is to be constrained. There must be 

some sort of abstinence on the pan of the imagination.

K 3. In Mk 12:18-27, Jesus affirms thar. in their resurrected state, 

“(Wen) neither mam1 nor are (women) given in marriage.’’ The justi

fication lor this is brief, they will be “like angels in heaven.” llie mean

ing appears to be related ro the sentiment in the rabbinic source, b. Ber. 

17a: “In the world to come there is no . . .  preparation.” w No doubt the 

belief was widespread. Its appcarancc in the Jesus tradition .should not 

surprise, for in messianic movements generally, “the new reign is often 

rmOught oi as being one where there will no longer be ‘men nor

1 women.’ ” 31 The reason is obvious. The fixed roles of men and women are 

always symbols of the old order of things, so altering those roles becomes 

a sign of the new order.12
hi first-century Judaism, sex was largely thought of as serving the pur

pose of procreation, nor pleasure,33 and angels (usually conceived of 3S 

male)were thought of as deathless. It followed that intercourse for the

29. Compare Evagrius, Praktikos 6, on evil thoughts: “It is not in oar power to dctcr- 

1 mine whcrhcr wc are disturbed by these thoughts, but it is up ro us to deride it the) are to

ling:-r within us or not and whether or noT rhey arc to stir up our passion*.-
30. Compare M idr. Ps. on Ps 146:7 (there will be no intercourse in the age to come, be

cause the presence of the Shekinab will be constant; and the commentary on this by W. D. 

Davies. The Selling o f lh e  Sermon on the Mount (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

1966}, pp. 163-65. The opposite view is, however, also met with: sec y. Q idd. 4 :12(66dl

[ (compare rhe view of Cerinthus according to F.nvcbius, H .E . 3:28). The Tornastrian work, 

the Bundjhishn, rcachcs that intercourse will take place in the coining golden age but that 

no children will be bom; sec R. Cl Zaehncr. The Teachings o f lhe Magi: A Compendium o f 

Zonm strun Beliefs (New York: Macmillan. 1956), p. 149.

*1. I lenri Desruch*. The SnrrcJngy n f Hnjtr 11 <union: Routledge & Regan PauL 1979), 

p. 91. This seems to be a part of Pauline thought; see J. Louis Martyn, “Apocalyptic Antin

omies in Paul’s Letter to the Galatians,” NTS .31 (1985), pp. 410-24.

32. Ted Daniels, M illem tialism : An International Bibliography (New York and London: 

Garland, 1^92), p. tii'i, observes that, when human beings envisage paradise, “joyous sex is 

free tor everyone, or eke no one wants h any more, which amounts to the same nmc.”

33. Full documentation in Dale C. Allison, Jr., “Divorce, Celibacy, and Joseph," JSN'T 

49 1993), pp. 3-10.

.34. Recall the male names for rhc angels— Michael, Gabriel, Raphael, Uriel, etc.— and 

1 Cor 11:2-16, where unveiled females ibur not males) evidently tempt the angels. }ub. 15: 

27 informs us that the angels were born circumcised. According to an olJ interpretation of 

the myth in Gen 6:2, the wicked angels engaged in sexual intercourse with human females 

(I Enoch 6-7, etc.).
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angels was unnecessary and would only have been sclf-induJgencc. So too, 

according to Mark’s argument, shall it for the saints in the world to come. 

They, having become deathless like the holy ones in heaven,*5 will no 

longer need to reproduce. Intercourse w'ill be no more. The saints, like the 

good angels who “restrained themselves” (2 Bar. 56:14) when the bad 

angels fell (Gen 6:2), will forever be chaste.

The chief point for us is that Mk 12:25 can envision human nature 

apart from, or without any use of, its sexual component- Christian mo- 

nasticism saw’ this plainly. Our text became nor only inspiration for imag

ining the Christian life to be an imitation of the angels but also, and in 

particular, the exhortation to asceticism was often supported by appeal to 

the precedent of the heavenly hosts.37 Virginity especially was espoused as 

in accord with the angelic standard.’’*

4. Mk 9 -.42-48 contains a series af sayings warning against sins of the 

hand, foot, and eye: “If your hand causes you to stumble, cut it off; it is 

better for you ro enter life maimed than to have two hands and to go to 

hell, to the unquenchable fire," etc. The commentators are nearly united 

in finding here little more than vivid illustrations of the principle of self- 

denial. “The aim is to impress indelibly upon us that the kingdom of God 

is worth any sacrifice.” 1’  Or, as Alfred Plummer, commenting on the 

Matthean parallel in 18:8-9, put it, “Wc sacrifice even the most valuable 

of our limbs, in order to avoid the death of the body by incurable disease.

35. The thought that cschatological destiny w ill he angelic is well attested: Wwd 5:5 

(assuming that “sons of God" angels); 4QSb4:25; 4Q511 fr. 35; 1 En. 104:1-6; 2 Bar. 

51:5, 10; Acu 6:15; T. Jsjjc  4:43-48, etc. Also re leva nr arc those texts which promise the 

saints that they will hccome stars or like stark lc.g^ Dan 12:2-3; I Fj i. 104:2-7; 4 Macc 

17:5; 2 Bar. 51:10; LAB 33:5; As. Mew. 10:9; CIJ 2:43-44, no. 788), for stars were typ

ically thought of as angels; see my article, ‘ What Was the Star that Guided the Magi?" BR 

9/6 (1993), pp. 20-2-1,63, and Alan Scott, Ongen and the Ijfe  o f the Stars: A History of 

an Idea (Oxford: Clarendon, 1991).

36. Sec Nagel, M ativtenmg, pp. 34 -48. This is m continuity with Jewish tradition; see 

1 Sam 29:9; 2 Sam 14:17; 19:27; Juh. 30:18; Philo, SatT. Abel 1:5; Htst. Rech. 7:11; 

Prayer o f Jacob-. Prayer n f Jtxrjih-. Tg Neofui oo Ccn 52:29} b. tl*g . 16«.

37. Ps.-Fphrcm, Herm. ham . 129; Theodoret of Cyrxhus, Craec. affect. 91-92; F.va- 

gnus Ponricus, Or. 39, 113, 142; Bahai, Ep. a i Cyr. 1; Evagrius Scbolasticus, H.F.. 1.13; 

Leontius of Ncapohs, Vtf. Sym. 1; Jacob of Scrug, Horn. Sym. (cd. Bed}an), p. 660; Nicepho- 

rus of Constantinople. Antirr. 2:6.

38. Clement of Alexandria, Paed. 2:10; Methodius of Olympus, Symp. 8:2; Gregory of 

Narianzus, O ral. 37:10-11; John Qtmacus, Seal. 15; Mark the Ascetic in Philukalia 1 (ed. 

Palmer et aL), p. 153.

39. D. E. Nmeham, Saint Mark, Westminster Pelican Commentaries (Philadelphia: 

Westminster, 1977), p. 255. Hclmur Kocstcr, “Mark 9:43-47 and Quintilian 8-3.75,* 

HTR 71 (1978), pp. 151-53, however, rhinks the verses were "originally designed as a rule 

for the community: members of the Christian church who give offense should be excluded."
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We ought to be ready to sacrifice things of still greater value, in order to

avoid the death of the soul___ 5,40 This, however, probably reads too little

into the text.

The earliest surviving interpreter of Mark’s sequence is Matthew. He 

places it immediately after 5:27-28, the verses on lust which we have al

ready examined. In other words, he appears to give the complex a sexual 

application: plucking out the eye and cutting off the hand are ways of 

avoiding sexual sin. The point is not missed by Justin Martyr, who intro

duces Ml 5:29 under the remark, “Concerning chastity, he [Jesus] ut- 

tcrec such sentiments as these.” Other early interpreters also maintain a 

sexual reference.41
A remarkable ralmudic parallel sets us in the same direction. Accord

ing to m. Nid. 2:1, “the hand rhat oftentimes makes examination [of the 

private parts] is, among women, praiseworthy [because it is necessary to 

determine menstrual uncleanncss]; but among men— let it be cut off!” 

The commentary on this in b. Nid. 13b includes the following:

Have wc here learned a law 35 in the case where R. liuna [really] cut 

off someone’s hand |scc b. Sanh. 58b]? Or is it merely an execration? 

Come and hear whar was taught: R. Tarfon said, “If his hand touched 
the mem brum let his hand be cut off upon his belly.” “But,” they said 

to him, “would not his belly be split?” He said, “It is preferable that 

his belly shall he split rather than that he should go down into the pit 
of destruction.”

The parallels between these sentences and Mk 9:43 are several.42 In 

both the hand that sins should be cut off. In both this act of mutilation is 

preferable to going ro “the pit of destruction” or “Gehenna.” And in 

both the thought is expressed in the so-called “Tobspruch” or “better . . .  

thar” form.41
It is possible, in view of the great distance in time between Mark and 

the Babylonian Talmud, that we should refrain from making anything 

much of the parallel. Two other options, however, seem more plausible.

43. Alfred Plummer, An hxegetical Commentary on the Gospel according tu St. M at

thew (New York: Charles Scriboers Sons, 1910), p. 250.

41. E.R., Ps.-Clem. Rec. 7:37; Clement of Alexandria, Paed. 3:11. Soctus, Sent. 273, 

may also be relevant: here the cutting off of limbs is in the service of “self-eontroL"

42. In addiuon ro what follows see especially W ill Deming, "Mark 9.42-10.12, 

Matthew 5.27-32, and b. N id. 13b: A Fust Century Discussion of Male Sexuality,” NTS 

36 (1990), pp. 130-41.

43. On this form vee G. F. Snyder, “The Tubspruth in rhe New Testament,” NTS 23 

11976), pp. 117-20.
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One is that here rabbinic tradirion was influenced by Christian tradi

tion.44 In rhis case the application in the Talmud would establish what we 

already know from patristic texts, that at least some people in antiquity 

gave Jesus’ words about cutting off bodily members a sexual sense.

'I"he other possibility is rhe serious prospect rhat Mk 9:43 and b. Nid. 

13b are so close because they independently reflect a traditional saying or 

sentiment.4'" In this last case the application in the rabbinic text to sexual 

behavior (the context in the Talmud is a discussion of masrurbarion) 

would invite us to infer that Mk 9:42-48 originally concerned sexual 

sin. This was the view of George Foot Moore.4*

If one supposes rhat Mk 9:42-48 originally had to do with sexual 

sins, it is easy to explain the references to eye, hand, and foot. An injunc

tion to pluck out the eyes, understood as a figurative way of demanding 

one guard the eyes from lust, falls in line with many old texts. In Job 31:1 

wc read, “1 have made a covenant with my eyes; how then could I look 

upon a virgin?” Ben Sira warns, “Turn away your eyes from a shapely 

woman, and do not look intenrlv at beauty belonging to another: many 

have been misled by a woman’s beautr, and by it passion is kindled Like a 

fire” (Ecclus 9:8). Ilie Testament o f Reuben speaks of rhe spirit of seeing, 

“which comes with desire" (2:4-6). Ancient Jewish and Christian liter

ature is filled with expressions such as “lustful eyes” (IQS 1:6), “eye 

brimming with adultery” (2 Pet 2:14), and “the desire of the eyes” (1 Jn 

2:16). Ephracm, Comm. D ial. 6 :8, could say simply, “the eye is lust.” 

Getting rid of this sort of eye would make perfect sense.

With regard to cutting off die hand, in borh m. Nid. 2:1 and b. Nid.

44. Herbert W. Rasser, "'lhe Meaning nf ‘Shruth,’ Gen. R. 11 in Rcfcrcnce to Matthrw 

5.29-30 and 18.8-9.' NTS 31 (1985), pp- 148-51. has argued rhat at least Gen. Rub. 

11:7 shows knowledge of the Synopnc saying.

45. There are also some inrercsnng mm Jewish parallels, bee Hildebrccht Tfommcl, 

“Hfrrnworte im Lichtc sokranschcr Obetliefenmg,'’ in Sfbasmula: Sludien <ur attttken Rf- 

ligtonsgeschichle und zurn fruhen Christentun, Band 11, WUNT 32 (Tubingen: Mohr- 

Siebevk, 19841, pp. 51-75, and Johannes Schanenmann. “Jesus und Pythagoras," Kasrus 21 

(1979), pp. 215-20. These parallels suggcsr rfur. if utdeed a Jewish tradition is behind the 

Synoptics and its talmudu. relatives, then rhat tradition may mvr something to I IdlcnistK 

sources.

46. See Judaism in  the First Centuries o f the Christian F.rj (New York: Schockcn, 1971), 

vol. 2, p. 268. So too Dcming, “Mark 9.42-10.12," who observes that, if h. Ned. 13b and 

rhc Synoptics have in common warning* abour eye and hand, the former also condemns 

those who play with children (pederasty i whereas rhc latter erasures those who scandalize 

"little ones.” I also owe to Deming the observation that oxuv&iXiCn has a sexual sense in 

Ps. Sul. 16:7. Although Nicdcrwimmcr, Askese, pp. 29-33, docs not examine the rabbinic 

parallels in detail, he concurs that our complex originally had to do with sexual sins.
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13b the hand that is cut off is the hand that touches the male member;4 
and already Dcut 25:11-12 has this to say: “If men get into a Hght with 

one another, and the wife of one intervenes to rescue her husband from 

the grip of his opponents by reaching out and seizing his genitals, you 

shall cut off her hand; show no pity” (compare Philo, Spec. leg. 3:175). 

The Talmud more than once expresses serious concern with the issue of a 

man touching his sexual member with his hands, even when only urinat

ing (£. Sabb. 41a, 43a; b. Hid. 13a). Clearly Mk 9:43 could have been 

formulated with sexual sin in view.

Concerning the curting off of the “foot," we could have here a well- 

known euphemism for the male sex organ, as in Exod 4:25; Deut 28:57;

2 Kgs 18:27 Qere (“water of their feet”); Ruth 3:7; Isa 6:2; 7:20; and 

Ezek 16:25.** And if one equates “foor" with die mtx wigan in Mk 9:45, 

the verse would then become the equivalent of Mt 19:12, where those 

who make themselves eunuchs are commended. The other possibility is 

that ‘ foot” and “feet” are here used of sexual sins because they walk the 

path that leads to the house of illicit union, as in Proverbs 5-6.50
Although 1 am proposing rhat Mk 9:42-48 was first formulated with 

sexual sins in view, this must be differentiated from a literal interpreta

tion. It is true thar the excision of body parts was known,-'1 and there are, 

as noted already, history-of-religion parallels ro amputation for religious 

reasons. One recalls the tale of the Zen student Hui-k’o, who cut off his 

arm to prove his religious sincerity. Yet ir is unlikely that Mk 9:42-48 

envisages physical amputation any more than ir seriously envisions muti

lated resurrection bodies. In Ps 137:5 the speaker says, “If 1 forget you. 

O  Jerusalem, let my right hand wither." Prov 10:31 speaks of the tongue

47. b. S id . 13b construes Isa 1:1S (“your hands are full o* blood7’ ) ro refer to “those 

thar commit masturbation with Their hands.” The story uf the Lord's duplcjsurc with Onan 

in Ge.i 38:9-10 was widely understood m prohibit m.isturbation; compare b. S id . 13a. On 

th** wmingly universal condemnation of masturbation in old Jewish source* see David Feld 

man, M arital Relations, Btrtb Control and Abortion tn Jewish Law (New York: Schocken, 

19681. pp. 109-31, 1+4-68. One should perhaps note that the Jesus tradition alludes ro 

the story of On.in in Mk 12:19 par.

4JL ~1 land* is only rarely used in this way; sec Isa 57:8.

49. I do not, however, wish to follow Schattcnmann. “Jesus und Pythagoras," in con 

lecturing rhat Mt 19:11-12 originally belonged with the material in 5:29-30//Mk 9: 

43-48.

50. See Robert H. Gundry, Mark: A Commentary on H u Apology for the Cross (Grand 

Rapids: Herdmans, 1993), pp. 524-25. Compare Prov 7:11 and Sent. Syr. Menander 2:45.

51. See, C-g-, Deut 25:11-12; Jud* 16:21; Josephus. Vita 171-73, 177; Bell. 2:642- 

44: b. Pes. 57b; b. Sanh. 58b.
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of rhc wicked being cur off, and Joel 2:13 calls co repentance wirh the 

phrase, “tear your heart.” Mk 9:42-48, in accord with the earliest in- 

terpretarions,52 probably employs lhe same sort of figurative hyperbole as 

these Hebrew Bible texts. One is reminded of Col 3:5, where rhc writer 

commands readers to “put to death (your) members on the earth." This 

figurative imperative is followed by a list of sexual sins: “immorality, im

purity, passion, evil desire.. .  .” 53

The Origin of the Complexes

We have lt>oked at two and maybe three complexes rhat demand restraint 

with regard to sexual desire and another that envisages perfected human 

nature as doing without its sexual component-54 Their ascetic tendency is 

manifest. ITie next question before us then becomes, I low many of these 

texts go back to something thar Jesus might have said?

In chapter 1 I gave reasons for believing that Mk 12:18-27 preserves 

teaching from Jesus.55 What then of Mr 19:12?54 The arguments thar

52. See Sextus, Sent. 12-13; Ps.-Clem. Rec. 7:37; Origen, Comm, on M l. 15:1.

53. For the possibility that Col 3:5 alludes to the tradition behind Mk 9:43-48 see 

David Wenham, Paul: Follower o f Jesus or founder o f Christianity} (Grand Rapids: Eerd- 

mans, 1995), pp. 274-75.

54. I have patted over Jem*’ prohibition of divorce (Q 16:18; Mk 10:11-12), which 

equates remarriage with adultery. It may be relevant thar this passage disallows the experi

ence of multiple sexual partners, and that Cl) 4:21 thinks of marrying two women in one 

lifetime as au act of lust or fomic3doo. i have also passed over Q  17:27 (people in the days 

«if Noah were heedlessly eating, drinking, marrying, and being given in marriage) because, 

against J. Massingberd turd, A Trilogy on Wisdom and Celibacy (Notre Dame: Notre Dame 

University Press, 1967), p. 100,1 am unsure about its “ascetic savor."

55. See also J.-G. Modiso Mba Mundla, Jesus und die Puhrer Israels: Studien zu den 

sog. Jerusalemer Slreitgespracbcn, NTAhh 17 (Monster: Aschendorff, 1984), pp. 71-109. 

After his exhaustive discussion. O . SchwanJd, Dse Sadduzaerfrjge (Mk 12.18—27 parr.): 

Eine exegelisch-thenlogiscbe Studu zur Auferstehungnrru-artung, BBB 66 (Frankfurt am 

Main: Athcnaum, 1987), pp. 466-587, concludes that our perkope coheres with other 

teaching* nf jeon Although Joachim Goillce, D ai Exrangehutn txu.li Murkus (Mk 8,27- 

I6 J.0 ), EKKNT11/2 (Neukirchen/Vluyn: Nc-jkircbencr, 1979), pp. 156-57, 160-61, fol

lows Rudolf Ilultmann. History o f the Synoptic Tradition, rev. ed. (New York: Ilarpcr fiC 

Row, 1963), p. 26, in supposing that w . 26-27 arc secondary and from the “hellenistic- 

Jewish Christian tradinon,- he also holds that the kernel of 12:18-25 can be accepted as 

historical reminiscence. W. Weiss, “Fine neue Lehre in  VoUmacbt. ~ Die Strett- und Scbulge- 

sprache des Markus-Fvangelium, R7.NW 52 (Berlin: Walter de Gruytcr, 1989), pp. 234-

48, however, finds the primitive rradition in 12c( 19)20—23, 24a, 25 and anributes it to the 

I lellenistic Jewish Christian community.

56. for an origin with Jesus see Blinder, “E u iiv  euvouxol,* and Cnilka. Matthaus- 

evjngehum , vol. 2, pp. 156-57. Againsr an origin with Jesus is Niederwutuner, Askete, 

p. 57.
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have been brought against its authenticity arc several. The logion, which 

does not appear in Q or Mark, has only single attestation. Moreover, had 

Paul known ir he would nor, it is sometimes said, have written wh3t he 

did in 1 Cor 7:25, “Now concerning virgins. I have no command of the 

Lord." Finally, Mt 19:12 has been thought itdactional.57
These objections, however, do not carry conviction. Regarding the 

alleged Matthean origin, the variant in Justin, 1 Apol. 15.4, could be in

dependent of Matthew.'* Even if it is not, sometimes, as observed in chap

ter I, sayings are singly attested because the church found them difficult. 

In the present instance, Mt 19:12 is cryptic and has often proved embar

rassing because of the ever-present possibility of a literal explication. Fur

ther. “eunuch” would likely have called up unpleasant images and asso

ciations thar some preferred to avoid.** One can imagine rhat if Paul, 

Mark, or Luke knew’ our saying he might have found it more a distraction 

than an aid.

What is to be said on the orher side, thar is, in favor of authenticity? 

Reverting to the five indices proposed in chapter 1, three intimate that 

Jesus himself composed Mr 19:12. First, the saying is illuminated by what 

we otherwise know about him. In the Talmud eunuchs are sometimes the 

bun of contemptuous taunts or disparaging jokes (e.g., b. Satih. 152a), 

and in b. Yeb. 80b we learn that “eunuch” could be derisively directed at 

single men. Now since many Jews frowned upon the unmarried state,*0 
it seems plausible enough that Mr 19:12 was originally an apologetical 

counter, a response to rhe jeer that Jesus was a eunuch."' In other words,

57. So Robert H. Gundry. Mattbcun ^  Commentary on H is Literary and Theological 

Art (Grand Rapids: Eenlmans, 1982), pp. 381-83.

58. So Joseph Blinzier, “Justinus Apol. I 15,4 und Matthaus 19,10-12,* m Melanges 

Itihltqucs cn bommage au R. P. Beda Rtgaux, ed. A- Descamps and R. P. Andre de I lalieux 

(Gcmhloux: Duculor, 1970), pp. 45-55.

59. The word “eunuch” had decidedly unappealing con norations in first-ccntury 

Judaism— despite the tradition that Daniel was a eunuch (Jctsephus, Ant. 10:186; lav. 

Prutfh. Dan. 2; b. Sanb. 93b) and despite the prophecy of Isa 56:3-5, which foretells the

aKupbunc of eunuchs into lhe congregation of L?j«i ar Ac final redemption (W>«<1 1:14; 

Act* 8:26-40). The Hebrew Bible contains several prohibitions having to do wirh eunuchs 

(Lev 21:20; 22:24; Deut 23:1). These associate eunuchs with bastards. Ammonites, and 

Mcabitcs (compare Philo, Mtgr. Abr. 69; Josephus, Ant. 4:291; Pf.-Phnc. 187). See fur

ther Louis M . F.pstein. Srtr law s and Customs tn Judaism  (New York: Bloch, 1948), 

pp. 138-41. Tertullian, De rnonng. 7. wrote that eunuchs were “ignominious in olden 

days." For an example of negative sentiment about eunuchs outside Judaism see Diogenes,

Fp. 11.
60. Only a single rabbi, a certain Simeon Ben Accai (2d century C.E.). is known ro have 

been cdihate (/. Yeb. 8:7). Rabbinic Judaism taught that procrcanon s a duty, thar the 

unmarried state is blameworthy (compare b. Yeb. 61 b-64b; Mek. on Fxod. 21:10).

61. So Blinzier, "E iatv ajvoujui,” and F. J. Moloney, “Matthew 19:3-12 and Cell-
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Mr 19:12 harmonizes (a) with Jesus being unmarried, (b) with his often 

being slandered, and (c) with his habit of taking up such slander and em

ploying it for his own purposes.

Second, rhe Christian tradition has struggled with our saying. The rea

son, as already observed, is thar a literal application has always been near 

ro hand. Origen is far from being the sole Christian to have castrated him

self in obedience to Mt 19:12.62

Third, the index of interrexrual linkage is helpful. M t 19:12 exhibits a 

partem typical of rhe wisdom tradition: rhe first two lines relate concrete 

facts abour rhe everyday world and serve to introduce or illustrate rhe 

rhird line, which proclaims a truth— much less concrete— from rhe moral 

or religious sphere.*' In the present instance, Matthew's maxim mentions 

three types of eunuchs. The first two arc taken for granted: they are known 

entities.*4 They rhus serve to illustrate the third type, which is novel.

This is significant because rhe very same proverbial pattern appears in 

several Q  texts that are generally reckoned dominical. In Q  9:58 Jesus 

speaks first abour foxes that have rheir holes, then sccond about birds rhat 

have rheir nests, and then third about “the Son of man” who has nowhere 

to lay his head. Similarly, in Q 12:54-55 Jesus speaks initially abour 

people being able in the morning to foresee good weather, then about 

their being able in rhe evening to predic: a storm, then about their inabil

ity to read rhe spiritual signs of the times. Yet a fourth instance of this 

form appears in Q 11:11-13, where wc read about a father who does not

hacy.” JSNT  2 (1979). pp. 42-60. Apbraatcs, Dent. 1$. shows us thar some Jews taler 

mocked Christian virgins.

62. fo r such (mis)inrcrprctation and attacks against it sec Jusnn. 1 Apol. 29; Acts rtf 

Jolm  53-54; Eusebius, H .t. 6:8 (the srory of Ortgen castrating himself out of youthful zeal; 

compare Jerome, Lp. S4:8; Epiphanius. Fart. 64:3:9-13); Mart. Pal. 7; First Council of 

N icaea, canon I I those who have castrated themselves cannot be priests h Apostolic Canons 

23; Fpiphamus, Dc fide 13; Pan. 58; Cyril of Scythopolis, VI Sabae 41(131); also the remarks 
i»{ Henry Chadwick, "FnkratCta,- RAC 5 ( 19b0), pp. 3> / - >».

63. Compare R. Yaron, " lhe Climactic Tricolon,” 7/5 37(1986), pp. 153-59. Examples 

include Prov 17:3; 20:15; 27:3: 30:33; Abujar 21 (Lindenhcrger).

64. According to the rabbis there were two sorts of eunuchs, those of haman device and 

those of natures making (compare m. Zab. 2:1; m. Yeb. 8:4; b. Yeb. 75a, 79b). The first 

type was spoken of as being sens 'attim , literally “eunuch of man," thar is. a male w ho had 

either been literally castrarcd or who had, sometime after birth, lost the power to reproduce, 

whether through a disease, an injury, or some other debilitating factor. The second type was 

spoken of as being sens bantma, literally “eunuch of the sun," thar is, from the first seeing 

of the sun. a eunuch by birth, a male bom with defective male organs or one who had other

wise been rendered impotent by the circumstances of his birth [b. Yeb. 79b. 80a; compare 

Eusebius, ILF- 7:32).
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give hi* son a scone when asked for a loaf of bread, then of a lather who 

does not give his son a snake when he asks for a fish, and finally of God 

the Father who gives good gifts from heaven to those who ask him.'*5
To the structural link with other texts one may add that, given rhe pe

jorative connotations of “eunuch,” the commendation of “eunuchs for 

the sake of rhe kingdom of heaven" would no doubt have sounded very 

strange. This matters because wc know rhat Jesus sometimes made a point 

by commending unusual behavior or unexpected persons. Lk 16:1-9 

bolds up a dishonest steward for emulation. Gos. Thom. 98 does the same 

thing with an assassin, Lk 10:29-37 the same thing w*irh a Samaritan.

If there arc, then, good reasons ro hold to rhe authenticity not only of 

Mk 12:18-27 but also of Mt 19:12, what of Mr 5:27-28, rhe injunc

tion against lust? The question cannot be answered without at the same 

tune considering the very closely related 5:21-22, which reads, “You 

have heard that ir was said to those of old, "You shall nor kill.’ Bur I say 

to you thar everyone who is angry with a brorher shall be liable to the 

council.” Mt 5:21-22 and 27-2S stand or fall togerher. Both consist of 

(1) “You have heard rhat it was said (to those of old)” + (2) a quotation 

from rhe Decalogue (the prohibition of murder, rhe prohibition of adul

tery) f- (3) “But I say to you” * (4) an equation of an internal disposition 

(anger, lust) with sin.

Some now consider Matthew’s six misnamed “antitheses” (5:21- 

48) to be redactional creations. We know, however, that even if Matthew 

himself created rhe “You have heard . . .  bur I say to you” form, the basic 

material in most of the contrasts was, as may be inferred from compari

son with other sources, pre-Marthean.** This means rhat the question of 

the origin of “Everyone who looks upon a woman in order 10 lust afrer 

her has already committed adulter)' against her in his heart” need not be 

determined by one’s judgment on the derivation of “You have heard . . . 

but T say to you.”

Beyond this, my own work has led me to doubt thar wc should at

tribute all six instances of this construction to Matthcan redaction. While 

rhe eTangclisr probably was responsible for the contrasts in 5:31-32 (do 

not divorce), 38-39 (rum the orher cheek), and 43-44 (love your en

emy), Bultmann had good reasons for claiming thar these three instances

65. Ir seems likely thar rhc originating structure behind Q  12:24 -28 also exhibited lhe 

wmc pattern. First there were rhc words jbout ravens, then the words about lilicv, then the 

words abour human beings «md faith.

66 Compare M t 5:31-32 with Q  16:18; M t 5:33-37 w.rh Jas 5:12; M l 5:18-42 

with Q 6:29-30; and Mt 5:43-48 with Q  6:35.
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were “moulded on rhe |pre-MatthcanJ partem of the antithetical forms in 

w. 2If., 27f., 33-37.w<7 He observed, among other things, that in 5: 

21-22 (do not be angry), 5:27-28 (do nor look to lust), and 5:33-37 

(do nor swear) “the antithesis was plainly never an isolated saying, for it 

is only intelligible in relation to the thesis, and docs nor have rhe form of 

a mashal.” Moreover, “in distinction from the three secondary formula

tions, rhese three passages [5:21-22,27-28, 33-37J are all alike in put

ting the thesis in the form of a prohibition (oo <pova>oei<;. 06 jioi^euoeic. 

oux i:moQXT|oei )̂. This last observation is particularly convincing

because, while it shows that the first, second, and fourth of the six units 

belling together, Marthean redaction makes 5:21-26 + 27-30 + 31-32, 

thar is, rhe first three units, one triadic section and 5:33-37 + 38-42 + 

43-48, the last three units, a second triadic section.6* So the pattern Bulr- 

mann uncovers is not the pattern Matthew imposed. This inconcinnity di

rects us to pre-Matthean tradition. When one adds that outside of chap

ter 5 Matthew never used either eyd> 5e Xeya or <H>xmoc, one may infer 

rhat Mr 5:21-22 and 27-28 were traditional formulations.

But do they go back to Jesus? In Crossan’s inventory they receive a neg

ative sign. Bultmann leaves the question open: we cannot determine 

whether or not Jesus composed them.70 Gnilka and Luz affirm the basic 

authenticity of both complexes.71 Who is right?

Mt 5:21-22 and 27-28 fall in line wirh two of the major themes of rhe 

Jesus tradition, namely, the focus upon intention and the making of 

difficult demands. There are, moreover, firm intertextual links with wo 

logia regularly assigned ro Jesus, these being Mk 7:15 (“There is nothing 

outside a person that by going in can defile, but the things that come out 

are what defile”)72 and Gos. Thom. 89 (“Why do you wash rhe ourside 

of the cup? Do you not understand that he who made the inside is also he 

who made the outside?”).73 These latter rwo texts together “insist thar rhe

67. Bultmann, History, p. 135. Compare Gnilka, Matthausevangeltum, voL 1, pp. 152-

51 , and 1 U7, Matthau.’ 1—7, pp . 274 - 76.

68. Ib id .

69. Dale C. Allison, Jr., “The Structure of the Sermon on the Mount," JM . 106/3 

(1987), pp. 432-33.

70. Bultmann, History, p. 147.

71. Gnilka, Matthausevangehum, vol. 1, pp. 157-58, 163; Luz, Matthew, voL 1, 

pp. 276-79,281,291. Niedcrwimmcr, Askese, p. 26, also helxrvcs that lhe content of 5:28 

goes back to Jesus.

72. Compare Gos. Thom. 14. For authenticity and interpretation see Davies and Alli

son, Matthew, vr»l. 2, pp. 527-30.

73. Compare Q  11:39-41. For critical analysis and history of the tradition sec Davies 

and Allison, Matthew. voL 3, pp. 296-99.
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inside and what comes from inside are more important than the outside 

and what comcs from outside in." 74
What matters for our purposes is that Mk 7:15 and Gos. Thom. 89 

are structurally related to Mr 5:21-22 and 27-28. In all four instances 

(a) reference is initially made ro an accepted reaching or practice— mur

der is wrong (Mr 5:21), adultery is wrong (Mt 5:27), food can defile (Mk 

7:15), dishes should be washed {Cos. Thom. 89). In each case (b) Jesus 

relarivizcs the traditional reaching or practice by turning attention to 

something more fundamental (anger, lust, speech, internal cleanness). 

And in each saying (c) thar which is more fundamental is one’s inner con

dition as opposed to an outward activity or circumstance. The inference 

that the common sequence of thought testifies to a common origin with 

Jesus scons plausible. That is, if there is good reason to think that Mk 

7:15 and Gos. Thom. 89 originated with Jesus, then it seems a good bet 

that Mt 5:21-22 and 27-28 did also.

The triadic Mk 9:43-48 is the last text whose origin we need to 

consider. Probably most scholars have traced it to Jesus.7'" B. Harvie 

Branscomb, without elaborating, wrote that “the sharpness of the alter

natives set out, as well as the form of expression, seem characteristic of 

Jesus' thought.”7* This seems to be a routine judgment. According to 

Gnilka, for instance, the shocking character and vivid imagery point to 

Jesus”

While their justification is inadequate, rhe vcrdict of Branscomb and 

Gnilka is probably right.75 Not only docs the eschatological motivation— 

one must act so as to avoid hell and enrer rhc kingdom—fir Jesus’ pro

phetic call to repentance, but Mk 9:43-48 courains four themes thar run 

throughout the Jesus tradition— kingdom of God, future reward, future 

judgment, difficult demands. Moreover, the hyperbolic exaggeration 

must be reckoned characteristic of Jesus, and the complex has proved

74. Crussan, Historical Jesus, p. 262.

75. CO Bulrmann, HisU/ry, p. 86, the double crying in M t 5:29—30 ii origi

nal; rhc saying about lhe foot is secondary, This is also the judgment of Joachim Gnilka, Das 

tiwn&rltum nach Markup (Mk 8,27— 1620), EKK Tl/2 (Zurich: Benziger/Ncukirchcncr, 

1979), pp. 6.?-64. For my analysis it docs not much matter whether the original unit had 

two or three members.

76. B. Harvie Branscomb, The Gospel of Mark, Mufiall New Tcstamcat Commentary 

(New York: Harper &  Row, naL), p. 173.

77. Gnilka, M ulthjusevangelium , voL 1, p. 164.

78. In addition to what follows see especially Werner Zager, Gottesherrscbaft und 

Endgtricht trt der Yerkundigung Jesu: Erne Uniersucbung zur markinischen Jesusuberlie- 

fcruni etnschlu$lich der Q-ParalleUn, BZNW 82 (Berlin: Walter de Gruytcr. 1996), 

pp. 210-1.1.
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problematic for Christians. As with Mt 19:12, most commentators have 

always been quick to insist that Christians should not seriously entertain 

mutilating themselves.

Renunciation and Eschatology

Having introduced several complexes with ascetical tendencies and ar

gued rhat they are probable testimonies to Jesus' own teaching, rhe next 

step in the argument is to observe rhar rhese complexes arc all, in one way 

or another, linked wirh eschatology.

In Mk 9:43-48 the imperatives to do away with hand, foot, and eye 

are plainly motivated by escharological promise and warning: if amputa

tion is necessary for entering life, then ir is berTer ro take such drasric ac

tion rhan to go to the hell of fire. Here the command to control sexual de

sire is grounded in one’s eschatological destiny.

Matters are a bit different in Mt 19:12, the word about eunuchs. Jesus 

commends those who are eunuchs “for the sake of (5ia) the kingdom of 

heaven.” “For rhe sake of” could be given final sense: one becomes a eu

nuch in order to enter the kingdom. This would make for an exact paral

lel with Mk 9:43-48. It seems preferable, however, to find here causal 

meaning. “For the sake of rhe kingdom" is a way of saying that some 

people have made themselves eunuchs because rhe approach of the king

dom requires of them a service rhar they might otherwise nor be able to 

fulfill. Jesus and other celibates like him— were John the Baptist and/or 

some of Jesus’ disciples originally within rhe saying’s purview?— have 

chosen their uncommon condition because, as heralds and servants of the 

approaching order, ir is their primary dury to prepare people for its com

ing. There can be no time for marriage and children, no rime for those 

consuming responsibilities. This is why, when Jesus calls others to the 

full-rime job of fishing for people, he calls them to abandon rheir jobs, 

families, and money."'9
One is reminded of Paul’s self-defense in 1 Cor 7 and 9. In these chap

ters Paul defends his single stare on the ground that the obligations and 

worries of married life would detract him from his appointed task. The 

situation is the same in Mt 19:12. Among those preparing Israel for the 

kingdom’s coming are people who have renounced marriage for them

selves in order to dedicate themselves utterly ro the one thing needful.

79. Q  9:59-60; 1-4:26; Mk 1:16-20; 2:14; 10:17-22.
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What about Mk 12:18-27, in which Jesus defends the resurrection of 

the dead? This complcx is not abour life in the present but life in the 

eschatological future. This makes ir different from Mt 19:12 and Mk 9: 

43-48, which focus upon things one might do now before the coming of 

the kingdom. The three texts can, however, be read as mutually reinforc

ing. For an unmarried and celibate individual who believed rhat perfected 

human nature would be angelic and so not need its sexual component 

would surely find in the eschatological scenario of Mk 12:18-27 en

couragement in rhe hard task of being continent in the here and now. In

deed. such an individual might, as did so many Christian celibates later 

on, interpret his or her forswearing of sex in terms of realized eschatol

ogy: if one can make do without inrercourse then rhis might be under

stood as one way of making present an eschatoli>gical circumstance.

When wc turn ro Mr 5:27-28, wc find no explicit association with cs- 

chatulogy. There appears, however, ro be an implicit association. "You 

have heard that ir was said” introduces Moses. “But I say ro you” intro

duces Jesus. It is not the case that one authority contradicts the other, for 

those who refrain from anger and lust will scarcely commi: murder or 

adultery. At the same rime, the formula goes out of its way to emphasize 

thar Jesus is taking us beyond Moses and asking for something more— 

and this implicitly highlights the limitations of the Torah.

Can anything account for rhe focus upon one's internal stare as opposed 

to one’s external deeds and simultaneously explain the reason for stress

ing a contrast with Moses? The answer presumably lies in eschatology. 

Jer 31 .-31-34 foresees a rime when God will make a new covenant with 

the house of Israel and the house of Judah. That covenant will be different 

from the old one made in Egvpr. For God will then put the law wirhin them 

and will write it on their hearts (compare E/x-k 11:19-20). This is likely 

rhe prophetic background of Mt 5:27-28 (as wtII as of 21-22), which 

on this view illustrate rhe fact that sometimes “good arguments can be 

brought forward for the eschatological implications of the wisdom say

ings.” 80 Jesus’ focus upon intention was a way of sowing the law in human 

hears; and his formula, “You have heard . . .  But I say to you,” was a way 

of declaring that something new was happening. If so, Mt 5:21-22 and

27-28 were, on his lips, every bit as eschatological as complexes that re

fer to the kingdom of God or the Daniclic Son of man.

80. lhe line 1$ from Helmut Koettcr, “Rctlirrctuig rhc Quest tor the Hisroncal Jesus,’  

Harvard Dm rttiy bulletin 23/1 (1993), p. 10.
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Whether or not one acccpts this interpretation of Mt 5:27-28, the link 

in the Jesus tradition between eschatology, on the one hand, and reserva

tion toward sexual desire, on rhe other, does plainly appear in Mt 19:12; 

Mk 12:18-27; and (assuming a sexual interpretation) Mk 9:43-48. 

This circumstance might have been anticipated. For although a variety of 

factors may eacourage asceticism, one such factor is cschatological ex

pectation. When the present world order is negated, it is natural to with

draw from it. l"he psychology, while far from inevitable,81 is natural, and 

it is more than confirmed by comparative materials. Karl Suso Frank has 

remarked, with reference to early Christianity, that “the conviction thar 

rhe end of the world was near always fostered asceticism.” S1 Peter Worsely 

makes the even broader generalization that “sexual asceticism . . . £»sj 

common in millenarian movements.”

Paul supplies an example.84 In 1 Cor 7:25-32 the apostle argues thar 

it is well for people to remain as they are. The married should stay mar

ried, and the single should stay single. What reason does he give? “In view 

of the present [or: impending] distress (eveoraoav uvayxTjv] it is well for 

you to remain as you are” (7:26). The word translated here by “distress” 

elsewhere has cschatological sense (e.g.,Zeph 1:15 LXX; Lk 21:23); and 

the connotation of “the present distress” becomes evident in 1 Cor 7:

28-31: “Are you bound to a wife? l)o not seek to be free. Arc you free 

from a wife? Do not seek a wife. But if you marry, you do QOt sin, and if 

a virgin marries, she docs not sin. Yet rhose who marry will cxpcricncc 

tribulation (0a.Ti]hv)85 in the flesh, and 1 would spare you rhat. 1 mean,

81. Eschatology can also entourage antinomianism. This is 3 different way of separating 

oneself from the normal course of things. Although Sabbaiai Scvi began as a severe ascetic, 

his followers eventually experimented with libertine sexuality. Sabharianism was "not so 

much the direct prodncr of the Kabbalah as its dialectical negation, in which the urge to

ward sexual renunciarion was turned into its opposite. Only wirh the coming of the mes

sianic age might the sensual, now liberated from evil marcrtaliry, be indulged in all its 

annnomiau possibilities.'' So David Biaic, Fms and the Jews: from  B iblical Israel to Can- 

temporary Amcrica (New York: 1 larperCollins, 1992), pp. 119-20.

82. Karl Sum Frank, With Greater iJhcrty. A Sl/oit lli*huy ctf Mtuuixlit.arn 
and Religious Orders (Kalamazoo: Cistercian, 1993), p. 30.

83. Peter Worsdy, The Trumpet Shall Sound: A Study of "Cargo" Cults in  Melanesia,

2d ed. (New York: Schocken. 1968), p. 251. Compare Yanina Talmon, “Pursuit of the M il

lennium: The Relation betwcm Religious and Social Change," Archives eurvpeenes de so 

aohgie  3 (1962), p. 136: “Sexual aberrations in the form of either extreme asceticism ot 

sexual excess are very common---“

84. On the milienanan character of Pauline Christianity see Wayne A. Meeks, The first 

Urban Christians: The Social World o f the Apostle Paul (New I laven: Yale University Press, 

1983), pp. 171-80.

85. For this word wirh cschatological meaning see Dan 12:1; llab  3:16; Zeph 1:15; 

Acts 14:22; Col 1:24; Rev 7:14.
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brothers and sisters, thar the appointed time has grown short: from now

on, let even those w?ho have wives be as though they had none-- For rhe

present form of the world is passing away.” Heinrich Schlier comments: 

“With the awareness of the shortening of the time, Paul obviously sees the 

afflicriuns of the last time breaking inro the present, and his advice is de

signee to lessen the related thlipsis for his community.” 86 Paul tells the 

unmarried to stay unmarried because the woes of end arc entering the 

present (compare 2 Bar. 10:13-14). The final time of trouble will prove 

to be especially arduous for the married (as in Mk 13:17 and Lk 23:29), 

so one should nor now undertake ro be married.*7 Thus Paul’s eschato

logical outlook makes him favor celibacy.**

The association between eschatology and celibacy in Paul is nor anom

alous One suspects that cscharological enthusiasm was also part of the 

impulse behind Esscne asceticism. To iudge from Philo. Josephus, and 

Pliny, at least some of the Essencs did not marry.Josephus adds thar 

they also “ despise [d] riches” {Bell. 2 :122),*° took “just enough food and

86. Heinrich Schlier. in TDNT 3 (1965), p. 145. See further W ill Dealing, Paul on Mar

riage ~nd Celibacy: The Hellenistic Background o f I Corinthians 7, SNTSMS 83 (Cam

bridge; Cambridge University Pfesx, 1995), pp. 177-97 (he argues for integration nf apoc

alyptic and Stoic dements in 1 Corinthians 7); Franqoscf Froitzheim, Ckristologie und 

Fschaiologie bet I’aulus (Wurzburg: Fchter Seelsorge, 1978), pp. 18-28; and Vincent I. 

Wimbosh. Foul: The Worldly Ascetic (Macon: Mercer, 1987) (Wimbush rightly recognizes 

the influence of an apocalypric tradition in 1 Corinthians 7 but wrongly argues rhat Paul dis

tances himself from it).

87. Had some of the Corinthians embraced celibacy for cschatological reasons? Such is 

the view of Peter Brown, The Body and Society: Men. Women, and Sexual Renunciation in  

Flirty Christianity (New York: Columbia University Press, 1988), p. 53. See further Judith 

M . Gimdxy-VoJf, “lh e  Corinthian Sexual Ascetics (1 Cor 7},’  in The Connthian Corre

spondence, ed. Rctmund Bieringcr, BfcTI. 125 (Leuven: Pcctcrv. 1996), 519-41. She briefly 

reviews opinion on this subjcct.

88. This is not to say that other factors also could nor have played a rule; see David L  

Balch, “ 1 Cor 7:32-35 and Stoic Debates about Mamagc, Anxiety, and Distraction," JBL 

102(1983), pp. 429-39.

XV. rhilo. in Eusebius, Fracp. cv. 380d (8.11), Josephus, Bell. 2.120* .4*r. 18.21; Plinv, 

N .H . 5.15.73. The Dead Sea Scrolls, on the other hand, at points presuppose marriage (c.g^ 

lQSa 1:4 ,9-12). Maybe there was diversity within the movement, or maybe members lived 

as married couples until a certain age, after which they became celibates (an idea common 

in Uk history of religions; recall the stages of life in the laws of Manu). Matthew Black, 

“lh e  Tradition of Hasideaean-Esscne Asceticism: Its Ongm and Influence," in Aspects du 

Judev Chnstiamsme: Colloque de Strasbourg Z3-2S a ird  1964 (Paris: Presses Umverst- 

taires de France, 1965), p. 31, suggests that the Thcrapcutae entered then ware of renunci

ation only late in life. See further Joseph M . Baumgarten, “'lhe Qumran fcssene Restraints 

on Marriage,” in Archaeology and History in the Dead Sea Scrolls, cd. Lawrence 11. Schiff- 

mann (Sheffield: JSOT, 1990), pp. 13-24.

90. This |udgment is confirmed by the Qumran materials; see T. S. Beall. Josephus'
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drink for satisfaction" (Bell. 2:133), and “turnfed] aside from pleasures 

as 3n evil, and regarded) self-control (eyxcaxcia) and not succumbing to 

rhe passions as a virtue” {Bell. 2:120). In line with this, the astrological 

physiognomy, 4Q 186, depicts a son of light as rhin and lean, a son of 

darkness as thick and fat. Certainly the Essene’s desert locarion, their 

simple dress, and avoidance of luxuries (such as oil) were part of an as- 

cetical program.

We do not expect to learn from Philo, Josephus, or Pliny about a pos

sible eschatological motivation for all this. But the Dead Sea Scrolls, most 

of which were composed or copied by Esscncs,91 tell us that eschatologi

cal expectation W3S at the heart of what they were all about.’2 Surely their 

sexual renunciation, like their renunciation of property, was encouraged 

hy rhrir cschatological conviction*. Probably, as Frank Moore Cross ar

gued,9' the expectation of soon participating in an eschatological holy- 

war (see 1QM) was a major factor in their sexual abstinence.1'4 Steven 

Fraade has written:

The Qumran group understood itsell to be living in the last days of the 
present age, awaiting a final battle between itself (“the sons of light") 
and the forces of darkness, in which the latter would be destroyed and 
the world would be restored to  the rule of God’s spirit, messianically 
embodied. Ihus, their disciplined way of life was intended to ensure 
their constant preparedness, individually and communally, for that

Description o f the Fssenes Illustrated by the D?ad Sea Scrolls, SNTSMS .58 (Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 1988), pp. 43-44.

91. The identification iif the Dead Sea scct *iih  Essenes remains likely; see Joseph A. 

Firzniytt, “The Qumran Community: Esseuc orSadduccan?," HeyJ 36/4 (1995), pp. 467-

76. But fur another view w  Lena Cansdalc, Qumran and the tssenes: A Re-Evaluation of 

the Evidence. TSAJ 60 (Tubingen: J. C. B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1997).

92. John J. Collins, Apocalypticism m the Dr,id Sta Scrolls (London: Routlcdge, 1997).

93. Frank Moore Cross, The Ancient Lilxary o f Qumran, .Id. cd. <Minneapolis: 

Fmucss, 1995), pp. 82-8*4.

94. Sec further the cogenr argument of Black. “I lasideacan-Essenc Asceticism,’  pp. 19- 

32 .1QM 7:3-4 excludes women from the camp at the fony-year cschatological war. Black 

refers to Deut 23:10-11 (compare Lev 15:16-17); 1 Sam 21:4-5; and 2 .Sam 11:11 and 

remarks that “the prohibition of marital intercourse for those engaged in war i» widespread

among primitive peoples-- This practice was iK>l wholly obsolete among the Arabs as late

as the sccond century u( Islam, and during blood feuds among the Rcdouni it was custom

ary to abstain from wine and unguents as well as sexual relations” (pp. 20-21). Robert 

Murray, “lh e  Exhortation ro Candidates for Ascctical Vows at BapUsm in the Ancient 

Syriac Church." NTS 21 (1974), pp. 60-70, observes rhar Syriau Christians could relate 

rheir celibacy to the holy war tradition.
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seismic event, for which they would provide the ranks of pure, holy 
warriors.9'

Matters must have been much rhc same with John rhc Baptist. Chris

tian tradition assumes that he was unmarried; and certainly everything 

else wc know abour him points ro asceticism.96 Q  7:24 -25 tells us rhat 

John dwelt in rhe wilderness. So does Mk 1:2-8, which adds that he was 

clothed with camels hair and ate locusts and honey. Further. Mk 2:18 

presupposes rhat Johns followers fasted, and with this Q  7:33 agrees: 

“John came neither eating or drinking."

If John’s asceticism is plain, so too is his eschatological focus. Mark 1: 

2-8 associates him with eschatological prophecies (v. 2) and relates rhat 

he foretold a messianic figure (v. 7). According to Q 3:7-17, John warned 

of the coming wrath, called people 10 icpcnr, and >pokc of rhc fires of 

judgment. So as wirh Jesus, Paul, and the Dead Sea Scrolls, we see asceti

cism and eschatology side by side.*"

In line with this, ascctical tendencies sometimes appear in apocalyptic 

texts from ancient times. Abstinence and acts of self-abnegation are re

ferred ro as p3tT of preparation for visionary experiences in. for instance, 

Dan 9:3 (fasting, sackcloth, ashes); 10:2-3 (no meat or wine or anoint

ing';9* 4 Ezra 5:13 (prayer, weeping, fasting!, 20 (fasting, mourning, and 

weeping); 6:31 (prayer and fasting), 35 (weeping and fasting); 2 Bar. 9:2 

(rending garments, weeping, mourning, fasting); 20:5 (fasting); Mart. 

Isa. 2:7-11 (poverty, vegetarianism, isolationism); and Apoc. Abr. 9:7 

(abstinence from certain foods and wine and anointing with oil).1*  More

95. Steven Fraadc, ‘ Ascctical Aspects of Ancient Judaism.” in Jewish iptntuality. From 

the Bible through the Middle Ages, cd. Arthur Green 1 New York: Crossroad, 1986), p. 267- 

Sec further Anton Steiner. “Warum lehrcn die fcssencr askctisch?” R7. 15 119~1), pp. I -28. 

Sterner also stresses the importance of the Fssencs" desire to revdpirutatc the experience of 

Israel at Srnai (in the desert rhc people were continent to receive revelation: Fxod 19:9-15) 

and ot their pn«tlv  orientation.

•*6. See further Joan F_ Taylor, The Immerser: John the Baptist w ithin Second Temple 

fudusm  (Grand Kapidv Fcidiiuus, 1007), pp. 32 42.

97. 11k generaluauon might hold for other baptist movements of rhc period if we knew 

mo-e about them. Flkcsai. for example, announced that an evhatolojycal war would Ware 

up rhree years afrcr the Panhian War (î fc. 114 -116; sec HippoKtus. Ref. 9:11U and Mam's 

asceticism was panfry inherited from a Jewish-Christian baptist sect; set Albert I lenrwhi, 

“Mam and the Babvloman Baptists," Harvard Studies in  Classical Philology 77 (1973), 

pp. 23-59.

98. On rhc ascctkal piety of Daniel sec Jurgen H . I ebram, " The Piety of the Jewish 

Apocalyptists." in Apocalypticism in  Ore Mediterranean World and tire S tar Fast, ed. David 

Flclholra (Tubingen: Mohr-Sicbcck, 1983), pp. 171-210.

99. In sonic of these texts we also have to do with ntes of mourning.
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over, Rev 14:4 identifies the 144,000 who have been redeemed as those 

“who have not defiled themselves wirh women, for they are virgins; they 

follow the Iamb wherever he goes.” Even if one does not take this liter

ally, surely rhe language implies an ascetical view of things.100 Such a view 

also appears in 1 En. 108:8-9: “Those who love God have loved neither 

gold nor silver, nor all the good things which are in the world, but have 

given over their bodies to suffering— who from the time of their very be

ing have not longed 3fter earthly food, and who regarded themselves as a 

passing breath.”

Whar we find in Paul and elsewhere in ancient literature appears 

throughout the history of Jewish messianism. That is, the distancing of 

oneself from the normal course of the world through the giving away of 

possessions, fasting, or other asccric acts often appears when llie cud is 

perceived ro be near. The eighth-century followers of Scverus, a Gentile 

convert to Judaism, who led a messianic movement in Syria, gave all their 

possessions ro him.101 Those who gathered around Abu-Isa, rhe eighth- 

century Persian prophet who preached the imminence of the Messiah, 

fasted often, quit eating meat, shunned alcohol, and (curiously enough for 

students of the Jesus tradition) prohibited divorce.102 The same was mie 

of the followers of Yudgan. The “spirit of self-abnegation which was re

garded as the only attitude befitting the unfortunate condition of the Jews 

in the exile found a particularly favorable soil” among the Yudganiyy3, 

who believed the redemption to be near.101 The millennial movement in 

Salonika in 1096 saw people quit work, fast, and give alms for repen

tance.UH The same things happened when, in 1295, two messianic proph

ets in Avila and Avllon announced the imminent coming of God’s king

dom,,0< as well as in 1500, when the followers of lnes, the Maiden of

100. See further Georg Krcochmar, “Fin Rcirrag zur Frage nach dcm Unsprung fruh- 

chrisrikhcr Askese,” ZTK 61 (1964), pp. 62-63. Compare Black. "Hasidacan-Fssene As

ce tic ism p . 30. For a survey of unconvincing attempts to escape the obvious meaning of 

the language see George Wesley Buchanan, lhe  Book of Retvlatiun: Its Intrnduclujn and 

Prophecy, Mellen Biblical Commentary. New Testament 22 (Lewiston: McDcu, 1993), 

pp. 349-61.

101. Stephen Shanx, Messiamsm, Mysticism, and Magics A Sociological Analysis o f 

Jewish Religious Movements (Ovapci H ilt Unrversiry of North Carolina Press, 1982), p. 53.

102. See ibid., p. 54

103. Israel Friedlacnder, “Shiitic Influences in }rwish Sectarianism,” in Essential Papen 

on Messtanic Movements and Personalities m Jewish History, cd. Marc Sapcrstein (New 

York: University Press, 1992), p. 141.

104. Shanx, Messiamsm, p. 55.

105. Ibid., p. 62.
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Herrara, believed the Messiah to be at the gates.106 Nathan of Gaza, Sab- 

barai Scvi’s interpreter, issued detailed instructions for fasting. These 

were “ascetic exercises bom of messianic enthusiasm and not of sor

row.” 107 lhe  hasidic ascetic, Yossel of Kieck, like others of his kind, 

sought to hasten the coming of rhe Messiah through such austerities as 

fasting, rolling in the snow, and going without sleep.10* Altogether it 

seems evident that, as R. J. Zwi Werblowsky has said, in Judaism “as

ceticism can easily combine with . .  . messianic fervor.” 109

Asceticism also appears as a regular concomitant of worldwide mil- 

lenarism throughout history.110 The Franciscan Spirituals of the thir

teenth century, who thought that a new world order was in the offing, 

were not just celibate but “rigorous ascetics who had broken away from

the main body of the Franciscan order over the issue of absolnrr pov

erty.”1"  The fourteenth-century flagellants, whose asceticism is notori

ous, were self-mortifying chiliasts who interpreted rhc Black Death as the 

messianic woes and “lived in a world of millenarian phantasy."1,2 Me

dieval China knew a “kind of millenarian faith, rhat was probably limited 

to small groups of fanatic adventists who by fasting, repentance and 

prayer prepared themselves for the coming of the Lord.” ,n  The Shakers, 

who believed thar rhe Messiah had returned and thar the millennium had

106. Ibid.. p. 77.

107. Scholcm, Sahhatai Sevt, p. 414. Compare pp. 232-93, .156.

10S- S. Mamion, An Autobiography (London: Alexander Gardner, 198fc), p. 134.

1 OS'. “The Safed Revival and lit Aftermath." in Jewish Spirituality: From the Sixteenth- 

Century Revival to the Present, ed. Arthur C.rctm (New York: Crossroad, 1987), p. 12. Me 

goes ua 10 observe that regularly in Jewish thought “the Messiah will appear only after 

Israel has atoned tor all its sins.. . . "

110. In addition to what follows see Kemaldo l_ Roman, "Christian Themes: Main

stream Traditions and Millenarian Violence,” in Mdlennialism and Violence; cd. Michael 

Bark on (I-omlon: Frank Cass, 1996), pp. 51-82. Lawrence L. Sullivan, Icanchu s Drum: 

An Orientation to Meaning tn South American Religions (New York: Macmillan, 1988), 

p. 554, observes that “arduous restrictions" are typical of messianic movements m ilic 

Chaco. Hillel Schwarz, “The Fnd of the Beginning: Millenarian Studies, 1969-1975,” RSR 

2/3 (1^76), p. 6, suggests that millenarian activities, which involve saying good-bye to the 

old as well 35 hello ro the new, can he related to “the process of bereavement-”

111. Norman Cohn, “Medieval Millenarism: Its Rearing on the Comparative Study of 

Millenarian Movements,” in M illennial Dreams in  Action: Studies in  Revolutionary Reli

gious Movements, cd. Sylvia I_ Thrupp (New York: Schocken, 1970), p. 35.

112. Norman Cohn, The Pursuit o f the M illennium : Rei'olutiom try Mdlenarums aiu l 

Mystical Anarchists o f the M iddle Ages, rev. cd. (New York: Oxford. 1970), p. 136.

113. £ . Zurcher, “ ‘Prince Moonlight’: Messianism and F.schatology in Early Medieval 

Chinese Buddhism," Toung Pao 68 (1982), p. 44. See further pp. 48, 50.
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begun, chose rhe path of celibacy.1,4 The infamous Skoptsy sect, which 

practiced mutilation of the sexual organs, had an cschatological theology 

which anticipated a millennium centered in M oscow .The nineteenth- 

century Brazilian Catholic priest Father Cicero and his enthusiastic fol

lowers combined intense apocalyptic expectation and ascetic living.*1* 

Some ninctccnth-century Andalusian peasants, as part of their anarchist 

millenarianism, which sought the rejection of all tradition, refused drink, 

smoking, meat, and even marriage, at least until the coming of the new 

era.11 Participants in the Taipang rebellion, with irs strange mixture of 

pagan and Christian eschatology, were enjoined to give up not only 

opium and liquor but also tobacco, and their leaders insisted upon sepa

ration of the sexes.118 Early in the twentieth century the Burkan cult of 

Mongolia proclaimed the coming restoration of rh<* Mongolian empire 

and demanded that its adherents give up tobacco and money.119 In rhe 

middle of our century in Japan a female proponent of Mioshi, who called 

herself Ogami-Sama {the Great Venerable Goddess), combined Buddhist 

asceticism with the belief that she had come to save the world before its 

near end. More recently we have had the notorious Heaven’s Gate cult; 

before committing suicide as a way of participating in a science fiction es* 

chatology involving a comet and UFOs, several male devotees had them

selves castrated.120
The lesson from all these examples is that enthusiastic eschatology and 

the self-discipline of abstinence, including sexual continence, have often 

gone together.1 21 When one believes that the world is abour to go dra-

114. On the hilly realized eschatology ut official Shaker doctrine sec An Farly View o f 

the Shakers; HensonJohn Lossatg and the "Harper's ~ Article ofJu ly 1857, cd. Don CiittanJ 

iHanoven University Press nf New tngland, 1989l. pp. 41-44. Some early adherent*, how

ever, continued to hope for the near end of the world; see Priscilla J. Bremer, Shaker Com

munities, Shaker Lives (Hauoven University Press of New England, 1986), p. 15.

115. Frederick Conybearc, Russian Dissenters. Harvard Theological Studies 10 (New 

York: Russell I t  RusselL 1962), pp. 363-70.

116. Rene Ribeiro, “Brarilian Messianic Mowments," m Thrupp. M illennial Dreams. 
pp. 66—6S.

117. E. J. Hubs ha wm, Prim itive Rebels: Studies rn Archaic Farms o f Social .Movement 

m the 19tl> and20th Centuries (New York: W. W .Norton, 19591, pp. 83-84.

118. Vittorio Iantem an, The Religions o f the Oppressed: -4 Study o f Modem Mes

sianic Cults (New York: Knopf, 1963), pp. 232-36. See now the full treatment in Jonathan 

D. Spence, Cod's Chinese San: The Tatping Heaivnly Kingdom o f Hong Xbupiem (New 

York: Norton, 1996). For sexual separation see pp. 120-22, 150-51, 184, 225.

119. l-anteruari, Religions o f tbe Oppressed, pp. 227-28.

120. Ibid., 223-24. See Rodney IVrkins anC Forrest Jackson. Cosmic Suicide: The 

Tragedy and Transcendence o f Heaven's Gate (Dallas: Pentaradial. 1997).

121. Montanism may supply' yet another illustration of this circumstance, for it ex

hibited ascetic tendencies. See Eusebius, HJL. 5:18, and Kurt Aland, “Bemerkungeu turn
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maricaUy, one may let go of the world in dramatic ways; and to ccasc hav

ing sexual intercourse is one means of stopping rhe world.1— This is why 

thc Gospel of the Egyptians could teach that continence would hasten the 

end.111 So to find ascetic elements in the Jesus tradition, where there is so 

much eschatology, is in no way surprising. We have here a relative of what 

we find in the Christian appendix to 4 Ezra:

lh e  [final] calam ities draw near and arc not delayed. . . . Prepare for 

battle, and in the m idst o f the calam ities be like srrangers on the earth.

Let him that sells be like one who will flee; let him that buys be like one 
who will lose; let him that does business be like one who will not make 
3 profit; and let him thar builds a house be like one who will not live 
m it; let him that sows be like one who will not reap; so also him that 
prunes the vines, like one who will not gather the p^-. rhrm rhnr 
marrv. like those who will have no children; and them that do not 
marry, like those thar arc widowed-. . .  (4 Ezra 1 6 :3 7 -4 4 )u<

The Functions of Jesus’ Eschatological Asceticism

While the preceding materials permit some instructive generalizations, it 

will be helpful if wc can situate Jesus’ eschatological asceticism more pre

cisely within his own rime and place, lhe following observations arc in

tended to be a tentative, small first step in this direction.

Wc may begin with the well-known fact that an ascetic attitude had 

taken hold of many in the Hellenistic world when Jesus came on rhe

Monranismus und zur fruhvhmrlichcn Eschatologie,” in Ktrrfjengeschichllicht Entu-urfe: 

A llc Ksrdfe, Reformation und Lutkertum PietUmus und Lruc<kungsbeuvgung (Gutroloh: 

Gerd Mohn, 1979), pp. 126-27, aud Nagel, Motnnerunt;, pp. 21-25. Some recent schol

arship, however, has challenged the mdlenarian character of Motitaniun; sec, e_g_, Christine 

Trevra, W untaniim ; Gender, Authority jtuI  the \Vu- Prophecy (Cambridge Cambridge 

University Press, 1996).

122. Compare the protest of a Persian governor against Chnsnan asceticism as quoted 

in Bro-vn. Hotiy and Society, p. 429: " If you listen to them |your Christian gnidesj, >ou will 

never ro near your wives again, and the end of rhc world will soou be upon you.” Note also

2 Clement 12. where rhc coming ot the kingdom is said ro depend upon inaks nor rhinking 

of sisters as females and females not thinking uf brothers as males.

123. See the fragments preserved in Clement of Alexandria, Strom. 3:45, 63, and 64, 

and th.' comments of T. H. C. van Eijk, “Marriage and Virginity, Death and Immortality,” 

in  Eptktasis: Melanges futnslufues offerts au Cardinal Jean Diintelou (Pars: Bcauchesne. 

1972), pp. 215-16. On p. 235 he observes thar “rhc end of marriage is also the end of time.”

124. For discuss«on of this passage (and of irs relationship co 1 Cor 7 :29-31) sec Wolf

gang Schrage, "Die Srellung xur Welt bci 1'aulus, Epiktet und m der Apokal>ptik,” TTK 61 

(1964, pp. 125-54.
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scene12-'— and Judaism must be included within the generalization.526 Ac

cording to Steven D. Fraade. one can discern in the extant literature com

posed between 200 B.C.E. and 200 C.E. “first, an increasing preoccupa

tion, among individuals and religious groups, with the dichotomy of 

this-worldly life and otherworldly demands and hopes; and, second, an 

increasing resort to ascetic practices as responses to that tension." 127 

When one reckons with what we know of the Esscnes, rhe Thcrapcu- 

tae,12* Bannus the hermit,129 and John die Baptist,130 ir is not too much to 

say that there was, by Jesus' time, an established tradition of asceticism.13* 

As Peter Brown has written:

When Jesus of Nazareth preached in Galilee and Judaea after 30 A.D., 

lhe options open to  him and to his followers were already dearly 
mapped our on the landscape of Palestine. Toward the Dead Sea, the 
wilderness of Judaea harbored sizable settlements of disaffected males. 
Ascetic figures whose prophetic calling had long been associated, in 
Jewish folklore, with sexual abstinence, continued to  emerge from the 
desert to preach repentance to the nearby cities. One such (was) John 
the B aptist.. .

125. Here one may rccall the Greek admiration for Spartan discipline, the Piaronic du

alism of spirit and matter, the detachment and control of the Stoics, and rhe self-sufficiency 

of the Cynics. See further E. R. Dodds, Pagan and Christian in  an Age o f Anxiety (New 

York: Norton, 1965), 11-36; Andre-Jean Festugicre. Personal Religion among the Creeks 

(Berkeley: University dk California Press, 1954), especially pp. 53-67; Leipoldt. Gnecb- 

ische Philosophic und T-ruhchnstluhe Askese-, Lohse, Askese, pp. 17-78; Anthony Mere

dith. “Asceticism— Christian and Greek,’  JTS 27 (1976), pp. 313-32; Joseph Ward Swain, 

The Hellenic Origins o f Christian Asceticism I New York: n.p., 1916); I. G. Whitchurch, lhe  

Philosophical Rases o f Asceticism m tbe Platonic Writings and in  Pre-Platonic Tradition 

(New York: 1 ongnum . Green &  Co_, 1923); and Vincent L_ Wimbush, cd.. Ascetic Behai' 

tor in  Greco-Roman Antiquity: A Sourcebook (Mameapolis: Fortress, 1990).

126. Already the 1 lebrew Bible contains texts that could later have been read so as to 

encourage asceticism. The Nazirites and Rechabitcs, for instance, took vows of 3hsrincncc 

from intoxicating drink (Numbers 6; Jeremiah 35); Daniel and his companions arc vegeta

bles and water instead of the king's food (Daniel 1); and the prophets opposed the luxuri

ous bvti ot city dwclkfj (e.g., Auxn 3:15).

127. Steven Fraadc, “Ascetical Aspects," p. 261.

128. .See Emil Schiirer, The History o f tbe Jewish People m the Age o f Jesus Christ (175 

B.C.-A.D. 135), vol. 2, rev. and cd. Gcza Vermes, fergus Millar, and Matthew Black {Edin

burgh: T. 8c T. dark , 1979), pp. 591-97.

129. Josephus, Vha 11, is our only source fur this character, who “dwelt in the wilder

ness, wearing only such clothing as tiers provided, feeding on such things as grew of them

selves. and using frequenr ablutions of cold water, by day and night, for purity s sake. . . . "

130. Wc must also reckon wnh the continuing presence of Nazirites. 1 Macc 3:49 refers 

to Naxintes in Jerusalem during Maccabean rimes. Note Acts 21:24 and see further Sleveti

D. Eraade, "The Nazirite in Ancient Judaism,’  in Win)bush, Ascetic Behavior, pp. 213-23.

131. Note also I.k 2:37: Anna “never left the temple but worshiped there with fasting 

and prayer night and day.”

132. Peter Brown. Body and Society, pp. 40-41.
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Even the normally this-worldly rabbinic literature of later rimes now 

and then betrays an ascetic disposition or reveals awareness of such.133 

Nor only docs it contain many warnings against men looking at women,134 

but b. Ned. 20b favorably remembers Rabbi Eliezer as one who engaged 

in intercourse with as much modesty and speed as possible (“he uncovcrs 

a handbreadth and covers a handbreadth . . .  it is as though he were com

pelled by a demon”). According to y\RN A 5, the Sadducees had a tradi

tion that the Pharisees afflicted themselves in this world; and according to 

AKN A 28, Rabbi Judah rhe Prince said, “Whoever accepts rhc pleasures 

of rhu world is denied the pleasures of the world to come. And whoever 

does aor accept the pleasure ot this world is granted rhe pleasures of the 

world to come.” In b. Taan. 11a R. Eleazar says that if a Naziritc “who 

denied himself wine only is termed ‘Holy,’ how much m o rr  «ui he who de

nies himself enjoyment of ever so many things.” Morton Smith may have 

exaggerated only a little when he claimed that, in Jesus’ day, “the hellen- 

ized Palestinian Jewish population expected asceticism of holy men."11'

The growing sympathy for asceticism coincided with a growing suspi

cion of the sexual impulse (although one should not forger rhat already 

Genesis 3 and 6 closely associate the entrance of sin into the world with 

sexual rhemes). Many morally serious Jews, under Greco-Roman influ

ence,136 came ro believe that rhe exclusive purpose of sex W3S procrearion,

13}. Bur there arc also many expressions of opposition to asceticism. Davul Hahvm, 

“On the Supposed And-Asceticism or Anti-Nazrixtsm of Simeon the J u s t JQ R  58 (1968), 

p. 244, cites b. Ta'an. 1 la  and lhe end of tractate y. Qiddusm  as examples.

134. See, e-g.. b. 'Ahod. Zar. 20a-b; AKN 2 ,4b; b. B. Bat. 16a- h; b. Ned. 20a; and the 

discussion in A. Buchler. Types o f Jewish-Palestinian Piety from 70 fl.c_F_ to 70 C.E. (New 

York: KTAV. 1978), pp. 42-55.

135. Morton Smith, ‘ Messiahs: Robbers, Jurats, Prophets, and Magicians,” in Sapcr- 

srem, Essential Papers, p. 81, u. 11. For the argument rhar rabbinic sources suggest an evo 

lurion away from an early, Palestinian view on sexuality which was akin to the asceticism ot 

lhe Stoics see Daniel Boyarin, a ‘Behold Israel according to the Flesh’: On Anthropology and 

Sexuality in I-ate Antique Judaisms,” 'talc Journal nf Criticism  1 (1V92), pp. 26-57.

136. See TfimMichus, Vit. Pyth. 31 (“The I’ytbagorronc fnrlvnk entirely intercourse thar 

was uunarur.il, or resulting from wanton insolence, allowing only for the rurural and tem 

per ate forms, which occur in the cause ot chaste and recognized procreation of children”); 

Musonius Rufus, frag. 12 (m Stohacus, Antb. 4.22.90); Qitarcus, Sens. 70; Seneca, as 

quoted by Jerome, C  Jovm ian 1:49; Pliny, N at hist. 7:11.42 ("Few pregnant animals cop- 

ulatc, except women"); Lucan, De beUo civ. 2 (for Cato “the sole purpose erf love was off

spring” ); Dio Chrysostom, O rat. 7:133-37; Maximus of Tyre, Disc. 36; Hierocles, On 

Marriage 4.22; Sentences o f Sextus 231-32 (“Every unrestrained husband commits adul 

tery with his wife. Do nothing for the sake at mere sensual pleasure”; compare 239: “Let 

the marriage of believers be 3 struggle for sclf-control”); Plurarch, M ot.  1445 (“sowing seed 

from which they are unwilling to have any offspring”). Discussion in Robia Lane Fox, Pa

gans jn d  Christian* (New York: Knopf, 1989), pp. 336-374; David Ilalpem , John J. Win

kler, and Froma Zeitlin, eds., Before Sexuality: The Construction n f Erotic Experience tn 

the Ancient Creek World (Princeton: Princeton University Preys, 1990); Aline Rousscllc,
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and rhar sex for enjoyment was questionable.” 7 Philo spoke of men who 

“behave unchasrely, not with the wives of others, bur with their own” 

(Spec. leg. 3:2,9). What he meant is clear from Jos. 43: “the end wc seek 

in wedlock is nor pleasure but the begetting of lawful children.” 1M That 

Philo’s view was shared by other Jews appears from Wisd 3:13 (the bar

ren woman should not have intercourse, for its only rationale could be 

pleasure); T. Iss. 2:1-5 (Rachel is commended because she desired chil

dren but not sexual gratification); 3:5 (“pleasure wirh a woman never 

came to my mind”); T. Benj. 8:2 (“the person who is pure with love does 

not look on a woman for the purpose of having sexual relations”); and 

Tob 8:4-8 (the pious Tobit does not remarry but remains a widow who 

fasts). Josephus wrote that the “Essenes [or rather one group of EssenesJ 

have no mterronrsr wirh rh rm  [women] during pregnancy, thus show ing 
that their motive in marrying is not self-mdulgence but the procrcarion of 

children.” While one might pass this off as apologetic for cultured 

readers, it may be observed thar Pseudo-Phocylides, a book filled wirh 

conventional wisdom, offers as exhortation, without any explanation, 

this sentence: “Do not lay your hand upon your wife when she is preg

nant” (186).140 Surely Daniel Boyarin is right: “For Israel by the first cen

tury sexuality had become thoroughly anxiety-ridden and guilt)’ as well. 

Many Jews of the first century had a sense that they were commanded by 

God to do that which God himself considered sinful.” m

Pumcia: O n Desire and the Body tn Antiquity (Oxford: Basal Blackwell, 1988); and 

P. Vcync, ‘ La Famillc ct I’amour sous Ic Hauf-Empire iumain," Armales 33/1 (1978), 

pp. 35-63. For rhe belief, professed by several (but not all) physicians, rhar scxnal inter

course is injurious ro health, see lhe text> and discussion in Brown, Body and Society, 

pp. 17-25. and Dale B. Martin, The Corm lhian Body (New Haven: Yale University Press, 

1995), pp. 200-2U5. According to Diogenes l-acmuv Vtt. Pyth. 6, sex is “pernicious ar 

every season, and is never good for rhe health."

137. This is true even of many larer rabbis, despite frequent assertions to the contrary; 

vee Bialc. Fsos and the Jews, pp. 33-59. He makes much of the close connection between 

the evil yetzer and rhe sexual impulse. Biale also observes, on pp. 28—31. rhar rhe levmcal 

prohibition against intercourse during menstruation may have been associated with tbe con

viction rhat women were then sterile. If so, this already may reflect rhe belief that intercourse 

without the possibility of conception is wrong.

138. Note also Philo’s comments in Ahr. 137 and Spec. leg. 3.20(113) and sec further 

Richard A. Baer, |r., Philo’s Use o f the Categories Male and Temale, ALGHJ 3 (Leiden:

E .J. Brill, 1970), pp. 94-95.

139. Bell. 2: lf» l. Synac sources report the same thing: see Dionysius Bar Saliht, Against 

the Jew 1.

140. Compare Josephus, G  Ap. 2:202 I “none who has intercourse with a woman who 

is wirh child can be considered pure” ), and Hist. Rech. 11.6-8 i the Rechabitcs couple only 

once in their lives).

141. Daniel Boyarin. A Radical Jew: Paid and the Politics of Identity (Berkeley: Univer

sity of California Press, 1994), p. 159.
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If it is true that ascetical practices .is well as reservation towards sex

ual intercourse were part of the Judaism of Jesus' day, ir is also true rhat 

such practices and such reservation were often intensified in an eschato

logical context— which is precisely whar happened with Jesus. His as

ceticism was not, from what we can tell, an attempt to free the soul from 

the body in order to gain cither transcendent knowledge,4? or salvation.14 ’ 

Neither was his abstinence motivated by a Stoical quest to control the 

emotions nor by a religious longing to atone for or guard from sin.’44 We 

also have insufficient evidence that he sought through the diminution of 

desire to cultivate spiritual powers (the goal of certain celibates of Sufism) 

or to gain something akin to rirual purity.14' Jesus’ asceticism, including 

his sexual continence, was rather part and parcel of his eschatological ex

pectation. I-et me clarify.

1. Asceticism as dedication to an eschatological mission. One of the 

conventional reasons given for rhe celibacy of Roman Catholic priests is 

rhat some manors require full attention, and marriage and its attendant 

responsibilities will, it is thought, take too much from those dedicated to

14L Bui Berger, Wrr war Jesus w trklichi p. 27, raises the possibility that Jesus rhnught 

hi> singleness a cundinon of ‘"intensive contact" with "the heavenly world." On the con

nection between asceticism and visionary experiences see Rudolph Arbcsnunn, “taking 

and Pruphecy in Pagan and Christian Antiquity,” Traditio 7 (1949f, pp. 1-71, and Violet 

MacDcrmot. The Cm Ii u f lhe Seer m the .4naeta M iddle kuist (Berkeley: University of Cab 

forma Press. 1971). One wonders whether J kn. 81:2 and 85:3, which tell us rhar Enoch 

had viaons before he was married, reflect the conviction that sexual acti\ity inhibits vi

sionary abilities. Note also Acts 21:9 (Philip’s four daughters had the gift of pruphecy and 

were %trgins) and Acts o f Paul and Ihccla 4 (Cod speaks to rhc comment). Already the Pen

tateuch says rhat Israel at Sinai retrained from intercourse for three days ftxod 19:10, 151; 
and tradition held that Moses fasted when he was receiving revclanon on Sinai (llxod 

34:28; Deut 9:9; etc.). Tradition also attributed chastity tu him: Philo, Vit. Mo*. 2:68-69 

(Moses renounced intercourse “to hold himself always in readiness to receive oracular mes

sages"); rhe targumim on Num. 12:1-2; Sipre Sum . $ 99; ARS  A 2; b. Sahb. 87a; Deut. 

Rub. 11:10; Fjcod. Rub. 46:3; Cant. Rob. 4:4; Louis (jin?hcrg. The Legends n f the Jews,

7 vols (Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society, I93~- 66), vol. 2, p. 316; »ol. 3. pp. 107. 

258; vol. 6, pp. 90 (with additional references). We really have ro do here with a worldwide 

phenomenon, for everywhere the Shaman prepares for communicating with the other world 

by engaging in ascetic disciplines.

143. In the Ads o f Paid and Thecla continence does not follow from the nearness of the 

end but is rather a condition of reward at rhc resurrection; sec chapter 12. Ifl chapter 5 Paul 

preaches “conrincncc and resurrection.”

144. Bur for ascetic pracnccs atoning for or guarding to m  sin sec Ps. Sol. 5:8 ifasting 

aroncs for Sin); T- Jud. 15:4 (avoidance of wine and meat and merriment help prevent 

sexual sin); T . Jos. 3:4; 4:7-8 (fasnng helps avoid sexual sin); T. Stm. 3:4 (fasting helps 

prevent envv); Apoc. FJijah 1:13—22 (tasting r> a curb far the passions j. b. Scd. 9b re

counts the story of a young man taking a Naxirite vow and shaving hi> head in order to curb 

his luvt.

1*5. For sex as a source of impurity see Lev 15:16-18; 1 Sam 21:5-6; 1QM 7:3-7; 

1 lQTcmple 45-7; CD 12:1-2; m. Tabim; etc.
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the ministry of souls and other spiritual duties. This sort of argument ap

pears often in religious history. Ben Azzai’s motivation for being celibate 

was his all-consuming passion and dedication to Torah: “What shall I do, 

seeing that my soul is in love with the Torah; the world can be carried on 

by others.” 14* Tertullian thought that when a man “abstains from a 

woman” he can “think spiritual thoughts.” 147 Origen, according to Eu

sebius, H .t. 6:8, castrated himself for rhe sake of his all-important stud

ies. Already we find Paul arguing in 1 Cor 7:32-35 thar the married man 

is “divided” in his interests: “The unmarried man is anxious about the 

affairs of the Lord; but the married man is anxious about rhe affairs of 

the world. . . And long before Paul there was rhe tradition thar the 

Hebrews abstained from sex before barrle— no doubt a sign of single- 

minded scrvicc to Yahweh.14*

Jesus’ asceticism was, in the first instance, of like kind. That is, his ur

gent eschatological mission was sufficiently important and consuming as 

to disallow family entanglements. This is, after all, and as argued above, 

rhe plain meaning of Mt 19:12. The eunuchs lhat Jesus defended were 

those who, as heralds of the coming kingdom, had as lirrle time for mar

riage as they did for business. To leave all for the sake of the grand cause 

was to leave behind rhe world and its attendant affairs once and for all.149 

If rhe discipline of the Spartans was to prepare for war, and if the exer

cises of the Greek athlete were ro prepare him for the athletic contest, then 

the asceticism of the pre-Easter Jesus movement was similarly a strategy 

devised to meet a specific goal. The missionary endeavor ro restore Israel 

in the face of judgment demanded complete dedication. In other words, 

rhe proclamation of the coming kingdom required sacrificing a normal 

course of life.150

146. b. Yeb. 63b. Bialc, Fros and the /tvs. pp. 53-57, compiles cvidcnee (note espe

cially b. Kctuh. 62b-63a) ro show that the custom of abstaining from intercourse for long 

periods of time for rhe sake of study was probably common among rabbis. Also helpful here 

is I larvey McArthur, “Celibacy in Judaism ar the Time of Christian Beginnings," AUSS15 

(1987), pp . 163 81.

147. De exh. cast. 10:1. T. Kaph. 8:9 says that “there is a time for having inrercoursc 

with ooe’s wife, and a rime to abstain for the purpose of prayer." If one thinks m terms of 

such a dichotomy, might it not follow that, if o x  wishes tn spend as much time as possible 

in prayer, one should give up sex?

148. Compare 1 Sam 21:4; 2 Sam 11:11. The female mystic, Rabia al-Adawiya. sup 

plies a famous example from Islam of chastity in rhe service of the spiritual life.

149. So also Q  14:26. Compare Brown, Body, p. 42: “'lhe intensity of their mission’  

rendered the “eunuchs for the sake o f the kingdom of heaven" “ineligible for marriage.”

150. G ctj Vermes, Jesus the Jew (Phitaddphia: Fortress, 1981), pp. 99-102, speaks of 

Jesus* “prophetic celibacy." Meeks, M nral Wndd. p. 105, refers to the asceticism of itiner

ant missionaries as “not the means of rheir salvation" but “the means for their mission."
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When Jesus called people to be itinerants, he may well have expected 

them to give up their marriages just as he expected them to give up their 

businesses and money. Maybe indeed we should envisage around him 

a little brotherhood of wandering male celibates, something akin to a 

Pythagorean brotherhood.’ If such had been rhe case, Jesus and his fol

lowers must have expcctcd their break with family life to be permanent 

because the consummation was near. Perhaps it was only after the end de

layed, and only in the post-Easter period, rhat Peter and others returned 

to their wives and kin (1 Cor 9:5).

2. Asceticism as distance from the present world order. There is a sort 

of dualism in both fin»t-century Jewish thought and the Jesus tradition.1'2 

Although much less radical than Platos dualism, “it does presuppose a 

‘spirit’ that links humans with God and a ‘body’ that links them with the 

earth and animals, and it favors the former over rhc latter."1,1 Such du

alism is only accentuated when attended by the conviction that the world 

of present experience is soon to be replaced by another. Ibis is why, in 

Kenneth Kirk’s words, “both apocalypric and asceticism are dualist in 

tone, and . . .  it is natural therefore to expect to find them in conjunc

tion." IM If this world is passing away, and if its passing away is a g<x>d 

thing, then one cannot cling to it. Indeed, one can only express attach

ment to the better future by detaching oneself from the ephemeral pres

ent. If the social order is no longer going to exist, then irs existing obliga

tions are of comparatively little moment: one’s business can no longer be 

business as usual.’55 To borrow an example from Q: the evil generation

151. Compare George W. Buchanan. Jesus: The King and His Kingdom (Macon: Mcr- 

ccr,1983), pp. 183-90. M t 5:27-28 and 19:12 preserve an androccmric perspective: men 

are hemg addressed. On the other hand, Lk 8:2-3 raises the possibility rhar women were 

among Jesus’ itinerant followers. If so, then the)- were also presumably called to celibacy. 

Bui John Dominic Crossan, ‘ Jesus and the Kingdom: Itinerants and Householders in Larli- 

est Christianity," in Jcrus a t 2000, ciL Marcus J. Borg (Boulder: Wcstview, 1997), pp. 39

40. associates rhc “two by two" of Mk 6 :7 with 1 Cor 9:5 ("Do wc not have ibe right to 

be carcotnpauicd by a bclicvia£ wife") and su^Kero rh.ir wr should envisage itinerants with 

their wives.

152. See especially Robert H. Gundry, Soma in  B iblical Tradition. SNTSMS 29 (Cam

bridge: Cambridge University Press, 1976). Note Q  12:4-5.

153. Fraade, "Ascetical Aspects," p. 262.

154. Kenneth Kirk, The Vision o f Cod: The Christian Doctrine of the Sununum Bo num. 

2d ed. (London: Ijongmatu, Green and Co., 1932), p. 58. Kirk, howrver, went on to argue 

against grounding Jesus’ rigorism in eschatology .

155. Compare Henry Chadwick, The Forty Church (I.ondon: Peugian, 1967), p. 175, 

on prinntisT Christian asceticism: "IXrtachmcm from vanity fair was easier to those who ex

pected the end of the world in the imminent future than to those who expected the histori

cal process to roll on and who possessed some modest property to pass on to their children.”
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of Noah's day declared it* stupidity by carrying on with its mundane af

fairs when divine disaster was about to rain down upon rhe earth (Q 17; 

26-27).

Religious celibacy frequently reflects estrangement from the normal 

structures of society. This is why it so ofren appears, as ir does in the Jesus 

tradition and in later Christian monasticism, beside renunciations of fam

ily and work in rhe world. We have no difficulty understanding why Jesus 

and his followers— like so many millenarian enthusiasts after them-—let 

go of their possessions, rheir businesses, their families.156 They did not 

need this world when they were soon to enter another, and they certainly 

did not have to worry about extending their community into the future 

through raising children, llieir eschatological dualism— rhe present or

der will be eclipsed by another order— encouraged detachment from this 

world. As Gcrd Theissen once said of the early Christian wandering 

charismatics, rheir “vivid eschatological expectations. . .  went along with 

rheir role as outsiders: they lived as those who expected the end of the 

world. The more they derached themselves from this world in their every

day actions, the more they kept destroying this world in their mythical 

fantasies---” 157

“The driving force of asceticism is,” Henry Chadwick has remarked, 

“a renunciation of success in the world” m — and there is nothing more

156. MiDcftarians o f t e n  leave off work: fur example* see Stephen Fuchs Rebellion: 

Prophets: A Study n f Messianic Movements in Indian Religions {I ondoo: Asia Publishing 

House, 1965), pp. 27—34 (the followers of the Manda Bursa); Lantemari, Religions o f the 

Oppressed, p. 24 (the African cult of the Bashilele); John G. Strelan, Scorch (nr Salvation: 

Studies tn the History und Theology o f Cargo Cults (Adelaide: Lutheran Publishing House,

1977), p. 51 (a generalization about cargo cults); and Wilson D. Wallis, Messiahs: Christian 

and Fagan (Boston: Gorham. 1918), p. 128 (the South African outbreak of 1856-57). It 

« m i likely enough thar some of Paul's Ihes^aluman converts gave up work (2 Thess 3: 

6-121 because they thought the end was near or had comc; see Robert Jewett, The Tbes 

salnntan Correspondence: Pauline Rhetoric and MiUenanan Piety (Philadelphia: Fortress. 

1986). especially pp. 173 74, and M . J. J. Menken, “Paradise Regained or Still T ost' F.»- 

durology and Disorderly Behaviour in 2 Thessalomans,” NTS 38 11992), pp. 271-89. But 

for another view note R_ Russell. “The Idle in 2 Thess 3:6-12: An F.scharological or a So

cial Problem?" NTS 34 (1988), pp. 105-19.

Maybe, Acts 2:44-45 and4:34 - 37 preserve some historical memory, the sharing of 

all in common in rhe primitive Jerusalem community was motivated by an eschatological 

utopianism.

157. Gcrd Theissen, Sociology o f Early Palestinian Christianity (Philadelphia: Fortress,

1978), pp. 16-17.

158. Henry Chadwick, “The Ascctk Ideal in the History of the Church," in Monks, 

Hermits and the Ascetic Tradition, cd. W. J. Shells (London: Basil Blackwrll, 1985), p. 2.
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characteristic in the sayings of Jesus than rejection of success in the world. 

Jesus commended minimal dress (Q 10:4-11; Mk 6:7-13) and rejected 

ostentation (Q 7:24-27; Cos. Thom. 78). He anticipated a radical re

versal of current circumstances, so that the firsr will be last, the last first 

(Q 1.5:30; Mk 10:31; Cos. Thom. 4). He blessed the destitute, the hun

gry, and mourners (Q 6:20-23; Cos. Thom. 54, 69). And he declared 

that those who save their lives will lose them while those who lose their 

lives will save them (Q 17:33; Mk 8:35). All this reveals a deep alienation 

from the world as it is,159 the sort of alienation that typically coincides 

with an ascetical way of life.160 Jesus marginalized himself in order to 

marginalize the world.

3. Asceticism as rhetorical persuasion. According to Stephen D. 

O ’lxary, “When a prophet or prophetic interpreter proposes that the 

woric is coming to an end, or thar a period of millennial peace is about 

to begin, he or she is ottering an argumentative claim— a statement that 

is designed to gain the adherence of an audience and that must be sup

ported by reasons and proofs.’’ 161 If rhe controversy narratives tell us any

thing about Jesus, then he sought to persuade people to his view of things. 

Actions, however, can speak louder than words, and Jesus also used his 

actions to persuade. He undoubtedly, for instance, understood his min

istry of exorcism and healing to vindicate his proclamation.162 I should 

also like to raise the possibility that his asceticism likewise had a persua

sive dimension.

"Built into the repertoire of tactics and strategies of charismarics is the 

knowledge (intuitive or otherwise) thar in a traditional setting the value 

of the message is judged by the personal qualities of the bearer. Thus 

it is through image-making and accentuation of personal qualities that 

the charismatic obtains a lever on the public and facilitates his recogni

tion.” 143 Now to wander about without purse or bag or sandals (Q 10:4)

1.59. Jesus' alienation also comts to expression in his ministry of exorcism, which was 

a icntral part o i w-hat he was all about. A wwU thar is hill of demon*: is a world ot danger 

and disarray, not a world as ii should he.

1<>0. Compare William Jamrt, Tbe Varieties nf Religious Fjcpcrience (New York: Men 

ror, 1958), p. 281: asceticism symbolizes “the behef that there is 3n element o f real wrong

ness in this world.. .  .* Swain, Asceticism, p. 145, asserts that “asceticism seems to increase 

as social and economic conditions in the world grow worse.*

H I. Stephen D. O'Lears', Arguing tin• Apocalypse: A Theory o f M illennial Rhetoric 

I New York: Oxford, 1994), p. 4.

142. See Q  7:22-21; 11:15-21; Mk 3:22-27.

163. R. G. Waddell, “Charisma and Reason: Paradoxes and Tacocs of Originality," in 

A Sociological Yearbook n f Religion m Britain, 5, ed. Michael 1 lill (Londm: SCM, 1972),
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was, within Jesus’ context, a public and symbolic statement of absolute 

faith in God. As Q  12:22-31 plainly indicates, Jesus taught that the hcav* 

enlv Father who feeds the birds and clothes the grass of rhe fields would 

take care of those who sought rhe kingdom of heaven and left off being 

anxious about food and clorhing. One must ask how those who lived ac- 

cordingly appeared ro those without. An apparently carefree existence 

might have proved attractive to some. Thar happened with Francis of As

sisi, who modeled his behavior upon the Synoptic Jesus. However that 

may be, asceticism is fairly good evidence of one’s sincerity. For most 

people cannot seriously entertain living differently from those around 

them. Those few' wrho can bear to be dissimilar, especially if that means 

doing without, demonstrate how sincerc they are abour what they are do

ing. So when Jesus and his disciples left behind their former lives, when 

they forsook their families and businesses to give themselves over wholly 

ro their cause, they were not only calling attention to themselves and so 

creating a ready audience for their proclamation. They were also showing 

rhar rhey truly believed what they were saying. Thar is, they were offering 

proof of their earnestness and so initial evidence for their veracity.1 ̂

4. Asceticism as a sign o f judgment. Gen. Rab. 31:12 attributes to 

R. Abin the sentiment, “If you see poverty and famine come to the world, 

regard your wife as menstruous."’ In other words, when one begins ro hear 

the footsteps of the Messiah, it may be rime to turn attention away from 

normal duties. Jesus demanded just such a turn. But he in addition called 

people to repent of their sins in preparation for the coming judgment.1*'' 

This matters for our purposes, because one who calls to repentance can

not live a life of indulgence. If Jesus demanded repentance in rhe face of the 

end, his words would have found no audience if he did not somehow em

body repentance in his own behavior. When the medium is rhe message, 

hypocrisy is nor effective evangelism. It only makes sense that if he belit

tled those with fine clothing who lived in luxury (Q 7:25; Mk 12:38; Lk 

16:19) then he himself must have done without (compare Q 9:58; 10:4).

Embodying repentance is precisely whar Jesus did when he submitted

p. 5. Maimotridcs, in his letter to the Jews of Ycuieu (lggcrcs Ttriman), reveals that people 

believed m *ome Messiahs or messianic prophets because of their special character— they 

were “serene” or ‘ pious.'

164. For asceticism as a sign of sincerity within the contrxt of personal piety note Jdi 

4:8-15 (prayer wirh tatring and ashes); 1 Macc 3:47 (fasting with sackcloth and asbes and 

rending of elothes); 2 Macc 13:10-12 (weeping, fasting, prostration); Tob 12:8 (“Prayer is 

good when accompanied by fasting, almsgiving, and righteousness").

165. Sec above, pp. 103-104.
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10 John’s baptism. For wc may believe Mark when he tells us that immer

sion in rhe Jordan was “of repentance for the forgiveness of sins” (Mk 1: 

4). We may also believe the tradition when it informs us that Jesus ofren 

rook himself to the wilderness, a place for penance and awaiting the 

end,1*’ and that he often occupied himself with solitude.1'1' Further, one 

presumes rhat he traveled as he instructed others to travel— without purse 

or bag or sandals (Q 10:4). The upshot is clear. Jesus called others to re

pent, 3nd he himself did nor behave in a manner inconsistent with that 

call. If he believed that the presence of the kingdom involved some sort of 

celebrating (Mk 2:18-22), he equally believed that the coming of the 

kingdom demanded solemn preparation.

Ascetic practices are, in Jewish tradition, frequently associated with di

vine judgment. For judgmenr implies God’s disfavor with human sin and 

bencc the need for repentance, b. B. But. 60a says that “when the temple 

was destroyed for the second time, large numbers in Israel became as

cetics, binding themselves neither to eat meat nor drink wine.” T. Mas. 9: 

6 tells of people fasting and isolating themselves in the desert before the 

eschatological judgment. Jewish legend has it that Noah and rhose in the 

ark were instructed to refrain from intercourse not only to avoid an un- 

accommodable increase of numbers but because of the principle that the 

individual must participate in rhc suffering of the community.1*8 Already 

in rhc Hebrew Bible repentance involves such ascctical acts as fasting, 

putting aside normal garb, and sitting in ashes.’*9 Joel 1:13-16 in fact 

commends fasting, prayer, and sackcloth as preparation for the Day ot 

the Lord; and 2:16 tells “rhe bridegroom [to| leave his room, and the 

bride her chamber.” 170 This raises the possibility that when rhe unen

cumbered Jesus and his fellow itinerants showed up in 3 village without 

money or shoes or wives, their austere appearance and unfetrered way of 

life might have served, not as an invitation to party, but as a prophetic

166. Sft' W. D. l>avicv, Tbtr Gusptri and the LuruL F- r̂iy ChrutLi-ity and Jewish Terri 

tn ru l Doctrine (Berkeley: University of California I’ress, 1974), pp. 75-90.

167. Texts rhar plate Jems in the wilderness and/or dcpict him seeking solitude include 

Q  4 :1; Mk 1:35,45; 6:31-44; 8:1-10; Ju 3:22 (on this verse sec the fascinating article of 

Jerome Murphy-O'Connor, “John rhc Baptist and Jesus: History and Hypotheses," N1S 36 

11990J, pp. 359-74); 6:15.

168. Ginzberg, Legends o f the Jews, voL 5, p. 188. The tradirion goes back ro the first 

century; see Philo, Quest. Gen. 2:49; and it was known to Christians: F.phrem the Syrian, 

Hymn S at. 28:1. In b. Ta'an. 11a, there is to be no sexual intercourse during a rime at 

bmise.

169. t.g-, Dan 9:3-19; Jonah 3:5; compare T. Reub. 1:10.

170. Compare the separation of lhe sexes in Zech 12:12-14.
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sign, a warning that the normal course of things was about to change.17* 

Jeremiah rejecred family life in order to symbol i/e God’s judgment (16:1- 

4). John the Baprisr’s rugged dress and desert way of life were presumably 

designed nor as things to imitate but as ways of signaling a decisive break 

with the status quo— including the traditional religious authorities172— 

and so as ways of signaling that something new was afoot. Probably in 

analogous fashion Jesus’ peculiar manner of life would have attracted at

tention and served as a sign that things were abour ro change: this man 

docs not belong to the world as it is, because rhe world as it is is about ro 

disappear.

5. Asceticism as realized eschatology. Some old Traditions relate rhar 

the primordial Adam was neither male nor female.1 5 Others (e.g., 2 Bar. 

56:5-6) tell us that Adam and Eve did not engage in sexual intercourse 

before their disobedience.17< Both rradirions presuppose that sex was not 

parr of rhe primeval state, that it came upon the scene only later. Now the 

Jesus tradition, as we have seen, knows of an eschatological chastity, 

when human beings will, like rhe angels in heaven, neither many' nor be 

given in marriage (Mk 12:18-27). Because many hoped for an eschato

logical return to things as rhey were in the beginning,'75 it is possible that 

Jesus understood chastity as a replay of paradise and thus an anticipation 

of cschatological existence, in orher words, as a prolepric recovery of “the 

glory of Adam.” |7*

David Biale has written, in connection with some rabbinic texts, thar 

“for those who believe rhar rhe ideal world will be asexual, one’s behav

ior in this world JBiale is referring to moderate and modest intercourse] 

might serve as a preparatio messianica, a paradoxical nonascetic asceti

171. Mcdes Mora/ W orld, p. 105, refers to lhe ascrtxism of those behind the Jesus tra 

dmon as a "prophctur symbol: a sign ol the urgency of” the message at itinerants "and erf 

thc[ir] exclusive demand.'

172. Mkhael H ill, A Sociology of Religion (New York: Rasic, 1973), p, 164. observes

llidl dM ibuu lk  Icudcisliip ms) ib  I'icak with traditional t liam irls ot authority

through nontraditiona! behavior.

173. Philo. Opf. 151—52 (of rhe heavenly Adaml; M et. on Lxod 12:40; h. Ber. 61a: 

h. Meg. 9a; h. zFruh. 18a; Gen. R j b .  on 1:26. See Wavnc A. Meeks, “The Image of the 

Androgyne Some Uses of a Symbol m Earliest Christianity," UR  13 (1974), pp. 165-208.

174. Full discussion in Gary Anderson, “Celibacy or Consummation in the Garden?" 

H T R 82 (1989>, pp. 121-48.

175. This is a feature of millenarian movements in general; see Desroche, Sociology 

o f Hope, pp. 91-92. On its importance within ancienr Judaism and early Christianity see 

N ib A. Dahl, Jesus in  the Memory o f rhe Fariy Church I Minneapolis: Augsburg. 1976/. 

pp. 120-40.

176. IQS 4:23. For Later examples of such rhmkrng see Ephrem, De paradiso 7:5, and 

Nagel, Motinerung, pp. 55-62.
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cism. By engaging in the sexual act of procreation in the properly chaste 

manner, one prepares the way for rhc asexual world to come.”1”  Whar 

Blalc conjectures with regard to some rabbis Is just a more conservative 

version of what I am suggesting might have been the case with Jesus.

Ii may be pertinent in this connection to observe that, according ro 

some old sources, Adam and Eve, before their disobedience, were an- 

gclic.171 If Jesus expected to gain an angelic existence in paradise (Mk 12:

18-27), he could all rhe more readily have seen chastity— a quality of the 

unfa lien angels— as a prolepric recovery of things lost by Adam and Eve. 

Such a view would be akin to how some modem exegctcs17̂  and many 

ane’ent readers180 have understood I k 20:35-36: “Those who belong to 

this age marry and are given in marriage; but those who are considered 

worthy of a place in that age aud in die resurrection from the dead nei

ther marry nor arc given in marriage.” The angelic life has become a pres

ent reality for the saints, who no longer enter into marriage. Certainly 

some early Christians thought in such terms.181 Cross has written that rhe 

Qumran Essenes did too.1*2

17~?. David Biale, Eras and the Jett*, p. 43.

178. L.R., 2 F.n. 30:11; Apoc. Adam  5.64.15-20; 76.4-6; Cunflta  of Adam and  Far 

1:10. Wc should also keep in mind that Gen 5:24, right before it tells us rhar the pruncv.il 

tn<xh was mysteriously swept up from the ken oi his contemporaries, says that he walked 

w iti 'Hohim , whkh mar mean that he walked with angels.

179. F.g_, Tarid Karisen Seim, lif t  Double Message: PaSSems o f Gender m Luke-Acts 

(Nashville: Abingdon. 1994}. pp. 208-29. For some of Luke's asccrc tendencies see 

Gabriele Winkler, “The Origins and Idiosyncrasies of the Farficsx Form of Asceticism,” in 

Tl>e Continuing Quest fur God: Monastic Spirituality in Traditiun and Transition, ed. 

William Slcudiarek (Collegcville: Liturgical Press, 1982), pp. 16-21.

180. See van Hi|k, “Marriage and Virginity." pp. 209-35. For rhc Old Syriac text oi 

I-k 20:35-36, which clearly refers to angelic life m the present, see F. G.Burkitt, Evangel- 

inn da-mepharreshe: The Curetnman \erston o f the to ur G nspels, vol. 1 (Cambridge: Cam

bridge University Press, 19041, p. 386.

181. Some have argued that rhc Corinthians of Pauls lime based th?tr asceticism, in

cluding opposition ro marriage, upon a realized or prolepric eschatology: see Margaret Y. 

MacDonald, “Women Holy in Body and Spirit," SITS 36 (1990*. pp. 161-81. But for ob

jections sec Martin, Oirm rhian Body. Orhcrv, on the basis of 1 Fun 4:3 and 2 Tim 2:18, 

havr divined behind the Pastorals “Jewish Fncrarites [who] proclaim that the resurrection 

has already taken place and thar marriage should be abolished"; so G. QurspeL, “Gnosti

cism and the New Testament." in The Bible tn Modem Scholarship: Papers Read at She 

100th Meeting o f the Society o f B iblical Literature, December 28-10, 1964, ed. J- Philip 

Hyatt (Nashville: Abingdon, 1965), p. 255. See further William L. I anc, “1 Tun iv.1-3: An 

Early lnstancr of Over-realized Escharology?'’ NTS 11 (1965), pp. 1 64-A7. I "he combina

tion of celibacy and reaii7cd eschatology appears in the Gospel o f Thomas (e.g-, 51 and 75} 

and was part of Encratite thought according io Clement. Strrmtata 3:4S (Egyptian En 

crantes do nor marry because they think they have already been resurrected).

182. Cross, Ancient Library, pp. 83—84. On these pages he uses, in connection with 

both Qumran and the early church, rhc term "apocalpvtic asceticism.”
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One might also relate Jesus’ prohibitions of illicit desire (Mk 9:43-48; 

Mt 5:28) to the imminence of the golden age. Rabbinic texts associate the 

evil yeser with sexual passion ,S5 and so see it as responsible for rhe per

petuation of the human race (e.g., Gen. R jb . 9:7). This is why they also, 

when they speak of the age to come, can say that the evil impulse will no 

longer be required and so will be slain.1*4 Now if one were to believe, be

cause of cschatological convictions, thar rhe need for keeping the race go

ing had ceased, rhen one might also see no more need for the evil yeser. 

So maybe Jesus thought that the time when the sexual impulse was need

ful had run its course. It w-as thus to be dispensed with (compare tzek 

36:26, where God removes “the heart of stone").

Jesus’ free attitude toward property may also have had an element of 

piulcptii eschatology. b'or Gcuesis 3 makes it plain that, before they suc

cumbed to temptation, Adam and Eve did not have to toil in the cursed 

ground and cat bread by the swear of rheir faces (compare LAE 4:1-2). 

Nor did they need clothing. Business and money, then, were not part of 

their world. One wonders whether Jesus’ call to live without anxiety for 

food and clothing, which in Q 12:22-31 is so closely tied to the creator’s 

care for the natural world, originally harked back to the primeval state.

This possibility is congruent with the argumenr in Mk 10:2-12. Here 

Jesus grounds his prohibition of divorce in what God intended “from the 

beginning of creation.” Presumably the idea is thar the Mosaic dispensa

tion is giving way ro the ideal, eschatological state, which will restore 

significant elements of the primeval state (compare Rev 22:1-2). In other 

words, Jesus wants some things even now to be as they were in the be

ginning because thar is how they are going to be in the kingdom of God. 

So we should reckon with the possibility thar matters may have been sim

ilar in connection wirh Jesus’ ascetical renunciation of work and mar

riage: they were consistent with Jesus’ attempt to regain the Urzeit in the 

face of the Endzeit.m

183. F..g^ b. Q uid. 81a. 81b; b. Suk. 52a; b. Ahod. Zar. 17*. Compare CD 3:2-3.

184. Tccts in SB 4/1, pp. 482-83. But Midr. Ps. 146:4 dedans that intercourse with 

menstrual women will be possible in the age to come (compare Commodian, Jnstr. 44).

185. Brown, Body and Society, p. 44, finds a contradiction between Jesus’ prohibition 

oJ divorce (based on a recovery of paradise) and Mk 12:18-27, where Jesus foretells an an

gelic future without marriage. I concur that the discrepancy seems a bit vexatious, and 1 re

frain (as did Matthew and Mark) from attempting harmom?ation. 1 do not, however, think 

this son o f disparity sufficient reason to deny one complex or tbe other to Jesus any more 

than I find the incongruity- between Philo’s admiration for the lherapeuue and his support 

(if the traditional patriarchal household reason to doubt the integrity of the Philonic corpus. 

Sec further pp. 2-4 and 114-15 herein.
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Final Remarks

Jesus is reported ro have told his followers to take up a cross.18* If he did 

so he was, as much of the Wirkungsgeschichte of the saying suggests,18' 

asking them to do more than just endure rhe everyday sufferings that come 

to all people. He was rather enjoining them ro enter, for a religious end, 

into some sort of voluntary suffering. This is precisely the demand that re

ligious asceticism makes in all its forms. It requires genuine deprivation 

and sacrifice. The fact is consistent with the case I have been making.

But I want to return to the customary objections made against charac

terizing Jesus as an ascetic. There seem to be ar least four. (1) Jesus did 

not rast as did John the Baptist. (2) He did not deny the goodness of the 

world.1** (3) He associated wirh women.189 (4) Ilis harsh demands were 

directed only at some, not at all.190

I have already (pp. 173-74 above) indicated that (1) is hardly decisive. 

Here it may be added that Jesus could have been ascetic in some 

respects—with regard to mammon and sex, for example—bur not in 

others. The Gospel o f Thomas in its present form shows strong ascetic 

tendencies. Readers are told to **fast from the world” (27). They are to

186. Q  14:27; Mk 8:34; Go*. T h o m . 55.

187. Clem. hp it. A 5:4 associates “fake up vour cross" with virginity. F.vagrius, O rax. 

17, links rhe imperative with giving away possessions. Thcophrlact, Comm, on M t. ad 16: 

24, says thar “no one should hare any friendship towards the body so that one can take up 

the cross." The Shakers used "Take up your cross" with reference to their celibacy; see 

Nardi Reeder Campia, Mother Ann i- te : M uming Star o f the Shakers (I lan oven University 

Prcs« of New England, 1990), p. 81. For the application to martyrdom see Luz, Matthaus, 

vol. >, p- 146.

188. So Kretschmar, “Askese." p. 28-

189. Compare Hans von Campenhauscn, “"Early Christian Asceticism," in Tradition 

and Life in  the Church: Essays and Lectures m Church History (Philadelphia: Fortress, 

1968), p. 106: “Jesus himself docs not hesitate to associate with the women who ’serve’ him, 

and his first disciples returned Liter tr> their wives, even, like Peter, taking them, at times, on 

then missionary journeys. Here, therefore, there was no ‘asceticism.’ “

190. So Karl SuSO Frank, With Greater laberty: .4 Short History o f Christian Monasti- 

cism and Religious Orders (Kalamazoo: Cistercian, 1993), pp. 17-18; Hans Kung, On Be

ing j  Christian (New York: Doubleday, 1976). p. 198; and lohse, Askese., pp. 117-18. 

Kung offers additional reasons for holding that Jesus was not an ascetic, including this one: 

* i le never demanded sacrifice for rhe sake of sacrifice, renunciation for the sake of renunci

ation." Does this imply that to be an ascetic one must cmbracc suffering fnr its own sake? It 
so. this would exclude the Essence, people Kung himself labels “ascetics." It would also ex

clude the desert fathers, for “the monks went without sleep because they were watching for 

the I-ord; they did not speak because they were listening to Cod; they fasted because they 

were fed by the Word of Cod. It was tbe end that mattered, the ascetic practices were only 

a means"; so Bcnedkta Ward, The Desert Christian: Sayings o f the Desert Fathers (New 

York: Macmillan, 1975), p. xxiiL
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become “passers-by,” which may mean itinerants (42). Bodily existence is 

reckoned “poverty” (29). The poor arc blessed (54). The well-to-do are 

rcjcctcd (64). And it is “solitaries,” by which is meant the celibates, who 

are saved (16, 49, 75).l9i At rhe same time, Cos. Thom. 14 teaches that 

“if you fast, you will beget sin for yourselves.” So Thomas is very asceti- 

cal about some things and yet in saying 14 opposes fasting. One wonders 

why matters could not have been similar with Jesus— if indeed he did not 

much fast— that is. why he could not have been ascetic in some respects 

but not in others. Further, if we do not hesitate, despite its rejection of the 

ascetic practice of fasting, to speak of Thomas as a document with strong 

ascetical tendencies, why should we hesitate, despite his apparent rejec

tion of regular supererogatory fasting, ro speak of Jesus as having similar 

tendencies?

The second objection regularly offered is rhat Jesus was not an ascetic 

because he did nor deny rhe goodness of the world. If by this is meant rhat 

Jesus believed the world to have been created by God, then rhis criterion 

would also prevent us from calling rhe fcssenes or the orthodox Christian 

monks of later rimes ascetics, for they professed God to have made all 

things. Even more significantly, one recalls rhat Francis of Assisi both fer

vently celebrated the creation and yet treated his body very harshly: rhe 

rwo things can be iound in the same person.

But if the objection means that Jesus did not utter disparaging things 

abour rhe body, matter, or the world, then several rhings may be said, (a) 

Mk 9:43-48, which counsels figurative amputation of hand, foot, and 

eye, certainly envisages the possibility of the true self being alienated from 

its own body.192 (There is a parallel here wnrh rhe alienation of Paul’s “in

most self” from his “members" in Romans 7).1*3 (b) Although his sayings 

relate God to the natural world in profound ways, Jesus nonetheless saw 

evil spirits round about him and believed that God would soon remake a 

w'orld thar was in its death throes. While the two rhings may sir uneasily 

side by side in our own minds, rhar does not determine what must have 

been the case for Jesus. Although a strong sense of cosmic anomie is 

parent throughout 1 Enoch, chapters 2-5 and 72-82 go on at length

191. See G. Qaupcl, “I.T.vangile xrlou Ihonm  ct les origines de Pasccsc chrcocnne," 

in Aspects du Judeo-CJmftianismc, pp. 35-52.

192. Compare N'lederwuumrr. Askese, p. 31.

193. On rhc Jewish background tor this wc Fduard Schwc»7e/, “Die SumJe in den 

Gliedern,” in Abruisim  unser Voter: Juden und Christen tm Gespracb iiber die Bibel, cd. 

Otto Bctz,  .Martin Henkel, and Peter Schmidt (laden: F.. J. Brill, 1963), pp. 437-39. He 

cites 2 Bar. 49:3; Reuben 3; ARN  16; and b. Ned. 32b.
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about God's ordering of the world.” 4 (c) Asceticism need not have irs im

petus, in a dualism of body and soul or of the material and immaterial. The 

asceticism of the elcvcnth-century Jew Bahya ben Yosef ibn Paquda did 

not derive from a negative view of rhe body or of matter.19* Further, as

ceticism can, as the comparative materials collecred throughout this chap

ter reveal, arise chiefly out of rhe perceived tension between the present 

world that is passing away and the new world rhat is soon to replace it. 

In Genesis 1-8, the created world is said over and over again ro be good, 

and yet things get so bad that everything must be destroyed. Jesus’ view 

of thjigs was no doubt similar.

The third objection, that Jesus did not isolate himself from women, er

roneously assumes that medieval Christian monasticism, with its monks 

separated from its nuns, is rhe only sort of social arrangement for sexual 

asceticism. Although some Essenes were celibate, 4Q502 praises various 

qualities of women, and the Qumran cemetery may testify to their pres

ence among rhe men of the yahad. Perhaps rhe male Esscne celibates did 

not completely isolate themselves from females. Certainly this may be said 

of the ascerical Encrarites of rhe second and third centuries. They indeed 

often aspired ro enter into so-called “spiritual marriages," in which hus

band and wives roomed together without engaging in intercourse;m  and 

sometimes their missionaries, who proclaimed continence, traveled in 

pairs, one man and one woman.1*7 Epiphamus wrote of rhe Encratites 

that they profess continence bur “are to be found in the midst of women" 

(Pan. 47).

The fourth common objection to labeling Jesus an ascetic is that he 

imposed his strident demands only upon the few’, not upon rhe many. The

194. Compare John J. Collins. “Wisdom, Apocalyptic, and Gcncric Compatibility." in 

In Search o f Wisdom: Essays in Memory o f John C. Com m it, cd. Leo G. Perdue, Bernard 

Brandon Scort, and William Johnston W ivman (Louisville: Westminsrer/folin Knox. 1993). 

p. 171.

195. Allan L»7aroff, “Bahyas Asceticism against us Rabbinic and Islamic Background." 

])S 21 (1970), pp. 11 38. On rhc vanetiev of avrri.-um in rhc ancient world and their var

ious motivations *ee Vincent L. Wimbush, “Renunciation towards Social Engineering." Oc

casional Papers o f the Institute for Antiquity and Christianity 8 11986), pp. 1-20.

196. Set Kathleen O'Brien Wicker. “The Ascetic Marriage in Antiquity,’* Institute for 

Antiquity and Christianity Bulletin 15 (1988), pp. 10-13 (with Ncoplitonic parallels). 

Some have suspectcd that 1 Cor 7:36 - 38 already has to do with spiritual marriages; so re

cently Fox, Pagan* and Christians, pp. 369-70. For a review of the discussion and critique 

sec Dcmmg. Paul on Marriage, pp. 40-47.

197. Sec Brown. Body and Society, pp. 92-102. Rosemary Rader, “Christian Pre- 

Monastic Forms of Asceticism: Syneisakrism, or “Spiritual Marriage,’ “ m Skudtarck. Contin- 

uing Quest, p. 81. wonders whether I Cor 9:5 might reter to celibate wotaen missionaries.
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premise is true19* even if the conclusion is false. There were two groups 

of Essenes, and the one that was far more isolated, strict, and austere than 

rhe other seemingly kept irs higher standards to itself; for the documents 

from the desert recognize rhe legitimacy of those who live elsewhere, in 

the “towns” or “camps." m  Similarly, most of the Christian monks of 

Egypt and Syria had no thought of remaking in their own image those 

who came to see them. They prayed, lor example, rhar barren women 

might procreate,2™ and they adjudicated political disputes.201 Clearly it 

was possible to live as an asccric and not demand that everyone else do 

likewise. Indeed, it has been said that “asceticism has as irs characteristic 

that its confessors do not regard . .  . [their] discipline as of universal and 

perpetual obligation.” They rather believe “that at most it is but a better 

way”; for them “its kernel consists not so much in the practice, that is the 

obedience to a law, as in the pursuit of a religious objective for which the 

ascetic practice prepares.”202 This generalization holds as much for Jesus 

as it does for John die Baptist.

A word of caution here, however: There arc different sorts of asceti

cism. What Jesus practiced was much less extreme than what we often see 

in rhe history of religions and in the history of Christianity in particular. 

He did not go off by himself and practice the sorts of frightful self-tortures 

recounted in Theodoret of Cyrrhus’s Religious History. By comparison 

with the bizarre and self-mortifying behavior of individuals such as 

Simeon Stylites and Henry Suso, Jesus’ asceticism was relatively tame. 

There are no spiked belts in the traditions about him. What we sense 

rather with Jesus is an inner, psychological detachment from the world as 

it is, something perhaps reminiscent of the Stoic apjtheid, as well as com

mitment to a cause that leads to outwardly ascetic behavior. Maybe, to

198. B. T. Viviano, ‘ The Historical Jesus ui the Douhiy Attested Sayings: An Experi

ment," RB 103 (1966), p. 407, rightly observes that Q  17:31//Mk 13:15-16 says that 

“when the kingdom docs come in its complete form the believers must drop what they arc 

iloing and run rn nw r it . . trom thii one may conclude that Jc«ui. expected the majority of 

believers ro go on living a uormal life in the interim.”

199. The relevant texts are conveniently discussed in Geza Vermes, The Dead S&J 

Scrolls tn English, rev. 4th cd. (London: Penguin, 1995), pp. 1-22.

200. See, e.g., Theodoret of Cyrrhus, Rcl. hist. 11:4; 13:16; 26:21; Sozoiuen, EccL 

but. 6:38.

201. Peter Brown, ‘ The Rise and Function of the I loly Man in Antiquity,” Journal o f 

Roman Studies 61 (1971), pp. 80-101. On asceticism which does not withdraw from the 

world «ee further Wimbush. “Renunciation."

202. James A. Montgomery, “Ascetic Strains in Early Judaism,” JBL 51 (1932), p. 184. 

This entire article remains instructive.
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borrow from Vinccnt Wimbush s description of Paul, we should think of 

Jesus as a “worldly ascetic.”203

Whatever qualifications we may feel compelled to add, wc must none

theless acknowledge that Jesus and those around him were ot more than 

temperate character. They practiced a rigorous self-denial for religious 

ends. They chose to forsake money and live in poverty. They elected to 

leave their homes and wander about without sandals. They decided to 

abandon wives and business. And some of them ar least adopted celibacy. 

Surely such governing of themselves with extraordinary restraint, such 

denial of the usual amenities average villagers around them took for 

granted, deserves to be called “asceticism.” Just as commentators have 

put too much distance between Paul and the Encrarites,204 so they have 

done the same with Jesus. The discontinuity between his practice and 

later Christian asceticism, especially of the sort practiced by some in scc

ond- and third-century Syria,205 has been much overestimated.20* The 

appeal to Jesus as ascetic model207 was not altogether bereft of justifica

tion. One suspects that the desire of modem commentators to make Jesus 

stand out from his environment has here, as in so many other areas of life- 

of-Jesus research, come to expression at the expense of the truth.

203. Sec n. 86.
204. Sec Boyarin, A Radical Jew , pp. 158-79. Contrast Dcming, Pud on Marriage, 

pp. 220-25.

205. On early Syrian asceticism see S. Brock, "Early Syrian Asccticism.* Numcn 20 

(1973), pp- 1-19; Kxctsdimar, “Askese” (who concludes that asceticism emerged aroou£ 

early charismatic pruphets and teachers who understood their radicalism in terms of the 

apocalyptic woes, their propbcoc office, and the missionary instructions of Jesus); K. Mur

ray, “The Features of the Earliest Christian Asccticism,” in Christian Spirituality, cd. 

P. Brooks (1-onJon: SCM, 1975), pp. 65-77; and R. M . Price. “Introduction," in A History 

o f Ac Monks o f Syria, hy Theodoret of Cyrrhus (Kalamazoo: Cistcrcian, 1985), pp. xx- 

xxri (Pricc traces its origins to Matthew). Arthur Voobus, History o f Asceticism m the 

Syrian Orient, vol. 1 (Louvain: CSCO, 1958), pp. 3-30. argues for a connection with one 

stream of the earliest Palestinian Christianity.

206. Compare Mervin M . Deems, "Early Christian Asceticism," in Early Christum On- 

giru: Studies in  Honor o f Harold R. W illoughby, cd. Allen Wikgren (Chicago: Quadrangle, 

1961), pp. 91-101; also his earlier article, "The Sources of CJinstian Ascetkison," in Envi

ronmental Factors in Christian Htftnry, cd. John Thomas McNeill, Matthew Spinka, and 

Harold R. Willoughby (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1939), pp. 149-66. Deems 

fully recognizes rhe cschatological factor in early Christian asceticism and also sees that the 

seeds of brer monasticism arc already planted in the earliest Christian sources.

If, as David L. Balch, “Backgrounds of 1 Cor. VU: Sayings of the lz?nl in Q: Moses as 

an Ascetic 0 E K )I AN11P m II Cor. Ill,"  NTS 18 (1972), pp. 351-64, has argued, the 

Corinthians used some at Jesus’ words to justify their asccticism, they roy not have been 

too far off the mark.

207. On this sec Nagel, M uthienm g, pp. 5-19.
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Western biblical scholars have little sympathy for eschatology and as* 

ceticism and so are not much good at finding either m the Jesus tradi

tion.208 We are more inclined to spot social concerns, to discover, let us 

say, that Jesus showed a special affection for the disadvantaged, or criti

cized the oppressive social structures of his time. But Xenophanes long 

ago observed that “the Ethiopians say that their gods are snub-nosed and 

black, the Thracians rhat theirs have lighr blue eyes and red hair.”209 

Those of us who construct images of the historical Jesus always blend in 

some our own features. More rhan that, we all too often uncover what we 

like and cover what we dislike. It is no surprise that Clement of Alexan

dria, a sober Christian of Stoic temperament, thought rhat Jesus was an 

exemplary ascetic (Stroni. 3:6). It also docs nor surprise that certain 

twcnrierh-cenrury scholars with a different piety and of lesser orthodoxy, 

at home in a world of comparative luxury, instead anachronistically envi

sion Jesus as “the proverbial party animal.” Iliis may make him real to 

us. But ir is not the real Jesus.

Who we happen ro be in rhe present is no good measure of who others 

were in the past; and the contemporary antipathy for both asceticism and 

millenarian eschatology has not helped us to interpret the original Jesus 

tradition. Although much doubt remains about the details, it is pretty evi

dent that Jesus and those around him lived with whar we may fairly call 

a millenarian vision or apocalyptic scenario. Moreover, in order to fur

ther their missionary goals, which wrere so closely related to thar scenario, 

they exited the course of a normal life and engaged in rigorous self-denial 

of their natural inclinations. New Testament scholars who reconstruct a 

Jesus without these two features have misconstrued the evidence.

208. F. Homes Duddcn. in hi* old article on "Asceticism’  in A Dictionary o f Christ and 

the Gospels, cd. jaxurs Hastings {Edinburgh: T. & 1. Clark, 1906), vol. 1, pp. 128-31. was 

so opposed to associating Jesus with asceticism that he interpreted I k 4:2 to “mean merely 

that He ate no ordinary food, hur supported hie or such means of subsistence as the wilder

ness afforded.* The antipathy ot Protestants to whir they perceive as excessive asceticism in 

the Catholic tradition has a lone historv: note already Calvin. Inst. 3:3:16. Jewish schol

ars, as Scholcm. Sabbatai Sevit p. 9. remarks, have also been reluctant to recognize the 

significance of popular eschatology in Jewish history.

209. Frag. 16, preserved in (3cmenr of Alexandria, Strom . 7 :22 :1



epuocue

“Sometimes dreams arc wiser than waking.**

—Black Elk

H
F- does not com e  to us as one unknown. We know him well 

enough. Jesus is the millenarian prophet. He is Wovoka. He is 

Mambu. He is Birsa. What we think of the least of these, his brethren, we 

think, to large extent, also of him.

Jesus is rhe millenarian prophet of judgment, the embodiment of the di

vine discontent that rolls through all things. He sees those who go about 

in long robes and have the best seats in the synagogues while they lock 

others out of the kingdom. lie  sees a rich man clothed in purple and fine 

linen who feasts sumptuously every day while at his gate is famished 

Lazarus, whose only friends are the dogs who lick his sores. He sees 

people who are gorgeously appareled, who live in luxury’ m royal palaces, 

and who entertain themselves with the severed head of F.lijah come again. 

Whar Nietzsche aptly if disparagingly called a “slave morality of chastity, 

selflessness, and absolute obedience" permits Jesus to sec the truth abour 

those who will power instead of justice. They arc an evil generation, the 

blasphemers against the Holy Spirit, the first who will become last. Jesus 

knows thar God promised never again to destroy the world through a 

flood, but he makes ready for the flood of die end-time anyway. He pre

pares for the baptism with which he will be baptized.

Jesus is the millenarian prophet of consolation and hope who comforts 

those who mourn. He sees the poor, the hungry, and the reviled, and he 

proclaims that the last will be first. He makes the besr of a bad situation: 

things are nor what they seem to be; everything will be OK. He declares, 

against all the evidence, thar the oppressed and the destitute are not mis

erable bur blessed. They will have treasure in heaven. They will be re

warded at the resurrecrion of the just.

1 1 7
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Jesus is the millenarian prophet whose realism is so great that ir must 

abandon the world, rhe lust of the eyes and the pride of life. He knows 

thar we, being evil, cannot fix things, that the wall cannot climb itself. 

How bad is it? What is rhe world really like? God’s envoy is reviled as in 

league with Beclzebul, and the city of the great king kills rhe prophets and 

stones those sent ro it. Clearly all has gone irredeemably wrong. The king

dom of God suffers violence.

But with God all things are possible. So Jesus bccomes rhe visionary, 

like Daniel. As he watches, thrones are set. He beholds rhe queen of the 

South rising from the dead. He sees those who repented at the proclama

tion of Jonah condemning those who have not repented ar rhe procla

mation of one greater than Jonah. Nothing will be hidden. Whatever is 

covered up will be uncovered.

Jesus' generation, however, passed away. They all tasted death. And it 

is not the kingdom of God rhar has come but the scoffers who ask, Where 

is the promise of his coming? For ail rhings continue as they were from 

the beginning of creation. Jesus rhe millenarian prophet, like all millenar- 

ian prophets, was wrong: reality has taken no notice of his imagination. 

Was it not all a dream, an unfounded fantasy— a myth, in rhe derogatory 

sense of the word?

Oncc, long ago, Christ crucified was foolishness, the great rock of of

fense. For us, however, crosses are jewelry. Today it is Jesus’ status as a 

millenarian prophet that causes those who believe to stumble. No won

der that rhe debaters of this age, orthodox and liberal alike, have tried to 

persuade us that we have troubled ourselves unduly. Jesus, they console 

us, was no fool about the end. He was no apocalypric enthusiast. Such 

apologists for God’s envoy either pluck out and cast from the tradition all 

parts that seem to say otherwise, or they wrongly divide the word of truth 

in overly clever ways. The result is the same. Whether the misunder

standing is that of his first followers or his latter-day interpreters, Jesus 

himself is exonerated. When he was near Jerusalem he did not suppose 

thar rhc kingdom of God was to appear immediately. We can blame the 

students, who in their eschatological errors have not been like rhe teacher.

But nor aU was in parables, and maybe Mark was right when he wrote 

rhat Jesus explained everything in private ro his disciples. Certainly Jesus 

was not a Delphian obscurantist, nor have the sources obscured him so 

much from us. He seems to have spoken plainly enough. And what he 

spoke plainly abour was an old world made new, a corrupt world made 

incorrupt. It has not come. Will it ever?
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And yet, despite everything, for those who have cars to hear, Jesus, the 

millenarian herald of judgment and salvation, says rhe only things worth 

saying, for his dream is the only one worth dreaming. If our wounds never 

heal, if the outrageous spectacle of 3 history filled with cataclysmic sad

ness is never undone, if there is nothing more for those who were slaugh

tered in the death camps or for six-year olds devoured by cancer, then ler 

us ear and drink, for tomorrow we die. If in rhe end there is no good God 

to calm this sea of troubles, to raise the dead, and to give good news to 

the poor, then this is indeed a tale told by an idiot, signifying nothing.
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1. In accordance with the hypothetical nature of Q  and the convention of citing Q  ma
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units from Q arc entered here under Luke.
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